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APPENDIX A 
Glossary	  

Artifact: A syllabus, assessment, assignment or textbook excerpt. Artifacts were systematically collected and 
organized into complete course packets. 

Artifact Inclusion Criteria: Criteria, specific to a syllabus, assessment, assignment, or textbook excerpt, that 
defined the minimum requirement for the artifact to be included in a complete course packet. 

Code/Coding: The category of a knowledge, skill or ability (KSA) statement, which is identified based on 
evidence within a course packet. The process of categorization conducted by the content reviewers is referred to 
as coding throughout the study. A coding scheme was developed with specific codes used by the content 
reviewers to facilitate analysis. 

Coding Scheme: A systematic and formal structure for defining, identifying, and recording prerequisite 
knowledge, skills, and abilities in course artifacts during review. 

College Course Content Analysis (CCCA): Acronym used throughout this study. 

Content Analysis: An objective and systematic technique for making replicable and valid conclusions about 
course content from course packets (Krippendorff, 2013). 

Content Maps: Visual representations of the group review applicability ratings and NAEP-Specific KSA 
Exclusions related to each of the NAEP-Specific KSAs. Applicability ratings represent the degree to which a 
KSA relates to evidence in a course packet.. 

Content Review: The application of the coding scheme to a course packet, an assembly of course artifacts. 
Content reviews were conducted independently and in a group. 

Content Reviewer: A highly qualified and trained college-level mathematics or reading content expert who 
reviewed course packets for evidence of KSAs for the CCCA study. 

Content Review Group: A group of three content reviewers who independently and collectively reviewed the 
same set of course packets. 

Course: A class offered at a postsecondary institution. The CCCA study focused on one of eight course titles 
with mathematics and reading content that fulfilled a set of course inclusion criteria (see the Course Packets 
section for the criteria). Artifacts were solicited for these courses and used to construct course packets. 
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Course/Artifact Submitter: A college-level instructor who submitted a minimum of three artifacts for a single 
course to be organized into a single course packet. 

Course Inclusion Criteria: Criteria that defined the minimum requirements for a course to be included in the 
study. 

Course Packet: A set of three or more artifacts representing a single course title at one institution, including a 
syllabus, a textbook excerpt, and either an assignment or an assessment. There were a total of 28 course packets 
for each course title used for four different purposes: training reviewers to participate in the study, qualifying 
reviewers to participate in the study, operational use by reviewers in Phase 2 of the study, and validation of 
results compiled from the reviewers. 

Course Title: A grouping of courses (e.g., U.S. history) that would be expected to have similar content 
regardless of the institution at which a given course is taught. 

Decision Rules: Guidance on how to identify evidence during the review process, applying the coding scheme 
to areas identified as potentially ambiguous. 

Extant Artifacts: Relevant artifacts from a repository of course materials that had been collected during 
previous studies by EPIC that EPIC was given permission to use for additional studies. These artifacts from 
EPIC’s repository were included in the CCCA study. 

Generalizability Study: A statistical analysis of the reliability of using content reviewers to code course packets 
and the results of CCCA study under specific constraints. This should not be confused with the term 
“generalizability” that refers to the extension of these research findings and conclusions to the population at large. 

Group Review: A process, following independent review, where content reviewers attended a facilitated 
meeting to review the same 28 course packets and resolve coding disagreements as part of a convergent 
consensus process. 

Holistic Review: An initial general review of course packets conducted as a training exercise prior to content 
reviewer training on the NAEP frameworks and the convergent consensus review methodology. 

Holistic Review Statement: A statement of knowledge, skills and abilities identified during the Holistic 
Review, which is conducted before reviewers are asked to use the NAEP Frameworks as a reference. Holistic 
Review Statements are outputs of a training exercise that familiarizes the Content Reviewers with all of 
Course Packets they will review in the study, while also allowing reviewers to suggest prerequisite KSAs in 
their own words, based on the evidence identified in the Course Packets.  

Independent Review: A process, preceding group review, where content reviewers reviewed a set of 28 course 
packets independently, as part of a convergent consensus process. 
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Institution: Postsecondary college or university that met representativeness criteria from which courses were 
selected and course artifacts were collected to form complete course packets. 

Institution Inclusion Criteria: Criteria that defined the minimum requirements for an institution to become 
eligible to submit artifacts to be included in the CCCA study. 

KSA: Knowledge, skills, and abilities.  

NAEP Expert: A highly qualified doctoral-level expert in mathematics or reading content who served as an 
advisor to the CCCA study. Each NAEP expert had specialized expertise on the NAEP, including a deep 
understanding of the NAEP and participated in the development of the NAEP framework. All had extensive 
experience with previous NAEP studies, including the JSS and JTPC studies. 

NAEP Framework: The blueprint that guides the development of the NAEP assessment instrument and 
determines the content to be assessed by NAEP. For the purposes of the CCCA, a NAEP framework is a 
selection of content statements used as the basis for coding the evidence found in course packets. The 2009 
12th Grade NAEP Frameworks for Reading and Mathematics were used, and neither framework has changed 
since 2009. 

NAEP Item and NAEP Item Pool: A set of basic scorable parts of the NAEP assessment or test questions 
(NAEP Items) available for administration. NAEP items are either multiple-choice or constructed-response. 
The CCCA study included a comparison of prerequisite KSAs with the 2009 and 2013 12th Grade NAEP item 
pools in mathematics and reading. 

NAEP-Specific KSA: A statement of knowledge, skills, and abilities that is articulated in the NAEP 
framework. The NAEP-specific KSAs may not be evident as prerequisite in the course packets. 

NAEP-Specific KSA Exclusion: A selection of text from a NAEP-specific KSA that does not apply to the 
coding by a content reviewer or content reviewer group. 

Non-NAEP Additional KSA: A statement of knowledge, skills, and abilities that is not listed in the NAEP 
framework. These include the Holistic Review Statements that content reviewers within each Subject Area 
deemed appropriate to integrate into the operational Coding process. 

Objective: Level of statement within the NAEP mathematics and reading framework referred to for content 
review and analysis. 

Online Submission Instrument: The platform where a Course/Artifact Submitter attests that the artifacts 
being submitted relate to a course that meets the Course Inclusion Criteria for the CCCA study and submits 
the required artifacts for a complete Course Packet. 
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Operational Packet: One of 80 course packets in mathematics or one of 80 course packets in courses with 
substantial reading demands, 20 per course title, reviewed and coded for evidence of KSAs by content reviewers.  

Qualifying Packet: One of two course packets in mathematics or one of two course packets in courses with 
substantial reading demands that were reviewed and coded by content reviewers after participating in training. 
The coding on these packets was used to assess content reviewers’ understanding of the review process. If 
adequate understanding was not demonstrated in the qualifying packet reviews, a content reviewer was released 
from participating further in the study. 

Reviews: Identification and coding of evidence of knowledge, skills, and abilities within the content of course 
artifacts compiled into packets by experts. 

Subject Area: One of the areas assessed (or planned for assessment) by NAEP, which includes but is not 
limited to the arts, civics, economics, foreign language, geography, mathematics, reading, science, U.S. history, 
world history, and writing. CCCA examined two subject areas: mathematics and reading. The term Course 
Type has been used in CCCA-related materials and is considered synonymous with the term Subject Area. 

Subtopic: A level in the hierarchy of an assessment framework; a statement that is more general than an 
Objective in the NAEP mathematics framework. For example, the NAEP mathematics framework is organized 
from highest level to lowest level as follows: Subject Area- 1. Content Area- 1.1 Subtopic- 1.1.a Objective. For 
example, Mathematics- 1. Number and Properties- 1.1 Number Sense- 1.1.a Represent, interpret, or compare 
expressions for real numbers, including expressions using exponents and logarithms. 

Standard: A level in the hierarchy of an assessment framework; a statement that is more general than an 
Objective in the NAEP reading framework. For example, the NAEP reading framework is organized from 
highest level to lowest level as follows: Subject Area- 1. Cognitive Domain: 1.1 Standard: 1.1.a Objective. For 
example, Reading- 1. Locate/Recall- 1.1 Locate or recall textually explicit information and make simple 
inferences within and across both literary and informational texts- 1.1.a Locate or recall specific information 
such as definitions, facts, and supporting details in text or graphics 

Training Packet: One of two course packets in mathematics or one of two course packets in courses with 
substantial reading demands that were reviewed and coded for evidence of KSAs by the content reviewers 
during their training and prior to conducting qualifying reviews. 

Validation Packet: One of eight course packets in mathematics or one of eight course packets in courses with 
substantial reading demands, two per course title, reviewed by all content reviewers during the independent and 
group reviews to assess reviewer consistency. Reviewers’ codings on validation packets provided the data 
analyzed during the generalizability studies. 
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APPENDIX B 
Artifact Solicitation Email	  

From: College Course Content Analysis Study <cccastudy@epiconline.org> 
Date: Wed, Jun 1, 2013 at 6:49 AM 
Subject: National Assessment Governing Board-Research Survey 
To: Potential Participant<potential_participant@email.edu> 
 
Dear Potential Participant, 

We are writing to request your participation in a national research study, the College Course Content Analysis 
(CCCA) Study being conducted on behalf of the National Assessment Governing Board. 

The Educational Policy Improvement Center (EPIC) has undertaken a research program to determine what and how 
the National Assessment of Education Progress (The Nation’s Report Card) can report on the academic preparedness of 
12th grade students in reading and mathematics as they enter the worlds of college and job training. For the 
CCCA Study, EPIC is seeking colleges and universities to submit course documents for entry-level college 
courses in: Calculus, College Algebra, English Literature (not Composition courses), Finite/General Mathematics, Psychology, 
Statistics, U.S. Government, and U.S. History. We would like to include a course in US History, US Government, or 
Psychology from your institution that meets the criteria outlined in this email.  

EPIC has identified you as a contact for your department. We respectfully request that you forward this 
invitation to your institution's US History, US Government, or Psychology instructors. As an honorarium for 
participation, a $50 Amazon gift card will be sent to the email address associated with a verified 
complete submission. Please note that although participant information will be collected with the survey, all 
documents will be made anonymous and your information will be kept secure and confidential. 

Participation is estimated to require approximately 10-20 minutes. You will be asked to identify your institution 
and course, provide information about your course, and upload 2-4 course documents including a syllabus and 
an assignment or assessment. More detail is included in the survey instructions. EPIC staff may follow up to ask 
for clarification or additional course information. 

You will be asked to verify that the course meets the following criteria: 

• Does not require any college-level prerequisite courses (note: if your course requires either a placement 
exam score or credit from another course, you should indicate that your course does not  require  a 
co l l ege- l eve l  prerequis i t e  course) 

• Fulfills general education requirements for a four-year degree (at your institution or at a four-year 
institution.) 
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• Considered entry-level (beginning postsecondary students can enroll in this course) 
• Not considered remedial 
• Students earn college credit for taking this course 
• Not considered honors level 
• Not targeted to students in a particular major or program 

In addition, we ask that course documents be from a course taught during the 2009–2010 or 2010–2011 
academic year. Course documents from subsequent years are also acceptable if the content of the course is 
substantively unchanged. 

To participate, please click on this 
link: http://apps.epiconline.org/surveys/index.php?r=survey/index/sid/585883/token/yirb3/lang/en. You will 
be able to save your progress if you are not able to complete the survey all at one time. Submissions will be 
accepted through Friday, June 28 or until we have sufficient courses in this course title. If you would like 
to participate but are unavailable during that time, please email cccastudy@epiconline.org or call(877) 766-2279. 

If the survey software prompts you for a token, it is yirb3. 

EPIC looks forward to helping all participants complete the course submission process. Please contact us if you 
have any questions or need assistance. We are available weekdays between 5:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. PT and 8:30 
a.m.–5 p.m. ET at (877) 766-2279. Ask for Paul, Emily, or Tris. You may email anytime 
atcccastudy@epiconline.org. 

Thank you, 
Tris O’Shaughnessy, Project Administrator  
Educational Policy Improvement Center  
http://www.epiconline.org 

541-246-2600 

EPIC Eugene 
1700 Millrace Drive  
Eugene, OR 97403 

EPIC Portland  
SW 5th Avenue, Suite 2100   
Portland, OR 97204 

If you do not want to participate in this survey and don't want to receive any more invitations, please click the 
following link: http://apps.epiconline.org/surveys/index.php?r=optout/tokens/langcode/en/surveyid/585883/ 
token/yirb3
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APPENDIX C 
Institution Course Titles Associated With Course Packets	  

MATHEMATICS 

Course name Packet ID Type Group Course packet contents 

College algebra 

College algebra 2 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment (2), and textbook  

College algebra 3 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment (2), assessment, and textbook 

College algebra 8 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment (2), and textbook 

College algebra 15 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

College algebra 18 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

College algebra 4 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

College algebra 9 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

College algebra 11 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

College algebra 13 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

College algebra 20 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

College algebra 6 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

College algebra 12 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

College algebra  16 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, other, and textbook 

College algebra 19 Operational 3 Syllabus, assessment (2), and textbook 

College algebra 22 Operational 3 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

College algebra 7 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment (2), other, and textbook 

College algebra and 
trigonometry 

10 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

College algebra 14 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

College algebra 17 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

College algebra 21 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

College algebra 1 Validation All Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

College algebra 5 Validation All Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Functions and models N/A Training  All Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Precalculus/calculus 

Calculus I 6 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

Differential calculus  11 Operational 1 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Precalculus algebra 12 Operational 1 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Precalculus 14 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 
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Course name Packet ID Type Group Course packet contents 

Precalculus algebra 17 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Analytic geometry and 
calculus A 

7 Operational 2 Syllabus, assessment (2), other, and textbook 

Precalculus/analytic 
geometry 

8 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, assessment (2), and textbook 

Calculus I 13 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Calculus with analytic 
geometry I 

15 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Calculus with analytic 
geometry I 

18 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Calculus I 3 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, other, and textbook 

Calculus I 4 Operational 3 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Calculus I 19 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Brief calculus 20 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment (2), and textbook 

Precalculus 22 Operational 3 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Calculus I 5 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Calculus I 9 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Precalculus I 10 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Calculus I 16 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Calculus I 1 Validation All Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Calculus I 2 Validation All Syllabus, assessment (3), assignment, other, and 
textbook 

Calculus I N/A Training  All Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Finite mathematics 

Contemporary 
mathematics  

8 Operational 1 Syllabus, assessment (2), other, and textbook 

Survey of mathematics 9 Operational 1 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Contemporary 
mathematics and 
quantitative analysis 

14 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Modern college 
mathematics 

15 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Contemporary 
mathematics  

18 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Contemporary 
mathematics  

11 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
contemporary 
mathematics 

16 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Finite mathematics 20 Operational 2 Syllabus, assessment, other, and textbook 

Discrete mathematics 21 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment (2), assessment (2), and textbook 
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Course name Packet ID Type Group Course packet contents 

Discrete mathematics 22 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Mathematics for 
business 

3 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, other, and textbook 

Contemporary 
mathematics  

4 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

Finite mathematics 12 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Mathematics for the 
21st century 

17 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Finite mathematics 19 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment (2), and textbook 

Mathematics for 
business and 
information 

5 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment (2), and textbook 

Survey of mathematics 6 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Survey of 
contemporary 
mathematics 

7 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

College mathematics 10 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Finite mathematics 13 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Finite mathematics  1 Validation All Syllabus, assessment (2), and textbook 

Finite mathematics  2 Validation All Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

Finite mathematics  N/A Qualifying All Syllabus, assignment (2), and textbook 

Statistics 

Introduction to 
statistics  

3 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
statistics 

4 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
statistics 

8 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

Statistics  17 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment (2), and textbook 

Statistics  18 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, assessment (2), and textbook 

Elementary statistics  6 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Statistics  9 Operational 2 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Elementary statistics  16 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Intro Stats 20 Operational 2 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
statistics 

22 Operational 2 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Basic concepts of 
statistics 

7 Operational 3 Syllabus, assessment (2), and textbook 

Introduction to 
statistics 

11 Operational 3 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 
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Course name Packet ID Type Group Course packet contents 

Introduction to 
statistics 

13 Operational 3 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Elementary statistics  15 Operational 3 Syllabus, assessment, other, and textbook 

Elementary statistics  21 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

Basic statistics 1 5 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment (2), and textbook 

Introduction to 
statistics 

10 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Statistics  12 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

Statistics and 
introduction to SPSS 

14 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
statistics 

19 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introductory statistics  1 Validation All Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
statistics 

2 Validation All Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
statistics 

N/A Qualifying All Syllabus, assessment (3), and textbook 
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READING 
 

Course name Packet ID Type Group Course packet contents 

English literature 

General education: 
Classics of western 
literature 

3 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment (2), assessment, and textbook 

Medieval and renaissance 
European literature 

5 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment (3), other, and textbook 

Cosmopolitans  8 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Great books II 11 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to literature 18 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment (3), and textbook 

Introduction to 
literature-monstrous 
selves 

7 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to literature 9 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment (2), and textbook 

Survey of British 
Literature  

13 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Literature 14 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
Shakespeare 

16 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to fiction 2 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment (3), other, and textbook 

Survey of American 
literature early American 
to realism 

12 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

American literature I 15 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment (2), and textbook 

American literature 17 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Survey of British 
literature I 

21 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Survey of American 
literature 

4 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment (2), and textbook 

Gothic literature 6 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Western literature: 
Classical, medieval, and 
renaissance 

19 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to English 
studies 

20 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to literature 22 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, other, and textbook 

Shakespeare 1 Validation All Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to literature 10 Validation All Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to British 
literature I: From 
Beowulf to Bunyan 

N/A Training  All Syllabus, assignment, other, and textbook 
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Course name Packet ID Type Group Course packet contents 

Psychology  

Introduction to 
psychology (general 
psychology) 

2 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

General psychology 11 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
psychology  

15 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

General psychology 16 Operational 1 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Introductory psychology 22 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
psychology 

4 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment (2), and textbook 

General psychology 8 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

General psychology 10 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment (2), assessment, and textbook 

General psychology  12 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment (3), and textbook 

General psychology  13 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment (3), and textbook 

Introduction to 
psychology 

5 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

General psychology 7 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment (3), and textbook 

Introduction to 
psychology  

9 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Understanding human 
behavior 

14 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment (3), and textbook 

General psychology 17 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

General psychology  6 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

General psychology  18 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

General psychology 19 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
psychology 

20 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

General psychology 21 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
psychology 

1 Validation All Syllabus, assignment, assessment, other, and textbook 

Introduction to 
psychology 

3 Validation All Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

General psychology N/A Training  All Syllabus, assignment (4), and textbook 

U.S. government 

U.S. government and 
politics  

1 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

American political 
systems 

14 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
American national 

15 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment (2) and textbook 
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Course name Packet ID Type Group Course packet contents 

government 

Introduction to 
American government  

18 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

American government 20 Operational 1 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
American government 
and politics 

3 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
American government 

10 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment (2), assessment (2), and textbook 
(2) 

American politics 11 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment (2), and textbook 

U.S. government and 
politics  

16 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment (3), and textbook 

Introduction to 
American politics  

21 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to 
American government 

5 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

American national 
government 

7 Operational 3 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

None 8 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

American politics 9 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Introduction to U.S. 
government and politics 

13 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Essentials of government 6 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment (2), other, and textbook 

Introduction to political 
science 

12 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment (3), and textbook 

Introduction to federal 
government 

17 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

American government 
and politics 

19 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Power, politics, and 
democracy in America 

22 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

American federal 
government 

2 Validation All Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

U.S. government: 
Structure, power, and 
participation 

4 Validation All Syllabus, assignment (2), and textbook 

American national 
government 

N/A Qualifying All Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

U.S. history 

War and American 
society  

6 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, assessment (5), other (2), and 
textbook 

U.S. history to 1877 12 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 
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Course name Packet ID Type Group Course packet contents 

U.S. history to 1865 16 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

U.S. history from 1865 18 Operational 1 Syllabus, assignment (3), and textbook 

American history I, to 
1865 

20 Operational 1 Syllabus, assessment, other, and textbook 

Survey of modern US 
history, 1865-2000 

2 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Evolution of American 
democracy 

10 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

Recent American history 11 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

Development of the 
United States to 1877 

13 Operational 2 Syllabus, assignment, other, and textbook 

The United States to 
1865 

21 Operational 2 Syllabus, assessment (2), and textbook 

History of the United 
States from 1600 to 
1865 

1 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment (2), assessment, and other (3), 
Textbook 

U.S. history 1 7 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

American civilization to 
1877 

8 Operational 3 Syllabus, assessment (4), other (2), and textbook 

U.S. history since the 
Civil War 

17 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

American civilization to 
1877 

19 Operational 3 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

American history 3 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, other, and textbook (2) 

History of the United 
States 1900-2006 

4 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment (2), assessment, and textbook 

The history of the 
United States to 1865 

9 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Colonization to Civil 
War 

14 Operational 4 Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

U.S. history 1 22 Operational 4 Syllabus, assessment, and textbook 

Race and ethnicity in U.S. 
history 

5 Validation All Syllabus, assignment, assessment, and textbook 

American history since 
1877 

15 Validation All Syllabus, assignment, and textbook 

American history to 
1877 

N/A Qualifying All Syllabus, assignment, assessment, other, and textbook 
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APPENDIX D 
Artifact Collection Decision Rules and Inclusion Criteria 
	  

EXTANT COURSE PACKETS 
A repository, or extant artifact database, of course artifacts from previous EPIC studies were included in the 
final sample using a three-step process. First, extant artifacts from the extant artifact database were filtered to 
include only artifacts from the eight course titles selected for this study. Finite mathematics was the only course 
title with no artifacts in the extant artifact database. Second, course artifacts were excluded if they explicitly 
violated the course inclusion criteria. Third, courses were filtered based on institutional representativeness 
needs. The result was a database with complete and partial course packets. Complete course packets were 
included in the CCCA Artifact Bank. 

PARTIAL COURSE PACKETS  
Project staff attempted to complete partial course packets through an initial data mining of postsecondary 
institutional websites in search of artifacts that matched the academic year of the original submission. If data 
mining was unsuccessful, project staff emailed instructors and asked them to submit the artifacts necessary to 
complete their packets. One follow-up phone call and one final email request was attempted before the 
instructor was considered unresponsive and the partial course packet was excluded from the study. 

NEW COURSE PACKETS 
The collection of new course artifacts was used to fill the gap left after all possible extant and partial packets 
were collected. The remaining gap was filled through the collection of new artifacts from a survey submission 
tool, email and phone outreach, and online data mining.  

Project staff targeted institutions from the IPEDS database that fit the representativeness needs left by the gap 
between the target number of institutions and the number of complete extant and partial course packets. The 
institutions contacted were selected at random after a preliminary list of institutions that met the 
representativeness needs was created. Project staff used online reviews of course catalogs and department 
websites to identify courses from the selected institutions that appeared to meet the inclusion criteria. An initial 
recruitment email was sent to the selected course instructor or a department contact. The email contents 
included an overview of the project, a request for participation via an online submission process, mention of a 
$50 honorarium for successfully submitting course documents, the dates the online tool will be available for 
submission, and an opportunity to opt out of participation in the study.  

Collecting new artifacts proved challenging and the entire list of institutions that met the representativeness 
needs of the study was eventually exhausted and online data mining was used to collect the outstanding courses. 
General Google searches with key words were used to locate course artifacts. For example, the Google search 
“college algebra syllabus 2010 community” produced online syllabi for college algebra courses taught in 
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community colleges sometime during the 2010 academic year. Figure D1 displays the process used to collect 
new artifacts. 

The collection and filtering of artifacts from the extant artifact database took place between November of 2012 
and March of 2013. The resulting set of artifacts was used in preparing the Artifact Inventory, Sampling Gap 
Analysis, and portions of the Design Document from March to May 2013. New course artifacts were collected 
from early May till mid July 2013.  

Table D1 displays the response rates for the different outreach efforts used during artifact collection. E-mails 
were sent to the instructors in the extant artifact database that had partial course packets that fit the inclusion 

Figure D1. New Artifact Collection Process 
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criteria and representativeness needs of the study. 
Eighteen instructors out of the 177 contacted resulted in 
complete submissions for a response rate of 
approximately 10%. Of the 1,393 survey invitations sent 
from the submission tool, 64 resulted in complete and 
useable new course packets for a response rate of 5%. 
Phone calls were made to 633 of the 1,393 department 
contacts that received a survey invitation. Eleven of the 
633 phone calls resulted in a complete submission for a 
response rate of approximately 2%.  

TEXTBOOK ARTIFACT COLLECTION DECISION RULES  
1. For courses with only one textbook, that textbook was considered the primary textbook. 
2. For courses with two or more required textbooks and the syllabus did not indicate a primary textbook. 

a. If the institution was contacted through the data collection process, the institution was asked to 
identify the primary textbook. 

b. If a course schedule was available, the textbook covered earliest in the course schedule was 
considered the primary textbook. 

c. If no course schedule was available, the following rules applied to gather the most appropriate 
text-based artifact:  

i. if one of the textbooks was used by multiple courses, it was be selected; 
ii. if topics were listed in the syllabus, EPIC inferred the primary textbook from the 

coverage of early topics; and  
iii. if no other information was available, the textbook listed first was selected. 

3. If no textbook was identified, the institution was contacted through the supplemental artifact collection 
process and requested to submit a primary textbook or provide a text-based artifact for consideration. 

Once collected, an excerpt from the primary textbook was extracted and included in the course packet materials. 
The text excerpt selected for the textbook artifact also followed a hierarchical decision rule framework.  

1. The table of contents was included when present.  
2. One or two chapters were included depending on the length of the chapters. Typically, textbook 

artifacts did not exceed 100 pages.  
a. If the course schedule was available, the first chapter(s) covered in the course was extracted. 
b. If no course schedule was available, the first chapter(s) in the textbook was extracted.  

This decision rule framework typically applied to calculus, college algebra, statistics, finite mathematics, 
psychology, U.S. government, and U.S. history textbooks. For English literature courses or other reading 
courses that uses novels rather than textbooks as their required texts, the first chapter(s) was included. 

Table D1. Partial and New Artifact Collection Response 
Rates 

Course 
Title/Type 

Partial 
Course 
Packets 

New 
Artifacts 

Submission 
Tool 

New 
Artifacts - 
Reminder 

Calls 

Requests 177 1,393 633 

Submissions 18 64 11 

Response rate 10% 5% 2% 
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APPENDIX E 
Course Packet Exemplars 
	  

The following course packets are representative of the artifacts reviewed for course content. These exemplar 
course packets have been abridged for accessibility purposes. The textbook artifacts contain only the title page 
and table of contents of the primary textbook for the course. The course packet cover sheets indicate the exact 
textbook extracts included in the training, qualifying, operational and validation course packets. 
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APPENDIX F 
2009 NAEP Grade 12 Mathematics and Reading Frameworks for Alignment Studies 
	  

MATHEMATICS 
 

Level Description 

1 Number properties and operations 

1.1 Number sense 

1.1.d Represent, interpret, or compare expressions for real numbers, including expressions using exponents 
and logarithms. 

1.1.f Represent or interpret expressions involving very large or very small numbers in scientific notation. 

1.1.g Represent, interpret, or compare expressions or problem situations involving absolute values. 

1.1.i Order or compare real numbers, including very large and very small real numbers. 

1.2 Estimation 

1.2.b Identify situations where estimation is appropriate, determine the needed degree of accuracy, and 
analyze* the effect of the estimation method on the accuracy of results. 

1.2.c Verify solutions or determine the reasonableness of results in a variety of situations. 

1.2.d Estimate square or cube roots of numbers less than 1,000 between two whole numbers. 

1.3 Number operations 

1.3.a Find integral or simple fractional powers of real numbers. 

1.3.b Perform arithmetic operations with real numbers, including common irrational numbers. 

1.3.c Perform arithmetic operations with expressions involving absolute value. 

1.3.d 
Describe the effect of multiplying and dividing by numbers including the effect of multiplying or dividing a 
real number by: Zero, or A number less than zero, or A number between zero and one, or One, or A 
number greater than one. 

1.3.f Solve application problems involving numbers, including rational and common irrationals. 

1.4 Ratios and proportional reasoning 

1.4.c Use proportions to solve problems (including rates of change). 

1.4.d Solve multistep problems involving percentages, including compound percentages. 

1.5 Properties of number and operations 

1.5.c Solve problems using factors, multiples, or prime factorization. 

1.5.d Use divisibility or remainders in problem settings. 

1.5.e Apply basic properties of operations, including conventions about the order of operations. 

1.5.f 
Recognize properties of the number system (whole numbers, integers, rational numbers, real numbers, 
and complex numbers) and how they are related to each other, and identify examples of each type of 
number. 

1.6 Mathematical reasoning using number 
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Level Description 

1.6.a Give a mathematical argument to establish the validity of a simple numerical property or relationship. 

1.6.b * Analyze or interpret a proof by mathematical induction of a simple numerical relationship. 

2 Measurement 

2.1 Measuring physical attributes 

2.1.b Determine the effect of proportions and scaling on length, area, and volume. 

2.1.c Estimate or compare perimeters or areas of two-dimensional geometric figures. 

2.1.d Solve problems of angle measure, including those involving triangles or other polygons or parallel lines cut 
by a transversal. 

2.1.f Solve problems involving perimeter or area of plane figures such as polygons, circles, or composite 
figures. 

2.1.h Solve problems by determining, estimating, or comparing volumes or surface areas of three- dimensional 
figures. 

2.1.i Solve problems involving rates such as speed, density, population density, or flow rates. 

2.2 Systems of measurement 

2.2.a Recognize that geometric measurements (length, area, perimeter, and volume) depend on the choice of a 
unit, and apply such units in expressions, equations, and problem solutions. 

2.2.b Solve problems involving conversions within or between measurement systems, given the relationship 
between the units. 

2.2.d Understand that numerical values associated with measurements of physical quantities are approximate, 
are subject to variation, and must be assigned units of measurement. 

2.2.e 
Determine appropriate accuracy of measurement in problem situations (e.g., the accuracy of 
measurement of the dimensions to obtain a specified accuracy of area) and find the measure to that 
degree of accuracy. 

2.2.f Construct or solve problems involving scale drawings. 

2.3 Measurement in triangles 

2.3.a Solve problems involving indirect measurement. 

  

2.3.b 
Solve problems using the fact that trigonometric ratios (sine, cosine, and tangent) stay constant in similar 
triangles. 

2.3.c Use the definitions of sine, cosine, and tangent as ratios of sides in a right triangle to solve problems about 
length of sides and measure of angles. 

2.3.d Interpret and use the identity sin2 q + cos2 q = 1 for angles q between 0° and 90°; recognize this identity 
as a special representation of the Pythagorean theorem. 

2.3.e * Determine the radian measure of an angle and explain how radian measurement is related to a circle of 
radius 1. 

2.3.f * Use trigonometric formulas such as addition and double angle formulas. 

2.3.g * Use the law of cosines and the law of sines to find unknown sides and angles of a triangle. 

3 Geometry 

3.1 Dimension and shape 

3.1.c Give precise mathematical descriptions or definitions of geometric shapes in the plane and in three-
dimensional space. 

3.1.d Draw or sketch from a written description plane figures and planar images of three-dimensional figures. 
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Level Description 

3.1.e Use two-dimensional representations of three-dimensional objects to visualize and solve problems. 

3.1.f Analyze properties of three-dimensional figures including spheres and hemispheres. 

3.2 Transformation of shapes and preservation of properties 

3.2.a Recognize or identify types of symmetries (e.g., point, line, rotational, self-congruence) of two- and three-
dimensional figures. 

3.2.b Give or recognize the precise mathematical relationship (e.g., congruence, similarity, orientation) between 
a figure and its image under a transformation. 

3.2.c Perform or describe the effect of a single transformation on two- and three-dimensional geometric shapes 
(reflections across lines of symmetry, rotations, translations, and dilations). 

3.2.d Identify transformations, combinations, or subdivisions of shapes that preserve the area of two- 
dimensional figures or the volume of three-dimensional figures. 

3.2.e Justify relationships of congruence and similarity and apply these relationships using scaling and 
proportional reasoning. 

3.2.g Perform or describe the effects of successive transformations. 

3.3 Relationships between geometric figures 

3.3.b Apply geometric properties and relationships to solve problems in two and three dimensions. 

3.3.c Represent problem situations with geometric models to solve mathematical or real-world problems. 

3.3.d Use the Pythagorean theorem to solve problems in two- or three-dimensional situations. 

3.3.e Recall and interpret definitions and basic properties of congruent and similar triangles, circles, 
quadrilaterals, polygons, parallel, perpendicular and intersecting lines, and associated angle relationships. 

3.3.f Analyze properties or relationships of triangles, quadrilaterals, and other polygonal plane figures. 

3.3.g Analyze properties and relationships of parallel, perpendicular, or intersecting lines including the angle 
relationships that arise in these cases. 

3.3.h Analyze properties of circles and the intersections of lines and circles (inscribed angles, central angles, 
tangents, secants, and chords). 

3.4 Position, direction, and coordinate geometry 

3.4.a Solve problems involving the coordinate plane such as the distance between two points, the midpoint of a 
segment, or slopes of perpendicular or parallel lines. 

3.4.b Describe the intersections of lines in the plane and in space, intersections of a line and a plane, or of two 
planes in space. 

3.4.c Describe or identify conic sections and other cross sections of solids. 

3.4.d Represent two-dimensional figures algebraically using coordinates and/or equations. 

3.4.e * Use vectors to represent velocity and direction; multiply a vector by a scalar and add vectors both 
algebraically and graphically. 

3.4.f Find an equation of a circle given its center and radius and, given an equation of a circle, find its center and 
radius. 

3.4.g 
* Graph ellipses and hyperbolas whose axes are parallel to the coordinate axes and demonstrate 
understanding of the relationship between their standard algebraic form and their graphical 
characteristics. 

3.4.h * Represent situations and solve problems involving polar coordinates. 

3.5 Mathematical reasoning in geometry 
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Level Description 

3.5.a Make, test, and validate geometric conjectures using a variety of methods including deductive reasoning 
and counterexamples. 

3.5.b Determine the role of hypotheses, logical implications, and conclusion in proofs of geometric theorems. 

3.5.c Analyze or explain a geometric argument by contradiction. 

3.5.d Analyze or explain a geometric proof of the Pythagorean theorem. 

3.5.e Prove basic theorems about congruent and similar triangles and circles. 

4 Data analysis, statistics, and probability 

4.1 Data representation 

4.1.a Read or interpret graphical or tabular representations of data. 

4.1.b For a given set of data, complete a graph and solve a problem using the data in the graph (histograms, 
scatterplots, and line graphs). 

4.1.c Solve problems involving univariate or bivariate data. 

4.1.d Given a graphical or tabular representation of a set of data, determine whether information is 
represented effectively and appropriately. 

4.1.e Compare and contrast different graphical representations of univariate and bivariate data. 

4.1.f Organize and display data in a spreadsheet in order to recognize patterns and solve problems. 

4.2 Characteristics of data sets 

4.2.a 
Calculate, interpret, or use summary statistics for distributions of data including measures of typical value 
(mean, median), position (quartiles, percentiles), and spread (range, interquartile range, variance, and 
standard deviation). 

4.2.b Recognize how linear transformations of one-variable data affect mean, median, mode, range, interquartile 
range, and standard deviation. 

4.2.c Determine the effect of outliers on mean, median, mode, range, interquartile range, or standard deviation. 

4.2.d 
Compare data sets using summary statistics (mean, median, mode, range, interquartile range, or standard 
deviation) describing the same characteristic for two different populations or subsets of the same 
population. 

4.2.e Approximate a trend line if a linear pattern is apparent in a scatterplot or use a graphing calculator to 
determine a least-squares regression line and use the line or equation to make predictions. 

4.2.f 
Recognize that the correlation coefficient is a number from -1 to +1 that measures the strength of the 
linear relationship between two variables; visually estimate the correlation coefficient (e.g., positive or 
negative, closer to 0, .5, or 1.0) of a scatterplot. 

4.2.g Know and interpret the key characteristics of a normal distribution such as shape, center (mean), and 
spread (standard deviation). 

4.3 Experiments and samples 

4.3.a Identify possible sources of bias in sample surveys and describe how such bias can be controlled and 
reduced. 

4.3.b Recognize and describe a method to select a simple random sample. 

4.3.c * Draw inferences from samples, such as estimates of proportions in a population, estimates of population 
means, or decisions about differences in means for two “treatments.” 

4.3.d Identify or evaluate the characteristics of a good survey or of a well-designed experiment. 

4.3.e * Recognize the differences in design and in conclusions between randomized experiments and 
observational studies. 
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Level Description 

4.4 Probability 

4.4.a Recognize whether two events are independent or dependent. 

4.4.b Determine the theoretical probability of simple and compound events in familiar or unfamiliar contexts. 

4.4.c Given the results of an experiment or simulation, estimate the probability of simple or compound events 
in familiar or unfamiliar contexts. 

4.4.d Use theoretical probability to evaluate or predict experimental outcomes. 

4.4.e Determine the number of ways an event can occur using tree diagrams, formulas for combinations and 
permutations, or other counting techniques. 

4.4.h Determine the probability of independent and dependent events. 

4.4.i Determine conditional probability using two-way tables. 

4.4.j Interpret and apply probability concepts to practical situations. 

4.4.k * Use the binomial theorem to solve problems. 

4.5 Mathematical reasoning with data 

4.5.a Identify misleading uses of data in real-world settings and critique different ways of presenting and using 
information. 

4.5.b Distinguish relevant from irrelevant information, identify missing information, and either find what is 
needed or make appropriate approximations. 

4.5.c * Recognize, use, and distinguish between the processes of mathematical (deterministic) and statistical 
modeling. 

4.5.d Recognize when arguments based on data confuse correlation with causation. 

4.5.e * Recognize and explain the potential errors caused by extrapolating from data. 

5 Algebra 

5.1 Patterns, relations, and functions 

5.1.a Recognize, describe, or extend numerical patterns, including arithmetic and geometric progressions. 

5.1.b Express linear and exponential functions in recursive and explicit form given a table, verbal description, or 
some terms of a sequence. 

5.1.e Identify or analyze distinguishing properties of linear, quadratic, rational, exponential, or * trigonometric 
functions from tables, graphs, or equations. 

5.1.g Determine whether a relation, given in verbal, symbolic, tabular, or graphical form, is a function. 

5.1.h Recognize and analyze the general forms of linear, quadratic, rational, exponential, or * trigonometric 
functions. 

5.1.i Determine the domain and range of functions given in various forms and contexts. 

5.1.j * Given a function, determine its inverse if it exists and explain the contextual meaning of the inverse for a 
given situation. 

5.2 Algebraic representations 

5.2.a 
Create and translate between different representations of algebraic expressions, equations, and 
inequalities (e.g., linear, quadratic, exponential, or *trigonometric) using symbols, graphs, tables, diagrams, 
or written descriptions. 

5.2.b 
Analyze or interpret relationships expressed in symbols, graphs, tables, diagrams (including Venn 
diagrams), or written descriptions and evaluate the relative advantages or disadvantages of different 
representations to answer specific questions. 
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Level Description 

5.2.d Perform or interpret transformations on the graphs of linear, quadratic, exponential, and * trigonometric 
functions. 

5.2.e Make inferences or predictions using an algebraic model of a situation. 

5.2.f Given a real-world situation, determine if a linear, quadratic, rational, exponential, logarithmic, or * 
trigonometric function fits the situation. 

5.2.g Solve problems involving exponential growth and decay. 

5.2.h * Analyze properties of exponential, logarithmic, and rational functions. 

5.3 Variables, expressions, and operations 

5.3.b Write algebraic expressions, equations, or inequalities to represent a situation. 

5.3.c Perform basic operations, using appropriate tools, on algebraic expressions including polynomial and 
rational expressions. 

5.3.d Write equivalent forms of algebraic expressions, equations, or inequalities to represent and explain 
mathematical relationships. 

5.3.e Evaluate algebraic expressions including polynomials and rational expressions. 

5.3.f Use function notation to evaluate a function at a specified point in its domain and combine functions by 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and composition. 

5.3.g * Determine the sum of finite and infinite arithmetic and geometric series. 

5.3.h Use basic properties of exponents and *logarithms to solve problems. 

5.4 Equations and inequalities 

5.4.a Solve linear, rational, or quadratic equations or inequalities, including those involving absolute value. 

5.4.c Analyze situations, develop mathematical models, or solve problems using linear, quadratic, exponential, 
or logarithmic equations or inequalities symbolically or graphically. 

5.4.d Solve (symbolically or graphically) a system of equations or inequalities and recognize the relationship 
between the analytical solution and graphical solution. 

5.4.e Solve problems involving special formulas such as: A = P(I + r)t, A = Pert. 

5.4.f Solve an equation or formula involving several variables for one variable in terms of the others. 

5.4.g Solve quadratic equations with complex roots. 

5.5 Mathematical reasoning in algebra 

5.5.a Use algebraic properties to develop a valid mathematical argument. 

5.5.b Determine the role of hypotheses, logical implications, and conclusions in algebraic argument. 

5.5.c Explain the use of relational conjunctions (and, or) in algebraic arguments. 
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READING 

 
 

Table F2. 2009 NAEP Grade-12 Reading Framework: Organization for Alignment Studies 

Level Description 

1 Locate/Recall: Locate or recall textually explicit information within and across texts, which may 
involve making simple inferences as needed for literal comprehension 

1.1 Locate or recall textually explicit information and make simple inferences within and across both literary 
and informational texts 

1.1.a Locate or recall specific information such as definitions, facts, and supporting details in text or graphics 

1.2 Locate or recall textually explicit information and make simple inferences within and across literary texts 

1.2.a Locate or recall character traits 

1.2.b Locate or recall sequence of events or actions 

1.2.c Locate or recall setting 

1.2.d Locate or recall figurative language 

1.2.e Locate or recall organizing structures of literary texts, such as verse or stanza in poetry or description, 
chronology, comparison, etc. in literary non-fiction 

1.3 Locate or recall textually explicit information and make simple inferences within and across informational 
texts 

1.3.a Locate or recall the topic sentence or main idea 

1.3.b Locate or recall the author’s purpose 

1.3.c Locate or recall causal relations 

1.3.d Locate or recall organizing structures of texts, such as comparison/contrast, problem/solution, 
enumeration, etc. 

2 Integrate/Interpret: Make complex inferences within and across texts 

2.1 Integrate/Interpret: Make complex inferences within and across both literary and informational texts 

2.1.a Describe problem and solution, or cause and effect 

2.1.b Compare or connect ideas, perspectives, problems, or situations 

2.1.c Determine unstated assumptions in an argument 

2.1.d Describe or analyze how an author uses literary devices or text features to convey meaning 

2.1.e Describe or analyze how an author uses organizing structures to convey meaning 

2.1.f Describe or analyze author’s purpose 

2.2 Integrate/Interpret: Make complex inferences within and across texts literary texts 

2.2.a Interpret mood, tone, or voice 

2.2.b Integrate ideas to determine theme 

2.2.c Interpret a character’s conflicts, motivations, and decisions 

2.2.d Examine relations between or among theme, setting, plot, or characters 

2.2.e Explain how rhythm, rhyme, sound, or form in poetry contribute to meaning 
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Table F2. 2009 NAEP Grade-12 Reading Framework: Organization for Alignment Studies 

Level Description 

2.3 Integrate/Interpret: Make complex inferences within and across texts informational texts 

2.3.a Summarize major ideas 

2.3.b Draw conclusions and provide supporting information 

2.3.c Find evidence in support of an argument 

2.3.d Distinguish facts from opinions 

2.3.e Determine the importance of information within and across texts 

2.4 Integrate/Interpret: Apply understanding of vocabulary to comprehension of both literary and 
informational texts 

2.4.a Determine word meaning as used in context 

3 Critique/Evaluate: Consider text(s) critically 

3.1 Critique/Evaluate: Consider both literary and informational texts critically 

3.1.a Judge the author’s craft and technique 

3.1.b Analyze, critique, or evaluate the author’s perspective or point of view 

3.1.c Take different perspectives in relation to a text 

3.2 Critique/Evaluate: Consider literary text critically 

3.2.a Evaluate the role of literary devices in conveying meaning 

3.2.b Determine the degree to which literary devices enhance a literary work 

3.3 Critique/Evaluate: Consider informational text critically 

3.3.a Evaluate the way the author selects language to influence readers 

3.3.b Evaluate the strength and quality of evidence used by the author to support his or her position 

3.3.c Determine the quality of counterarguments within and across texts 

3.3.d Judge the coherence or logic of an argument 
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APPENDIX G 
NAEP Advisory Panel Meeting Agendas 
	  

MATHEMATICS NAEP EXPERT ADVISORY PANEL AGENDA 
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convergent&
consensus&

Outcome:&

As&evident&in&course&

ar9facts,&mathema9cs&and&
reading&prerequisite&KSAs&
for&job&training&programs&

Study:&CCCA&

Job&Training&

Programs&
Curriculum&Study&

Methodology:&

Content&analysis&&&

convergent&
consensus&

Outcome:&

As&evident&in&course&

ar9facts,&mathema9cs&and&
reading&prerequisite&KSAs&
for&job&training&programs&

Comparisons,&within&

and&across&studies&&
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2&

Ar9fact&&&course&
selec9on;&reviewer&

recruitment&

Ar9fact&collec9on,&
material&and&

process&
development&

NAEP%expert%
advisement%

Material&revision&
and&comple9on&

Independent&
ar9fact&review&

training&

Reviewer&
qualifica9on&

Independent&
ar9fact&review&&

Reviewer&
consistency&

Coding&compila9on&
(Iden9fy&nonK
iden9cal&coding&
within&each&team)&

Group&Ar9fact/
Coding&Review&

Training&

Group&Ar9fact/
Coding&Review&&

Results&compila9on&
(Data&Maps)&

NAEP%prerequisite%
KSA%review%Report&Project&Summary&

EPIC& EPIC&

EPIC& EPIC&

EPIC&

NAEP&Advisors&

NAEP&Advisors&

Ar9fact&Reviewers&

Ar9fact&Reviewers&

Research%Ques;ons%&
&&&&&What&are&the&prerequisite&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili9es&(herea_er&
referred&to&as&“prerequisite&KSAs”)&in&reading&and&mathema9cs&to&qualify&for&
entryKlevel&creditKbearing&courses&that&sa9sfy&general&educa9on&
requirements?&&

&&&&&How&do&these&prerequisite&KSAs&compare&with&the&2009&and&2013&NAEP&
reading&and&mathema9cs&frameworks&and&item&pools?&

&&&&&How&do&these&prerequisite&KSAs&compare&with&previous&NAEP&
preparedness&research,&"&i.e.,&the&descrip9ons&of&minimal&academic&
preparedness&requirements&produced&in&the&JSS&research?”&

&&&&&How&can&these&prerequisites&inform&future&NAEP&preparedness&research,&
i.e.,&planning&and&analysis&efforts&rela9ve&to&the&2013&grade&12&NAEP&reading&
and&mathema9cs&assessments?&

1 

2 

3 

4 
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&

3&

NAEP&Expert&Role&

1.&Advisement&

• Decisions&rules&
•  Scoring&criteria&
• Reference&sheet&
• Training&
• Coding&

2.&Observa9on&&&
Representa9on&

• Approve&any&
addi9onal&
decision&rules&

•  Support&NAEP&&
Interpreta9on&

• Aid&in&evidence&
loca9on&

3.&Interpreta9on&

• Discuss,&
interpret&and&
summarize&
prerequisite&KSA&

• Compare&to&
NAEP&items&and&
item&pools&

• Compare&to&
previous&study&
results&

•  Inform&NAEP&

Today& July/August& September&

(Suggested)&3Kday&Process&
Day%1:%Review%training%materials%

–  Coding&scheme&
–  Defini9ons&
–  Training&objec9ves&and&key&elements&

&
Day%1C3:%Begin%coding%and%itera;vely:&

–  Note&decision&rules&as&they&emerge&
–  Iden9fy&where&addi9onal&clarifica9ons&are&needed&
–  Iden9fy&exclusions,&addi9ons&and&NAEP&objec9ves&evident&in&ar9facts&
–  Iden9fy&an9cipated&ar9fact&reviewer&misunderstandings,&errors,&and&mistakes&
–  Iden9fy&guidance&needed&for&ar9fact&coders&
–  Establish&“passing&score”&criteria&for&each&packet&

&
Day%3:%Complete%Coding,%finalize,%&%debrief%

–  Decision&rules,&cheat&sheet&(defini9ons,&guidance&for&interpre9ng&and&iden9fying&NAEP&
objec9ves&in&course&ar9facts),&scoring&criteria,&addi9onal&emphases&of&training&&

–  Other&advice?&Sugges9ons?&Concerns?&Ques9ons?&
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4&

Defini9ons:&Course&Ar9facts&

Decision%Rules:&Rules&to&guide,&simplify,&
or&consistently&rou9nize&the&
iden9fica9on&of&prerequisites&in&course&
ar9facts.&&

Course%packet:&Collec9on&of&required&ar9facts&for&general&educa9on,&entryKlevel,&
nonKremedial,&credit&bearing&college&courses.&

Course:&Selected&to&be&representa9ve&
of&the&mathema9cs&skills&required&of&
entering&college&students.&
&
Course%Title:&Finite&Math,&College&
Algebra,&Calculus/Pre&Calculus,&
Sta9s9cs.&

Course%ar;facts:&
1.  Syllabus&
2.  Early&text&chapter&
3.  Table&of&contents&
4.  Exam&or&assignment&

&

Defini9ons:&Prerequisites&

Prerequisite%KSAs:&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili9es&(herea_er&referred&to&as&
“prerequisite&KSAs”)&in&reading&and&mathema9cs&to&qualify&for&entryKlevel&creditK
bearing&courses&that&sa9sfy&general&educa9on&requirements&

Exclusions.&Part&of&a&NAEP&framework&objec9ve&that&is&not&a&prerequisite&when&the&
rest&of&the&objec9ve&is.&For&example,&&
&

!Locate!or!recall!organizing!structures!of!texts,!such!as!comparison/contrast,!
!problem/solu8on,!enumera8on,!etc.!

&
&&&

(PreCNAEP)%Prerequisite%KSAs:&Prerequisite&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili9es&that&are&
evident&in&the&course&ar9facts&(without&ajen9on&to&NAEP&objec9ves).&&&

NAEP%objec;ves%(KSAs):&Evident&prerequisite&that&correspond&to&NAEP&objec9ves.&&&

Evident%KSAs%C>%NAEP%objec;ves%–%Exclusions%=%Prerequisite%KSAs%&&
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5&

Coding&Scheme&
Applicability&and&Importance&(NAEP&Objec9ves)&

For&all&NAEP&framework&objec9ve&KSAs,&please&indicate&whether&each&is&a&
prerequisite&for&this&course,&is&taught&in&this&course,&or&is&neither&a&prerequisite&or&
taught.&&
A!KSA!is!prerequisite!if!a!minimally!prepared!student!is!either!expected!or!required!to!
have!experience!with!the!content!prior!to!entry!into!the!course.!A!prerequisite!KSA!
may!be!reviewed,!but!not!taught!in!depth,!during!the!course.!!
Knowledge&and&skills&that&are&prerequisites!but!are!also!reviewed&in&this&course&should&
be&coded&as&prerequisite.&For&each&prerequisite&KSA,&please&select&the&op9on&that&
best&describes&the&importance&of&this&KSA&for&student&success&in&this&course.&&

1—KSA&is&Not&applicable&to&this&course&
2—KSA&is&NEW&content&taught&in&this&course&
3—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&NOT&IMPORTANT.&Although&a&prerequisite,&possessing&
this&KSA&will&make&lijle&difference&on&course&outcomes.&&
4—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&MINIMALLY&IMPORTANT.&This&KSA&is&a&prerequisite,&
which&if&possessed,&is&likely&to&result&in&bejer&course&outcomes.&&
5—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&IMPORTANT.&Without&this&KSA,&students&will&struggle&
with&the&course.&&
6—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&VERY&IMPORTANT.&Without&this&KSA&students&are&not&
prepared&for&and&will&be&unlikely&to&complete&this&course.&

&
&

Coding&Scheme&
KSA&Exclusions&(NAEP&Objec9ves)&

Many&9mes,&part(s)&of&a&framework&objec9ve&KSA&are&prerequisite&to&a&course,&while&
other&parts&are&not&prerequisite.&&For&each&framework&objec9ve&KSA&where&only&part&
of&the&objec9ve&is&prerequisite,&please&list&the&parts&that&are&not.&&

&

For&example,&an&exclusion&might&look&like&this:&&

!Locate!or!recall!organizing!structures!of!texts,!such!as!comparison/contrast,!
!problem/solu8on,!enumera8on,!etc.!

&

And&would&be&recorded&like&this:&&

!Recall,!enumera8on!
&

&

&

&

&
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6&

Coding&Scheme&
Source(s)&of&Evidence&(NAEP&Objec9ves)&

For&each&prerequisite&KSA&evident&in&a&course&ar9fact,&please&iden9fy&in&which&ar9fact&
the&evidence&was&found.&Please&select&all&that&apply.&
&

1—Syllabus&
2—Textbook&Table&of&Contents&
3—Assignment&
4—Textbook&Excerpt&&
5—Exam&
6—Other&

&
&
&

&
&

Coding&Scheme&
Applicability&and&Importance&(NonKNAEP&Prerequisites)&

For&all&addi9onal&(nonKNAEP)&prerequisite&KSAs,&please&select&the&op9on&that&best&
describes&the&importance&of&this&KSA&for&student&success&in&this&course.&A!KSA!is!
prerequisite!if!a!minimally!prepared!student!is!either!expected!or!required!to!have!
experience!with!the!content!prior!to!entry!into!the!course.!!
Knowledge&and&skills&that&are&prerequisites!but!are!also!reviewed&in&this&course&should&
be&coded&as&prerequisite.&&

&
3—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&NOT&IMPORTANT.&Although&a&prerequisite,&possessing&
this&KSA&will&make&lijle&difference&on&course&outcomes.&&
4—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&MINIMALLY&IMPORTANT.&This&KSA&is&a&prerequisite,&
which&if&possessed,&is&likely&to&result&in&bejer&course&outcomes.&&
5—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&IMPORTANT.&Without&this&KSA,&students&will&struggle&
with&the&course.&&
6—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&VERY&IMPORTANT.&Without&this&KSA&students&are&not&
prepared&for&and&will&be&unlikely&to&complete&this&course.&

&
&
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7&

Coding&Scheme&
Source(s)&of&Evidence&(NonKNAEP&Objec9ves)&

For&each&prerequisite&KSA&evident&in&a&course&ar9fact,&please&iden9fy&in&which&ar9fact&

the&evidence&was&found.&Please&select&all&that&apply.&

&

1—Syllabus&

2—Textbook&Table&of&Contents&

3—Assignment&

4—Textbook&Excerpt&&

5—Exam&

6—Other&

&

&

&

&

&

Decision&Rules&

– Global&content&area&decision&rules&
– Decision&rules&to&guide&iden9fica9on&or&interpreta9on&
of&NAEP&objec9ves&in&course&ar9facts&

– Decision&rules&to&guide&the&iden9fica9on&of&
prerequisites&in&course&ar9facts&&

•  Examples&from&JTPCS&

–  If&we&see&evidence&of&a&skill&being&taught/reviewed&in&
the&course,&and&evident&as&prerequisite,&then&rate&as&

"lijle&important."&Prerequisite&because&students&need&

the&basic&ability&to&infer...&

–  Case&studies&may&be&interpreted&as&"causal&rela9on”.&
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8&

Reminders&&

Annotate&as&you&go!&
–  You&will&be&discussing&differences&in&ra9ngs&with&
members&of&your&group&so&you&want&to&make&yourself&
any&reminders&that&may&be&needed&to&discuss&the&
evidence&used&to&iden9fy&prerequisites&

&
Remember!&
–  You&are&not&searching&for&NAEP&objec9ves&in&the&
materials,&you&want&to&iden9fy&all&prerequisites&and&
then&see&howKKand&ifKKthey&map&onto&NAEP&objec9ves&&

Review&Tasks&
•  Bring&annotated&course&materials&with&you&
•  Pay&ajen9on&during&training,&due&to&ques9ons&raised&during&

individual&review,&some&details&of&coding&may&change&
•  Break&out&into&teams&
•  Review&results&of&individual&ra9ngs,&discuss,&and&reach&a&group&

decision&on&evident&prerequisite&KSA,&NAEP&objec9ves,&and&
exclusions&and&the&importance&of&each&

•  Code&course&packets,&a&few&from&each&course&type&
•  EPIC&scribe&will&note&borderline&judgments,&common&ques9ons&and&

areas&of&confusion&that&arise,&decisions&and&challenges,&and&&
•  You&may&ask&ques9ons&about&NAEP&framework&objec9ves&

(defini9on,&applica9on,&extension,&intent,&etc.).&Please&record&them&
and&hold&them&un9l&a&NAEP&expert&comes&to&your&room.&&

•  Complete&by&end&of&session&
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9&

Reminders&&
(Points&of&emphasis)&

Keep&an&eye&on&the&clock!&
– Work&efficiently&as&a&group,&there&are&lots&of&decisions&
to&be&made&in&a&rela9vely&short&9me&
•  Tips:&thumbs&up,&thumbs&down;&number&of&fingers&

Priori9ze&9me&in&conversa9on!&
–  Don’t&discuss&everything,&spend&9me&on&important&

discussions&with&an&eye&for&general&rules&that&make&
sense&across&mul9ple&similar&differences&

Remember!&
–  You&are&not&searching&for&NAEP&objec9ves&in&
materials,&you&want&to&iden9fy&all&prerequisites&and&
then&see&howKKand&ifKKthey&map&onto&NAEP&objec9ves&&

Ques9ons&
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10&

Next&Steps&
1.  Provide&feedback&on&training&
2.  Help&us&refine&prerequisite,&importance,&coding&scheme&&
3.  Code&12&course&packets,&to:&

–  Iden9fy&and&document&decision&rules&(For&mathema9cs&overall,&for&
individual&frameworks&(as&needed),&and&for&specific&sources&of&
evidence,&course&type,&or&ar9fact&type&

–  Addi9onal&prerequisites&that&are&not&NAEP&driven.&&
–  The&“correct&score”&or&key&prerequisite&KSA&and&exclusions&for&each&

packet&that&when&iden9fied&by&content&reviewers,&will&indicate&task&
understanding&sufficient&to&accurately&iden9fy&prerequisite&KSAs&in&
course&ar9facts&&

4.  Iden9fy&contents&of&ar9fact&review&reference&sheet,&to&include&
–  Sugges9ons&for&media9ng&challenges&applying&coding&scheme&&
–  NAEP&terms&that&may&need&defini9on&or&explana9on&to&be&provided&in&

content&reviewer&reference&sheet;&provide&other&knowledge&that&
college&instruc9ons&may&find&helpful&to&interpre9ng&and&applying&the&
NAEP&objec9ves&to&ar9fact&review&
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READING NAEP EXPERT ADVISORY PANEL AGENDA 
 

&

1&

College&Course&Content&Analysis&For&

The&Na9onal&Assessment&Of&

Educa9onal&Progress&(NAEP)&

Grade&12&Preparedness&Research&

NAEP&Advisory&Panel&Mee9ng&

June&19K21,&2013&

Portland,&OR&

Project&Context&

Study:&JSS&

Judgmental&

Standard&SeRng&

Methodology:&

Expert&Panels&

Outcome:&

Expert&iden9fica9on&of&

mathema9cs&and&reading&
prerequisite&KSAs&for&job&
training&programs&and&

entryKlevel&college&course&
(Borderline&Performance&

Descrip9on&(BPD))&

Compare&
prerequisites&to:&

To&NAEP&
Frameworks&

To&content&
measured&by&NAEP&

items&

To&approximate&
loca9on&of&items&
on&NAEP&scale&

To&previous&
research&

Study:&JTPCS&

Job&Training&

Programs&
Curriculum&Study&

Methodology:&

Content&analysis&&&

convergent&
consensus&

Outcome:&

As&evident&in&course&

ar9facts,&mathema9cs&and&
reading&prerequisite&KSAs&
for&job&training&programs&

Study:&CCCA&

Job&Training&

Programs&
Curriculum&Study&

Methodology:&

Content&analysis&&&

convergent&
consensus&

Outcome:&

As&evident&in&course&

ar9facts,&mathema9cs&and&
reading&prerequisite&KSAs&
for&job&training&programs&

Comparisons,&within&

and&across&studies&&
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&

2&

Ar9fact&&&course&
selec9on;&reviewer&

recruitment&

Ar9fact&collec9on,&
material&and&

process&
development&

NAEP%expert%
advisement%

Material&revision&
and&comple9on&

Independent&
ar9fact&review&

training&

Reviewer&
qualifica9on&

Independent&
ar9fact&review&&

Reviewer&
consistency&

Coding&compila9on&
(Iden9fy&nonK
iden9cal&coding&
within&each&team)&

Group&Ar9fact/
Coding&Review&

Training&

Group&Ar9fact/
Coding&Review&&

Results&compila9on&
(Data&Maps)&

NAEP%prerequisite%
KSA%review%Report&Project&Summary&

EPIC& EPIC&

EPIC& EPIC&

EPIC&

NAEP&Advisors&

NAEP&Advisors&

Ar9fact&Reviewers&

Ar9fact&Reviewers&

Research%Ques;ons%&
&&&&&What&are&the&prerequisite&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili9es&(herea_er&
referred&to&as&“prerequisite&KSAs”)&in&reading&and&mathema9cs&to&qualify&for&
entryKlevel&creditKbearing&courses&that&sa9sfy&general&educa9on&
requirements?&&

&&&&&How&do&these&prerequisite&KSAs&compare&with&the&2009&and&2013&NAEP&
reading&and&mathema9cs&frameworks&and&item&pools?&

&&&&&How&do&these&prerequisite&KSAs&compare&with&previous&NAEP&
preparedness&research,&"&i.e.,&the&descrip9ons&of&minimal&academic&
preparedness&requirements&produced&in&the&JSS&research?”&

&&&&&How&can&these&prerequisites&inform&future&NAEP&preparedness&research,&
i.e.,&planning&and&analysis&efforts&rela9ve&to&the&2013&grade&12&NAEP&reading&
and&mathema9cs&assessments?&

1 

2 

3 

4 
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3&

NAEP&Expert&Role&

1.&Advisement&

• Decisions&rules&
•  Scoring&criteria&
• Reference&sheet&
• Training&
• Coding&

2.&Observa9on&&&
Representa9on&

• Approve&any&
addi9onal&
decision&rules&

•  Support&NAEP&&
Interpreta9on&

• Aid&in&evidence&
loca9on&

3.&Interpreta9on&

• Discuss,&
interpret&and&
summarize&
prerequisite&KSA&

• Compare&to&
NAEP&items&and&
item&pools&

• Compare&to&
previous&study&
results&

•  Inform&NAEP&

Today& July/August& September&

(Suggested)&3Kday&Process&
Day%1:%Review%training%materials%

–  Coding&scheme&
–  Defini9ons&
–  Training&objec9ves&and&key&elements&

&
Day%1C3:%Begin%coding%and%itera;vely:&

–  Note&decision&rules&as&they&emerge&
–  Iden9fy&where&addi9onal&clarifica9ons&are&needed&
–  Iden9fy&exclusions,&addi9ons&and&NAEP&objec9ves&evident&in&ar9facts&
–  Iden9fy&an9cipated&ar9fact&reviewer&misunderstandings,&errors,&and&mistakes&
–  Iden9fy&guidance&needed&for&ar9fact&coders&
–  Establish&“passing&score”&criteria&for&each&packet&

&
Day%3:%Complete%Coding,%finalize,%&%debrief%

–  Decision&rules,&cheat&sheet&(defini9ons,&guidance&for&interpre9ng&and&iden9fying&NAEP&
objec9ves&in&course&ar9facts),&scoring&criteria,&addi9onal&emphases&of&training&&

–  Other&advice?&Sugges9ons?&Concerns?&Ques9ons?&
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4&

Defini9ons:&Course&Ar9facts&

Decision%Rules:&Rules&to&guide,&simplify,&
or&consistently&rou9nize&the&
iden9fica9on&of&prerequisites&in&course&
ar9facts.&&

Course%packet:&Collec9on&of&required&ar9facts&for&general&educa9on,&entryKlevel,&
nonKremedial,&credit&bearing&college&courses.&

Course:&Selected&to&be&representa9ve&
of&the&mathema9cs&skills&required&of&
entering&college&students.&
&
Course%Title:&Finite&Math,&College&
Algebra,&Calculus/Pre&Calculus,&
Sta9s9cs.&

Course%ar;facts:&
1.  Syllabus&
2.  Early&text&chapter&
3.  Table&of&contents&
4.  Exam&or&assignment&

&

Defini9ons:&Prerequisites&

Prerequisite%KSAs:&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili9es&(herea_er&referred&to&as&
“prerequisite&KSAs”)&in&reading&and&mathema9cs&to&qualify&for&entryKlevel&creditK
bearing&courses&that&sa9sfy&general&educa9on&requirements&

Exclusions.&Part&of&a&NAEP&framework&objec9ve&that&is&not&a&prerequisite&when&the&
rest&of&the&objec9ve&is.&For&example,&&
&

!Locate!or!recall!organizing!structures!of!texts,!such!as!comparison/contrast,!
!problem/solu8on,!enumera8on,!etc.!

&
&&&

(PreCNAEP)%Prerequisite%KSAs:&Prerequisite&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili9es&that&are&
evident&in&the&course&ar9facts&(without&ajen9on&to&NAEP&objec9ves).&&&

NAEP%objec;ves%(KSAs):&Evident&prerequisite&that&correspond&to&NAEP&objec9ves.&&&

Evident%KSAs%C>%NAEP%objec;ves%–%Exclusions%=%Prerequisite%KSAs%&&
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&

5&

Coding&Scheme&
Applicability&and&Importance&(NAEP&Objec9ves)&

For&all&NAEP&framework&objec9ve&KSAs,&please&indicate&whether&each&is&a&
prerequisite&for&this&course,&is&taught&in&this&course,&or&is&neither&a&prerequisite&or&
taught.&&
A!KSA!is!prerequisite!if!a!minimally!prepared!student!is!either!expected!or!required!to!
have!experience!with!the!content!prior!to!entry!into!the!course.!A!prerequisite!KSA!
may!be!reviewed,!but!not!taught!in!depth,!during!the!course.!!
Knowledge&and&skills&that&are&prerequisites!but!are!also!reviewed&in&this&course&should&
be&coded&as&prerequisite.&For&each&prerequisite&KSA,&please&select&the&op9on&that&
best&describes&the&importance&of&this&KSA&for&student&success&in&this&course.&&

1—KSA&is&Not&applicable&to&this&course&
2—KSA&is&NEW&content&taught&in&this&course&
3—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&NOT&IMPORTANT.&Although&a&prerequisite,&possessing&
this&KSA&will&make&lijle&difference&on&course&outcomes.&&
4—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&MINIMALLY&IMPORTANT.&This&KSA&is&a&prerequisite,&
which&if&possessed,&is&likely&to&result&in&bejer&course&outcomes.&&
5—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&IMPORTANT.&Without&this&KSA,&students&will&struggle&
with&the&course.&&
6—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&VERY&IMPORTANT.&Without&this&KSA&students&are&not&
prepared&for&and&will&be&unlikely&to&complete&this&course.&

&
&

Coding&Scheme&
KSA&Exclusions&(NAEP&Objec9ves)&

Many&9mes,&part(s)&of&a&framework&objec9ve&KSA&are&prerequisite&to&a&course,&while&
other&parts&are&not&prerequisite.&&For&each&framework&objec9ve&KSA&where&only&part&
of&the&objec9ve&is&prerequisite,&please&list&the&parts&that&are&not.&&

&

For&example,&an&exclusion&might&look&like&this:&&

!Locate!or!recall!organizing!structures!of!texts,!such!as!comparison/contrast,!
!problem/solu8on,!enumera8on,!etc.!

&

And&would&be&recorded&like&this:&&

!Recall,!enumera8on!
&

&

&

&

&
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6&

Coding&Scheme&
Source(s)&of&Evidence&(NAEP&Objec9ves)&

For&each&prerequisite&KSA&evident&in&a&course&ar9fact,&please&iden9fy&in&which&ar9fact&
the&evidence&was&found.&Please&select&all&that&apply.&
&

1—Syllabus&
2—Textbook&Table&of&Contents&
3—Assignment&
4—Textbook&Excerpt&&
5—Exam&
6—Other&

&
&
&

&
&

Coding&Scheme&
Applicability&and&Importance&(NonKNAEP&Prerequisites)&

For&all&addi9onal&(nonKNAEP)&prerequisite&KSAs,&please&select&the&op9on&that&best&
describes&the&importance&of&this&KSA&for&student&success&in&this&course.&A!KSA!is!
prerequisite!if!a!minimally!prepared!student!is!either!expected!or!required!to!have!
experience!with!the!content!prior!to!entry!into!the!course.!!
Knowledge&and&skills&that&are&prerequisites!but!are!also!reviewed&in&this&course&should&
be&coded&as&prerequisite.&&

&
3—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&NOT&IMPORTANT.&Although&a&prerequisite,&possessing&
this&KSA&will&make&lijle&difference&on&course&outcomes.&&
4—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&MINIMALLY&IMPORTANT.&This&KSA&is&a&prerequisite,&
which&if&possessed,&is&likely&to&result&in&bejer&course&outcomes.&&
5—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&IMPORTANT.&Without&this&KSA,&students&will&struggle&
with&the&course.&&
6—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&VERY&IMPORTANT.&Without&this&KSA&students&are&not&
prepared&for&and&will&be&unlikely&to&complete&this&course.&

&
&
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7&

Coding&Scheme&
Source(s)&of&Evidence&(NonKNAEP&Objec9ves)&

For&each&prerequisite&KSA&evident&in&a&course&ar9fact,&please&iden9fy&in&which&ar9fact&

the&evidence&was&found.&Please&select&all&that&apply.&

&

1—Syllabus&

2—Textbook&Table&of&Contents&

3—Assignment&

4—Textbook&Excerpt&&

5—Exam&

6—Other&

&

&

&

&

&

Decision&Rules&

– Global&content&area&decision&rules&
– Decision&rules&to&guide&iden9fica9on&or&interpreta9on&
of&NAEP&objec9ves&in&course&ar9facts&

– Decision&rules&to&guide&the&iden9fica9on&of&
prerequisites&in&course&ar9facts&&

•  Examples&from&JTPCS&

–  If&we&see&evidence&of&a&skill&being&taught/reviewed&in&
the&course,&and&evident&as&prerequisite,&then&rate&as&

"lijle&important."&Prerequisite&because&students&need&

the&basic&ability&to&infer...&

–  Case&studies&may&be&interpreted&as&"causal&rela9on”.&
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8&

Reminders&&

Annotate&as&you&go!&
–  You&will&be&discussing&differences&in&ra9ngs&with&
members&of&your&group&so&you&want&to&make&yourself&
any&reminders&that&may&be&needed&to&discuss&the&
evidence&used&to&iden9fy&prerequisites&

&
Remember!&
–  You&are&not&searching&for&NAEP&objec9ves&in&the&
materials,&you&want&to&iden9fy&all&prerequisites&and&
then&see&howKKand&ifKKthey&map&onto&NAEP&objec9ves&&

Review&Tasks&
•  Bring&annotated&course&materials&with&you&
•  Pay&ajen9on&during&training,&due&to&ques9ons&raised&during&

individual&review,&some&details&of&coding&may&change&
•  Break&out&into&teams&
•  Review&results&of&individual&ra9ngs,&discuss,&and&reach&a&group&

decision&on&evident&prerequisite&KSA,&NAEP&objec9ves,&and&
exclusions&and&the&importance&of&each&

•  Code&course&packets,&a&few&from&each&course&type&
•  EPIC&scribe&will&note&borderline&judgments,&common&ques9ons&and&

areas&of&confusion&that&arise,&decisions&and&challenges,&and&&
•  You&may&ask&ques9ons&about&NAEP&framework&objec9ves&

(defini9on,&applica9on,&extension,&intent,&etc.).&Please&record&them&
and&hold&them&un9l&a&NAEP&expert&comes&to&your&room.&&

•  Complete&by&end&of&session&
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9&

Reminders&&
(Points&of&emphasis)&

Keep&an&eye&on&the&clock!&
– Work&efficiently&as&a&group,&there&are&lots&of&decisions&
to&be&made&in&a&rela9vely&short&9me&
•  Tips:&thumbs&up,&thumbs&down;&number&of&fingers&

Priori9ze&9me&in&conversa9on!&
–  Don’t&discuss&everything,&spend&9me&on&important&

discussions&with&an&eye&for&general&rules&that&make&
sense&across&mul9ple&similar&differences&

Remember!&
–  You&are&not&searching&for&NAEP&objec9ves&in&
materials,&you&want&to&iden9fy&all&prerequisites&and&
then&see&howKKand&ifKKthey&map&onto&NAEP&objec9ves&&

Ques9ons&
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10&

Next&Steps&
1.  Provide&feedback&on&training&
2.  Help&us&refine&prerequisite,&importance,&coding&scheme&&
3.  Code&12&course&packets,&to:&

–  Iden9fy&and&document&decision&rules&(For&mathema9cs&overall,&for&
individual&frameworks&(as&needed),&and&for&specific&sources&of&
evidence,&course&type,&or&ar9fact&type&

–  Addi9onal&prerequisites&that&are&not&NAEP&driven.&&
–  The&“correct&score”&or&key&prerequisite&KSA&and&exclusions&for&each&

packet&that&when&iden9fied&by&content&reviewers,&will&indicate&task&
understanding&sufficient&to&accurately&iden9fy&prerequisite&KSAs&in&
course&ar9facts&&

4.  Iden9fy&contents&of&ar9fact&review&reference&sheet,&to&include&
–  Sugges9ons&for&media9ng&challenges&applying&coding&scheme&&
–  NAEP&terms&that&may&need&defini9on&or&explana9on&to&be&provided&in&

content&reviewer&reference&sheet;&provide&other&knowledge&that&
college&instruc9ons&may&find&helpful&to&interpre9ng&and&applying&the&
NAEP&objec9ves&to&ar9fact&review&
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APPENDIX H 
Implemented Changes From NAEP Advisory Panel 
	  

The NAEP advisory panel meetings were included in the design document with the expectation that the NAEP 
experts would recommend enhancements to the methodology. As a result of the meetings, some features of the 
training were changed to enhance the training approach. The changes made did not materially change the 
approach documented in the design document.  
 
Below is a summary of the NAEP expert guidance and implemented changes. 
 
 

NAEP Expert Guidance Implemented Change 

Train content reviewers in two sessions. The first session will 
focus on a holistic review of the packet where the reviewer will 
develop, and submit, a list of KSAs without reference to the 
NAEP frameworks. The second training session will introduce 
the NAEP frameworks and the coding instrument.  

The holistic review session provided the content reviewers an 
opportunity to review all the packets, to develop capacity for 
identifying evidence and KSAs, to practice using the survey 
tool, the Basecamp project management system and work with 
EPIC staff. 

Train in small groups rather than one large group to facilitate 
training on packets using examples. 

Eight 1.5-2 hour sessions of holistic review training were 
conducted, 4 for reading and 4 for mathematics. Four 1.5-2 
hour sessions of independent review training were conducted, 
2 for reading and 2 for mathematics. Small groups of 4 
content reviewers worked together to code their training 
packets and become familiar with the content review concepts 
in a group setting. 

Train scribes and facilitators in the same sessions to 
familiarize them with the content, the packets and the NAEP 
frameworks. 

Facilitator and scribe trainings were implemented shortly 
before the group reviews. 

Integrate NAEP experts into the training process. Examples 
are including NAEP experts in the NAEP training sessions, 
securing assistance in answering questions during the independent 
review, and throughout the study. 

NAEP experts were contracted to answer specific questions 
during the training process. A NAEP expert was scheduled 
attend the group review meetings. 

Capture additional information that is not necessarily a KSA but 
is important such as whether a course is delivered online or 
required use of a calculator in a math class. 

Additional information was added to the course packet 
information for analysis during the NAEP expert reviews. 

Use guidance on the sufficiency of packets to both develop 
packet contents and ensure that each review group receives a 
balanced set of packets to review following a distribution chart. 

The sufficiency guidelines suggested by NAEP advisory panels 
were implemented to the extent possible. Course packets were 
distributed selected based on course packet type (operational, 
validity) as required by the design document. In addition, 
operational packets were distributed based on institutional 
characteristics as required by the design document.  

Use NAEP guidance on the aspects of a packet to support 
training on the wide variation among the packets. 

Training packets were chosen based on the recommendations 
of the NAEP experts. In addition, recommended exemplars 
identified in the NAEP advisory panel meetings were provided 
to illustrate specific points. 
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NAEP Expert Guidance Implemented Change 

Simplify the coding schema from 5 points (i.e., categories) to 3 
points. The five-point scale was time consuming to use and did 
not provide additional useful information. The three-point scale 
wording will be different for math and reading. The essential 
information will be 1) no evidence of prerequisite, 2) some 
evidence of prerequisite or 3) evidence of prerequisite and 
important. 

Three point scales were implemented for both math and 
reading. The coding instrument was updated to reflect that 
change. 

Realign the NAEP reading objectives in the coding instrument 
to reflect the recommended approach to coding. 

The coding instrument was updated to reflect that change. 

Sources of evidence should be collected at the packet level 
not at the individual artifact level. Collecting at the artifact 
level (e.g. was the syllabi useful) is not particularly useful. 
However, it is useful to know if a particular packet was sufficient 
for identifying evidence of KSAs and the artifacts that were used 
to identify evidence in the packet.  

The coding instrument was updated to reflect that change. 

Decision Rules Update – overall and specific 
• At the group reviews, if disagree, majority rules 
• One piece of evidence is sufficient 
• Consistent rules for addressing exclusions 
• Consistent rules for adding KSAs 
• Suggested “path” for reviewing a packet such as looking 

for the learning objectives in the syllabus first 
• Suggested methods of annotating packets for use in the 

group reviews 
• Specific mathematics and reading rules 
• Update definitions with NAEP references 

The decision rules were revised and updated to reflect the 
changes suggested by the NAEP advisory panels. The entire 
NAEP frameworks were provided as part of the training. 

Reference sheet update 

• Emphasize the goal of identifying all the prerequisite 
KSAs, not just those in the NAEP frameworks. 

• Emphasize focus on evidence in the packets and follow 
decision rules for reliance on inference. 

The reference sheets were updated to reflect additional 
information. 
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APPENDIX I 
Holistic Review Orientation and Independent Review Training 
	  

MATHEMATICS HOLISTIC REVIEW ORIENTATION 

 

&

&

Overview&

•  Project Staff 
•  Content Reviewers Introductions 

•  Background 
•  Process 
•  Research Questions 

College 
Course Content 
Analysis Study 

(CCCA) 

College&Course&Content&Analysis&(CCCA)&
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&

&

CCCA&Study&–&JSS&Studies&

Study: JSS 
Judgmental 

Standard Setting 

Methodology: 
Expert Panels 

Outcome: 
identification of 

mathematics and reading 
prerequisite KSAs for job 
training programs and 

entry-level college course 
(Borderline Performance 

Description (BPD)) 

Compare 
prerequisites to: 

To NAEP 
Frameworks 

To content 
measured by 
NAEP items 

To approximate 
location of items 
on NAEP scale 

To previous 
research 

Study: JTPCS 
Job Training 
Programs 

Curriculum Study 

Methodology: 
Content analysis 

& convergent 
consensus 

Outcome: 
As evident in course 

artifacts, mathematics and 
reading prerequisite KSAs 
for job training programs 

Study: CCCA 
College Course 
Content Analysis 

Study 

Methodology: 
Content analysis 

& convergent 
consensus 

Outcome: 
As evident in course 

artifacts, mathematics and 
reading prerequisite KSAs 

for entry-level college 
courses 

Artifact & course 
selection; 
reviewer 

recruitment 

Artifact 
collection, and 
review process 
development 

NAEP expert 
advisement 

Review process 
material revision 
and completion 

Independent 
holistic review 
training and 

review 

Independent 
review training 

and qualification 

Independent 
detailed review  

Reviewer 
consistency 

Identify non-
identical coding 
within each team 

Group Coding 
Review Training 

Group Coding 
Review  

Results 
compilation 
(Data Maps) 

NAEP 
prerequisite 
KSA review 

Report 

CCCA&Study&Progress&
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CCCA&Study&Research&Questions&&
1  What are the prerequisite knowledge, skills, and abilities (hereafter referred 

to as “prerequisite KSAs”) in reading and mathematics to qualify for entry-

level credit-bearing courses that satisfy general education requirements?  

2  How do these prerequisite KSAs compare with the 2009 and 2013 NAEP 
reading and mathematics frameworks and item pools? 

3  How do these prerequisite KSAs compare with previous NAEP preparedness 
research, " i.e., the descriptions of minimal academic preparedness requirements 
produced in the JSS research?” 

4  How can these prerequisites inform future NAEP preparedness research, i.e., 
planning and analysis efforts relative to the 2013 grade 12 NAEP reading and 
mathematics assessments? 

Role of Content Reviewer!
Holistic Review Process – Review, Annotate, Record!
Definitions!
Decision Rules!
How to Review, Annotate, Record!
!
!

Holistic&Review&Training&
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&

&

Role&of&Content&Reviewer&
!  Answer the first research question  

! What are the “prerequisite KSAs” in reading and 
mathematics to qualify for entry-level credit-bearing courses 
that satisfy general education requirements?   

!  How?  
! Conduct an independent review of course packets  
! Participate in a group review to determine a group coding 

for the same course packets. 

Role&of&Content&Reviewer&
!  All reviews will be conducted online.  

! Requires a stable, high-speed internet service to effectively 
access and engage with the review materials.   

!  Important to work independently.  
!  It is your individual expertise that we require for this aspect 

of the study.  

!  It is critical that you annotate your evidence.  
!  Be sure to note evidence of each prerequisite KSA you identify for 

reference during the group review.  
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&

&

Holistic&Review&Process&
!  Review the packet to get general understanding about 

the course from the packet.  
! What are students expected to do at the beginning of the 

course? What are students expected to be able to do when 
they enter this course?  

! Don’t get too detailed. This is a holistic scoring.  

!  Annotate the evidence of prerequisite KSA within the 
course packet.  
!  Looking for the major prerequisite KSA.  Keep the notion of 

4-10 KSA in mind as you review and annotate. 
!  Record the 4-10 prerequisite KSAs evidenced in the 

given course in online survey. 
!

!  A set of artifacts from the same course in a single 
institution.  
!  Represent institutions across the United States 
! Meet a set of representativeness characteristics agreed 

upon with the NAGB – size, location, public/private, 2-yr/
4yr 

!  These course packets provide the evidence for 
identifying the list of prerequisite KSA.  

!  A course packet contains only a sample of artifacts 
from a course.   

!  The artifacts represent the early part of the course 
addressing mathematics or reading KSA 

!

CCCA&DeEinition&of&Course&Packet&
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&

Course&Packet&
!  A content reviewer will review 28 course packets for 

evidence of prerequisite KSAs during the independent 
reviews and the group review.   

!  A course packet contains the following artifacts:  
! a syllabus 
! at least one non-textbook based assignment/

assessment 
! a textbook excerpt, including a table of contents 

!

Course&Packet:&Cover&Page&

Reading(Packet(#1

Table of Contents 

Syllabus(.......................................................................................................................Ϯ(

Assignment(..................................................................................................................ϵ(

Textbook(Excerpt(.........................................................................................................ϭϬ(
!
 

Reading(Packet(#1

Table of Contents 

Syllabus(.......................................................................................................................Ϯ(

Assignment(..................................................................................................................ϵ(

Textbook(Excerpt(.........................................................................................................ϭϬ(
!
 

1/96

!  Course Packet Name 

!  Artifact type included 

!  Current page number  
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&

&

Course&Packet:&Non8textbook&
Assignment/Assessment&
!
!!  Course Packet Name 

!  Current page number  

     
 

Sleep and Dream Log 
 
What’s  it  worth?:   20 points  
 
When is it due?   Friday, September 24, 2010 
 
What do I have to do?:  Complete the associated log and a brief write-up 
 
How do I do it?:   You need to give yourself one week (at least) to complete this assignment—that’s  seven  days,  

not five.  I want you to record your sleep and dream patterns for one week.  Record when you 
fell asleep and when you awakened, including naps.  After you wake up, recall all the details of 
your dream.  Be as complete and vivid as possible.  It is very important that you do this 
immediately after you wake up or you will not remember your dream.  Make a note about what 
you ate or drank in the hours before bedtime and determine if they made a difference in your 
ability to sleep or dream.  Also, note any events that may have impacted your dreams (e.g., you 
have a big exam the next day and you dream about a test of some kind).  Remember, everyone 
dreams. 

 
Introduction 
Clearly, sleep has implications that affect all arenas of our waking lives.  Though the process of dreaming has not been conclusively 
explained, we know that hit has import for proper cognitive functioning.  However, we are often not actively aware of our sleeping 
and dreaming habits, thus we must become active agents in understanding them.  Thus, my goals for you in this assignment are: 

x� To be more aware of your sleeping habits 
x� To be better able to recall your dreams 
x� To determine for yourself if your dreams mean anything 
x� To understand what affects your sleeping habits and your dreams 

 
Research of Sleep Deprivation 

x� For peak performance, we must invest 1/3 of our life in sleep 
x� People have been abusing sleep since 1879 
x� 43% of adults are chronically sleep deprived 
x� Sleep can be fragmented by caffeine, chocolate, nicotine, liquor, and medications consumed before bedtime 
x� Driving drowsy is the same as driving drunk 

 
Set the Stage 
For those of you who have trouble remembering your dreams, here are a few suggestions: 

x� If possible, avoid situations that may rouse you from sleep suddenly (e.g.,  alarm,  telephone,  etc…) 
x� Once you wake up, recount the entire dream as much as possible before getting out of bed (even motor movement can 

make dreams fade away) 
x� Remind yourself before falling asleep that you will remember your dreams in the morning (if  you  think  it’s  important,  you’ll  

be more likely to think about it as soon as you wake up) 
 
The Write-up 
The write up must be at least two double spaced pages in length and should include:  
 

(2 points)  Submit the completed Sleep and Dream Record in association with this assignment. 
 
(3 points)  Did any factors (e.g., food, drink, life events) appear to affect your sleep or dreams?  Explain in at least one 
paragraph.  

 
(5 points)  Tell me generally about the types of dreams you had (e.g., common themes), the people in them, what 
happened, or anything else that intrigued you in at least two paragraphs.  

 
(8 points)  Interpret one of your dreams in at least four paragraphs.  Use one paragraph to describe the dream(s) in detail.  
Use the next three paragraphs to tell me what you think it means as specifically as you can.   
 
(2 points)  Please support your ideas with at least two sources (e.g., the text, another book, or a website).   

3DFNHW���

$VVLJQPHQW 9/96

Course&Packet:&Textbook&Excerpt&

!
!

!  Course Packet name 

!  Current page number  

20/96

Packet #1 

Packet #1 

24/96 
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&

&

&
CCCA&DeEinition&of&a&KSA&&
&
!  What a student needs to know or be able to do 

when they enter the course in order to engage with 
the material. 

!  A baseline attribute required of a student to 
perform the tasks in the course.   

CCCA&DeEinition&of&Prerequisite&

!  A KSA is prerequisite if a minimally prepared 
student is either expected or required to possess 
this knowledge, skill, or ability to enter into the 
course.  

!  A prerequisite KSA may be reviewed, but not 
taught in depth or for the first time, during the 
course. 
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&

Decision&Rules:&Syllabus&

!  Look for course outcomes and goals stated in 
different ways; as essential questions, purpose, 
goals, objectives, outcomes, course descriptions, etc. 

!  “Lofty” goals can be evidence, even if not 
substantiated in other packet artifacts. 

Decision&Rules:&Assignment/
Assessment&
 
!  When multiple optional assignments are described, 

review and consider only the lowest cognitively 
demanding assignment. It better represents course 
prerequisites.  

!  If it cannot be determined that assignments are 
optional, then review all. 
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&

&

Decision&Rules:&Text&Excerpt&
!  Exclude activities, assignments, or other actions in 

textbook unless referenced in syllabus and/or 
assignments. 

!  To use chapter for evidence, it is helpful, but not 
necessary, to have a related assessment included in 
packet,  

How&to&Review&Course&Packet&(Holistically)&

!  Review packet first, annotate evidence, and keep 4-10 
notion as a guide as you review  
! Look at what is not a prerequisite – what is being newly 

taught in the course cannot be prerequisite   

!  Suggest review of the following to familiarize yourselves 
with each packet: level of complexity, organization/
structure, presence or absence of text features (e.g., 
charts, graphs, text boxes) 

!
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&

&

How&to&Review&Course&Packet&(Holistically)&

!  Consider the course packet as a whole. Course packet 
comprised of a sample of artifacts, not complete course. 
! Get holistic understanding about what students will be 

expected to know or be able to do when they enter this 
course.  

! Avoid diving too deeply into each packet. Don’t get too 
detailed (i.e. read the entire textbook excerpt).  

!  Focus on the evidence contained in the packet. Resist 
assuming that an instructor is teaching the prerequisite. 

How&to&Identify&Evidence&of&Prerequisite&
KSA&
!  Not content specific prerequisites (not history knowledge but 

reading skills)  
!  Potential sources of evidence 

! Syllabus learning objectives/course outcomes 
! Syllabus list of prerequisites 
! Syllabus course chronology 
! Syllabus- other 
! Assessment 
! Assignment 
! Reading/Math text sample 
! Reading/Math text sample table of contents 
! Other (additional materials included in packet not listed 

above) 
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&

How&to&Annotate&Evidence&of&Prerequisite&
KSA&
!  For each prerequisite KSA identified, highlight, 

circle, underline, add arrow, for a statement of 
evidence within the text.  

!  Use any .pdf reader 
! http://get.adobe.com/reader/ 

How&to&Record&KSA&
!  Do not spend time word-smithing.  

!  Get the idea down – does not need to be perfect the statement 
!  Training 2 will address terminology 
!  Will have opportunity to re-address these identified prerequisite during Detailed 

Independent Review and Group Review 

!  KSA statement format may be different for different course packets. Not 
looking for a consistency. 
!  Larger grain size - Use specific topics 

"  Graphic linear equations 
"  Literary nonfiction 

!  Finer grain size - Include action words 
"  Evaluate expressions involving absolute value and exponents 
"  Read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems 

!  "And" in a list of items means all items in list are evident. 
!  "Or" in a list of items means that not all items are evident. 
!  Lists containing “such as” are not a closed universe; use for examples. 
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&

&

Basecamp!

Content&Review&Technology&

Basecamp&

!  Site organization 
!  Overview 
!  Messages: review document 

source 
!  To-do lists 
!  Project calendar 
!  Writeboards: community 

discussion 
!  Files 

!  Minimal requirements 
!  Download course packets 
!  Download reference 

materials 
!  Communication 

"  With EPIC staff 

!  Troubleshooting 
"  Questions 
"  Common problems 

!  Online hub used to assign and manage tasks 
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&

Basecamp&

Login 

https://epiconline.basecamphq.com  

#  Email prompting sign in from 37 Signals 

Basecamp&

Overview 
#  Snapshot of all project happenings 
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&

&

Basecamp&

Messages #  Location of course packets and survey links 

#  Communicate with project staff 

Basecamp&

To-Dos 
!  Identifies task for completing contractual obligations 
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&

Holistic&Review&Survey&

! At the top-center of 
the screen, this icon 
allows for movement 
between pages 

 

! At the right-center of 
the screen, this icon 
tells you much of the 
survey is left 

 

!  These two icons will allow you to navigate  
    within Fluid Survey 
 

Holistic&Review&Survey&
!  Navigation Guidelines 

! You may toggle between pages to edit responses or move to 
specific sections 

! You are ABLE to save responses and return 
! Click “Submit” on last page to ensure responses are 

recorded.  
 
Note: Get in the habit of saving your surveys periodically 
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&

&

 
!

Next&Steps&

Timeline&
 

!  Holistic Review  
! 28 packets released on Basecamp – July 12  
! 28 packets reviewed and prerequisite KSA evidence 

annotated and 28 surveys submitted – July 21 
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&

Timeline&
!  Training 2 (July 22-24) 

! Availability request – July 11 or 12  
! Webex training – July 22-24 

!  Qualifying Review  
! One packet released – July 24  
! One survey submitted – July 25 
! One retraining/Begin Detailed Review – July 26 and 27 

Timeline&

!  Detailed Review  
! All qualified Reviewers in Detailed Review – July 29  
! 28 packets reviewed and prerequisite KSA evidence 

annotated and 28 surveys submitted – August 16 
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Contractual&Expectations&
!  Independent reviews 
!  Engage with materials and ask questions during the training 

periods, and as necessary through the review periods. 
! July 9-11 and July 22-24 

!  Allocate sufficient time to review each packet. 
!  Annotate evidence for each prerequisite KSA identified 

within a course packet.   
! All notes should be understandable and quickly 

accessible during the onsite group meeting (mid-late 
September) 

!  Adhere to decision rules  
!  Alert project staff of question/concerns as they arise 

!  Complete surveys for both the holistic review and detailed 
review for each course packet 

Questions?&
!  EPIC Project Staff available  

! Basecamp 
! cccastudy@epiconline.org 
! Toll-free 877.766.2279 
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READING HOLISTIC REVIEW ORIENTATION 

&

College&Course&Content&Analysis&
Study&
&
Content&Reviewer&Training&&
Independent&Review&8&Holistic(Review(

July 9-11, 2013!

Agenda&

Overview 
Holistic 
Review 
Training 

CCCA 
Technical 
Training 
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&

Overview&

•  Project Staff 
•  Content Reviewers Introductions 

•  Background 
•  Process 
•  Research Questions 

College 
Course Content 
Analysis Study 

(CCCA) 

College&Course&Content&Analysis&(CCCA)&
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&

&

CCCA&Study&–&JSS&Studies&

Study: JSS 
Judgmental 

Standard Setting 

Methodology: 
Expert Panels 

Outcome: 
identification of 

mathematics and reading 
prerequisite KSAs for job 
training programs and 

entry-level college course 
(Borderline Performance 

Description (BPD)) 

Compare 
prerequisites to: 

To NAEP 
Frameworks 

To content 
measured by 
NAEP items 

To approximate 
location of items 
on NAEP scale 

To previous 
research 

Study: JTPCS 
Job Training 
Programs 

Curriculum Study 

Methodology: 
Content analysis 

& convergent 
consensus 

Outcome: 
As evident in course 

artifacts, mathematics and 
reading prerequisite KSAs 
for job training programs 

Study: CCCA 
College Course 
Content Analysis 

Study 

Methodology: 
Content analysis 

& convergent 
consensus 

Outcome: 
As evident in course 

artifacts, mathematics and 
reading prerequisite KSAs 

for entry-level college 
courses 

Artifact & course 
selection; 
reviewer 

recruitment 

Artifact 
collection, and 
review process 
development 

NAEP expert 
advisement 

Review process 
material revision 
and completion 

Independent 
holistic review 
training and 

review 

Independent 
review training 

and qualification 

Independent 
detailed review  

Reviewer 
consistency 

Identify non-
identical coding 
within each team 

Group Coding 
Review Training 

Group Coding 
Review  

Results 
compilation 
(Data Maps) 

NAEP 
prerequisite 
KSA review 

Report 

CCCA&Study&Progress&
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&

&

CCCA&Study&Research&Questions&&
1  What are the prerequisite knowledge, skills, and abilities (hereafter referred 

to as “prerequisite KSAs”) in reading and mathematics to qualify for entry-

level credit-bearing courses that satisfy general education requirements?  

2  How do these prerequisite KSAs compare with the 2009 and 2013 NAEP 
reading and mathematics frameworks and item pools? 

3  How do these prerequisite KSAs compare with previous NAEP preparedness 
research, " i.e., the descriptions of minimal academic preparedness requirements 
produced in the JSS research?” 

4  How can these prerequisites inform future NAEP preparedness research, i.e., 
planning and analysis efforts relative to the 2013 grade 12 NAEP reading and 
mathematics assessments? 

Role of Content Reviewer!
Holistic Review Process – Review, Annotate, Record!
Definitions!
Decision Rules!
How to Review, Annotate, Record!
!
!

Holistic&Review&Training&
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&

&

Role&of&Content&Reviewer&
!  Answer the first research question  

! What are the “prerequisite KSAs” in reading and 
mathematics to qualify for entry-level credit-bearing courses 
that satisfy general education requirements?   

!  How?  
! Conduct an independent review of course packets  
! Participate in a group review to determine a group coding 

for the same course packets. 

Role&of&Content&Reviewer&
!  All reviews will be conducted online.  

! Requires a stable, high-speed internet service to effectively 
access and engage with the review materials.   

!  Important to work independently.  
!  It is your individual expertise that we require for this aspect 

of the study.  

!  It is critical that you annotate your evidence.  
!  Be sure to note evidence of each prerequisite KSA you identify for 

reference during the group review.  
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&

&

Holistic&Review&Process&
!  Review the packet to get general understanding about 

the course from the packet.  
! What are students expected to do at the beginning of the 

course? What are students expected to be able to do when 
they enter this course?  

! Don’t get too detailed. This is a holistic scoring.  

!  Annotate the evidence of prerequisite KSA within the 
course packet.  
!  Looking for the major prerequisite KSA.  Keep the notion of 

4-10 KSA in mind as you review and annotate. 
!  Record the 4-10 prerequisite KSAs evidenced in the 

given course in online survey. 
!

!  A set of artifacts from the same course in a single 
institution.  
!  Represent institutions across the United States 
! Meet a set of representativeness characteristics agreed 

upon with the NAGB – size, location, public/private, 2-yr/
4yr 

!  These course packets provide the evidence for 
identifying the list of prerequisite KSA.  

!  A course packet contains only a sample of artifacts 
from a course.   

!  The artifacts represent the early part of the course 
addressing mathematics or reading KSA 

!

CCCA&DeEinition&of&Course&Packet&
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&

Course&Packet&
!  A content reviewer will review 28 course packets for 

evidence of prerequisite KSAs during the independent 
reviews and the group review.   

!  A course packet contains the following artifacts:  
! a syllabus 
! at least one non-textbook based assignment/

assessment 
! a textbook excerpt, including a table of contents 

!

Course&Packet:&Cover&Page&

Reading(Packet(#1

Table of Contents 

Syllabus(.......................................................................................................................Ϯ(

Assignment(..................................................................................................................ϵ(

Textbook(Excerpt(.........................................................................................................ϭϬ(
!
 

Reading(Packet(#1

Table of Contents 

Syllabus(.......................................................................................................................Ϯ(

Assignment(..................................................................................................................ϵ(

Textbook(Excerpt(.........................................................................................................ϭϬ(
!
 

1/96

!  Course Packet Name 

!  Artifact type included 

!  Current page number  
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&

Course&Packet:&Non8textbook&
Assignment/Assessment&
!
!!  Course Packet Name 

!  Current page number  

     
 

Sleep and Dream Log 
 
What’s  it  worth?:   20 points  
 
When is it due?   Friday, September 24, 2010 
 
What do I have to do?:  Complete the associated log and a brief write-up 
 
How do I do it?:   You need to give yourself one week (at least) to complete this assignment—that’s  seven  days,  

not five.  I want you to record your sleep and dream patterns for one week.  Record when you 
fell asleep and when you awakened, including naps.  After you wake up, recall all the details of 
your dream.  Be as complete and vivid as possible.  It is very important that you do this 
immediately after you wake up or you will not remember your dream.  Make a note about what 
you ate or drank in the hours before bedtime and determine if they made a difference in your 
ability to sleep or dream.  Also, note any events that may have impacted your dreams (e.g., you 
have a big exam the next day and you dream about a test of some kind).  Remember, everyone 
dreams. 

 
Introduction 
Clearly, sleep has implications that affect all arenas of our waking lives.  Though the process of dreaming has not been conclusively 
explained, we know that hit has import for proper cognitive functioning.  However, we are often not actively aware of our sleeping 
and dreaming habits, thus we must become active agents in understanding them.  Thus, my goals for you in this assignment are: 

x� To be more aware of your sleeping habits 
x� To be better able to recall your dreams 
x� To determine for yourself if your dreams mean anything 
x� To understand what affects your sleeping habits and your dreams 

 
Research of Sleep Deprivation 

x� For peak performance, we must invest 1/3 of our life in sleep 
x� People have been abusing sleep since 1879 
x� 43% of adults are chronically sleep deprived 
x� Sleep can be fragmented by caffeine, chocolate, nicotine, liquor, and medications consumed before bedtime 
x� Driving drowsy is the same as driving drunk 

 
Set the Stage 
For those of you who have trouble remembering your dreams, here are a few suggestions: 

x� If possible, avoid situations that may rouse you from sleep suddenly (e.g.,  alarm,  telephone,  etc…) 
x� Once you wake up, recount the entire dream as much as possible before getting out of bed (even motor movement can 

make dreams fade away) 
x� Remind yourself before falling asleep that you will remember your dreams in the morning (if  you  think  it’s  important,  you’ll  

be more likely to think about it as soon as you wake up) 
 
The Write-up 
The write up must be at least two double spaced pages in length and should include:  
 

(2 points)  Submit the completed Sleep and Dream Record in association with this assignment. 
 
(3 points)  Did any factors (e.g., food, drink, life events) appear to affect your sleep or dreams?  Explain in at least one 
paragraph.  

 
(5 points)  Tell me generally about the types of dreams you had (e.g., common themes), the people in them, what 
happened, or anything else that intrigued you in at least two paragraphs.  

 
(8 points)  Interpret one of your dreams in at least four paragraphs.  Use one paragraph to describe the dream(s) in detail.  
Use the next three paragraphs to tell me what you think it means as specifically as you can.   
 
(2 points)  Please support your ideas with at least two sources (e.g., the text, another book, or a website).   

3DFNHW���

$VVLJQPHQW 9/96

Course&Packet:&Textbook&Excerpt&

!
!

!  Course Packet name 

!  Current page number  

20/96

Packet #1 

Packet #1 

24/96 
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&

&

&
CCCA&DeEinition&of&a&KSA&&
&
!  What a student needs to know or be able to do 

when they enter the course in order to engage with 
the material. 

!  A baseline attribute required of a student to 
perform the tasks in the course.   

CCCA&DeEinition&of&Prerequisite&

!  A KSA is prerequisite if a minimally prepared 
student is either expected or required to possess 
this knowledge, skill, or ability to enter into the 
course.  

!  A prerequisite KSA may be reviewed, but not 
taught in depth or for the first time, during the 
course. 
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&

&

Decision&Rules:&Syllabus&

!  Look for course outcomes and goals stated in 
different ways; as essential questions, purpose, 
goals, objectives, outcomes, course descriptions, etc. 

!  “Lofty” goals can be evidence, even if not 
substantiated in other packet artifacts. 

Decision&Rules:&Assignment/
Assessment&
 
!  When multiple optional assignments are described, 

review and consider only the lowest cognitively 
demanding assignment. It better represents course 
prerequisites.  

!  If it cannot be determined that assignments are 
optional, then review all. 
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&

Decision&Rules:&Text&Excerpt&
!  Exclude activities, assignments, or other actions in 

textbook unless referenced in syllabus and/or 
assignments. 

!  To use chapter for evidence, it is helpful, but not 
necessary, to have a related assessment included in 
packet.  

!  Do not consider video/film- or auditory-based text 
when identifying prerequisites (e.g., don’t apply 
reading KSA to watching movies about fairy tales, 
only to reading fairy tales).  

How&to&Review&Course&Packet&(Holistically)&

!  Review packet first, annotate evidence, and keep 4-10 
notion as a guide as you review  
!  Start with learning goals (syllabus), onto assessment/assignment, 

and then textbook excerpt 
!  Look at what is not a prerequisite – what is being newly taught in 

the course cannot be prerequisite   
!  Suggest review of the following to familiarize yourselves 

with each packet: level of complexity, organization/structure, 
presence or absence of text features (e.g., charts, graphs, 
text boxes) 

 !
!
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&

How&to&Review&Course&Packet&(Holistically)&

!  Consider the course packet as a whole. Course packet 
comprised of a sample of artifacts, not complete course. 
! Get holistic understanding about what students will be 

expected to know or be able to do when they enter this 
course.  

! Avoid diving too deeply into each packet. Don’t get too 
detailed (i.e. read the entire textbook excerpt).  

!  Focus on the evidence contained in the packet. Resist 
assuming that an instructor is teaching the prerequisite. 

How&to&Identify&Evidence&of&Prerequisite&
KSA&
!  Not content specific prerequisites (not history knowledge but 

reading skills)  
!  Potential sources of evidence 

! Syllabus learning objectives/course outcomes 
! Syllabus list of prerequisites 
! Syllabus course chronology 
! Syllabus- other 
! Assessment 
! Assignment 
! Reading/Math text sample 
! Reading/Math text sample table of contents 
! Other (additional materials included in packet not listed 

above) 
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&

How&to&Annotate&Evidence&of&Prerequisite&
KSA&
!  For each prerequisite KSA identified, highlight, 

circle, underline, add arrow, for a statement of 
evidence within the text.  

!  Use any .pdf reader 
! http://get.adobe.com/reader/ 

How&to&Record&KSA&
!  Do not spend time word-smithing.  

!  Get the idea down – does not need to be perfect the statement 
!  Training 2 will address terminology 
!  Will have opportunity to re-address these identified prerequisite during Detailed 

Independent Review and Group Review 

!  KSA statement format may be different for different course packets. Not 
looking for a consistency. 
!  Larger grain size - Use specific topics 

"  Graphic linear equations 
"  Literary nonfiction 

!  Finer grain size - Include action words 
"  Evaluate expressions involving absolute value and exponents 
"  Read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems 

!  "And" in a list of items means all items in list are evident. 
!  "Or" in a list of items means that not all items are evident. 
!  Lists containing “such as” are not a closed universe; use for examples. 
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&

Basecamp!

Content&Review&Technology&

Basecamp&

!  Site organization 
!  Overview 
!  Messages: review document 

source 
!  To-do lists 
!  Project calendar 
!  Writeboards: community 

discussion 
!  Files 

!  Minimal requirements 
!  Download course packets 
!  Download reference 

materials 
!  Communication 

"  With EPIC staff 

!  Troubleshooting 
"  Questions 
"  Common problems 

!  Online hub used to assign and manage tasks 
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&

Basecamp&

Login 

https://epiconline.basecamphq.com  

#  Email prompting sign in from 37 Signals 

Basecamp&

Overview 
#  Snapshot of all project happenings 
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&

&

Basecamp&

Messages #  Location of course packets and survey links 

#  Communicate with project staff 

Basecamp&

To-Dos 
!  Identifies task for completing contractual obligations 
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&

Basecamp&

Writeboard 
#  Training troubleshooting 

Holistic&Review&Survey&
!  Link in Basecamp will open a new window 
!
!
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&

Holistic&Review&Survey&

! At the right-center of the screen, this icon tells 
you much of the survey is left 

 

!  These two icons will allow you to navigate  
    within Fluid Survey 
 

Holistic&Review&Survey&
!  Navigation Guidelines 

! You may toggle between pages to edit responses or move to 
specific sections 

! You are ABLE to save responses and return 
! Click “Submit” on last page to ensure responses are 

recorded. 
! Get in the habit of saving your surveys periodically 
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&

Timeline&
!  Training 2 (July 22-24) 

! Availability request – July 11 or 12  
! Webex training – July 22-24 

!  Qualifying Review  
! One packet released – July 24  
! One survey submitted – July 25 
! One retraining/Begin Detailed Review – July 26 and 27 

Timeline&

!  Detailed Review  
! All qualified Reviewers in Detailed Review – July 29  
! 28 packets reviewed and prerequisite KSA evidence 

annotated and 28 surveys submitted – August 16 
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&

 
!

Next&Steps&

Timeline&
 

!  Holistic Review  
! 28 packets released on Basecamp – July 12  
! 28 packets reviewed and prerequisite KSA evidence 

annotated and 28 surveys submitted – July 21 
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&

Contractual&Expectations&
!  Independent reviews 
!  Engage with materials and ask questions during the training 

periods, and as necessary through the review periods. 
! July 9-11 and July 22-24 

!  Allocate sufficient time to review each packet. 
!  Annotate evidence for each prerequisite KSA identified 

within a course packet.   
! All notes should be understandable and quickly 

accessible during the onsite group meeting (mid-late 
September) 

!  Adhere to decision rules  
!  Alert project staff of question/concerns as they arise 

!  Complete surveys for both the holistic review and detailed 
review for each course packet 

Questions?&
!  EPIC Project Staff available  

! Basecamp 
! cccastudy@epiconline.org 
! Toll-free 877.766.2279 
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MATHEMATICS INDEPENDENT REVIEW TRAINING 

College&Course&Content&
Analysis&Study&

Conducted&by&EPIC&on&behalf&of&the&Na?onal&Assessment&Governing&Board&
!

Independent!Review!Training!!
July!2013!

EPIC&Project&Team&&
David&T.&&Conley,&PhD&
Sylvia&Gillpatrick,&MBA&
Liz&French,&JD,&MS&
Terri&Ward,&PhD&
Paul&Beach,&MA&
Emily&Hayes,&MA&
Debbie&Wetherald,&MPA&
Tris&O'Shaughnessy,&&BA&
Stacey&Anderson,&BS&

Technical&Advisor&to&EPIC&
Mary&Seburn,&PhD&

&
Na?onal&Assessment&Governing&Board&

Project&Officer&
Michelle&Blair,&MPA&

&

Today’s&Training&

•  Project&and&task&summary&
•  Coding&process&and&defini?ons&

–  Review&of&instruc?ons&and&coding&scheme&
–  Defini?ons&

•  NAEP&frameworks&&
•  Current&revised&decision&rules&
•  Recommended&approaches&to&comple?ng&this&task&
•  Ques?ons&
•  WalkZthrough&of&enhanced&Fluid&Survey&data&collec?on&
process&
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&

&

Research(Ques+ons(&
&&&&&What&are&the&prerequisite&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili?es&(herea^er&

referred&to&as&“prerequisite&KSAs”)&in&reading&and&mathema?cs&to&qualify&for&

entryZlevel&creditZbearing&courses&that&sa?sfy&general&educa?on&

requirements?&&

&&&&&How&do&these&prerequisite&KSAs&compare&with&the&2009&and&2013&NAEP&

reading&and&mathema?cs&frameworks&and&item&pools?&

&&&&&How&do&these&prerequisite&KSAs&compare&with&previous&NAEP&

preparedness&research,&"&i.e.,&the&descrip?ons&of&minimal&academic&

preparedness&requirements&produced&in&the&JSS&research?”&

&&&&&How&can&these&prerequisites&inform&future&NAEP&preparedness&research,&

i.e.,&planning&and&analysis&efforts&rela?ve&to&the&2013&grade&12&NAEP&reading&

and&mathema?cs&assessments?&

1 

2 

3 

4 

Holis?c&review&
training&

Holis?c&review&
comple?on&

Independent&ar?fact&
review&training&

Reviewer&
qualifica?on&

Independent&ar?fact&
review&&

Reviewer&consistency&

Coding&compila?on&

(Iden?fy&nonZ

iden?cal&coding&
within&each&team)&

Group&Ar?fact/
Coding&Review&

Training&

Group&Ar?fact/
Coding&Review&&

Results&compila?on&
(Data&Maps)&

NAEP(prerequisite(
KSA(review( Report&

EPIC&

NAEP&Advisors&

Content&Reviewers&

✓& ✓& ✓&

Today&
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&

Task&Summary&
Independent(review(training(and(

qualifying(

• 1.&A@end(training(
• 2.&Familiarize(yourself(with(
NAEP(framework(objec+ves(

• 3.&Complete(training(packet(s).&
You&may&do&so&with&others&and&
we&have&the&“correct&answers”&
for&these&to&help&you&resolve&
ques?ons.&&

• 4.&Once&you&are&comfortable&
with&the&process,&complete(and(
pass(a(qualifying(course(
packet,&including&addi?onal&
and&excluded&KSA.&&

Independent(Ar+fact(Review(

• 1.&Using&your&holis?c&prerequisites&as&a&star?ng&point,&reJreview(ar+facts(
in(packets,&no?ng&the&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili?es&that&are&
prerequisite&for&preparedness&to&enter&the&course.&

• 2.&Iden+fy(which(framework(objec+ves(describe(the(evident(
prerequisites,&no?ng&in&your&annotated&materials&the&source(s)&of&the&
evidence&and&the&importance&of&the&prerequisite&to&the&course.&&

• 3.&In&Fluid&Survey,&indicate(the(NAEP(objec+ves(corresponding&to&these&
evident&prerequisite&KSAs&and&describe(any(exclusions(that&are&
necessary&when&part&of&an&objec?ve&is&prerequisite&but&another&part&is&
not.&&

• 4.&Iden?fy&the&sources&and&rate&the&rela+ve(helpfulness(of&each&ar?fact&
for&each&course&packet.&&

• 5.&Annotate(everything(in&your&course&materials&packets,&including&
loca?on&of&evidence&in&packet,&ques?ons,&borderline&judgments,&
ra?onales&for&each&as&evident/not&evident,&exclusions,&and&challenges.&

• 6.&Please&note(ques+ons,(coding(challenges,(things(that(didn’t(seem(to(
“fit”,(clarifica+ons(and(defini+ons(needed(and&submit&a^er&training&
packets&and&a^er&review&so&we&can&address&them&for&everyone&during&
group&review.&

Coding&
1.&Iden?fy&Prerequisites&

&
For&all&NAEP&framework&objec?ve&KSAs,&please&indicate&whether&each&is&a&prerequisite&for&
this&course&or&not,&and&if&so,&how&important&it&is&to&preparedness&for&this&course.&&A(KSA(is(
prerequisite(if(a(minimally(prepared(student(is(either(expected(or(required(to(possess(
this(knowledge,(skill,(or(ability(to(prepared(for(entry(into(the(course.&A&prerequisite&KSA&
may&be&reviewed,&but&not&taught&in&depth&or&for&the&first&?me,&during&the&course.&
&
&

1—KSA&is&NOT&A&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course.&There%is%no%evidence%that%this%is%a%
prerequisite&(e.g.,&there&is&no&evidence&of&the&KSAs&described&by&this&objec?ve&in&the&
packet&or&this&is&a&new&skill&or&ability&that&will&be&taught&in&this&course.)&
2—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course.&Without%this%prerequisite,%students%may%
struggle%in%some%areas%of%this%course.(&
3—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&IMPORTANT.&Without%this%prerequisite,%
students%will%not%be%prepared%for%this%course%and%will%struggle%in%this%course.&

&
&
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&

What&are&Prerequisites?&
Prerequisites:((
•  Are&not&content&specific&(not&history!knowledge!but&reading!skills)&
•  Describe&what&a&student&needs&to&know&or&be&able&to&do&when&they&enter&the&course&in&order&to&engage&with&

the&material.&
–  A&baseline&anribute&required&of&a&student&to&perform&the&tasks&in&the&course.&

•  Represent&knowledge,&skills,&or&abili?es&that&a&minimally&prepared&student&is&expected&or&required&to&possess&
this&to&enter&into&the&course.&

•  May&be&reviewed&in&the&course,&but&not&taught&in&depth&or&for&the&first&?me,&during&the&course.&

(
Tips(for(finding(evidence(of(prerequisites:(
•  May,&and&should,&include&prerequisite&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili?es&that&are&not&in&the&NAEP&objec?ves.&We(

want(them(all,(not(just(those(in(NAEP.(((
•  If&there&is&a&review&sec?on,&look&at&the&topics,&prefaces,&chapter&text.&These(are(very(important(to&iden?fying&

prerequisite&KSAs.&&&
•  When&an&en?re&sec?on&or&project&is&devoted&to&one&topic,&you&may&assume&the&topic&is&taught&in&the&course&

and&not&prerequisite&to&the&course.&&
•  Please&do&not&make&decisions&based&on&inferences&or&assump?ons—only&on&evidence&

–  The&one&excep?on&is&for&reading.&Some&of&the&reading&framework&objec?ves&require&an&inference.&
•  Decision&rules&to&guide&iden?fica?on&or&interpreta?on&of&NAEP&objec?ves&in&course&ar?facts&
•  Decision&rules&to&guide&the&iden?fica?on&of&prerequisites&in&course&ar?facts&&

What&is&Evidence?&
Keep&in&mind&that&this&is&an&evidenceJbased(project,&you&are&looking&for&evidence&of&
prerequisites.&If&there&is&no&evidence&of&a&prerequisite,&then&you&cannot&iden?fy&it&as&a&
prerequisite.&&

&

Evidence:&

•  Is&more&likely&found&in&the&beginning&of&the&course&than&the&end&of&the&course&(e.g.,&
consider&beginning&of&TOC&rather&than&end&of&TOC).&
–  Give&less&weight&to&assessments,&readings,&or&projects&occurring&later&in&the&course,&these&are&

more&indica?ve&of&what&was&learned&in&the&course&and&not&what&was&prerequisite&to&the&
course.&

•  Includes&“lo^y”&goals.&Syllabi&may&describe&lo^y&course&objec?ves.&These&
objec?ves&that&seem&high&when&compared&to&the&selec?on&of&ar?facts&included&in&
the&packet.&&Even&“lo^y”&goals&falling&near&the&beginning&of&the&course&may(be(
used&as&evidence&of&what&KSA&are&prerequisites.&

•  RememberJIf(it(is(not(in(the(materials,(it(is(not(evident.((
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&

2.&Coding&
Iden?fy&Exclusions&

Many&?mes,&part(s)&of&a&framework&objec?ve&KSA&are&prerequisite&
to&a&course,&while&other&parts&are&not&prerequisite.&&For&each&
framework&objec?ve&KSA&where&only&part&of&the&objec?ve&is&
prerequisite,&please&list&the&parts&that&are&not.&

&
&An&exclusion&might&look&like&this&when&organizing&structures&only&need&be&
located,&but&not&recalled,&and&these&structures&include&comparison/contrast&
and&problem/solu?on&but&not&enumera?on:&
&&
Locate!or!recall!organizing!structures!of!texts,!such!as!comparison/contrast,!
problem/soluEon,!enumeraEon,!etc.&
&&
And&would&be&recorded&like&this:&
!!!!!!!!!!!!Recall,!enumeraEon&

If&any&part&of&an&en?re&objec?ve&statement&is&prerequisite,&while&
other&parts&are&not,&list(the(parts(that(do(not(apply(in(the(text(
box.(&
&
&

Why&Exclusions?&

•  They&are&very&Important!&&
•  Iden?fying&what&is&prerequisite&is&only&half&the&
story,&we&also&need&to&know&what&is&not&
prerequisite.&

•  List&them&in&the&order&they&occur&in&the&
objec?ve&statement.&

&
&
&
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&

Coding&

Describe&Addi?onal&KSA&
To&help&us&include&Addi?onal&KSAs,&please&iden?fy&any&KSAs&that&appear&to&be&prerequisite&to&this&course&that&
were&not&listed&in&the&Founda?onal&KSA/NAEP&Objec?ve&Statements.&For&each&addi?onal&KSA,&please&list&the&

sources&of&evidence&for&that&KSA&and&indicate&its&importance&rela?ve&to&the&course.&

&

Addi+onal(
KSA:______________________________________________________________________________________&
&

1—KSA&is&NOT&A&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course.&There%is%no%evidence%that%this%is%a%prerequisite&(e.g.,&
there&is&no&evidence&of&the&KSAs&described&by&this&objec?ve&in&the&packet&or&this&is&a&new&skill&or&ability&

that&will&be&taught&in&this&course.)&

2—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course.&Without%this%prerequisite,%students%may%struggle%in%some%areas%
of%this%course.(&
3—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&IMPORTANT.&Without%this%prerequisite,%students%will%not%
be%prepared%for%this%course%and%will%struggle%in%this%course.%

%
Evidence(of(KSA:(Please(iden+fy(the(source(s)(of(evidence(for(this(addi+onal(KSA:%%

–  Syllabus&&

–  Syllabus&learning&objec?ves/course&outcomes&&

–  Syllabus&course&chronology&&

–  Assessment&&

–  Assignment&&
–  Reading&text&sample&&

–  Reading&text&sample&table&of&contents&&

–  Other&(addi?onal&materials&included&in&packet&not&listed&above)&&
&

What&are&Addi?onal&Prerequisites?&

To&help&us&iden?fy&nonZNAEP&KSAs,&please&iden?fy&

any&that&appear&to&be&prerequisite&to&this&course&

but&are&not&described&by&the&NAEP&frameworks.&&

•  We&will&collect&the&same&informa?on&about&these&

as&we&do&for&the&NAEP&objec?ves&

•  Examples&from&holis?c&review:&&

– Math:&nota?on,&logic&(if/then&and&if&and&only&if),&

communica?on&(able&to&explain&and&write&about&

mathema?cs),&reading&
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CodingZHelpfulness&&&Source&
Evidence(of(KSA((
&
Please&iden?fy&the&sources&of&evidence&
used&for&answering&the&ques?ons&above.&
•  Syllabus&&
•  Syllabus&learning&objec?ves/course&

outcomes&&
•  Syllabus&course&chronology&&
•  Assessment&&
•  Assignment&&
•  Reading&text&sample&&
•  Reading&text&sample&table&of&contents&&
•  Other&(addi?onal&materials&included&

in&packet&not&listed&above)&&
&

Ar+fact(Helpfulness(
&
"Which&course&ar?facts&were&most&
helpful&for&providing&evidence&of&KSAs&in&
this&course&packet?"&(4Zpoint&mul?ple&
choice&grid:&Not&Helpful,&Limited&
Helpfulness,&Helpful,&Very&Helpful)&

•  Syllabus&&
•  Assignment&
•  Assessment&
•  Text&Excerpt&
•  (and&a&list&of&the&3&most&common&

"other”)&

NAEP&Frameworks&
Structure&of&NAEP&frameworks:&

&
(Learning)(Domain(

Standard(
Objec+ve(

&
•  Math&follows&an&organizing&structure&

where&each&lower&level&is&grouped,&
but&not&defined&by,&the&level&above.&

&

&
&
Example&
4.&&Data(Analysis,(Sta+s+cs,(and(
Probability&

4.1.&&Data&representa?on&
4.1.a.&&Read&or&interpret&
graphical&or&tabular&
representa?ons&of&data&
&
&

&

&
•  There&is&no&limit&to&the&number&of&excep?ons&you&may&iden?fy&for&a&par?cular&Domain/Standard/

Objec?ve&statement.&
•  Use&excep?ons&as&necessary&to&reduce&a&framework&statement&down&to&the&specific&KSAs&that&are&

evident&in&the&packet.&
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ExampleZMath&Frameworks&

Interpre?ng&NAEP&Frameworks&

•  Interpret&the&objec?ve&in&the&context&of&its&standard&
and&domain.&&
– More&necessary&in&reading&than&in&mathema?cs&

•  If&any&part&of&the&“domain&+&standard&+&objec?ve”&is&
not&prerequisite&but&other&parts&are,&then&iden?fy&the&
parts&that&are&not&as&exclusions.&&

•  If&you&aren’t&sure&how&to&interpret&a&word&in&the&
frameworks:&
–  Look(in(frameworks(document((glossary&(for&reading)&and&
in&text)&

–  Look&in&the&updated&reference&sheet&for&guidance&
–  Let&us&know&
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Global&Decision&Rules&
Lists(occurring(in(NAEP(Frameworks(
•  "And"&in&a&list&of&items&means&all&items&in&list&must&be&evident.&
•  "Or"&in&a&list&of&items&means&that&not&all&items&must&be&evident.&
•  Lists&containing&“such&as”&are&not&a&closed&universe;&treat&as&examples.&Don’t&need&exclusions&for&“such&

as”.&&
&
Ar+facts(
•  Exclude&ac+vi+es,(assignments,(or(other(ac+ons(in(textbook(unless&referenced&in&syllabus&and/or&

assignments.&
•  When&mul?ple&op+onal(assignments&are&described,&review&and&consider&only&the&lowest(cogni+vely(

demanding(assignment.&It&bener&represents&course&prerequisites.&&
–  If&it&cannot&be&determined&that&mul?ple&assignments&are&op?onal,&review&and&code&all.&

&
Iden+fying(prerequisites(and(defining(“evidence”(
•  Look&for&the&math&and&reading&skills,&not&contentZspecific&skills.&Instructors&expect&students&to&be&able&

to&have&and&do&the&prerequisite&math&or&reading&KSAs,&only&content&is&taught&in&the&course.&&
–  College&level&courses&don’t&tend&to&teach&reading&skills&or&basic&mathema?cs&knowledge.&
–  e.g.,&if&you&can’t&iden?fy&an&argument&you&shouldn’t&be&in&the&course.&

•  You&may&not&create&or&apply&addi?onal&decision&rules&or&include&any&other&materials&in&your&review.&&
–  Please&provide&any&sugges?ons&to&us&and&we&will&review&all&and:&

•  Include&them&in&the&revised&rules&to&use&for&independent&review.&
•  Compile&all&that&arise&and&provide&a&final&set&to&use&for&the&group&mee?ng.&&

•  “Lo^y”&goals&can&be&evidence,&even&if&not&substan?ated&in&other&packet&ar?facts.&

Decision&Rules&for&NAEP&Framework&Math&&
(Examples,&see&decision&rules&for&comprehensive&list)&

•  In&Calculus:&If&there&is&a&whole&sec?on&taught&on&something,&consider&that&it&may&be&a&prerequisite&
to&the&course&(it&could&be&reviewed&content).&Don’t&assume&it&is&new&content.&Look&at&density—is&
this&new&knowledge&or&reviewing&content&students&should&know?&&

•  One&“piece”&of&evidence&is&sufficient&in&textbook&to&iden?fy&a&prerequisite&as&long&as&it&is&
representa?ve&of&the&course&content&and&not&just&a&KSA&embedded&within&a&single&problem&or&
example.&&

•  The&presence&of&graphs&alone&is&insufficient&evidence&of&data&analysis&or&sta?s?cs&prerequisites&&

•  Sta?s?cs:&&

•  If&ra?o&is&a&prerequisite&then&so&is&1.4.c&

•  If&percent&is&a&prerequisite&then&so&is&1.4.d&

•  5.3.b&is&prerequisite&if&students&must&be&able&to&translate&a&word&problem&into&an&expression&or&
equa?on.&

•  5.3a&is&prerequisite&when&students&must&be&able&to&go&between&one&representa?on&and&another&
representa?on.&

•  5.4.a&is&prerequisite&if&students&must&be&able&to&solve&nonZcontextual&equa?ons.&

•  5.4.c.&is&prerequisite&if&students&must&be&able&to&complete&problem&solving&of&contextualized&
problems.&

•  1.3.b.&is&prerequisite&if&students&must&be&able&to&perform&opera?ons&and&decimals&with&real&
numbers.&

–  If&for&a&subset,&include&whole&(real,&realZ>ra?onal,&1.3.b).&&

–  If&factoring&in&algebra&is&prerequisite&then&so&is&1.5.c.&
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Materials&Review&
You&should&have&your&holis?c&reviews&and&annota?ons.&
&
Today,&you&will&be&provided&with&the&NAEP&Frameworks.&
•  Glossaries&
•  Defini?ons&(e.g.,&different&types&of&text,&text&structures&and&

features,&“locate/recall”,&“cri?que/evaluate”)&
•  (Learning)&Domains,&Standards,&Objec?ves&
&
A^er&training,&you&will&be&provided&with&the&following:&
•  Updated&Decision&Rules&
•  Updated&Reference&Sheet&
•  Prerequisite&course&descrip?ons&(math&only)&

General&Approach&
Guidance&provided&by&NAEP&framework&and&item&developers&who&completed&this&same&task:&
&
1.  Review&NAEP&frameworks,&NAEP&objec?ves,&decision&rules,&and&reference&sheet.&
2.  Look&at&prerequisites&already&noted,&keeping&NAEP&objec?ves&in&mind.&
3.  Look&for&course&outcomes&and&goals&stated&in&different&ways;&as&essen?al&ques?ons,&purpose,&

goals,&objec?ves,&outcomes,&course&descrip?ons,&etc.&
4.  Remember,&even&this&task&is&an&holis?c&approach&that&uses&a&sample&of&ins?tu?ons,&a&sample&

of&courses,&a&sample&of&ar?facts,&a&sample&of&assignments,&assessments,&textbook&chapters,&
etc.&
1.  Don’t&get&stuck&on&“If&only&I&had&this…”&
2.  Don’t&get&stuck&on&what&“should&be&there.”&

5.  This&step&is&evidenceZbased.&Focus&on&the&evidence&contained&in&the&packet,&don’t&assume&
anything.&
a)  If(there(isn’t(much(evidence(in(a(packet,(that’s(ok.&Do&the&best&with&what&is&there.&&

i.  Remember&all&ins?tu?ons,&courses,&packets,&and&ar?facts&are&samples.&&
b)  Don’t&get&stuck&looking&for&or&deba?ng&details.&
c)  Only&look&at&what&is&there.&This&is&an&evidenceZbased&task.&&

6.  It&may&be&helpful&to&return&to&your&first&few&packets&a^er&you&have&coded&all&packets.&
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Annotate,&Annotate,&Annotate!&
•  There&is&no&right&or&wrong&answer.&
•  During&review&of&each&training&packet:&&

–  Note&borderline&decisions&where&it&is&difficult&to&decide&if&a&KSA&is&prerequisite&
or&not&and&note&why,&and&what&you&decided,&and&why.&

–  Note&prerequisites&in&ar?facts&so&you&can&easily&find&them&again&in&a&month&or&
two.&

–  Note&ques?ons&you&encountered.&&
–  Note&clarifica?ons&that&would&be&helpful.&
–  Note&anything&that&we&may&want&to&clarify&or&refine&for&the&group&mee?ngs.&

•  We&may&update&support&materials&prior&to&qualifica?on.&
•  We&may&update&support&materials&prior&to&group&review.&
•  During&group&review&you&will&be&expected&to&quickly&iden?fy&sources&of&

evidence&and&to&explain/jus?fy&your&coding.&&
–  Discussion&?me&for&each&prerequisite&will&be&limited.&&
–  Teams&need&to&discuss&and&reach&a&team&decision&on&the&prerequisites,&

addi?onal&KSA,&and&exclusions&for&each&packet.&
–  Annotate&anything&that&will&help&you&remember&and&explain&why&you&made&

the&decisions&that&you&did.&&&

Next&Steps&
•  Review&NAEP&Framework&objec?ves&(word&document)&
•  Review&NAEP&Framework&document,&skim,&looking&for&concepts,&defini?ons,&and&explana?ons&for&

what&you&see&in&the&objec?ves&to&make&sure&you&understand&NAEP&defini?ons&used&in&the&
frameworks.&&&

•  Review&updated&decision&rules&and&reference&sheet&
•  Connect&with&your&team&to&walk&through&first&training&packet&

–  Let&us&know&what&ques?ons&you&may&have&
–  Submit&completed&training&packets&to&us&
–  Repeat&

•  Ask&to&be&qualified&when&ready.&
–  Qualify&
–  Begin&review&

•  Annotate,&bring&annota?ons&to&aid&group&discussion.&
–  Iden?fy&evidence&of&each&objec?ve&and&where&you&found&it&&
–  Consensus&may&require&compromise,&we&want&you&to&be&able&to&quickly&reference&necessary&materials&and&

notes&to&help&you&evaluate&compromises&and&jus?fy&your&decision&
•  Timeline&

–  Independent&reviews&complete&by&August&16&
–  More&detailed&?meline&to&be&posted&on&Basecamp&
&
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ApproachZMath&
Guidance&provided&by&NAEP&framework&and&item&developers&who&completed&this&same&task:&

&
1.  Review&NAEP&frameworks,&NAEP&objec?ves,&decision&rules,&and&reference&sheet.&
2.  Look&at&prerequisites&already&noted,&keeping&NAEP&objec?ves&in&mind.&

3.  Review&syllabus&and&TOC&first.&Save&text&for&last.&

a.  Be&alert&to&clues&about&prerequisites&(diagnos?c&test,&Preface,&Back&of&the&syllabus,&Review&
appendix)&

4.  It&is&important&to&look&at&what&is&not&a&prerequisite&&&

a.  e.g.,&Finite&Math&
b.  Realize&that&topics&don’t&build&on&each&other,&it&is&important&to&anend&to&which&topics&are&

covered&and&which&are&not.&

5.  NAEP&Objec?ves&

a.  Look&at&Prerequisites,&then&compare&to&NAEP&objec?ves,&then&iden?fy&sources&of&evidence,&
using&holis?c&prerequisite&sources&as&a&guide.&&

6.  You&may&find&that&the&way&the&course&grade&is&weighted&is&helpful&to&iden?fying&prerequisite,&esp.&
nonZcontent&prerequisites.&&

7.  If&there&is&a&review&sec?on,&look&at&the&topics,&prefaces,&chapter&text,&and&when&there&is&a&whole&
sec?on&on&something,&assume&it&is&taught&in&the&course&and&not&prerequisite&to&the&course.&&

8.  Do&not&make&any&implicit&decisions.&Respond&only&based&on&evidence.&&

Remember&to…&
•  Iden?fy&all&prerequisite&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili?es,&not&just&those&

iden?fied&by&the&NAEP&objec?ves.&&
–  This&is&not&a&matching&exercise&where&we&look&for&NAEP&objec?ves&in&the&

ar?facts.&
–  Look&for&prerequisites&in&the&ar?facts,&and&then&map&them&on&to&the&NAEP&

frameworks&to&the&extent&that&they&correspond.&
•  Remember&to&use&all&ar?facts&in&packet&except&as&noted.&
•  Do&whatever&you&need&to&do&to&annotate&so&you&may&quickly&find&sources&

of&evidence&and&annota?ons&in&ar?facts&during&group&review.&
•  Don’t&use&the&holis?c&reference&review&sheet&againZyou&will&be&provided&

with&a&new&one&to&use&with&the&NAEP&review.&&
•  (For&Math)&If&there&is&no&review&chapter,&you&may&have&trouble&deciding&

what&is&prerequisite.&This&will&be&challenging.&Pay&anen?on.&In&this&case,&
some&inferences&may&be&necessary.&&&

•  (For&Math)&Pay&anen?on&to&when&calculators&are&used&and&when&they&are&
not.&Impact&skills&applied.&&
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How&can&you&ask&ques?ons?&&

•  New&Basecamp&Q&A&page:&&
–  post&ques?ons&as&comments&here&and&we&will&monitor&and&
provide&responses.&

•  Q&A&session&“Office&hours”&next&week,&?mes&to&be&posted&
on&Basecamp.&

•  Note&and&submit&ques?ons&upon&comple?on&of,&or&during:&&
–  Training.&
–  Training&packets.&
–  Independent&review.&&&

&
We&can&address&ques?ons&before&qualifica?on&begins&and&
again&prior&to&the&inZperson&team&reviews.&&
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READING INDEPENDENT REVIEW  

College&Course&Content&
Analysis&Study&

Conducted&by&EPIC&on&behalf&of&the&Na?onal&Assessment&Governing&Board&
!

Independent!Review!Training!!
July!2013!

EPIC&Project&Team&&
David&T.&&Conley,&PhD&
Sylvia&Gillpatrick,&MBA&
Liz&French,&JD,&MS&
Terri&Ward,&PhD&
Paul&Beach,&MA&
Emily&Hayes,&MA&
Debbie&Wetherald,&MPA&
Tris&O'Shaughnessy,&&BA&
Stacey&Anderson,&BS&

Technical&Advisor&to&EPIC&
Mary&Seburn,&PhD&

&
Na?onal&Assessment&Governing&Board&

Project&Officer&
Michelle&Blair,&MPA&

&

Today’s&Training&

•  Project&and&task&summary&
•  Coding&process&and&defini?ons&

–  Review&of&instruc?ons&and&coding&scheme&
–  Defini?ons&

•  NAEP&frameworks&&
•  Current&revised&decision&rules&
•  Recommended&approaches&to&comple?ng&this&task&
•  Ques?ons&
•  WalkZthrough&of&enhanced&Fluid&Survey&data&collec?on&
process&
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Research(Ques+ons(&
&&&&&What&are&the&prerequisite&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili?es&(herea^er&

referred&to&as&“prerequisite&KSAs”)&in&reading&and&mathema?cs&to&qualify&for&

entryZlevel&creditZbearing&courses&that&sa?sfy&general&educa?on&

requirements?&&

&&&&&How&do&these&prerequisite&KSAs&compare&with&the&2009&and&2013&NAEP&

reading&and&mathema?cs&frameworks&and&item&pools?&

&&&&&How&do&these&prerequisite&KSAs&compare&with&previous&NAEP&

preparedness&research,&"&i.e.,&the&descrip?ons&of&minimal&academic&

preparedness&requirements&produced&in&the&JSS&research?”&

&&&&&How&can&these&prerequisites&inform&future&NAEP&preparedness&research,&

i.e.,&planning&and&analysis&efforts&rela?ve&to&the&2013&grade&12&NAEP&reading&

and&mathema?cs&assessments?&

1 

2 

3 

4 

Holis?c&review&
training&

Holis?c&review&
comple?on&

Independent&ar?fact&
review&training&

Reviewer&
qualifica?on&

Independent&ar?fact&
review&&

Reviewer&consistency&

Coding&compila?on&

(Iden?fy&nonZ

iden?cal&coding&
within&each&team)&

Group&Ar?fact/
Coding&Review&

Training&

Group&Ar?fact/
Coding&Review&&

Results&compila?on&
(Data&Maps)&

NAEP(prerequisite(
KSA(review( Report&

EPIC&

NAEP&Advisors&

Content&Reviewers&

✓& ✓& ✓&

Today&
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Task&Summary&
Independent(review(training(and(

qualifying(

• 1.&A@end(training(
• 2.&Familiarize(yourself(with(
NAEP(framework(objec+ves(

• 3.&Complete(training(packet(s).&
You&may&do&so&with&others&and&
we&have&the&“correct&answers”&
for&these&to&help&you&resolve&
ques?ons.&&

• 4.&Once&you&are&comfortable&
with&the&process,&complete(and(
pass(a(qualifying(course(
packet,&including&addi?onal&
and&excluded&KSA.&&

Independent(Ar+fact(Review(

• 1.&Using&your&holis?c&prerequisites&as&a&star?ng&point,&reJreview(ar+facts(
in(packets,&no?ng&the&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili?es&that&are&
prerequisite&for&preparedness&to&enter&the&course.&

• 2.&Iden+fy(which(framework(objec+ves(describe(the(evident(
prerequisites,&no?ng&in&your&annotated&materials&the&source(s)&of&the&
evidence&and&the&importance&of&the&prerequisite&to&the&course.&&

• 3.&In&Fluid&Survey,&indicate(the(NAEP(objec+ves(corresponding&to&these&
evident&prerequisite&KSAs&and&describe(any(exclusions(that&are&
necessary&when&part&of&an&objec?ve&is&prerequisite&but&another&part&is&
not.&&

• 4.&Iden?fy&the&sources&and&rate&the&rela+ve(helpfulness(of&each&ar?fact&
for&each&course&packet.&&

• 5.&Annotate(everything(in&your&course&materials&packets,&including&
loca?on&of&evidence&in&packet,&ques?ons,&borderline&judgments,&
ra?onales&for&each&as&evident/not&evident,&exclusions,&and&challenges.&

• 6.&Please&note(ques+ons,(coding(challenges,(things(that(didn’t(seem(to(
“fit”,(clarifica+ons(and(defini+ons(needed(and&submit&a^er&training&
packets&and&a^er&review&so&we&can&address&them&for&everyone&during&
group&review.&

Coding&
1.&Iden?fy&Prerequisites&

&
For&all&NAEP&framework&objec?ve&KSAs,&please&indicate&whether&each&is&a&prerequisite&for&
this&course&or&not,&and&if&so,&how&important&it&is&to&preparedness&for&this&course.&&A(KSA(is(
prerequisite(if(a(minimally(prepared(student(is(either(expected(or(required(to(possess(
this(knowledge,(skill,(or(ability(to(prepared(for(entry(into(the(course.&A&prerequisite&KSA&
may&be&reviewed,&but&not&taught&in&depth&or&for&the&first&?me,&during&the&course.&
&
&

1—KSA&is&NOT&A&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course.&There%is%no%evidence%that%this%is%a%
prerequisite&(e.g.,&there&is&no&evidence&of&the&KSAs&described&by&this&objec?ve&in&the&
packet&or&this&is&a&new&skill&or&ability&that&will&be&taught&in&this&course.)&
2—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course.&Without%this%prerequisite,%students%may%
struggle%in%some%areas%of%this%course.(&
3—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&IMPORTANT.&Without%this%prerequisite,%
students%will%not%be%prepared%for%this%course%and%will%struggle%in%this%course.&

&
&
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What&are&Prerequisites?&
Prerequisites:((
•  Are&not&content&specific&(not&history!knowledge!but&reading!skills)&
•  Describe&what&a&student&needs&to&know&or&be&able&to&do&when&they&enter&the&course&in&order&to&engage&with&

the&material.&
–  A&baseline&anribute&required&of&a&student&to&perform&the&tasks&in&the&course.&

•  Represent&knowledge,&skills,&or&abili?es&that&a&minimally&prepared&student&is&expected&or&required&to&possess&
this&to&enter&into&the&course.&

•  May&be&reviewed&in&the&course,&but&not&taught&in&depth&or&for&the&first&?me,&during&the&course.&

(
Tips(for(finding(evidence(of(prerequisites:(
•  May,&and&should,&include&prerequisite&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili?es&that&are&not&in&the&NAEP&objec?ves.&We(

want(them(all,(not(just(those(in(NAEP.(((
•  If&there&is&a&review&sec?on,&look&at&the&topics,&prefaces,&chapter&text.&These(are(very(important(to&iden?fying&

prerequisite&KSAs.&&&
•  When&an&en?re&sec?on&or&project&is&devoted&to&one&topic,&you&may&assume&the&topic&is&taught&in&the&course&

and&not&prerequisite&to&the&course.&&
•  Please&do&not&make&decisions&based&on&inferences&or&assump?ons—only&on&evidence&

–  The&one&excep?on&is&for&reading.&Some&of&the&reading&framework&objec?ves&require&an&inference.&
•  Decision&rules&to&guide&iden?fica?on&or&interpreta?on&of&NAEP&objec?ves&in&course&ar?facts&
•  Decision&rules&to&guide&the&iden?fica?on&of&prerequisites&in&course&ar?facts&&

What&is&Evidence?&
Keep&in&mind&that&this&is&an&evidenceJbased(project,&you&are&looking&for&evidence&of&
prerequisites.&If&there&is&no&evidence&of&a&prerequisite,&then&you&cannot&iden?fy&it&as&a&
prerequisite.&&

&

Evidence:&

•  Is&more&likely&found&in&the&beginning&of&the&course&than&the&end&of&the&course&(e.g.,&
consider&beginning&of&TOC&rather&than&end&of&TOC).&
–  Give&less&weight&to&assessments,&readings,&or&projects&occurring&later&in&the&course,&these&are&

more&indica?ve&of&what&was&learned&in&the&course&and&not&what&was&prerequisite&to&the&
course.&

•  Includes&“lo^y”&goals.&Syllabi&may&describe&lo^y&course&objec?ves.&These&
objec?ves&that&seem&high&when&compared&to&the&selec?on&of&ar?facts&included&in&
the&packet.&&Even&“lo^y”&goals&falling&near&the&beginning&of&the&course&may(be(
used&as&evidence&of&what&KSA&are&prerequisites.&

•  RememberJIf(it(is(not(in(the(materials,(it(is(not(evident.((
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2.&Coding&
Iden?fy&Exclusions&

Many&?mes,&part(s)&of&a&framework&objec?ve&KSA&are&prerequisite&
to&a&course,&while&other&parts&are&not&prerequisite.&&For&each&
framework&objec?ve&KSA&where&only&part&of&the&objec?ve&is&
prerequisite,&please&list&the&parts&that&are&not.&

&
&An&exclusion&might&look&like&this&when&organizing&structures&only&need&be&
located,&but&not&recalled,&and&these&structures&include&comparison/contrast&
and&problem/solu?on&but&not&enumera?on:&
&&
Locate!or!recall!organizing!structures!of!texts,!such!as!comparison/contrast,!
problem/soluEon,!enumeraEon,!etc.&
&&
And&would&be&recorded&like&this:&
!!!!!!!!!!!!Recall,!enumeraEon&

If&any&part&of&an&en?re&objec?ve&statement&is&prerequisite,&while&
other&parts&are&not,&list(the(parts(that(do(not(apply(in(the(text(
box.(&
&
&

Why&Exclusions?&

•  They&are&very&Important!&&
•  Iden?fying&what&is&prerequisite&is&only&half&the&
story,&we&also&need&to&know&what&is&not&
prerequisite.&

•  List&them&in&the&order&they&occur&in&the&
objec?ve&statement.&

&
&
&
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CodingZHelpfulness&&&Source&
Evidence(of(KSA((
&
Please&iden?fy&the&sources&of&evidence&
used&for&answering&the&ques?ons&above.&
•  Syllabus&&
•  Syllabus&learning&objec?ves/course&

outcomes&&
•  Syllabus&course&chronology&&
•  Assessment&&
•  Assignment&&
•  Reading&text&sample&&
•  Reading&text&sample&table&of&contents&&
•  Other&(addi?onal&materials&included&

in&packet&not&listed&above)&&
&

Ar+fact(Helpfulness(
&
"Which&course&ar?facts&were&most&
helpful&for&providing&evidence&of&KSAs&in&
this&course&packet?"&(4Zpoint&mul?ple&
choice&grid:&Not&Helpful,&Limited&
Helpfulness,&Helpful,&Very&Helpful)&

•  Syllabus&&
•  Assignment&
•  Assessment&
•  Text&Excerpt&
•  (and&a&list&of&the&3&most&common&

"other”)&

NAEP&Frameworks&
&
Structure&of&NAEP&frameworks:&

&
(Learning)(Domain(

Standard(
Objec+ve(

•  Reading&follows&an&embedded&
structure&where&each&lower&level&
requires&the&level&above&as&part&
of&its&defini?on.&

&

&
Example&
1.((Locate/Recall:(Locate(or(recall(textually(
explicit(informa+on(within(and(across(
texts,(which(may(involve(making(simple(
inferences(as(needed(for(literal(
comprehension&

1.1.&&Locate&or&recall&textually&explicit&
informa?on&and&make&simple&
inferences&within&and&across&both!
literary!and!informaEonal!texts&&
& &1.1.a&Locate&or&recall&specific& &
& &informa?on&such&as&defini?ons,&
& &facts,&and&suppor?ng&details&in&
& &text&or&graphics&

&

&
•  There&is&no&limit&to&the&number&of&excep?ons&you&may&iden?fy&for&a&par?cular&Learning&Domain/

Standard/Objec?ve&statement.&
•  Use&excep?ons&as&necessary&to&reduce&a&framework&statement&down&to&the&specific&KSAs&that&are&

evident&in&the&packet.&
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Coding&

Describe&Addi?onal&KSA&
To&help&us&include&Addi?onal&KSAs,&please&iden?fy&any&KSAs&that&appear&to&be&prerequisite&to&this&course&that&
were&not&listed&in&the&Founda?onal&KSA/NAEP&Objec?ve&Statements.&For&each&addi?onal&KSA,&please&list&the&

sources&of&evidence&for&that&KSA&and&indicate&its&importance&rela?ve&to&the&course.&

&

Addi+onal(
KSA:______________________________________________________________________________________&
&

1—KSA&is&NOT&A&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course.&There%is%no%evidence%that%this%is%a%prerequisite&(e.g.,&
there&is&no&evidence&of&the&KSAs&described&by&this&objec?ve&in&the&packet&or&this&is&a&new&skill&or&ability&

that&will&be&taught&in&this&course.)&

2—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course.&Without%this%prerequisite,%students%may%struggle%in%some%areas%
of%this%course.(&
3—KSA&is&PREREQUISITE&for&this&course&and&is&IMPORTANT.&Without%this%prerequisite,%students%will%not%
be%prepared%for%this%course%and%will%struggle%in%this%course.%

%
Evidence(of(KSA:(Please(iden+fy(the(source(s)(of(evidence(for(this(addi+onal(KSA:%%

–  Syllabus&&

–  Syllabus&learning&objec?ves/course&outcomes&&

–  Syllabus&course&chronology&&

–  Assessment&&

–  Assignment&&
–  Reading&text&sample&&

–  Reading&text&sample&table&of&contents&&

–  Other&(addi?onal&materials&included&in&packet&not&listed&above)&&
&

What&are&Addi?onal&Prerequisites?&

To&help&us&iden?fy&nonZNAEP&KSAs,&please&

iden?fy&any&that&appear&to&be&prerequisite&to&

this&course&but&are&not&described&by&the&NAEP&

frameworks.&&

&

•  We&will&collect&the&same&informa?on&about&

these&as&we&do&for&the&NAEP&objec?ves&
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&

ExampleZReading&Frameworks&

Interpre?ng&NAEP&Frameworks&
•  Interpret&the&objec?ve&in&the&context&of&its&standard&
and&domain.&&
– More&necessary&in&reading&than&in&mathema?cs&

•  If&any&part&of&the&“domain&+&standard&+&objec?ve”&is&
not&prerequisite&but&other&parts&are,&then&iden?fy&the&
parts&that&are&not&as&exclusions.&&

•  If&you&aren’t&sure&how&to&interpret&a&word&in&the&
frameworks:&
–  Look(in(frameworks(document((glossary&(for&reading)&and&
in&text)&

–  Look&in&the&updated&reference&sheet&for&guidance&
–  Let&us&know&
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Addi?onal&Decision&RulesZReading&
(Examples,&see&decision&rules&for&comprehensive&list)&

Importance(
•  Importance&is&determined&by&evidence&that&a&KSA&is&prerequisite&and&is&referenced&in&one&place&(learning&goals&or&

outcomes,&assignments&or&assessments,&text&sample)&in&the&course&packet.&If&evidence&is&found&in&more&than&one&
place,&then&it&is&an&important&prerequisite.&

Ar+facts&&
•  Ignore&student&work&samples&that&are&not&accompanied&by&a&scoring&rubric&and&a&score&
•  Exclude&ac?vi?es,&assignments,&or&other&ac?ons&in&textbook&unless&referenced&in&syllabus&and/or&assignments.&&
•  Use&text&samples&to&iden?fy&prerequisite&KSAs&when&1)&the&text&is&iden?fied&as&required(reading((as&iden?fied&in&

reading&list),&or&when&no&reading&list&is&provided.&If&a&reading&list&is&provided&and&the&text&sample&is&not&listed,&
ignore&the&text&sample.&&

•  Do&not&consider&visual&or&auditory&text&when&iden?fying&prerequisites&(e.g.,&don’t&apply&reading&KSA&to&watching&
movies&about&fairy&tales,&only&to&reading&fairy&tales).&Iden?fy&prerequisites&for&printed&text.&&

Text(types/Defini+ons(
•  “Both&literary&and&informa?onal&texts”ZZIf&par?al&agreement&(evidence&of&KSA&for&literary&or&informa?onal&text,&but&

not&both),&select&1Zprerequisite.&Make&sure&to&iden?fy&which&part&is&not&applicable&in&the&KSA&exclusion&textbox.&&&
•  “Organizing&structures”&can&be&interpreted&as:&&

–  Referring&to&organizing&structures&that&are&explicitly(iden+fied&in&texts,&through&such&indicators&as&the&author’s&use&of&
enumera?on&(“first,&second,&third,”&etc.)&or&explicit&references&to&a&problem&and&its&solu?on&(i.e.,&“The&problem&is&.&.&.”),&etc.&

–  Referring&to&the&organiza?onal&structures&such&as&comparison,&chronology,&cause/effect,&descrip?on,&problem/solu?on,&etc.&
–  May&also&be&interpreted&as&referring&to&an&author’s&organiza?on&of&a&larger&unit&of&text&(i.e.,&a&paragraph&or&whole&passage),&not(

to&the&rela?onship&between&two&sentences.&Referring&to&the&organiza?onal&structures&such&as&comparison,&chronology,&cause/
effect,&descrip?on,&problem/solu?on,&etc.&

•  The&terms&“literary&devices&or&text&features”&will&be&interpreted&broadly&as&including&all&aspects&of&author’s&cra^&
and&“text&features.”&&

•  “Author’s&purpose”&will&be&interpreted&as&referring&to&explicit(statements&of&the&author’s&purpose&within&or&across&
texts.&&

•  “Major&ideas”&will&be&interpreted&as&including&important&ideas&within&a&paragraph&or&por?on&of&a&text&as&well&as&
ideas&central&to&a&passage&as&a&whole.&&

Materials&Review&
You&should&have&your&holis?c&reviews&and&annota?ons.&
&
Today,&you&will&be&provided&with&the&NAEP&Frameworks.&
•  Glossaries&
•  Defini?ons&(e.g.,&different&types&of&text,&text&structures&
and&features,&“locate/recall”,&“cri?que/evaluate”)&

•  (Learning)&Domains,&Standards,&Objec?ves&
&
A^er&training,&you&will&be&provided&with&the&following:&
•  Updated&Decision&Rules&
•  Updated&Reference&Sheet&
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Global&Decision&Rules&
Lists(occurring(in(NAEP(Frameworks(
•  "And"&in&a&list&of&items&means&all&items&in&list&must&be&evident.&
•  "Or"&in&a&list&of&items&means&that&not&all&items&must&be&evident.&
•  Lists&containing&“such&as”&are&not&a&closed&universe;&treat&as&examples.&Don’t&need&exclusions&for&“such&

as”.&&
&
Ar+facts(
•  Exclude&ac+vi+es,(assignments,(or(other(ac+ons(in(textbook(unless&referenced&in&syllabus&and/or&

assignments.&
•  When&mul?ple&op+onal(assignments&are&described,&review&and&consider&only&the&lowest(cogni+vely(

demanding(assignment.&It&bener&represents&course&prerequisites.&&
–  If&it&cannot&be&determined&that&mul?ple&assignments&are&op?onal,&review&and&code&all.&

&
Iden+fying(prerequisites(and(defining(“evidence”(
•  Look&for&the&math&and&reading&skills,&not&contentZspecific&skills.&Instructors&expect&students&to&be&able&

to&have&and&do&the&prerequisite&math&or&reading&KSAs,&only&content&is&taught&in&the&course.&&
–  College&level&courses&don’t&tend&to&teach&reading&skills&or&basic&mathema?cs&knowledge.&
–  e.g.,&if&you&can’t&iden?fy&an&argument&you&shouldn’t&be&in&the&course.&

•  You&may&not&create&or&apply&addi?onal&decision&rules&or&include&any&other&materials&in&your&review.&&
–  Please&provide&any&sugges?ons&to&us&and&we&will&review&all&and:&

•  Include&them&in&the&revised&rules&to&use&for&independent&review.&
•  Compile&all&that&arise&and&provide&a&final&set&to&use&for&the&group&mee?ng.&&

•  “Lo^y”&goals&can&be&evidence,&even&if&not&substan?ated&in&other&packet&ar?facts.&

Decision&Rules&for&NAEP&Framework&Reading&&
(Examples,&see&decision&rules&for&comprehensive&list)&

•  Objec?veZspecific&guidance:&
–  Skills&will&not&always&be&explicit,&make&inferences&as&appropriate&
to&iden?fy&the&prerequisite&KSAs.&&
•  e.g.,&argument&can&be&a&skill&necessary&for&persuasion.&&
•  1.3.b.&locate&or&call&the&authors’&purpose&(“Author’s&purpose”&is&
unlikely&to&be&stated&explicitly).&&
–  2.1.f.&is&like&1.3.b.&

•  2.1.c.&You&can’t&evaluate&an&argument&without&looking&at/making/
understanding&unstated&assump?ons.&

•  2.3.d.&dis?nguishing&fact&from&opinion&is&implicit.&
•  3.1.a.&Can&you&judge&the&author’s&argument&without&considering&the&
author’s&technique&in&informa?onal&text?&&&

•  3.3.a.&Evalua?ng&the&effec?veness&of&an&argument&requires&evalua?ng&
the&language&used&by&the&author.&&

•  “Across&text”&requires&“within&text.”&
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General&Approach&
Guidance&provided&by&NAEP&framework&and&item&developers&who&completed&this&same&task:&
&
1.  Review&NAEP&frameworks,&NAEP&objec?ves,&decision&rules,&and&reference&sheet.&
2.  Look&at&prerequisites&already&noted,&keeping&NAEP&objec?ves&in&mind.&
3.  Look&for&course&outcomes&and&goals&stated&in&different&ways;&as&essen?al&ques?ons,&purpose,&

goals,&objec?ves,&outcomes,&course&descrip?ons,&etc.&
4.  Remember,&even&this&task&is&an&holis?c&approach&that&uses&a&sample&of&ins?tu?ons,&a&sample&

of&courses,&a&sample&of&ar?facts,&a&sample&of&assignments,&assessments,&textbook&chapters,&
etc.&
1.  Don’t&get&stuck&on&“If&only&I&had&this…”&
2.  Don’t&get&stuck&on&what&“should&be&there.”&

5.  This&step&is&evidenceZbased.&Focus&on&the&evidence&contained&in&the&packet,&don’t&assume&
anything.&
a)  If(there(isn’t(much(evidence(in(a(packet,(that’s(ok.&Do&the&best&with&what&is&there.&&

i.  Remember&all&ins?tu?ons,&courses,&packets,&and&ar?facts&are&samples.&&
b)  Don’t&get&stuck&looking&for&or&deba?ng&details.&
c)  Only&look&at&what&is&there.&This&is&an&evidenceZbased&task.&&

6.  It&may&be&helpful&to&return&to&your&first&few&packets&a^er&you&have&coded&all&packets.&

ApproachZReading&
Guidance&provided&by&NAEP&framework&and&item&developers&who&completed&this&same&task:&

•  They&suggest&review&of&the&following&to&familiarize&yourselves&with&each&packet:&level&of&
complexity,&organiza?on/structure,&presence&or&absence&of&text&features&(e.g.,&charts,&graphs,&
text&boxes).&
–  Review&packet&first,&annotate&evidence,&with&objec?ves&in&mind.&&
–  Start&with&learning&goals,&assessment/assignment,&and&then&text.&

•  How&should&content&reviewers&use&the&learning&objec?ves/goals?&
–  Skills,&processes—look&for&verbs&that&denote&a&cogni?ve&dimension.&
–  Do&NOT&use&the&course&grade&weights&of&assignments,&exams,&readings&to&determine&

importance.&&
•  Although&the&focus&of&this&task&is&on&explicit&evidence,&some&NAEP&objec?ves&are&based&on&

implicit&evidence.&
–  Necessary&for&author’s&purpose,&unstated&assump?ons&(persuasion).&
–  Locate&or&recallZno&way&for&these&to&happen&without&implicit&decisions.&
–  Instructors&wanted&students&to&detect&bias?&(Note&as&addi?onal&KSA).&&
–  We&will&provide&you&with&guidance&concerning&objec?ves&that&require&implicit&decisions.&
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Remember…&

•  Iden?fy&all&prerequisite&knowledge,&skills,&and&abili?es,&not&just&those&
iden?fied&by&the&NAEP&objec?ves.&&
–  This&is&not&a&matching&exercise&where&you&look&for&NAEP&objec?ves&in&the&

ar?facts.&
–  Look&for&prerequisites&in&the&ar?facts,&and&then&map&them&on&to&the&NAEP&

frameworks&to&the&extent&that&they&correspond.&
•  Interpret&each&objec?ve&in&the&context&of&its&standard&and&domain.&If&any&

part&of&the&“domain&+&standard&+&objec?ve”&is&not&prerequisite&but&other&
parts&are,&then&iden?fy&the&parts&that&are&not&as&exclusions.&&

•  Remember&to&use&all&ar?facts&in&packet&except&as&noted.&
•  Do&whatever&you&need&to&do&to&annotate&so&you&may&quickly&find&sources&

of&evidence&and&annota?ons&in&ar?facts&during&group&review.&
•  Don’t&use&the&holis?c&reference&review&sheet&againZyou&will&be&provided&

with&a&new&one&to&use&with&the&this&independent&NAEP&review.&&
•  We&are&not&looking&for&content&specific&prerequisites&(not&history!

knowledge!but&reading!skills)!necessary&for&each&course.&&

Annotate,&Annotate,&Annotate!&

•  There&is&no&right&or&wrong&answer.&
•  During&review&of&each&training&packet:&&

–  Note&borderline&decisions&where&it&is&difficult&to&decide&if&a&KSA&is&prerequisite&
or&not&and&note&why,&and&what&you&decided,&and&why.&

–  Note&prerequisites&in&ar?facts&so&you&can&easily&find&them&again&in&a&month&or&
two.&

–  Note&ques?ons&you&encountered.&&
–  Note&clarifica?ons&that&would&be&helpful.&
–  Note&anything&that&we&may&want&to&clarify&or&refine&for&the&group&mee?ngs.&

•  We&may&update&support&materials&prior&to&qualifica?on.&
•  We&may&update&support&materials&prior&to&group&review.&
•  During&group&review&you&will&be&expected&to&quickly&iden?fy&sources&of&

evidence&and&to&explain/jus?fy&your&coding.&&
–  Discussion&?me&for&each&prerequisite&will&be&limited.&&
–  Teams&need&to&discuss&and&reach&a&team&decision&on&the&prerequisites,&

addi?onal&KSA,&and&exclusions&for&each&packet.&
–  Annotate&anything&that&will&help&you&remember&and&explain&why&you&made&

the&decisions&that&you&did.&&&
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Next&Steps&
•  Review&NAEP&Framework&objec?ves&(MS&Word&document).&
•  Review&NAEP&Framework&document,&skim,&looking&for&concepts,&defini?ons,&and&explana?ons&for&

what&you&see&in&the&objec?ves&to&make&sure&you&understand&NAEP&defini?ons&used&in&the&
frameworks.&&&

•  Review&updated&decision&rules&and&reference&sheet.&
•  Connect&with&your&team&to&walk&through&first&training&packet.&

–  Let&us&know&what&ques?ons&you&may&have.&
–  Submit&completed&training&packets&to&us.&
–  Repeat.&

•  Ask&to&be&qualified&when&ready.&
–  Qualify.&
–  Begin&review.&

•  Annotate,&bring&annota?ons&to&aid&group&discussion.&
–  Iden?fy&evidence&of&each&objec?ve&and&where&you&found&it.&&
–  Consensus&may&require&compromise,&we&want&you&to&be&able&to&quickly&reference&necessary&materials&and&

notes&to&help&you&evaluate&compromises&and&jus?fy&your&decision.&
•  Timeline:&

–  Independent&reviews&must&be&completed&by&August&23.&
–  More&detailed&?meline&to&be&posted&on&Basecamp.&
&

How&can&you&ask&ques?ons?&&

•  New&Basecamp&Q&A&page:&&
–  post&ques?ons&as&comments&here&and&we&will&monitor&and&
provide&responses.&

•  Q&A&session&“Office&hours”&next&week,&?mes&to&be&posted&
on&Basecamp.&

•  Note&and&submit&ques?ons&upon&comple?on&of,&or&during:&&
–  Training.&
–  Training&packets.&
–  Independent&review.&&&

&
We&can&address&ques?ons&before&qualifica?on&begins&and&
again&prior&to&the&inZperson&team&reviews.&&
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APPENDIX J 
Holistic Review Online Data Collection Instrument 
	  

Below is the online instrument used to facilitate the collection of KSAs identified during holistic review. 
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APPENDIX K 
Independent Review Online Data Collection Instrument 
	  

Below is a sample of the online data collection instrument used by content reviewers during independent 
review. The rating instructions were displayed the same in both the mathematics and reading online instruments. 

RATING INSTRUCTIONS AS DISPLAYED IN ONLINE INSTRUMENT 
The rating instructions were displayed the same in both the mathematics and reading online instruments. 
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SAMPLE MATHEMATICS OBJECTIVE AS DISPLAYED IN ONLINE INSTRUMENT	  
	  

	  
 
 

SAMPLE READING OBJECTIVE AS DISPLAYED IN ONLINE INSTRUMENT  
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ADDITIONAL PREREQUISITE KSA INSTRUCTIONS AS DISPLAYED IN ONLINE INSTRUMENT 
The additional prerequisite KSA pages were displayed the same in both the mathematics and reading online 
instruments. Reviewers were allowed to add up to ten additional prerequisite KSAs for each course packet 
review.  
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COURSE ARTIFACT HELPFULNESS RATINGS AS DISPLAYED IN ONLINE INSTRUMENT 
The course artifact helpfulness pages were displayed the same in both the mathematics and reading online 
instruments.  
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APPENDIX L 
Content Review Training and Qualification Results 
	  

Reviewers were required to do a review for one of the two training packets. They were encouraged to do both, 
but not required. For qualifying, reviewers were required to complete the review of packet 1 with an 80% 
threshold. If they did not meet the 80% threshold, they were required to complete a review for the second 
qualifying packet. 

MATHEMATICS 
 

Training packet 1 Training packet 2 Qualifying packet 1 Qualifying packet 2 

Reviewer Match % 
Over/ 
under Match % 

Over/ 
under Match % 

Over/ 
under Match % 

Over/ 
under 

Group 1 Member 1 61 47 over 61 46 over 76 29 over 89 1 over 

Group 1 Member 2 55 56 over 69 30 over 74 34 over 85 9 over 

Group 1 Member 3 70 34 over 72 31 over 75 32 over 93 5 under 

Group 2 Member 1 65 40 over 85 9 over 95 4 over N/A N/A 

Group 2 Member 2 80 23 over 79 6 over 89 12 over N/A N/A 

Group 2 Member 3 85 3 over 83 9 over 98 1 under N/A N/A 

Group 3 Member 1 78 28 over N/A N/A 93 7 over N/A N/A 

Group 3 Member 2 69 32 over N/A N/A 72 37 over 88 5 over 

Group 3 Member 3 68 31 over N/A N/A 82 24 over N/A N/A 

Group 4 Member 1 N/A N/A 84 4 over 88 15 over N/A N/A 

Group 4 Member 2 73 35 over N/A N/A 93 7 over N/A N/A 

Group 4 Member 3 64 47 over 75 27 over 90 13 over N/A N/A 

Alternate 1 N/A N/A 72 29 over 37 82 over 92 6 under 

Alternate 2 72 33 over N/A N/A 84 17 over N/A N/A 

Alternate 3 51 62 over 72 30 over 88 14 over N/A N/A 
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READING 
 

Training packet 1 Training packet 2 Qualifying packet 1 Qualifying packet 2 

Reviewer Match % 
Over/ 
under Match % 

Over/ 
under Match % 

Over/ 
under Match % 

Over/ 
under 

Group 1 Member 1 78 5 under N/A N/A 73 6 under 81 7 over 

Group 1 Member 2 92 2 over N/A N/A 46 20 under 84 6 under 

Group 1 Member 3 58 0 78 6 under 73 6 under 100 0 

Group 2 Member 1 N/A N/A 89 4 under 76 9 under 97 1 over 

Group 2 Member 2 61 9 over 86 1 under 89 2 over N/A N/A 

Group 2 Member 3 86 5 over 92 4 under 78 8 under 97 1 over 

Group 3 Member 1 83 5 under 78 8 under 95 2 under N/A N/A 

Group 3 Member 2 N/A N/A 73 10 under 86 1 under N/A N/A 

Group 3 Member 3 89 1 under 86 5 under 100 0 N/A N/A 

Group 4 Member 1 N/A N/A 49 7 under 54 15 under 81 16 under 

Group 4 Member 2 81 5 under N/A N/A 86 5 under N/A N/A 

Group 4 Member 3 75 5 under N/A N/A 73 6 under 95 2 over 

Alternate 1 53 2 over 59 7 under 70 3 under 68 2 over 

Alternate 2 58 6 over 97 1 under 78 8 under 97 1 over 

Alternate 3 N/A N/A 89 4 under 73 8 under 97 1 over 
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APPENDIX M 
Reviewer Reference Sheet 
	  

 

Global Decision Rules 
 Do not create or apply additional decision rules. 

• Send any suggestions to EPIC. 
• EPIC will review and possibly include in the final set of decision rules to use for independent review and/or group review. 

A prerequisite KSA may be r ev i ewed  during the course, but not taught in depth or for the first time. 
If there isn’t much evidence in a packet, do your best with what is there. 

• Don’t get stuck on “If I only had this…” 
• Don’t get stuck on what “should be there” 
• Remember all institutions, courses, packets, and artifacts are samples. 
• Don’t get stuck looking for or debating details. 

Please identify only the prerequisite KSAs that you see evidence of in the artifacts. This is an evidence-centered study and we want 
you to make as few assumptions and inferences as you possibly can (preferably none). However, if there are rare cases 
where you feel an inference or assumption is necessary to accurately record the prerequisite KSA evidence that you find, 
we expect them to occur only in the most complex domains of Critique/Evaluate for reading. Because your approach to 
identifying the prerequisites for each course is evidence-based, we expect that few, if any, inferences or assumptions will need be 
made. 
If you aren’t sure how to interpret a word in the frameworks: 

• Look in frameworks document (glossary (for reading) and in text) 
• Look in the updated reference sheet for guidance 
• Let EPIC know 

A lofty goal can be, or contain, evidence of a prerequisite KSA even if not substantiated in other packet artifacts. 
If it cannot be determined that multiple assignments are optional, review and code all. 
Assume instructors expect students to enter the course with a set of knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSA) that will not be 
taught in the course. Your task is to identify those KSA that are prerequisite and applicable to the course. 
If evidence of a KSA is referenced in one place in the course packet it (learning goals or outcomes, assignments or 
assessments, text sample), the KSA is prerequisite. If evidence is found in more than once place, then the KSA is 
prerequisite and important. 

• Do NOT use course grade weights of assignments, exams, or readings to determine importance. 
When multiple optional assignments are described, review and consider only the lowest cognitively demanding 
assignment. It better represents course prerequisites. 
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Mathematics-Specific Decision Rules 
Pay attention to when calculators are used and when they are not. 
One “piece” of evidence is sufficient in textbook to identify a prerequisite KSA as long as it is representative of the 
course content and not just a KSA embedded within a single problem or example. (For example, the presence of graphs 
alone is insufficient evidence of data analysis or statistics prerequisites.) 
For finite math, realize that topics don’t build on each other. Use the syllabus to determine which topics are covered and 
which are not. 
If there is a whole section taught on something, consider that it may contain prerequisite KSAs to the course (it could be 
reviewed content). Look at density – is this new knowledge or review content that students should know? Don’t assume it is new 
content. 
Consider additional mathematics prerequisite KSAs. Examples may include: 

• Sets and unions 
• Symbolism 
• Potential (use of technology) 
• Logic (if/then, if and only if) 
• Notation 

Consider additional possible non-mathematic prerequisite KSAs. Examples may include: 
• Writing 
• Reading 
• Knowledge, understanding, application 
• Communication (be able to explain, write about mathematics) 

 

NAEP Mathematics Domain, Standard, and Objective Specific Decision Rules 
Standard/ 
Objective 

Decision Rule 

1.3.b, 1.5.c If students must be able to perform operations on real numbers with decimals, then 1.3.b is a 
prerequisite KSA. 

• If for a subset, include whole (real, real->rational, 1.3.b) 
• If factoring in algebra is a prerequisite KSA then so is 1.5.c 

1.4.c In Statistics, if ratio is a prerequisite KSA, then so is 1.4.c 
5.2.a When students must be able to go between one representation and another representation, then 5.2.a 

is a prerequisite KSA 
5.3.b If translating a word problem into an expression or equation, then 5.3.b is a prerequisite KSA. 
5.4.a If students must be able to solve non-contextual equations, then 5.4.a is a prerequisite KSA. 
5.4.c If students must be able to complete problem solving contextualized problems, then 5.4.c is a 

prerequisite KSA. 
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NAEP Mathematics Definitions 

Standard/ 
Objective Term of Interest Decision Rule 

General “And” "And" in a list of items in a NAEP objective means all of the items in the list must 
be evident. 

General “Or” "Or" in a list of items in a NAEP objective means that at least one of the items listed 
must be evident. 

General “Such as” Lists containing “such as” are not a “closed universe” and they should be treated as 
examples. For lists containing “such as” you don’t need to treat the parts of the KSA 
that are not applicable as KSA exclusions. 

1.1 “Number sense” Comfort in dealing with numbers effectively is called number sense. It includes firm 
intuitions about what numbers tell us; an understanding of the ways to represent 
them symbolically (including facility with converting between different 
representations); ability to calculate, either exactly or approximately, and by several 
means (mentally, with paper and pencil, or with calculator, as appropriate); and skill 
in estimation. Ability to deal with proportion (including percent) is another important 
part of number sense. By 12th grade, students should be comfortable dealing with all 
types of real numbers and various representations such as exponents or logarithms. 
Students at the 12th-grade level should be familiar with complex numbers and be 
able to establish the validity of numerical properties using mathematical arguments. 

1.1.i “Order” Reflect intuitions about the relative size of quantities and provides a basis for making 
sensible estimates. 

2.2.e “Problem 
situations” 

Contextual information includes problem scenarios, explanations, more thorough 
directions, and background text. Using contextual information judiciously can place 
mathematical concepts in fuller, often more realistic, conditions, measure a students’ 
ability to apply mathematical concepts, and provide necessary background 
information. 

General “Computation” It is important to note that certain aspects of mathematics occur in all content areas. 
The best example of this is computation, or the skill of performing operations on 
numbers. This skill should not be confused with the Number 
Properties and Operations content area, which encompasses a wide range of 
concepts about our numeration system. Computation is also critical in Measurement 
and Geometry in calculating the perimeter of a rectangle, estimating the height of a 
building, or finding the hypotenuse of a right triangle, for example. Data Analysis 
often involves computation in calculating a mean or the range of a set of data, for 
example. 
Probability often entails work with rational numbers. Solving algebraic equations also 
usually involves numerical computation. Computation, therefore, is a foundational 
skill in every content area. 

 
Reading-Specific Decision Rules 

Decision Rule on Making Inferences: Please identify only the prerequisite KSAs that you see evidence of in the artifacts. 
This is an evidence-centered study and we want you to make as few assumptions and inferences as you possibly can 
(preferably none). However, if there are rare cases where you feel an inference or assumption is necessary to accurately record the 
prerequisite KSA evidence that you find, we expect them to occur only in the most complex domain of Critique/Evaluate for 
reading. Because your approach to identifying the prerequisites for each course is evidence-based, we expect that few, if any, 
inferences or assumptions will need be made. 
Exclude activities, assignments, or other actions in textbook unless referenced in syllabus and/or assignments. 
Use text samples to identify prerequisite KSAs when the text is identified as required reading (as identified in reading 
list), or when no reading list is provided. If a reading list is provided and the text sample is not listed, ignore the text sample. 
Identify prerequisites for printed text. Do not consider video or auditory text when identifying prerequisite KSAs (e.g., don’t 
apply reading KSA to watching movies about fairy tales, only to reading fairy tales). 
The literary nonfiction objectives are not applicable if the reading sample is in format iona l  t ext  and the only reference to 
l i t e rary  non f i c t ion  is made in syllabi reading list but there is no literary text sample. 
Skills will not always be explicit. Make inferences (based on evidence) as appropriate to identify the prerequisite KSAs (e.g., 
argument can be a skill necessary for persuasion). 
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NAEP Reading Definitions 
Standard/ 
Objective 

Term of Interest Decision Rule 

General “And” "And" in a list of items in a NAEP objective means all of the 
items in the list must be evident. 

General “Or” "Or" in a list of items in a NAEP objective means that at least 
one of the items listed must be evident. 

General “Such as” Lists containing “such as” are not a “closed universe” and they 
should be treated as examples. For lists containing “such as” 
you don’t need to treat the parts of the KSA that are not 
applicable as KSA exclusions. 

1 “Within and across” “Across text” requires “within text”. 
1 “Simple inferences” “Simple inferences” and their associated objectives will be 

interpreted as including the understanding of close paraphrase 
of “explicit information” within or across texts. 

1.1 “Both literary and informational texts” If partial agreement (evidence of KSA for literary or 
informational text, but not both), select “KSA is prerequisite 
for this course”. Make sure to identify which part is not 
applicable in the KSA exclusion textbox. 

1.3.b “Author’s purpose” Skills will not always be explicit, make inferences as appropriate 
to identify the prerequisite KSAs. Author’s purpose doesn’t 
need to be explicit. Will be interpreted as referring to explicit 
statements of the author’s purpose within or across texts. 

1.3.d “Organizing structures” “Organizing structures” will be interpreted as: 
• Referring to organizing structures that are explicitly 

identified in texts, through such indicators as the 
author’s use of enumeration (“first, second, third,” 
etc.) or explicit references to a problem and its 
solution (i.e., “The problem is . . .”), etc. 

• Referring to the organizational structures such as 
comparison, chronology, cause/effect, description, 
problem/solution, etc.  

May also be interpreted as referring to an author’s organization 
of a larger unit of text (i.e., a paragraph or whole passage), not 
to the relationship between two sentences. 

2.1.c “Unstated assumptions” Can’t evaluate an argument without looking 
at/making/understanding unstated assumptions. 

2.1.d “Literary devices or text features” The terms “literary devices or text features” will be interpreted 
broadly as including all aspects of author’s craft and “text 
features.” 

2.1.e “Organizing structures” “Organizing structures” will be interpreted as: 
• Referring to the organizational structures such as 

comparison, chronology, cause/effect, description, 
problem/solution, etc.  

May also be interpreted as referring to an author’s organization 
of a larger unit of text (i.e., a paragraph or whole passage), not 
to the relationship between two sentences. 

2.1.f “Author’s purpose” Skills will not always be explicit, make inferences as appropriate 
to identify the prerequisite KSAs. Author’s purpose doesn’t 
need to be explicit. Will be interpreted as referring to explicit 
statements of the author’s purpose within or across texts. 

2.3.a “Major ideas” “Major ideas” will be interpreted as including important ideas 
within a paragraph or portion of a text as well as ideas central 
to a passage as a whole. 

2.3.d “Opinion” Distinguish fact from opinion is implicit. 
3.3.a “Way the author selects language to 

influence the reader” 
Evaluating the effectiveness of an argument requires evaluating 
the language used by the author. 
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NAEP Reading Definitions 
Term of Interest Definition 

“Within Text” “Within Text” is within the same text or document. Different chapters by the same person, in the 
same text are within, same document. 

“Across Text” “Across Text” is across to different types of text, for example, a chart, table, margin annotations, 
maps, text boxes, author notes within a text, a comic strip inserted into text, and a graph and graph 
within the same text. 

“Critique” As a component of “critique/evaluate” this requires the reader to stand back from what they read 
and view the text objectively to assess the text from numerous perspectives and synthesizing it with 
other texts and experiences. 

“Complex inference” Can involve inferring across sentences. 
“Text” The term reflects the breadth of components in typical reading materials. There are two types of 

texts: literary and informational. 
“Literary text” Literary texts are items such as stories, dramas, essays, or poetry are frequently read for pleasure or 

for new perspectives on time, place, human nature of feelings; they are often read from beginning to 
end. 

“Informational text” Informational text are items such as exposition, argumentation and persuasive text, and procedural 
text that do not typically have an identifiable structure but can often be thought of as follows: 
description, sequence, causation, problem/solution, comparison. 

“Author’s craft” Specific techniques that an author uses to relay an intended message. 
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APPENDIX N 
Non-NAEP Additional KSAs Discussed at Group Review 
	  

MATHEMATICS 
Each group reviewed course packets across the four course titles (college algebra, finite mathematics, 
precalculus/introductory calculus, and introduction to statistics). Within each group, the Non-NAEP Additional 
KSAs were compiled across course titles to address duplication. At group review, each group reviewed their list 
against each of their 28 course packets.  

Mathematics non-NAEP Additional KSAs discussed at Group Review 

Basic computer skills 

Using a Graphing Utility 

Basic Internet skills 

Basic calculator skills 

Critical thinking skills 

Mathematical modeling 

Tabular interpretation 

Problem solving skills 

Using a graphing calculator 

Proper use of technology 

Basic probabilistic thinking 

Basic numerical literacy 

Internet and Calculator skills 

Sense Making 

Computer and Internet skills 

Quantitative Literacy 

Use of a spreadsheet 

Basic Technological abilities 

Basic computer application and calculator skills 

Computer literacy 

Use of calculator and spreadsheet 

Group 1 Non-NAEP 
Additional KSAs 

Basic Mathematical Technology 

Computer skills 

Find the domain of rational expressions 

Set properties and operations 

Group 2 Non-NAEP 
Additional KSAs 

Use and understand basic set notation 
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Mathematics non-NAEP Additional KSAs discussed at Group Review 

Basic set notation and operations 

Sets and their properties and operations on them 

They should know about trig functions not necessarily solving problems. 

Know the Cartesian coordinate system 

Students need to know basic geometric formulas. 

Students need to know how to use a basic calculator. 

They need to know what percentage is. 

Know the different uses of numbers, ordinal, cardinal, measurement, identification 

Read a flow chart 

 

Being able to read carefully 

Ability to use graphing calculator and/or computer software 

Use of technology 

Ability to use graphing calculator 

Translating English phrases and sentences into mathematical expressions and describing how one 
quantity depends on another 

Using and understanding interval notation 

Knowledge of the real number system 

Communicating mathematics in written form 

Knowledge of algebraic expressions, mathematical models real numbers 

Knowledge of algebra 

Knowledge of polynomials 

Knowledge of basic algebra 

Knowledge of intermediate algebra 

Knowledge from 2 years high school algebra 

Ability to work in groups 

Ability to use a scientific calculator 

Ability to work in collaborative groups 

Ability to use MS Excel 

Ability to work with numbers in various forms (counts, tables, charts, graphs) 

Group 3 Non-NAEP 
Additional KSAs 

Ability to use statistical calculators 

Facility in use of computers, including loading software, submitting homework, taking quizzes online, 
and manipulating charts. 

Use set notation, including symbols for: element of, not an element of, subset of, and not a subset of. 

Facility with graphing calculators. 

Computer skill necessary to access and use a math tutorial site and a designated class site. 

Use interval notation. 

Group 4 Non-NAEP 
Additional KSAs 

Writing ability sufficient to prepare a brief report and a reflection paper. 
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Mathematics non-NAEP Additional KSAs discussed at Group Review 

Basic properties of the coordinate plane including graphing sets of points. 

Use the Cartesian coordinate system. 

Communicate math concepts and solutions in complete sentences. 

Communicate mathematically in writing. 

Computer familiarity sufficient to do online homework and learn a math computational program. 

Ability to work with computers so as to post assignments and do online homework and use 
mathematical computation software (Maple). 

Calculating derivatives. 

Differentiate functions. 

Given points, determine the equation of a line. Given a point and slope, determine the equation of a 
line. Given an equation and a point, determine the equation of a line parallel and perpendicular to the 
given equation. 

Reading comprehension sufficient to convert sentences to mathematical expressions. 

Ability to work together in small groups. 

Use of scientific calculator. 

Use good written communication. 

Use a statistical or a graphing calculator. 

Use of spreadsheets, specifically Excel. 

Ability to communicate quantitative concepts and reasoning in written sentences. 

Use computer spreadsheet software and statistical packages. 

Basic calculator skills. 

Ability to use statistical software packages and install software and navigate course website. 

Reading comprehension sufficient to analyze data. 

Use a computer to navigate the course website, to access the online text, to take online tests, and to 
enter homework in a specific format. 

 

Facility in use of computers, including loading software, submitting homework, taking quizzes online, 
and manipulating charts. 
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READING 
Each group reviewed course packets across the four course titles (English literature, introduction to psychology, 
U.S. government, and U.S. history). Within each group, the Non-NAEP Additional KSAs were compiled across 
course titles to address duplication. At Group Review, each group reviewed their list against each of their 28 
course packets.  

Reading non-NAEP Additional KSAs discussed at Group Review 

The student has to have some knowledge of interacting with reading/text in an online environment. Group 1 Non-NAEP 
Additional KSAs The ability of the student to read and process research materials. 

Electronic literacy: Students are required to access and read some course materials online. 

Electronic Literacy: Students are required to access some materials online, and to print them for 
reading and for class discussion. 

Reading texts aloud: Students are required to read texts aloud in class to engage in the class 
discussion and interpretation. 

Electronic literacy: students are required to access and read some materials on a class website. 

Discern credibility of source. 

Electronic Literacy: Students are expected to access and read some course texts online, through a 
class Blackboard site. 

Read to locate primary source materials, and to distinguish them from secondary source materials. 

Distinguish between primary and secondary sources. 

Locate or recall specific information found in electronic documents on a course website. 
("Electronic Literacy") 

Reading Electronic Texts Online. Read and locate textually explicit information through a course 
website and other websites. 

Locate or recall specific information through an online, textbook-sponsored website. 

Group 2 Non-NAEP 
Additional KSAs 

Applicative Reading: Use reading and analysis of course material to think critically about the world. 

Analyze the levels of meaning in a complex literary text. 

Critique/evaluate the significance of the historical and cultural context of a text. (Add to NAEP as 
3.1.d) 

Add as 1.1.b: Locate and recall the meaning of unfamiliar words. 

Understand the historical and social contexts of literary texts. 

Determine personal (own, unique) analysis of literature based on text evidence. 

Analyze how the cultural background of an author impacts a literary text. 

Recognize the historical and philosophical contexts of literary texts. 

Analyze the historical, religious and social contexts of literary texts. 

Recognize complexities of the underlying traditions in a literary text (both cultural and literary). 

Analyze both factual and theoretical information in informational text. 

Critique/evaluate the arguments in two or more texts on similar topics or themes. Add as 3.1.e. 

Group 3 non-NAEP 
Additional KSAs 

1.3.? Defining and explaining concepts related to text. 
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Reading non-NAEP Additional KSAs discussed at Group Review 

Understand the table of contents of a text and how it can be an aid to reading (i.e. utilize glossaries, 
key terms, key ideas or issues that are highlighted, discussion and analysis). 

Analyze informational text and come to independent conclusions supported by evidence and logical 
reasoning. 

1.3.? Locate/recall various theoretical models. 

Analyze pro and con arguments across or within informational texts. 

Analyze varied, complex informational text (difficult vocabulary, unfamiliar time/place). 

Determine thesis of an argument within and across informational texts. 

Distinguish between primary text sources and secondary text sources. Add as 2.3.f. 

1.3.? Identify key persons, places, and events. 

Analyze, interpret and connect a variety of complex informational texts (both primary and 
secondary sources). 

2.1.? Describe and use defined methodologies. 

Determine the audience for informational text. 

Able to come to conclusions about informational text and integrate those conclusions imaginatively 
(i.e. write a slave autobiography). 

Determine patterns and compare and contrast across readings, from different perspectives (i.e. 
gender, ethnicity, class). 

Utilize text features and online links as an aid to reading (i.e. online study center, chronology chart, 
technology and culture section). 

2.3.f Create narratives based on sequence of events. 

Use varied strategies to learn new vocabulary (dictionary, context). 

1.1.b "identify" textually explicit information and simple inferences. 

Apply informational text to personal life. 

Apply concepts from informational reading to history and daily experience. 

Apply concepts and theory from informational text to personal life. 

Apply knowledge from informational text to other issues (i.e. relevant social issues). 

Apply informational text to own life. 

 

Apply conclusions/understandings of informational text to "real-world" situations. 

Students must be able to main ideas in texts that are potentially informational (students are 
required to use academic journal articles). 

Students must be able to read an average of 125 pages/week. 

Identify how themes in the informational and literary sections of the text connect to historical and 
current events. 

Connect and apply themes and ideas in literary texts to central questions and themes in the course. 

Apply information from literary texts to contemporary cultures and issues. 

Understand the big picture of a text well enough to create an argument; identify what type of 
evidence would support the argument. 

Apply central themes of text to themes not necessarily connected to the text. 

Group 4 Non-NAEP 
Additional KSAs 

Analyze and interpret nontraditional readings such as graphs, charts, etc. 
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Reading non-NAEP Additional KSAs discussed at Group Review 

Connect themes and main ideas across texts and to current events. 

Be adept at reading newspapers. 

Apply information from readings to contemporary issues and real life. 

Interpret and analyze both primary and secondary academic readings. 

Understand how themes and ideas in the readings shape and connect to contemporary issues. 

Analyze and interpret visuals as text. 

Apply information in text to contemporary issues connected to central themes of the class. 

Must be able to read English well. 

Comprehend materials well enough to make connections to class lectures. 

Understand what lens to use when reading primary source documents. 

Be able to find answers to questions without direct guidance from the professor. 

Graphic analysis 

Because the course covers so much information, students must be able to read, take good notes, 
and identify information that is most important to track and retain. 

Locate information through nontextual sources, such as graphs, charts, etc. 

Apply concepts from readings to real life. 

Be able to keep up with class readings and retain information prior to class discussion or teacher 
instruction. 

Read and understand nontraditional texts, such as graphs, charts, etc. 

Students must know how to access language and terminology used in research papers and 
methodologies. 

 

Apply information in readings to the self and society. 
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APPENDIX O 
Group Review Meeting Agenda 
	  

GROUP REVIEW MEETING AGENDA: WEEKEND 1 

 

College&Course&Content&Analysis&Study&
Content&Review&Group&Meeting&

& &

Portland,*OR*

September*26th,*2013*–September*29th,*2013!

! EPIC*Project*Staff*

Sylvia*Gillpatrick,*Project*Director*

Kristine*Chadwick,*Principal*Research*
Scientist*

Liz*French,*Assistant*Research*Scientist*

Tris*O’Shaughnessy,*Project*Manager*

Debbie*Wetherald,*Event*Manager*

Observers*

Michelle*Blair,*Contracting*Officer*
Representative,*NAGB*

Mary*Livingston,*Mathematics*Expert,*NAGB*

Charles*Peters,*Reading*Expert,*NAGB*

Content*Review*Teams*(CRT)*

Mathematics*Group*1*
Jerry*Marshall,*Content*Reviewer*

Bruce*Stephan,*Content*Reviewer*

Susan*Wygant,*Content*Reviewer*

Holly*Langan,*Facilitator*

Stacey*Anderson,*Scribe*

Mathematics*Group*2*
Tuncay*Aktosun,*Content*Reviewer*

David*Hartz,*Content*Reviewer*

Kathie*Hledik,*Content*Reviewer*

Sara*Frain,*Facilitator*

Michelle*Liebhardt,*Scribe*

Reading*Group*2*
Brad*Benz,*Content*Reviewer*

Jim*Bond,*Content*Reviewer*

Carson*Medley,*Content*Reviewer*

Terri*Ward,*Facilitator*

Paul*Beach,*Scribe*

Reading*Group*4***
Annie*Rose*Stathes,*Content*Reviewer*

Dane*Spencer,*Content*Reviewer*

PK*Weston,*Content*Reviewer*

Tris*O’Shaughnessy,*Facilitator*

Tracey*Bousselot,*Scribe!

Meeting&Objective& *

Group!Review!Meetings!consist!of!four!content!review!teams!
(two!reading!and!two!mathematics).!The!meeting!objective!is!for!
each!content!review!team!to!discuss!the!independent!review!
knowledge!skills!and!abilities!(KSA)!codings!of!28!course!packets!
with!the!purpose!of!identifying!a!content!review!team,!or!group,!
coding!of!KSAs!for!each!of!the!28!packets.!!!

!

Schedule&Overview& &

Thursday,*September*26th,*2013*
1:00!pm!–!3:00!pm!Orientation!
3:00!pm!–!3:30!pm!Break!
3:30!pm!–!5:00!pm!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#1!
5:30!pm!–!6:30!pm!Staff!debrief!

*

Friday,*September*27th,*2013*
7:45!am!–!8:15!am!Coffee!and!Brief!CheckTin!!
8:20!am!–!12:00!pm!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#2!
1:00!pm!–!5:00!pm!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#3!
5:30!pm!–!6:30!pm!Staff!debrief!

Saturday,*September*28th,*2013*
7:45!am!–!8:00!am!Coffee!and!Brief!CheckTin!
8:00!am!–!12:00!pm!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#4!
1:00!pm!–!5:00!pm!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#5!
5:30!pm!–!6:30!pm!Staff!debrief!

Sunday,*September*29th,*2013*
7:45!am!–!8:15!am!Coffee!and!Brief!CheckTin!
8:20!am!–!11:00!am!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#6!
1:00!pm!–!5:00!pm!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#7!
5:30!pm!–!6:30!pm!Staff!debrief!

*

*

*
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GROUP REVIEW MEETING AGENDA: WEEKEND 2 

College&Course&Content&Analysis&Study&
Content&Review&Group&Meeting&

& &

Vancouver,+WA+

October+3rd,+2013+–+October+6th,+2013!

!
EPIC+Project+Staff+

Sylvia+Gillpatrick,+Project+Director+

Kristine+Chadwick,+Principal+Research+

Scientist+

Liz+French,+Assistant+Research+Scientist+

Tris+O’Shaughnessy,+Project+Manager+

Observers+

Michelle+Blair,+Contracting+Officer+

Representative,+NAGB+

Jeremy+Kilpatrick,+Math+Expert,+NAGB+

Jan+Dole+Reading+Expert,+NAGB+

Content+Review+Teams+(CRT)+

Mathematics*Group*3*
Gerry+Reynolds,+Content+Reviewer+

Douglas+Mallenby,+Content+Reviewer+

Thomas+Smotzer,+Content+Reviewer+

Holly+Langan,+Facilitator+

Stacey+Anderson,+Scribe+

Mathematics*Group*2*
Cindy+Parker,+Content+Reviewer+

Phillip+Miller,+Content+Reviewer+

Michel+Malleby,+Content+Reviewer+

Colin+Starr,+Facilitator+

Michelle+Liebhardt,+Scribe+

Reading*Group*1*
Betty+Brown,+Content+Reviewer+

Valerie+Goodwin,+Content+Reviewer+

Priscilla+Eng,+Content+Reviewer+

Terri+Ward,+Facilitator+

Paul+Beach,+Scribe+

Reading*Group*3***
Leslie+Skelton,+Content+Reviewer+

Lynne+Rhodes,+Content+Reviewer+

Richard+Schneider,+Content+Reviewer+

Tris+O’Shaughnessy,+Facilitator+

Debbie+Wetherald,+Scribe!

Meeting&Objective& +

Group!Review!Meetings!consist!of!four!content!review!teams!(two!
reading!and!two!mathematics).!The!meeting!objective!is!for!each!
content!review!team!to!discuss!the!independent!review!
knowledge!skills!and!abilities!(KSA)!codings!of!28!course!packets!
with!the!purpose!of!identifying!a!content!review!team,!or!group,!
coding!of!KSAs!for!each!of!the!28!packets.!!!

!

Schedule&Overview& &

Thursday,*October*3rd,*2013*
1:00!pm!–!3:00!pm!Orientation!
3:00!pm!–!3:30!pm!Break!
3:30!pm!–!5:00!pm!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#1!

*

Friday,*October*4th,*2013*
8:00!am!–!8:30!am!CheckQin!!
8:45!am!–!12:00!pm!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#2!
1:00!pm!–!5:00!pm!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#3!!

Saturday,*October*5th,*2013*
8:00!am!–!12:00!pm!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#4!
1:00!pm!–!5:00!pm!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#5!
!

Sunday,*October*6th,*2013*
8:00!am!–!12:00!am!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#6!
1:00!pm!–!5:00!pm!CRT!Group!Work!Session!#7! *

*

+
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GROUP REVIEW TRAINING 

College Course Content 
Analysis Study 

Conducted by EPIC on behalf  of  the National Assessment Governing Board 
 

Group Meeting Orientation 
September-October 2013 

Today’s Orientation 

•  Introductions (15 minutes – Windsor C) 
•  Overview of  Project (15 minutes) 
•  Orientation to Process & Materials (30 minutes)  

•  Questions (30 minutes)  

•  Practice Review Session (30 minutes-Breakout Rooms)  
                                 Break 3:00 – 3:30pm 

•  Debrief  and Next Steps (30 minutes-Windsor C)  

•  Review Session (60 minutes-Breakout Rooms)  
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INTRODUCTIONS 

•  Debbie Wetherald, 
Grant & Fiscal 
Administrator 

•  Stacey Anderson, 
Technical 
Coordinator 

•  Paul Beach, 
Researcher 

•  Tris 
O’Shaughnessy, 

Project Manager 
•  Emily Hayes, 

Consultant 
Manager / Project 

Support 

•  Dr. Kristine 
Chadwick, Principal 
Research Scientist 

•  Liz French, 
Assistant Research 
Scientist 

Methodology 
and Analytics 

Project 
Management 

Budget and 
Contract 

Management 

Technical 
Management 

CCCA Team Members  
Sylvia  Gi l lpatr ick,   
Project  Director  
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•  Facilitator: 
Michelle Liebhardt 

•  Scribe: Debbie 
Wetherald 

•  Facilitator: 
Holly Langan 

•  Scribe: Stacey 
Anderson 

•  Facilitator: Tris 
O’Shaughnessy 

•  Scribe: Tracy 
Bousselot 

•  Facilitator: Terri 
Ward 

•  Scribe: Paul 
Beach 

Reading 
Group Two 

Reading 
Group Four 

Math Group 
Two 

Math Group 
One 

Facilitators & Scribes 
September 26-29 

•  Facilitator: 
Colin Starr 

•  Scribe: Michelle 
Liebhardt 

•  Facilitator: 
Holly Langan 

•  Scribe: Stacey 
Anderson&

•  Facilitator: Tris 
O’Shaughnessy 

•  Scribe: Debbie 
Wetherald 

•  Facilitator: Terri 
Ward 

•  Scribe: Paul 
Beach 

Reading 
Group One 

Reading 
Group Three 

Math Group 
Four 

Math Group 
Three 

Facilitators & Scribes 
October 3-6 
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ADMINISTRATIVE DETAILS & 
LOGISTICS 

Meeting Schedule 

 Days Times 

Thursday 1 – 5 pm 

Friday 8 am – 5 pm 

Saturday 8 am – 5 pm 

Sunday 8 am – 5 pm* 

Updated Agenda and Schedule 
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General Logistics 

•  Per diem covers meals, tips, sundries  
–  If  we get behind, we may offer to bring lunch into the 

meeting 
– Keep receipts for transportation, etc. 

•  Looking for something to do, concierge and hotel staff  very 
helpful 
–  If  interested, may make trip into Portland Friday or Saturday night 

•  Begin Friday Morning in Pine Room 
–  7:45am coffee and break service ready, 8am begin work 
– Move to breakout rooms at 9am 

PROJECT OVERVIEW 
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Impetus for NAEP Preparedness 
Research 

•  Improving participation rates 

•  Increasing the relevance of  grade 12 NAEP 

•  Providing a public service 
–  NAEP is the only nationally representative indicator of  

students as they complete secondary education 

Guiding Definition for Research 
A working definition for preparedness was established with some 
core principles in mind: 
•  Preparedness is not intended to represent success in 

postsecondary education and training. 
•  Preparedness in the NAEP context must be limited to 

academic qualifications for postsecondary education and 
workplace training. 

The working definition with respect to college: 
Preparedness for college refers to the reading and 
mathematics knowledge and skills necessary to qualify 
for placement into entry level college credit courses that 
meet the general education requirements without the need 
for remedial coursework in mathematics or reading. 
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The Board’s Research Program 

Types of  research includes: 
•  Content Alignment 
•  Statistical Relationship 

–  To other relevant assessments 
–  To postsecondary outcomes 

•  Judgmental (Criterion-Referenced) Standard Setting 
•  Survey 
•  Benchmarking (with reference groups, e.g., job training 

program entrants) 
 

CCCA Study and JSS Studies 

Study: JSS 
Judgmental 

Standard Setting 

Methodology: 
Expert Panels 

Outcome: 
Identification of  

mathematics and reading 
prerequisite KSAs for job 

training programs and 
entry-level college course 
(Borderline Performance 

Description (BPD)) 

Compare 
prerequisites to: 

 

NAEP 
Frameworks 

 

Content measured 
by NAEP items 

 

Previous research 

Study: JTPCS 
Job Training 

Programs 
Curriculum Study 

Methodology: 
Content analysis 

& convergent 
consensus 

Outcome: 

As evident in course artifacts, 
mathematics and reading 
prerequisite KSAs for job 

training programs 

Study: CCCA 
College Course 

Content Analysis 
Study 

Methodology: 
Content analysis 

& convergent 
consensus 

Outcome: 

As evident in course artifacts, 
mathematics and reading 

prerequisite KSAs for entry-
level college courses 
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Research Questions 
1.  What are the prerequisite knowledge, skills, and abilities 

(hereafter referred  to as “prerequisite KSAs”) in reading and 
mathematics to qualify for entry-level credit-bearing courses 
that satisfy general education requirements?  

2.  How do these prerequisite KSAs compare with the 2009 and 2013 
NAEP reading and mathematics frameworks and item pools?  

3.  How do these prerequisite KSAs compare with previous NAEP 
preparedness research, " i.e., the descriptions of  minimal academic 
preparedness requirements produced in the JSS research?” 

4.  How can these prerequisites inform future NAEP preparedness 
research, i.e., planning and analysis efforts relative to the 2013 grade 
12 NAEP reading and mathematics assessments? 

You are Here 

 CCCA Project Overview 
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GROUP REVIEW 

Group Review Objectives 

•  Provide one data point on how well the knowledge, skills, 
and abilities (KSA) described in the NAEP Framework 
align with the KSA evident in course materials.  

•  All three members of  the Review Team have coded 
course packets for evidence of  mathematics or reading 
KSAs. 
–  Judgment based on evidence, not what should be in a course 

•  Review Team will discuss and reach consensus on:  
–  Discrepant Applicability and Importance Ratings 
–  KSA Exclusions 
–  Additional KSA 
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Reviewers 
•  Reviewers STRIVE TO REACH CONSENSUS 

–  Consensus (noun): An opinion or position reached by a group as a whole. 
–  The group has reached consensus when all the responses are neutral or supporting, meaning everyone can live 

with it. 

–  In this process consensus does not mean “majority rule,” we are looking for a unanimous group decision. If  
the group cannot agree, there is no consensus. 

•  Reviewers ADHERE TO DECISION RULES 
–  Follow the decision rules used in independent review. NO new decision rules will be created during this 

process. 
–  Facilitators are familiar with decision rules and will remind the group to adhere to them. 
–  Rarely a reviewer’s understanding or application of  a decision rule will change during group review and we 

have a plan in place if  so. 

•  Reviewers FOLLOW GROUP NORMS  
–  Group members are your colleagues, treat one another with professional courtesy 
–  Be mindful of  who has the floor: if  you tend to be a “talker” ensure that others can talk, too. If  you tend to 

keep silent, ensure that you speak up and make yourself  heard. 
–  Consensus doesn’t mean “winning” or “being right” it means you can live with it.  

•  Sometimes this means you’ll change your mind.  

•  Other times you will not be able to “live with it” and your group will not be able to reach consensus. 

•  Reviewers PROVIDE FEEDBACK THROUGH SURVEYS 
–  The focus of  this weekend is getting work done. Use the “parking lot” for broader issues. 
–  If  something occurring in the group prevents you from getting the work done, let your facilitator know. 

Facilitators 
•  Facilitators MAKE THINGS EASIER 

–  To facilitate, is to help something (usually a process) move along.  The word 
derives from "facile" which is French for "easy.”  

–  Facilitate does not mean "solving a problem" or "doing it for someone.” It means 
doing something that makes a process run a little better.  When a situation is too 
difficult, a facilitator is there to help.  

•  Facilitators provide LEADERSHIP 
–  A skilled facilitator knows that he/she does not have to agree with or like the 

group’s decision.  
–  The role of  the facilitator is to ensure that the group is able to make relevant 

decisions in a way that involves all group members, and makes them feel valued 
and heard in the process. 

•  Facilitators help with DECISION MAKING 
–  Group Coding: We will be using consensus building to guide discussions and 

decisions. Encourage all participants to offer their expertise toward a shared 
outcome (group coding).  

–  Guidance: Ensure a smooth transition between each stage of  group development 
and teamwork, leading the team through the decision-making process. 
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Scribes 

•  Scribes DOCUMENT 
–  To “scribe” means “to write.”  
–  Scribes are record keepers, they provide documentation. 

•  Scribes record DATA 
–  The scribe survey standardizes data collected in this meeting, it must be 

used to record the outcome of  every discussion.  

–  If  the response options in the survey don’t fit the situation, record what 

occurred in your own words using text boxes in survey.  
•  Scribes help with CONSISTENCY 

–  The consensus documentation protocol will provide decision rules for 
both the content and process facilitators when working through points of  
discrepancy.  

–  Includes how to proceed when consensus cannot be reached. 

Materials 
•  Electronic versions of  your annotated packets, used to reference the 

evidence of  the KSA found in each packet 
•  Workbooks containing the results of  independent review for each 

group containing: 
–  Bar charts of  the applicability/importance ratings for each KSA 
–  KSA exclusions for each KSA 
–  Additional KSA 

•  Facilitator’s master data file for each group to be used if  reviewers 
want to know “who said what.” This contains all of  the reviewer 
responses for each packet including: 
–  Applicability/Importance ratings for each KSA  
–  KSA exclusions 
–  Additional KSA 

•  Scribes’ data collection survey 
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For each KSA, the group will answer the following questions: 
1.  Was consensus reached for this KSA during independent 

review? 
–  Group will look at their workbooks and determine: 

•  Were your independent codings the same for both the coding and the 
identified exclusion (yes/no)? 

•  If  yes, does the group wish to revisit the KSA in group review? 
•  If  the independent codings were the same and the group does not wish to 

revisit, will move to next KSA. 

2.  Which portions of  the KSA were excluded by the group, 
if  any? 
–  Does the group agree with this KSA exclusion? i.e. is there no 

evidence of  that portion of  the KSA in this packet? 
–  If  so, does this exclusion affect your original coding? 
–  What portion of  the KSA does the group exclude? 

KSA Exclusions 
Many times, part(s) of  a framework objective KSA are prerequisite to 
a course, while other parts are not prerequisite.  For each framework 
objective KSA where only part of  the objective is prerequisite, please 
list the parts that are not. 

 
An exclusion might look like this when organizing structures only need be 
located, but not recalled, and these structures include comparison/contrast and 
problem/solution but not enumeration: 
  
Locate or recall organizing structures of  texts, such as comparison/contrast, problem/solution, 
enumeration, etc. 
  
And would be recorded like this: 
            Recall, enumeration 

If  any part of  an entire objective statement is prerequisite, while 
other parts are not, the parts that are not are the KSA Exclusions.  
The group must reach consensus on the KSA exclusions and 
determine if  the exclusion affects their coding. 
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What are Prerequisites? 
Prerequisites:  
•  Are not content specific (not history knowledge but reading skills) 
•  Describe what a student needs to know or be able to do when they enter the course in order to engage with the 

material. 
–  A baseline attribute required of  a student to perform the tasks in the course. 

•  Represent knowledge, skills, or abilities that a minimally prepared student is expected or required to possess this to 
enter into the course. 

•  May be reviewed in the course, but not taught in depth or for the first time, during the course. 

 
Tips for finding evidence of  prerequisites: 
•  May, and should, include prerequisite knowledge, skills, and abilities that are not in the NAEP objectives. We want 

them all, not just those in NAEP.   

•  If  there is a review section, look at the topics, prefaces, chapter text. These are very important to identifying 
prerequisite KSAs.   

•  When an entire section or project is devoted to one topic, you may assume the topic is taught in the course and not 
prerequisite to the course.  

•  Please do not make decisions based on inferences or assumptions—only on evidence 
–  The one exception is for reading. Some of  the reading framework objectives require an inference. 

•  Decision rules to guide identification or interpretation of  NAEP objectives in course artifacts 

•  Decision rules to guide the identification of  prerequisites in course artifacts  

Can your group reach consensus on the applicability & importance of  this 
KSA in this packet? 

•  If  the group reaches consensus, help the scribe document:  
–  Your group’s final rating: 

»  KSA is NOT A PREREQUISITE for this course. There is no evidence that this is a 
prerequisite (e.g., there is no evidence of  the KSAs described by this objective in the packet 
or this is a new skill or ability that will be taught in this course.) 

»  KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course. Without this prerequisite, students may struggle in 
some areas of  this course.  

»  KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course and is IMPORTANT. Without this prerequisite, 
students will not be prepared for this course and will struggle in this course. 

–  KSA Exclusions 
–  Who in the group, if  anyone, changed their mind? Why did Member One/

Two/Three change his/her mind?  
1.  New shared understanding of  the objective  
2.  Other group member(s) made convincing argument  
3.  Other group member(s) disputed evidence  
4.  Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of  evidence  
5.  Changed understanding of  terminology  
6.  Technical error with survey tool  
7.   Changed understanding of  application of  decision rule  
8.  Other: 
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Does this new understanding of  the application require recoding the 
previous packets?  

•  This question applies if  a group member changed his/her mind due 
to a “changed understanding of  application of  decision rule.”    

•  In that case, determine if  the new application of  the decision rule 
means the group would like to recode packets that have been 
previously coded during group review.   

•  If  this occurs, determine if  this new application of  the decision rule 
is going to apply to this KSA in all packets or if  it is packet-specific. 
Remember: this is an evidence based process, most decisions are 
packet-specific. 
–  If  it is a packet-specific recoding, we will schedule follow-up 

teleconferences to recode previous packets as a group.  
–  If  the recoding is not packet specific, we will work with the group to 

determine how to best proceed. 

Can your group reach consensus on the applicability & importance of  this 
KSA in this packet? 

•  If  the group cannot reach consensus, help the scribe 
document “why?” 
–  Member One was not persuaded by other two  
–  Member Two was not persuaded by other two  
–  Member Three was not persuaded by other two  
–  All three members had different codings and were not persuaded by one 

another  

•  Remember: The group has reached consensus when all the 
responses are neutral or supporting, meaning everyone can live with 
it. 
•  In this process consensus does not mean “majority rule,” we are looking for a 

unanimous group decision. If  the group cannot agree on the codings and the 
KSA exclusion, there is no consensus. 
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Additional KSA 

•  For each additional KSA identified for your group, 
determine if  there is evidence in each packet and 
apply the coding scheme: 

»  KSA is NOT A PREREQUISITE for this course. There is no evidence that this is a 
prerequisite (e.g., there is no evidence of  the KSAs described by this objective in the 
packet or this is a new skill or ability that will be taught in this course.) 

»  KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course. Without this prerequisite, students may 
struggle in some areas of  this course.  

»  KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course and is IMPORTANT. Without this 
prerequisite, students will not be prepared for this course and will struggle in this 
course. 

•  No KSA exclusions are necessary, just adapt the 
additional KSA to remove that portion. 
– Don’t spend time wordsmithing the additional KSA: can 

you live with it? 

Questions? 
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Practice 

•  Break into your groups and introduce yourselves 

•  Start to code the first packet 
– Math: Cal_1_441 
– Reading: Eng_1_611 

•  When finished coding, break time 2:00-2:30pm 
•  Return at 3:30pm to Windsor C for debrief  

Debrief  

•  Questions about the process? 
•  Questions about the materials? 
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Next Steps 
•  Code one more packet together tonight (finish coding first packet if  

need be) 
•  Return in the morning to Windsor C for brief  check-in and then move 

into Breakout Groups to code packets (see Agenda for room 
assignments) 

•  Be mindful of  the time and the number of  discussion points in each 
packet 
–  Each group has different packets and different numbers of  discussion 

points, we have provided the number of  discussion points for each packet 
in your workbooks to help you gauge your timing. 

–  We scheduled the packets with the most discussion points earlier in the 
weekend and the packets with fewer discussion points are placed later in 
the weekend to accommodate fatigue. 

–  The first packets will take you more time to get through as you establish 
the rhythm of  your group. 
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APPENDIX P 
Facilitator and Scribe Training 
	  

FACILITATOR AND SCRIBE TRAINING PART 1 
 

College Course Content 
Analysis Study 

Conducted by EPIC on behalf  of  the National Assessment Governing Board 
 

Facilitator and Scribe Training #1: Group Meeting Overview and Materials 
September 2013 

Today’s Training 

•  Introductions (5 minutes) 

•  Administrative Details (10 minutes)  

•  Project Context & Overview (15 minutes)  

•  Independent Review Materials & Outcomes (30 
minutes)  

•  Group Review and Materials (45 minutes)  

•  Questions and Next Steps (15 minutes)  
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ADMINISTRATIVE DETAILS 

Meeting Schedule 
  September 26-29 October 3-6 

Day 1 (Thursday) 12 noon – 6 pm 12 noon – 6 pm 

Day 2 (Friday) 7:30 am – 6:30 pm 7:30 am – 6:30 pm 

Day 3 (Saturday) 7:30 am – 6:30 pm 7:30 am – 6:30 pm 

Day 4 (Sunday) 7:30 am – 6:30 pm 7:30 am – 6:30 pm 
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•  Facilitator: Tris 
O’Shaughnessy 
•  Scribe: Tracy 

Bousselot 

•  Facilitator: : Tris 
O’Shaughnessy 

•  Scribe: Debbie 
Wetherald 

•  Facilitator: Terri  
Ward 

•  Scribe: Paul Beach 

•  Facilitator: Terri  
Ward 

•  Scribe: Paul Beach 

Group One 

October 3-6 

Group Two 

September 
26-29 

Group Four 

September 
26-29 

Group Three 

October 3-6 

Facilitators & Scribes 
Reading 

•  Facilitator: Colin 
Starr 

•  Scribe: Michelle 
Liebhardt 

•  Facilitator: Holly 
Langan 

•  Scribe: Stacey 
Anderson 

•  Facilitator: Sara 
Frain 

•  Scribe: Michelle 
Liebhardt 

•  Facilitator: Holly 
Langan 

•  Scribe: Stacey 
Anderson Group One 

September 
26-29 

Group Two 

September 
26-29 

Group Four 

October 3-6 

Group Three 

October 3-6 

Facilitators & Scribes 
Mathematics 
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Administration 

•  Payroll 
•  Contracts 
•  Travel 

PROJECT OVERVIEW 
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CCCA Study – JSS Studies 

Study:&JSS&

Judgmental&
Standard&Se7ng&

Methodology:&

Expert&Panels&

Outcome:&

IdenCficaCon&of&
mathemaCcs&and&reading&
prerequisite&KSAs&for&job&
training&programs&and&
entryLlevel&college&
course&(Borderline&

Performance&DescripCon&
(BPD))&

Compare&
prerequisites&to:&

To&NAEP&
Frameworks&

To&content&
measured&by&
NAEP&items&

To&approximate&
locaCon&of&items&
on&NAEP&scale&

To&previous&
research&

Study:&JTPCS&

Job&Training&
Programs&

Curriculum&Study&

Methodology:&

Content&analysis&
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Research Questions 
1.  What are the prerequisite knowledge, skills, and abilities 

(hereafter referred  to as “prerequisite KSAs”) in reading and 
mathematics to qualify for entry-level credit-bearing courses 
that satisfy general education requirements?  

2.  How do these prerequisite KSAs compare with the 2009 and 2013 
NAEP reading and mathematics frameworks and item pools?  

3.  How do these prerequisite KSAs compare with previous NAEP 
preparedness research, " i.e., the descriptions of  minimal academic 
preparedness requirements produced in the JSS research?” 

4.  How can these prerequisites inform future NAEP preparedness 
research, i.e., planning and analysis efforts relative to the 2013 grade 
12 NAEP reading and mathematics assessments? 
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You are Here 

 CCCA Project Overview 
 

INDEPENDENT REVIEW 
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Independent Review 

1.  Identify Prerequisite Knowledge Skills and Abilities 
(KSA) Holistically 

2.  Identify & Code Prerequisite NAEP Framework 
KSA  

3.  Identify KSA Exclusions 
4.  Code Artifact Helpfulness 
5.  Identify Additional KSA 
 

Coding Scheme 

1—KSA is NOT A PREREQUISITE for this course. There is no 
evidence that this is a prerequisite (e.g., there is no evidence of  the KSAs 
described by this objective in the packet or this is a new skill or 
ability that will be taught in this course.) 
2—KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course. Without this prerequisite, 
students may struggle in some areas of  this course.  
3—KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course and is IMPORTANT. 
Without this prerequisite, students will not be prepared for this course and will 
struggle in this course. 
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What are Prerequisites? 
Prerequisites:  
•  Are not content specific (not history knowledge but reading skills) 
•  Describe what a student needs to know or be able to do when they enter the course in order to engage with the 

material. 
–  A baseline attribute required of  a student to perform the tasks in the course. 

•  Represent knowledge, skills, or abilities that a minimally prepared student is expected or required to possess this to 
enter into the course. 

•  May be reviewed in the course, but not taught in depth or for the first time, during the course. 

 
Tips for finding evidence of  prerequisites: 
•  May, and should, include prerequisite knowledge, skills, and abilities that are not in the NAEP objectives. We want 

them all, not just those in NAEP.   

•  If  there is a review section, look at the topics, prefaces, chapter text. These are very important to identifying 
prerequisite KSAs.   

•  When an entire section or project is devoted to one topic, you may assume the topic is taught in the course and not 
prerequisite to the course.  

•  Please do not make decisions based on inferences or assumptions—only on evidence 
–  The one exception is for reading. Some of  the reading framework objectives require an inference. 

•  Decision rules to guide identification or interpretation of  NAEP objectives in course artifacts 

•  Decision rules to guide the identification of  prerequisites in course artifacts  

What is Evidence? 
Keep in mind that this is an evidence-based project, you are looking for evidence of  prerequisites. If  there 
is no evidence of  a prerequisite, then you cannot identify it as a prerequisite.  

 

Evidence: 

•  Is more likely found in the beginning of  the course than the end of  the course (e.g., consider beginning 
of  TOC rather than end of  TOC). 

–  Give less weight to assessments, readings, or projects occurring later in the course, these are more indicative of  
what was learned in the course and not what was prerequisite to the course. 

•  Includes “lofty” goals. Syllabi may describe lofty course objectives. These objectives that seem high 
when compared to the selection of  artifacts included in the packet.  Even “lofty” goals falling near the 
beginning of  the course may be used as evidence of  what KSA are prerequisites. 

•  Remember-If  it is not in the materials, it is not evident. 

•  Reviewers will bring annotated packets to use as references for evidence of  KSA identified 
through independent review. Reviewers should use these in discussions. 
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Why Identify Exclusions? 
Many times, part(s) of  a framework objective KSA are prerequisite to 
a course, while other parts are not prerequisite.  For each framework 
objective KSA where only part of  the objective is prerequisite, please 
list the parts that are not. 

 
 An exclusion might look like this when organizing structures only need be 
located, but not recalled, and these structures include comparison/contrast and 
problem/solution but not enumeration: 
  
Locate or recall organizing structures of  texts, such as comparison/contrast, problem/solution, 
enumeration, etc. 
  
And would be recorded like this: 
            Recall, enumeration 

If  any part of  an entire objective statement is prerequisite, while 
other parts are not, list the parts that do not apply in the text box.  
 
 

What are Additional KSAs? 

To help us identify non-NAEP KSAs, please identify 
any that appear to be prerequisite to this course but 
are not described by the NAEP frameworks.  
•  We will collect the same information about these as 

we do for the NAEP objectives 
•  Examples from holistic review:  
– Math: notation, logic (if/then and if  and only if), 

communication (able to explain and write about 
mathematics), reading 
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Interpreting NAEP Frameworks 

•  Interpret the objective in the context of  its standard and 
domain.  
–  More necessary in reading than in mathematics 

•  If  any part of  the “domain + standard + objective” is not 
prerequisite but other parts are, then identify the parts 
that are not as exclusions.  

•  If  you aren’t sure how to interpret a word in the 
frameworks: 
–  Look in frameworks document (glossary (for reading) and 

in text) 
–  Look in the updated reference sheet for guidance 
–  Let us know 

NAEP Frameworks: Reading 
 
Structure of  NAEP frameworks: 

 
(Learning) Domain 

Standard 
Objective 

•  Reading follows an embedded 
structure where each lower level 
requires the level above as part of  
its definition. 

 

 
Example 
1.  Locate/Recall: Locate or recall 
textually explicit information within and 
across texts, which may involve making 
simple inferences as needed for literal 
comprehension 

1.1.  Locate or recall textually explicit 
information and make simple inferences 
within and across both literary and 
informational texts  
  1.1.a Locate or recall specific  
  information such as definitions,  
 facts, and supporting details in  
 text or graphics 

 

 
•  There is no limit to the number of  exceptions you may identify for a particular Learning Domain/

Standard/Objective statement. 
•  Use exceptions as necessary to reduce a framework statement down to the specific KSAs that are evident 

in the packet. 
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Example-Math Frameworks 

Global Decision Rules 
Lists occurring in NAEP Frameworks 
•  "And" in a list of  items means all items in list must be evident. 
•  "Or" in a list of  items means that not all items must be evident. 
•  Lists containing “such as” are not a closed universe; treat as examples. Don’t need exclusions for “such as”.  
 
Artifacts 
•  Exclude activities, assignments, or other actions in textbook unless referenced in syllabus and/or 

assignments. 
•  When multiple optional assignments are described, review and consider only the lowest cognitively 

demanding assignment. It better represents course prerequisites.  
–  If  it cannot be determined that multiple assignments are optional, review and code all. 

 
Identifying prerequisites and defining “evidence” 
•  Look for the math and reading skills, not content-specific skills. Instructors expect students to be able to 

have and do the prerequisite math or reading KSAs, only content is taught in the course.  
–  College level courses don’t tend to teach reading skills or basic mathematics knowledge. 
–  e.g., if  you can’t identify an argument you shouldn’t be in the course. 

•  You may not create or apply additional decision rules or include any other materials in your review.  
–  Please provide any suggestions to us and we will review all and: 

•  Include them in the revised rules to use for independent review. 
•  Compile all that arise and provide a final set to use for the group meeting.  

•  “Lofty” goals can be evidence, even if  not substantiated in other packet artifacts. 
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Example-Reading Frameworks 

NAEP Frameworks: Math 
Structure of  NAEP frameworks: 

 
(Learning) Domain 

Standard 
Objective 

 
•  Math follows an organizing structure 

where each lower level is grouped, but 
not defined by, the level above. 

 

 
 
Example 
4.  Data Analysis, Statistics, and 
Probability 

4.1.  Data representation 
4.1.a.  Read or interpret 
graphical or tabular 
representations of  data 
 
 

 

 
•  There is no limit to the number of  exceptions you may identify for a particular Domain/Standard/

Objective statement. 
•  Use exceptions as necessary to reduce a framework statement down to the specific KSAs that are evident 

in the packet. 
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Decision Rules for NAEP Framework Math  
(Examples, see decision rules for comprehensive list) 

•  In Calculus: If  there is a whole section taught on something, consider that it may be a prerequisite to the 
course (it could be reviewed content). Don’t assume it is new content. Look at density—is this new 
knowledge or reviewing content students should know?  

•  One “piece” of  evidence is sufficient in textbook to identify a prerequisite as long as it is representative 
of  the course content and not just a KSA embedded within a single problem or example.  

•  The presence of  graphs alone is insufficient evidence of  data analysis or statistics prerequisites  
•  Statistics:  

•  If  ratio is a prerequisite then so is 1.4.c 
•  If  percent is a prerequisite then so is 1.4.d 

•  5.3.b is prerequisite if  students must be able to translate a word problem into an expression or equation. 
•  5.3a is prerequisite when students must be able to go between one representation and another 

representation. 
•  5.4.a is prerequisite if  students must be able to solve non-contextual equations. 
•  5.4.c. is prerequisite if  students must be able to complete problem solving of  contextualized problems. 
•  1.3.b. is prerequisite if  students must be able to perform operations and decimals with real numbers. 

–  If  for a subset, include whole (real, real->rational, 1.3.b).  
–  If  factoring in algebra is prerequisite then so is 1.5.c. 

Decision Rule on Inference (Math) 

•  This is an evidence-centered study and we want you 
to make as few assumptions and inferences as you 
possibly can (preferably none). However, if  there are 
rare cases where you feel an inference or assumption is 
necessary to accurately record the prerequisite KSA evidence 
that you find, we expect them to occur only in the Algebra in 
mathematics. Because your approach to identifying 
the prerequisites for each course is evidence-based, 
we expect that few, if  any, inferences or 
assumptions will need be made. 
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Decision Rules for NAEP Framework Reading  
(Examples, see decision rules for comprehensive list) 

•  Objective-specific guidance: 
–  Skills will not always be explicit, make inferences as appropriate to 

identify the prerequisite KSAs.  
•  e.g., argument can be a skill necessary for persuasion.  
•  1.3.b. locate or call the authors’ purpose (“Author’s purpose” is unlikely to 

be stated explicitly).  
–  2.1.f. is like 1.3.b. 

•  2.1.c. You can’t evaluate an argument without looking at/making/
understanding unstated assumptions. 

•  2.3.d. distinguishing fact from opinion is implicit. 
•  3.1.a. Can you judge the author’s argument without considering the 

author’s technique in informational text?   
•  3.3.a. Evaluating the effectiveness of  an argument requires evaluating the 

language used by the author.  

•  “Across text” requires “within text.” 

Additional Decision Rules-Reading 
(Examples, see decision rules for comprehensive list) 

Importance 
•  Importance is determined by evidence that a KSA is prerequisite and is referenced in one place (learning goals or 

outcomes, assignments or assessments, text sample) in the course packet. If  evidence is found in more than one place, 
then it is an important prerequisite. 

Artifacts  
•  Ignore student work samples that are not accompanied by a scoring rubric and a score 
•  Exclude activities, assignments, or other actions in textbook unless referenced in syllabus and/or assignments.  
•  Use text samples to identify prerequisite KSAs when 1) the text is identified as required reading (as identified in 

reading list), or when no reading list is provided. If  a reading list is provided and the text sample is not listed, ignore the 
text sample.  

•  Do not consider visual or auditory text when identifying prerequisites (e.g., don’t apply reading KSA to watching movies 
about fairy tales, only to reading fairy tales). Identify prerequisites for printed text.  

Text types/Definitions 
•  “Both literary and informational texts”--If  partial agreement (evidence of  KSA for literary or informational text, but not 

both), select 1-prerequisite. Make sure to identify which part is not applicable in the KSA exclusion textbox.   
•  “Organizing structures” can be interpreted as:  

–  Referring to organizing structures that are explicitly identified in texts, through such indicators as the author’s use of  enumeration 
(“first, second, third,” etc.) or explicit references to a problem and its solution (i.e., “The problem is . . .”), etc. 

–  Referring to the organizational structures such as comparison, chronology, cause/effect, description, problem/solution, etc. 
–  May also be interpreted as referring to an author’s organization of  a larger unit of  text (i.e., a paragraph or whole passage), not to the 

relationship between two sentences. Referring to the organizational structures such as comparison, chronology, cause/effect, 
description, problem/solution, etc. 

•  The terms “literary devices or text features” will be interpreted broadly as including all aspects of  author’s craft and 
“text features.”  

•  “Author’s purpose” will be interpreted as referring to explicit statements of  the author’s purpose within or across texts.  
•  “Major ideas” will be interpreted as including important ideas within a paragraph or portion of  a text as well as ideas 

central to a passage as a whole.  
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Decision Rule on Inference (Reading) 

•  This is an evidence-centered study and we want you 
to make as few assumptions and inferences as you 
possibly can (preferably none). However, if  there are 
rare cases where you feel an inference or assumption is 
necessary to accurately record the prerequisite KSA evidence 
that you find, we expect them to occur only in the most 
complex domains of  Critique/Evaluate in reading. 
Because your approach to identifying the 
prerequisites for each course is evidence-based, we 
expect that few, if  any, inferences or assumptions 
will need be made. 

GROUP REVIEW 
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Group Review Objectives 

•  Provide one data point on how well the KSA described in 
NAEP Framework aligns with the KSA evident in course 
materials  

•  All three members of  the Review Team have coded 
course packets for evidence of  mathematics or reading 
KSAs. 
–  Judgment based on evidence, not what should be in a course 

•  Remove subjective coding 

•  Review Team will discuss and reach consensus on:  
–  Discrepant Applicability and Importance Ratings 
–  KSA Exclusions 
–  Additional KSA 

 
 

 
 

Process & Tools 
•  Facilitator leads consensus discussion around discrepant ratings 

–  Leads discussion on each course packet rating in workbook 
–  Ensures that Reviewers adhere to global and content-specific Decision 

Rules (no new rules will be created in Group Review) 
–  Adheres to Facilitation Guidelines 
–  Keeps group on schedule and focused on task 

•  Scribe captures final decisions in FluidSurvey 
–  Facilitator has reference Excel spreadsheet with individual reviewers’ 

ratings in case there is a question 
•  Reviewers 

–  Strive to reach consensus 
–  Adhere to Decision Rules 
–  Follow group norms  
–  Provide feedback through surveys 
–  Use parking lot for broader issues 
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Facilitators 
•  Facilitators MAKE THINGS EASIER 

–  To facilitate, is to help something (usually a process) move along.  The word derives from 
"facile" which is French for "easy".  

–  Facilitate does not mean "solving a problem" or "doing it for someone.“ It means doing 
something that makes a process run a little better.  When a situation is too difficult, a 
facilitator is there to help.  

•  Facilitators provide LEADERSHIP 
–  A skilled facilitator knows that he/she does not have to agree with or like the group’s 

decision.  
–  The role of  the facilitator is to ensure that the group is able to make relevant decisions in a 

way that involves all group members, and makes them feel valued and heard in the process. 
•  Facilitators help with DECISION MAKING 

–  Group Coding: We will be using consensus building to guide discussions and decisions. 
Encourage all participants to offer their expertise toward a shared outcome (group coding).  

–  Guidance: Ensure a smooth transition between each stage of  group development and 
teamwork, leading the team through the decision-making process. 

Scribes 

•  Scribes DOCUMENT 

–  To “scribe” means “to write.”  
–  Scribes are record keepers, they provide documentation. 

•  Scribes record DATA 

–  The scribe survey standardizes data collected in this meeting, it must be used 
to record the outcome of  every discussion.  

–  If  the response options in the survey don’t fit the situation, record what 

occurred in your own words using text boxes in survey.  
•  Scribes help with CONSISTENCY 

–  The consensus documentation protocol will provide decision rules for both 
the content and process facilitators when working through points of  
discrepancy.  

–  Includes how to proceed when consensus cannot be reached. 
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Materials 
•  Print outs or electronic versions of  each packet (not annotated) 
•  Workbooks containing the results of  independent review for each group and 

packet to be distributed to each reviewer electronically and displayed in group 
review. These workbooks contain: 
–  Bar charts of  the applicability/importance ratings for each KSA 
–  KSA exclusions for each KSA 
–  Additional KSA 
–  Holistic review KSA 

•  Facilitator’s master data file for each group to be used if  reviewers want to 
know “who said what.” This contains all of  the reviewer responses for each 
packet including: 
–  Applicability/Importance ratings for each KSA  
–  KSA exclusions 
–  Additional KSA 

•  Scribes’ data collection survey 

Packets 

•  A set of  artifacts from the same course in a single institution.  
–  Represent institutions across the United States 
–  Meet a set of  representativeness characteristics agreed upon with the NAGB – size, location, 

public/private, 2-yr/4yr 

•  These course packets provide the evidence for identifying the list of  
prerequisite KSA.  

•  A course packet contains only a sample of  artifacts from a course.   
•  The artifacts represent the early part of  the course addressing mathematics or 

reading KSA 
•  A content reviewer will review 28 course packets for evidence of  prerequisite KSAs during the 

independent reviews and the group review.   
–  20 Operational Packets 

–  8 Validity Packets 

•  A course packet contains the following artifacts:  
–  a syllabus 
–  at least one non-textbook based assignment/assessment 
–  a textbook excerpt, including a table of  contents 
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Workbooks 

•  Workbooks containing the results of  
independent review for each group and packet 
to be distributed to each reviewer electronically 
and displayed in group review. These workbooks 
contain: 
– Bar charts of  the applicability/importance ratings 

for each KSA 
– KSA exclusions for each KSA 
– Additional KSA 

Facilitators’ Master Data File 

•  Facilitator’s master data file for each group to be 
used if  reviewers want to know “who said 
what.” This contains all of  the reviewer 
responses for each packet including: 
– Applicability/Importance ratings for each KSA  
– KSA exclusions 
– Additional KSA 
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Answer Options, continued 
•  Who in the group changed their mind?  

–  Member One 
–  Member Two 
–  Member Three 
–  None 

•  Why did Member One/Two/Three change his/her mind?  
–  New shared understanding of  the objective 
–  Other group member(s) made convincing argument 
–  Other group member(s) disputed evidence 
–  Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of  evidence 
–  Changed understanding of  terminology 
–  Technical error with survey tool 
–  Changed understanding of  application of  decision rule 
–  Other: 

Answer Options, continued 

•  Does this new understanding of  the application 
require recoding the packets? 
– Yes 
– No 

•  Why wasn't consensus reached in group review? 
– Member One was not persuaded by other two 
– Member Two was not persuaded by other two 
– Member Three was not persuaded by other two 
– All three members had different codings and were not 

persuaded by one another 
– Other:  
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Scribes’ Survey 

•  For each KSA, the scribe will answer the following series of  
questions using Fluid Survey: 
–  Was consensus reached for this KSA during independent review? 
–  Was consensus reached for this KSA during group review? 
–  What was the group's final rating for this KSA? 
–  List the portions of  the KSA excluded by the group, if  any. 
–  Who in the group changed their mind?  
–  Why did Member One/Two/Three change his/her mind?  
–  Does this new understanding of  the decision rule application 

require recoding the packets?  
–  Why wasn't consensus reached in group review? 

•  If  a question is non-applicable based upon a previous 
selection, the question won’t appear 

Answer Options 
•  Was consensus reached for this KSA during independent 

review? 
–  Yes 
–  No 
–  Yes, but group revisited this KSA and changed coding 

•  Was consensus reached for this KSA during group review? 
–  Yes 
–  No 

•  What was the group’s final rating for this KSA? 
–  KSA is not a PREREQUISITE for this course. 
–  KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course. 
–  KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course and is IMPORTANT. 
–  Final rating not established during group review 

•  List the portions of  the KSA excluded by the group, if  any. 
–  Open-ended text 
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Example 
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CONSENSUS OUTLOOK 

Discrepant Ratings: Reading 

663 

558 

595 

663 

Group One 

Group Two 

Group Three 

Group Four 
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Reading Group Three:  
 595 Discrepant Ratings 

32 
34 

20 
21 
21 

20 
31 

14 
18 
18 

22 
19 
19 

27 
17 

22 
19 
19 
19 

29 
21 

19 
18 

20 
20 

18 
19 
19 

Eng_1_611 
Eng_2_658 

Eng_10_1482 
Eng_12_875 

Eng_15_1924 
Eng_17_1961 
Eng_21_997 
Gov_2_1135 
Gov_4_1301 
Gov_5_1409 
Gov_7_153 
Gov_8_203 
Gov_9_408 

Gov_13_1847 
His_1_200 
His_5_93 

His_7_1285 
His_8_24 

His_15_1446 
His_17_1935 
His_19_1142 

Psy_1_92 
Psy_3_1250 
Psy_5_804 

Psy_7_1049 
Psy_9_1504 

Psy_14_1374 
Psy_17_431 

Reading Group Four:  
 663 Discrepant Ratings 

34 
30 

35 
24 

35 
29 

34 
24 
24 

21 
26 

22 
23 

24 
23 

18 
23 

22 
28 

18 
18 

17 
21 

15 
15 

21 
21 

18 

Eng_1_611 
Eng_4_1906 
Eng_6_1926 

Eng_10_1482 
Eng_19_1949 
Eng_20_623 

Eng_22_1995 
Gov_2_1135 
Gov_4_1301 
Gov_6_1445 

Gov_12_1937 
Gov_17_1946 
Gov_19_1927 
Gov_22_1406 

His_3_1137 
His_4_1202 

His_5_93 
His_9_842 

His_14_1959 
His_15_1446 
His_22_1955 

Psy_1_92 
Psy_3_1250 
Psy_6_1184 

Psy_18_1069 
Psy_19_1942 
Psy_20_1316 
Psy_21_1928 
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Reading Group One:  
 663 Discrepant Ratings 

35 
37 

32 
31 

29 
27 

23 
21 

19 
22 

24 
24 

18 
19 

25 
20 

23 
23 

21 
23 

20 
20 

21 
23 

22 
21 

20 
20 

Eng_1_611 
Eng_3_1282 
Eng_5_1275 
Eng_8_1291 

Eng_10_1482 
Eng_11_855 

Eng_18_1957 
Gov_1_1080 
Gov_2_1135 
Gov_4_1301 
Gov_14_646 

Gov_15_1293 
Gov_18_1922 
Gov_20_1999 

His_5_93 
His_6_1204 

His_12_1905 
His_15_1446 
His_16_1934 
His_18_1936 
His_20_952 

Psy_1_92 
Psy_2_136 

Psy_3_1250 
Psy_11_323 

Psy_15_1065 
Psy_16_947 

Psy_22_1956 

Reading Group Two:  
 558 Discrepant Ratings 

24 
24 

25 
23 

21 
27 

31 
25 

22 
33 

22 
19 

17 
19 

20 
19 

14 
19 

22 
19 

21 
13 

15 
13 

15 
16 

11 
9 

Eng_1_611 
Eng_7_70 

Eng_9_1424 
Eng_10_1482 
Eng_13_1653 
Eng_14_1898 
Eng_16_1948 

Gov_2_1135 
Gov_3_1217 
Gov_4_1301 

Gov_10_1208 
Gov_11_1843 
Gov_16_1941 
Gov_21_1067 

His_2_211 
His_5_93 

His_10_1160 
His_11_1150 
His_13_1929 
His_15_1446 
His_21_1931 

Psy_1_92 
Psy_3_1250 
Psy_4_651 

Psy_8_1296 
Psy_10_257 
Psy_12_516 
Psy_13_775 
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Discrepant Ratings: Math 

1308&

612&

800&

829&

Group One 

Group Two 

Group Three 

Group Four 

Math Group One:  
1308 Discrepant Ratings 

58&
61&

53&
54&

56&
55&
55&

65&
72&

79&
72&

80&
72&

51&
34&

30&
27&

49&
26&

33&
35&

24&
26&

25&
26&

31&
27&

32&

Alg_1_254 
Alg_2_357 

Alg_3_1888 
Alg_5_705 

Alg_8_1893 
Alg_15_191 
Alg_18_197 
Cal_1_441 
Cal_2_549 

Cal_6_1902 
Cal_11_191 
Cal_12_191 
Cal_14_199 
Cal_17_196 
Fin_1_1879 
Fin_2_1882 
Fin_8_1917 
Fin_9_1886 
Fin_14_197 
Fin_15_197 
Fin_18_198 

Sta_1_48 
Sta_2_130 

Sta_3_1988 
Sta_4_1989 
Sta_8_1883 
Sta_17_188 
Sta_18_192 
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Math Group Two:  
612 Discrepant Ratings 

24 
33 

23 
23 

28 
29 

20 
35 

44 
33 

27 
36 

33 
34 

22 
20 

17 
12 

26 
12 

10 
9 
9 

10 
10 
10 

12 
11 

Alg_1_254 
Alg_4_1644 
Alg_5_705 

Alg_9_1910 
Alg_11_197 
Alg_13_197 
Alg_20_190 

Cal_1_441 
Cal_2_549 

Cal_7_1908 
Cal_8_1911 
Cal_13_195 
Cal_15_196 
Cal_18_196 
Fin_1_1879 
Fin_2_1882 
Fin_11_198 
Fin_16_198 
Fin_20_197 
Fin_21_198 
Fin_22_199 

Sta_1_48 
Sta_2_130 

Sta_6_1990 
Sta_9_386 

Sta_16_199 
Sta_20_188 
Sta_22_192 

Math Group Three:  
800 Discrepant Ratings 

35 
35 

28 
31 

38 
40 

28 
49 

57 
44 

47 
32 

22 
41 

23 
22 

16 
26 

21 
22 

24 
15 

14 
15 

21 
18 

17 
19 

Alg_1_254 
Alg_5_705 

Alg_6_1881 
Alg_12_193 
Alg_16_195 
Alg_19_196 
Alg_22_194 

Cal_1_441 
Cal_2_549 

Cal_3_1918 
Cal_4_1642 
Cal_19_196 
Cal_20_196 
Cal_22_193 
Fin_1_1879 
Fin_2_1882 
Fin_3_1900 
Fin_4_1907 
Fin_12_198 
Fin_17_197 
Fin_19_189 

Sta_1_48 
Sta_2_130 

Sta_7_1885 
Sta_11_194 
Sta_13_194 
Sta_15_189 
Sta_21_190 
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Math Group Four:  
829 Discrepant Ratings 

27 
19 

47 
30 

23 
22 

31 
47 

64 
64 

65 
43 

41 
60 

31 
22 

27 
18 

21 
14 

18 
15 

12 
16 

9 
15 

13 
15 

Alg_1_254 
Alg_5_705 

Alg_7_1890 
Alg_10_188 
Alg_14_191 
Alg_17_195 
Alg_21_194 
Cal_1_441 
Cal_2_549 

Cal_5_1897 
Cal_9_1938 
Cal_10_191 
Cal_16_199 
Cal_21_196 
Fin_1_1879 
Fin_2_1882 
Fin_5_1895 
Fin_6_1997 
Fin_7_1977 
Fin_10_198 
Fin_13_197 

Sta_1_48 
Sta_2_130 

Sta_5_1901 
Sta_10_199 
Sta_12_188 
Sta_14_199 
Sta_19_511 

NEXT STEPS AND 
QUESTIONS 
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Next Steps 

•  Review this PowerPoint and other materials, bring 
questions to next training 
–  Example Group Data Workbook 
–  Training Packet 
–  Math or Reading NAEP Frameworks 
–  Reviewer Reference Sheets 
–  Decision Rules 
–  Facilitators: Master Data Sheet 
–  Scribes: Scribe Survey 

•  Attend next training  
–  Deeper dive into the process  
–  Role playing exercise 

Questions? 
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FACILITATOR AND SCRIBE TRAINING PART 2  

College Course Content 
Analysis Study 

Conducted by EPIC on behalf  of  the National Assessment Governing Board 
 

Facilitator and Scribe Training #2: Group Meeting Overview and Materials 
September 2013 

Today’s Training 

•  Introductions (5 minutes) 

•  Questions and Answers on Materials (15 minutes) 

•  Review of  Process (15 minutes)  

•  Role Play (45 minutes)  

•  Questions and Answers on Process (15 minutes)  

•  Questions and Next Steps (15 minutes)  
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INTRODUCTIONS 

•  Debbie Wetherald, 
Grant & Fiscal 
Administrator 

•  Stacey Anderson, 
Technical 
Coordinator 

•  Paul Beach, 
Researcher 

•  Tris 
O’Shaughnessy, 

Project Manager 
•  Emily Hayes, 

Consultant 
Manager / Project 

Support 

•  Dr. Kristine 
Chadwick, Principal 
Research Scientist 

•  Liz French, 
Assistant Research 
Scientist 

Methodology 
and Analytics 

Project 
Management 

Budget and 
Contract 

Management 

Technical 
Management 

CCCA Team Members 
Sylvia  Gi l lpatr ick,   
Project  Director  
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•  Facilitator: Tris 
O’Shaughnessy 
•  Scribe: Tracy 

Bousselot 

•  Facilitator: : Tris 
O’Shaughnessy 

•  Scribe: Debbie 
Wetherald 

•  Facilitator: Terri  
Ward 

•  Scribe: Paul Beach 

•  Facilitator: Terri  
Ward 

•  Scribe: Paul Beach 

Group One 

October 3-6 

Group Two 

September 
26-29 

Group Four 

September 
26-29 

Group Three 

October 3-6 

Facilitators & Scribes 
Reading 

•  Facilitator: Colin 
Starr 

•  Scribe: Michelle 
Liebhardt 

•  Facilitator: Holly 
Langan 

•  Scribe: Stacey 
Anderson 

•  Facilitator: Sara 
Frain 

•  Scribe: Michelle 
Liebhardt 

•  Facilitator: Holly 
Langan 

•  Scribe: Stacey 
Anderson Group One 

September 
26-29 

Group Two 

September 
26-29 

Group Four 

October 3-6 

Group Three 

October 3-6 

Facilitators & Scribes 
Mathematics 
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GROUP REVIEW 

Group Review Objectives 

•  Provide one data point on how well the KSA described in 
NAEP Framework aligns with the KSA evident in course 
materials  

•  All three members of  the Review Team have coded 
course packets for evidence of  mathematics or reading 
KSAs. 
–  Judgment based on evidence, not what should be in a course 

•  Remove subjective coding 

•  Review Team will discuss and reach consensus on:  
–  Discrepant Applicability and Importance Ratings 
–  KSA Exclusions 
–  Additional KSA 
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Process & Tools 
•  Facilitator leads consensus discussion around discrepant ratings 

–  Leads discussion on each course packet rating in workbook 
–  Ensures that Reviewers adhere to global and content-specific Decision 

Rules (no new rules will be created in Group Review) 
–  Adheres to Facilitation Guidelines 
–  Keeps group on schedule and focused on task 

•  Scribe captures final decisions in FluidSurvey 
–  Facilitator has reference Excel spreadsheet with individual reviewers’ 

ratings in case there is a question 
•  Reviewers 

–  Strive to reach consensus 
–  Adhere to Decision Rules 
–  Follow group norms  
–  Provide feedback through surveys 
–  Use parking lot for broader issues 

Materials 
•  Electronic versions of  each packet (annotated) 
•  Workbooks containing the results of  independent review for each group and 

packet to be distributed to each reviewer electronically and displayed in group 
review. These workbooks contain: 
–  Bar charts of  the applicability/importance ratings for each KSA 
–  KSA exclusions for each KSA 
–  Additional KSA 
–  Holistic review KSA 

•  Facilitator’s master data file for each group to be used if  reviewers want to 
know “who said what.” This contains all of  the reviewer responses for each 
packet including: 
–  Applicability/Importance ratings for each KSA  
–  KSA exclusions 
–  Additional KSA 

•  Scribes’ data collection survey 
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Packets 

•  A set of  artifacts from the same course in a single institution.  
–  Represent institutions across the United States 
–  Meet a set of  representativeness characteristics agreed upon with the NAGB – size, location, 

public/private, 2-yr/4yr 

•  These course packets provide the evidence for identifying the list of  
prerequisite KSA.  

•  A course packet contains only a sample of  artifacts from a course.   
•  The artifacts represent the early part of  the course addressing mathematics or 

reading KSA 
•  A content reviewer will review 28 course packets for evidence of  prerequisite KSAs during the 

independent reviews and the group review.   
–  20 Operational Packets 

–  8 Validity Packets 

•  A course packet contains the following artifacts:  
–  a syllabus 
–  at least one non-textbook based assignment/assessment 
–  a textbook excerpt, including a table of  contents 

Workbooks 

•  Workbooks containing the results of  
independent review for each group and packet 
to be distributed to each reviewer electronically 
and displayed in group review. These workbooks 
contain: 
– Bar charts of  the applicability/importance ratings 

for each KSA 
– KSA exclusions for each KSA 
– Additional KSA 
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Facilitators’ Master Data File 

•  Facilitator’s master data file for each group to be 
used if  reviewers want to know “who said 
what.” This contains all of  the reviewer 
responses for each packet including: 
– Applicability/Importance ratings for each KSA  
– KSA exclusions 
– Additional KSA 

Scribes’ Survey 

•  For each KSA, the scribe will answer the following series of  
questions using Fluid Survey: 
–  Was consensus reached for this KSA during independent review? 
–  Was consensus reached for this KSA during group review? 
–  What was the group's final rating for this KSA? 
–  List the portions of  the KSA excluded by the group, if  any. 
–  Who in the group changed their mind?  
–  Why did Member One/Two/Three change his/her mind?  
–  Does this new understanding of  the decision rule application 

require recoding the packets?  
–  Why wasn't consensus reached in group review? 

•  If  a question is non-applicable based upon a previous 
selection, the question won’t appear 
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Questions on Materials? 

Facilitators 
•  Facilitators MAKE THINGS EASIER 

–  To facilitate, is to help something (usually a process) move along.  The word derives from 
"facile" which is French for "easy".  

–  Facilitate does not mean "solving a problem" or "doing it for someone.“ It means doing 
something that makes a process run a little better.  When a situation is too difficult, a 
facilitator is there to help.  

•  Facilitators provide LEADERSHIP 
–  A skilled facilitator knows that he/she does not have to agree with or like the group’s 

decision.  
–  The role of  the facilitator is to ensure that the group is able to make relevant decisions in a 

way that involves all group members, and makes them feel valued and heard in the process. 
•  Facilitators help with DECISION MAKING 

–  Group Coding: We will be using consensus building to guide discussions and decisions. 
Encourage all participants to offer their expertise toward a shared outcome (group coding).  

–  Guidance: Ensure a smooth transition between each stage of  group development and 
teamwork, leading the team through the decision-making process. 
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Scribes 

•  Scribes DOCUMENT 

–  To “scribe” means “to write.”  
–  Scribes are record keepers, they provide documentation. 

•  Scribes record DATA 

–  The scribe survey standardizes data collected in this meeting, it must be used 
to record the outcome of  every discussion.  

–  If  the response options in the survey don’t fit the situation, record what 

occurred in your own words using text boxes in survey.  
•  Scribes help with CONSISTENCY 

–  The consensus documentation protocol will provide decision rules for both 
the content and process facilitators when working through points of  
discrepancy.  

–  Includes how to proceed when consensus cannot be reached. 

Role Play 
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Questions & Answers on Process? 

Coding Scheme 

1—KSA is NOT A PREREQUISITE for this course. There is no 
evidence that this is a prerequisite (e.g., there is no evidence of  the KSAs 
described by this objective in the packet or this is a new skill or 
ability that will be taught in this course.) 
2—KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course. Without this prerequisite, 
students may struggle in some areas of  this course.  
3—KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course and is IMPORTANT. 
Without this prerequisite, students will not be prepared for this course and will 
struggle in this course. 
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KSA$Not$Prerequisite$/$There$is$no$
evidence$that$this$is$a$prerequisite$

KSA$Prerequisite$/$Without$this$KSA,$students$
may$struggle$in$some$areas$of$this$course$

$
Minimal$
Academic$

Preparedness$

KSA$Prerequisite$Important$/$Without$this$prerequisite,$
students$will$not$be$prepared$for$this$course$and$will$
struggle$in$this$course$

KSA$Prerequisite$/$Without$this$prerequisite,$
students$may$struggle$in$some$areas$of$this$course.$$

1.%Is%KSA%Prerequisite%for%this%course?%%

2.%Is%KSA%an%Important%Prerequisite%for%this%course?%%

Minimal$
Academic$

Preparedness$

ExcepFonal$
Academic$

Preparedness$

What is “Important”? 

How to Get Consensus on Exclusions? 
Many times, part(s) of  a framework objective KSA are prerequisite to 
a course, while other parts are not prerequisite.  For each framework 
objective KSA where only part of  the objective is prerequisite, please 
list the parts that are not. 

 
 An exclusion might look like this when organizing structures only need be 
located, but not recalled, and these structures include comparison/contrast and 
problem/solution but not enumeration: 
  
Locate or recall organizing structures of  texts, such as comparison/contrast, problem/solution, 
enumeration, etc. 
  
And would be recorded like this: 
            Recall, enumeration 

If  any part of  an entire objective statement is prerequisite, while 
other parts are not, list the parts that do not apply in the text box.  
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How to Get Consensus on Additional KSAs? 

To help us identify non-NAEP KSAs, please identify 
any that appear to be prerequisite to this course but 
are not described by the NAEP frameworks.  
•  We will collect the same information about these as 

we do for the NAEP objectives 
•  Examples from holistic review:  
– Math: notation, logic (if/then and if  and only if), 

communication (able to explain and write about 
mathematics), reading 

What is Inference? 
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What are Prerequisites? 
Prerequisites:  
•  Are not content specific (not history knowledge but reading skills) 
•  Describe what a student needs to know or be able to do when they enter the course in order to engage with the 

material. 
–  A baseline attribute required of  a student to perform the tasks in the course. 

•  Represent knowledge, skills, or abilities that a minimally prepared student is expected or required to possess this to 
enter into the course. 

•  May be reviewed in the course, but not taught in depth or for the first time, during the course. 

 
Tips for finding evidence of  prerequisites: 
•  May, and should, include prerequisite knowledge, skills, and abilities that are not in the NAEP objectives. We want 

them all, not just those in NAEP.   

•  If  there is a review section, look at the topics, prefaces, chapter text. These are very important to identifying 
prerequisite KSAs.   

•  When an entire section or project is devoted to one topic, you may assume the topic is taught in the course and not 
prerequisite to the course.  

•  Please do not make decisions based on inferences or assumptions—only on evidence 
–  The one exception is for reading. Some of  the reading framework objectives require an inference. 

•  Decision rules to guide identification or interpretation of  NAEP objectives in course artifacts 

•  Decision rules to guide the identification of  prerequisites in course artifacts  

What is Evidence? 
Keep in mind that this is an evidence-based project, you are looking for evidence of  prerequisites. If  there 
is no evidence of  a prerequisite, then you cannot identify it as a prerequisite.  

 

Evidence: 

•  Is more likely found in the beginning of  the course than the end of  the course (e.g., consider beginning 
of  TOC rather than end of  TOC). 

–  Give less weight to assessments, readings, or projects occurring later in the course, these are more indicative of  
what was learned in the course and not what was prerequisite to the course. 

•  Includes “lofty” goals. Syllabi may describe lofty course objectives. These objectives that seem high 
when compared to the selection of  artifacts included in the packet.  Even “lofty” goals falling near the 
beginning of  the course may be used as evidence of  what KSA are prerequisites. 

•  Remember-If  it is not in the materials, it is not evident. 

•  Reviewers will bring annotated packets to use as references for evidence of  KSA identified 
through independent review. Reviewers should use these in discussions. 
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How to Interpret NAEP Frameworks? 

•  Interpret the objective in the context of  its standard and 
domain.  
–  More necessary in reading than in mathematics 

•  If  any part of  the “domain + standard + objective” is not 
prerequisite but other parts are, then identify the parts 
that are not as exclusions.  

•  If  you aren’t sure how to interpret a word in the 
frameworks: 
–  Look in frameworks document (glossary (for reading) and 

in text) 
–  Look in the updated reference sheet for guidance 
–  Let us know 

NEXT STEPS AND 
QUESTIONS 
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Next Steps 
1.  Review this PowerPoint and other materials, bring questions to next 

training 
–  On Basecamp: 

•  Example Group Data Workbook 
•  Training Packet 
•  Math or Reading NAEP Frameworks 
•  Reviewer Reference Sheets 
•  Decision Rules 
•  Facilitators: Master Data Sheet 
•  Scribes: Scribe Survey on Basecamp or: 

–  http://epic.fluidsurveys.com/s/ccca-math-group-review/offline 
–  http://epic.fluidsurveys.com/s/ccca-reading-group-review/offline 

2.  Attend next training  
–  Deeper dive into the process  
–  Role playing exercise 

3.  Attend Group Review Meetings 

Questions? 
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SCRIBE GUIDANCE SHEET 

Survey breakdown and technical instructions for scribes. 

Technical instructions and guidelines. 

1. Open a Firefox or Chrome browser (Firefox preferred). 
a. Safari is not specifically listed as supported by Fluid Surveys for the offline mode. As always, 

DO NOT USE Internet Explorer. 
b. You’ll want to be sure to have your browser allow cookies, and save the cookies even if you 

close your browser.  
i. In Firefox, go to Firefox > Preferences > Privacy > Under History, set “Firefox will: 

Use custom settings for history” > Check “Accept cookies from sites,” and set “Keep 
until: they expire” 

2. Access the correct survey URL according to content area.  
a. Math: http://epic.fluidsurveys.com/s/ccca-math-group-review/offline 
b. Reading: http://epic.fluidsurveys.com/s/ccca-reading-group-review/offline 

You won’t be taken immediately to the survey. Instead, you’ll be taken to this page:	  	  

1. To start the first survey, click “New Response” 
2. Complete the survey according to guidelines provided during the scribe training. Guidelines are 

provided below the technical instructions. 
a. The “Back” button returns you to the Offline survey management page. 
b. You will be able to navigate around in the survey using the management bar across the top of 

the page (see image below). 
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3. When you complete the survey, you’ll be automatically navigated to the first page of a new survey (may 
take a few moments) where you can start the survey for the next packet.  

4. Use the “Back” button to navigate back to the offline management page. At that time, you’ll see that 
there is an entry in the “Survey Responses” table. If you click on that survey, you can edit your 
responses if necessary.  

5. To complete subsequent surveys from the offline management page, click ”New Response” again.  

6. As you progress through the survey, be sure to save frequently and do not close your browser. Either of 
these things could result in a loss of data. 

7. At the end of a day or session, return to the offline management page by clicking “Back.” 
8. Click “Export to CSV” (do not lose this file!). Save this file, but leave the file type as csv. 
9. At the end of each meeting day, all of the scribes will briefly meet to get their responses properly 

uploaded. At the end of day re-group sessions, you will: 
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a. Email the downloaded csv file to Stacey. There is no need to re-save the file as Excel. 
b. Click “Upload.” This will send all of your survey responses from your computer to Fluid Survey. 

You’ll no longer see or be able to edit the surveys you completed on the offline management 
page. 

i. Please work with Stacey to get the proper username and password. 
c. Confirm with Stacey that uploading your responses worked. 

Survey breakdown and decision rules. Except where specifically noted, a response to the question is 
required when it appears. 

Question: Please select your group. 	  

Answer options (only math will appear for math survey, only reading will appear for reading survey): 

1. Math Group One 
2. Math Group Two 
3. Math Group Three 
4. Math Group Four 
5. Reading Group One 
6. Reading Group Two 
7. Reading Group Three 
8. Reading Group Four 

Be sure to select the group correctly. Your answer to this question will impact the Additional KSAs displayed at 
the end of the survey since each group will only provide a rating for the Additional KSAs identified by the 
group members during independent review. 

Question: Select the packet ID from the list below.	  

Answer options include the name to all of the packets, alphanumerically listed. Due to Fluid Survey limitations, 
the list includes names of packets that may not have been reviewed by your group. You will confirm your 
selection below.  

Question: Was consensus reached for this KSA during independent review?	  

Answer options: 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Yes, but group revisited this KSA and changed coding 
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This question is required for every KSA. You will only select “Yes” for this question when all of the reviewers 
provided the same code AND exclusion for the KSA during independent review. Select “No” when there are 
different selections for the codes and/or exclusion statements. Selecting option 2 and 3 will trigger the same 
follow-up questions to appear. These follow-up questions are “Was consensus reached for this KSA during 
group review?” and “Who in the group changed their mind?” The third option will be used very rarely, but may 
be used when group understanding of decision rules change.  

Question: Was consensus reached for this KSA during group review?	  

Answer options: 

1. Yes 
2. No 

This question will only appear if you select “No” or “Yes, but…” to the independent consensus question. You 
will select “Yes” when the reviewers agree upon the final rating and exclusion for the KSA during group review. 
Selecting “No” triggers “Why was consensus not reached at group review?” to appear. 

For this consensus meeting, all group members are required to agree upon a final rating (a rating that they can 
“live with”) in order for the answer for this question to be “Yes.” It is the responsibility of the facilitator and 
reviewers to limit non-consensus outcomes as much as possible.  

Question: What was the group's final rating for this KSA?	  

Answer options: 

1. KSA is not a PREREQUISITE for this course.  
2. KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course.  
3. KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course and is IMPORTANT.  
4. Final rating not established during group review. 

This question is required for every KSA, regardless of any previous answer selections. If you select “No” for the 
group consensus question, the only appropriate answer to this question is option 4. Selecting options 2 or 3 will 
allow you to add an exclusion statement for the KSA. 

Question: List the portions of the KSA excluded by the group, if any.	  

Answer option: Open-ended text box. 

This question appears when you select option 2 or 3 for the group’s final rating. This is the only question that 
appears that you are allowed to leave blank. If the group decides to mark any portion of the KSA as excluded, 
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please record the exclusion here. The exclusion statement will come directly from the KSA, so you will be able 
to copy-and-paste from the KSA text itself.  

Question: Who in the group changed their mind?	  

Answer options: 

1. Member One 
2. Member Two 
3. Member Three 
4. None 

This question appears if you answer “No” or “Yes, but…“ to the independent review consensus question. You 
are allowed to select any or all of the group members. Selecting “None” clears all other selections. The “None” 
option exists for cases where consensus may not be reached during group review (however, when group 
consensus is not reached, a group member still may change his/her mind).  

It is VERY important to consistently define Member One, Two and Three. These labels are provided for you in 
the table at the end of this document. 

Question: Why did Member 1 change his/her mind? 	  

Answer options: 

1. New shared understanding of the objective  
2. Other group member(s) made convincing argument  
3. Other group member(s) disputed evidence  
4. Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence  
5. Changed understanding of terminology  
6. Technical error with survey tool  
7. Changed understanding of application of decision rule  
8. Other: 

This question is displayed if you select Member One to “Who in the group changed their mind?” You can select 
all applicable reasons. You will select Option 1 when a reviewer has a changed understanding of the content of 
the KSA statement and its relationship to the evidence in the packet. Use option 2 sparingly. Option 3 is when 
the group member’s evidence was shown to be non-applicable to the KSA. Select Option 4 when a group 
member agrees with new evidence identified during the group review. Option 5 is when the reviewer comes to a 
new or revised understanding of terminology within the packet. Option 6 is available for the case when the 
reviewer selected the wrong option when they completed independent review. Option 7 is to be used sparingly 
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and only when the discussion makes the reviewer comes to a new understanding of the decision rule. Option 8 
is used when no other options apply. 

Some of these reasons may overlap. In these cases, please select all that apply. For example, if a group member’s 
disputed evidence led him or her to a new understanding of the objective, you would select both of those 
options.  

If your response to this question it is not obvious from discussion, it is the responsibility of the scribe to 
confirm this reason.  

If you select option 8, you’ll be required to type in the other reason. Selecting option 7 triggers a follow-up 
question to appear, “Does this new understanding of the application require recoding the packets?”  

Question: Why did Member 2 change his/her mind? 	  

Answer options: 

1. New shared understanding of the objective  
2. Other group member(s) made convincing argument  
3. Other group member(s) disputed evidence  
4. Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence  
5. Changed understanding of terminology  
6. Technical error with survey tool  
7. Changed understanding of application of decision rule  
8. Other: 

This question is displayed if you select Member Two to “Who in the group changed their mind?” You can select 
all applicable reasons. See the definitions under Member One for brief descriptions of when you’ll use each 
option. 

If you select option 8, you’ll be required to type in the other reason. Selecting option 7 triggers a follow-up 
question to appear, “Does this new understanding of the application require recoding the packets?” Option 7 
will be used very rarely.  

Question: Why did Member 3 change his/her mind?  

Answer options: 

1. New shared understanding of the objective  
2. Other group member(s) made convincing argument  
3. Other group member(s) disputed evidence  
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4. Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence  
5. Changed understanding of terminology  
6. Technical error with survey tool  
7. Changed understanding of application of decision rule  
8. Other: 

This question is displayed if you select Member Three to “Who in the group changed their mind?” You can 
select all applicable reasons. See the definitions under Member One for brief descriptions of when you’ll use 
each option. 

If you select option 8, you’ll be required to type in the other reason. Selecting option 7 triggers a follow-up 
question to appear, “Does this new understanding of the application require recoding the packets?”  

Question: Does this new understanding of the application require recoding the packets?  

Answer options: 

1. Yes 
2. No 

This question only appears if you select option 7 for any of the group member questions. If you answer “Yes” 
to this question, this means the group would like to recode packets that have been previously coded during 
group review. The strategy we’ll use to recode the packets was reviewed in training and work with your 
facilitator on time management.  

Question: Why wasn't consensus reached in group review?  

Answer options: 

1. Member One was not persuaded by other two  
2. Member Two was not persuaded by other two  
3. Member Three was not persuaded by other two  
4. All three members had different codings and were not persuaded by one another  
5. Other:  

This question appears when you respond “No” to the group consensus question. You will only be allowed to 
select one of these options. If you select option 5, you’ll be required to type in clarification. This is the final 
question associated with each NAEP objective.  
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Question: Please provide a rating for this KSA identified by your group during independent 
review. 

Answer options: 

1. KSA is not a PREREQUISITE for this course.  
2. KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course.  
3. KSA is PREREQUISITE for this course and is IMPORTANT.  
4. Final rating not established during group review. 

On the Additional KSA page of the survey, you will see a list of additional KSAs identified by your group across 
all packets. There may be some duplicative KSAs listed here, since only obviously identical KSAs were 
combined into a single statement. You will only be required to provide a final rating for the KSA, and no 
additional questions will be triggered from your response here. 

Question: Confirm the packet ID in the space below (e.g. Psy_5_804) and click Submit to 
finalize the group review responses. 

Answer option: Open-ended text box 

This is a confirmation of the packet name you before you submit your responses. Please only include the packet 
name, without the word “Packet” or any file type (e.g., “.pdf”) added. This is the last question of the survey.  

When using the Offline mode, you’ll automatically be routed back to the first page of a new survey. Please be 
patient with this since it may take a few moments to route you to another survey. 

Tips, tricks, and reminders. 

• Be sure you are using either Firefox or Chrome with cookies enabled and saved (rather than deleted 
when you close your browser) 

• Do not close your browser until you send Stacey your csv file 
• Be sure to send Stacey the downloaded csv file at the end of each day 
• If you need to go back to a survey you previously completed, you can do so on the Offline Management 

Page (accessed by clicking the Back button in the upper left-hand of the screen) 
• Be consistent, across all packets, coding who is Member One, Two, and Three 
• The system will alert you when you miss answering a question when you click Next and will require you 

to provide a response. 

Often scroll to the bottom of the page and click “Save”
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APPENDIX Q 
NAEP Expert Review Agenda 
	  

MATHEMATICS NAEP EXPERT REVIEW MEETING AGENDA 

College	  Course	  Content	  Analysis	  Study	  

NAEP	  Expert	  Review	  Meeting 

January 3, 2014 – January 5, 2014 
Liaison Capitol Hill – 415 New Jersey Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 

Phone: 202.638.1616 

Website: www.affinia.com/Liaison 

Meeting	  Objective:	  
NAEP mathematics content experts will review the outcomes of the content review, evaluate the prerequisite KSAs for 
mathematics, and conduct a series of comparisons of the prerequisite KSAs to the NAEP framework and other preparedness 
research. 

Schedule	  Overview	     

Friday,	  January	  3rd,	  2014	  

7:45 am – 8:00 am Coffee  

8:00 am – 12:00 pm Work Session #1 

1:00 pm – 5:00 pm Work Session #2 

NAEP Review Activities: Review Content Maps & Develop 
Narrative Descriptions and Make Comparisons 

 

Saturday,	  January	  4th,	  2014	  

7:45 am – 8:05 am Coffee  

8:00 am – 12:00 pm CRT Group Work Session #3 

1:00 pm – 5:00 pm CRT Group Work Session #4 

NAEP Review Activities: Activities: Make Comparisons 

 

Sunday,	  January	  5th,	  2014	  

7:45 am – 8:00 am Coffee  

8:00 am – 12:00 pm CRT Group Work Session #5 

1:00 pm – 5:00 pm CRT Group Work Session #6 

NAEP Review Activities: Activities: Draft Report 

	   NAEP	  Math	  Experts	  	  

Linda Wilson, Ph.D. 

Mary Lindquist, Ph.D. 

Jeremy Kilpatrick, Ph.D. 

 

Project	  Staff	  

Sylvia Gillpatrick, M.B.A., Project Director, EPIC 

Kristine Chadwick, Ph.D., Principal Research 
Scientist, EPIC 

Mary Seburn, Ph.D., Consultant, Quantiful 

 

Observers	  

Michelle Blair, M.P.A., NAGB 
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NAEP REVIEW ACTIVITIES 
 

Day Activity Steps Materials Outcomes 

Friday 

Review 
Content Maps 

& Develop 
Narrative 

Descriptions 

1. Independently review the prerequisite 
foundational KSAs, the prerequisite KSA 
exclusions, and additional KSAs. 

2. Collaboratively review and discuss the 
prerequisite foundational KSAs, the 
prerequisite KSA exclusions, and additional 
KSAs.  

3. Draft descriptions of the prerequisite KSAs for 
each course type. 

• Content 
Maps for all 
course titles 

• Narrative 
Descriptions that 
synthesize and 
summarize the 
prerequisite KSA 
based on the 
consensus ratings 

Friday/ 
Saturday 

Make 
Comparisons 

4. Evaluate, interpret and compare/contrast the 
narrative descriptions with the 2009 and 2013 
Grade 12 NAEP items to determine the 
content of the NAEP items that is or is not 
consistent with the prerequisite KSAs for each 
course title; and 

5. Evaluate, interpret and compare/contrast the 
narrative descriptions with the Borderline 
Performance Descriptors and determine the 
commonalities and differences in skill 
requirements. 

 

• Content 
Maps 

• Narrative 
Descriptions 

• 2009 & 2013 
NAEP Items 

• Achievement 
Level 
Definitions 

• NAEP 
Frameworks 

• Borderline 
Performance 
Descriptors 

• Comparisons 
between narrative 
descriptions and 
NAEP items and 
BPDs 

Sunday Draft Report 

6. Produce a narrative report on the impact the 
research findings of this study on the NAEP 
framework and future item pool development. 
They will also be asked for their opinions and 
recommendations for future research that 
would provide further necessary information 
regarding how to better measure preparedness 
for college courses.  

• Comparisons • Preliminary 
Comparison Report 
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READING NAEP EXPERT REVIEW MEETING AGENDA 

College	  Course	  Content	  Analysis	  Study	  

NAEP	  Expert	  Review	  Meeting 

November 15th, 2013 – November 17th, 2013 
Courtyard by Marriott Portland City Center - Sellwood Room  

Meeting	  Objective	  	  
NAEP reading content experts will review the outcomes of the content review, evaluate the prerequisite KSAs for reading, 
and conduct a series of comparisons of the prerequisite KSAs to the NAEP framework and other preparedness research. 

Schedule	  Overview	     

Friday,	  November	  15th,	  2013	  

7:45 am – 8:00 am Coffee  

8:00 am – 12:00 pm Work Session #1 

1:00 pm – 5:00 pm Work Session #2 

NAEP Review Activities: Review Content Maps & Develop 
Narrative Descriptions and Make Comparisons 

NAEP	  Reading	  Experts	  	  

Jan Dole, Ph.D. 

Mary Beth Curtis, Ph.D. 

Charles Peters, Ph.D. 

Saturday,	  November	  16th,	  2013	  

7:45 am – 8:05 am Coffee  

8:00 am – 12:00 pm CRT Group Work Session #3 

1:00 pm – 5:00 pm CRT Group Work Session #4 

NAEP Review Activities: Activities: Make Comparisons 

5:30 pm Book Release Party at The RiverPlace Hotel 

Getting Ready for College, Careers, and the Common Core: 

What Every Educator Needs to Know 

by Dr. David T. Conley, EPIC 

Project	  Staff	  

Sylvia Gillpatrick, M.B.A., Project Director, EPIC 

Liz French, J.D., M.A., Assistant Research  Scientist, 
EPIC 

Kristine Chadwick, Ph.D., Principal Research 
Scientist, EPIC 

Mary Seburn, Ph.D., Consultant, EPIC 
 

Sunday,	  November	  17th,	  2013	  

7:45 am – 8:00 am Coffee  

8:00 am – 12:00 pm CRT Group Work Session #5 

1:00 pm – 5:00 pm CRT Group Work Session #6 

NAEP Review Activities: Activities: Draft Report 

 

	  

Observers	  

Sharyn Rosenburg, Ph.D., Assistant Director for 
Psychometrics, NAGB 
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NAEP REVIEW ACTIVITIES 

Day Activity Steps Materials Outcomes 

Friday 

Review 
Content Maps 

& Develop 
Narrative 

Descriptions 

1. Independently review the prerequisite 
foundational KSAs, the prerequisite KSA 
exclusions, and additional KSAs. 

2. Collaboratively review and discuss the 
prerequisite foundational KSAs, the 
prerequisite KSA exclusions, and additional 
KSAs.  

3. Draft descriptions of the prerequisite KSAs for 
each course type. 

• Content 
Maps for all 
course titles 

• Narrative 
Descriptions that 
synthesize and 
summarize the 
prerequisite KSA 
based on the 
consensus ratings 

Friday/ 
Saturday 

Make 
Comparisons 

4. Evaluate, interpret and compare/contrast the 
narrative descriptions with the 2009 and 2013 
Grade 12 NAEP items to determine the 
content of the NAEP items that is or is not 
consistent with the prerequisite KSAs for each 
course title; and 

5. Evaluate, interpret and compare/contrast the 
narrative descriptions with the Borderline 
Performance Descriptors and determine the 
commonalities and differences in skill 
requirements. 

 

• Content 
Maps 

• Narrative 
Descriptions 

• 2009 & 2013 
NAEP Items 

• Achievement 
Level 
Definitions 

• NAEP 
Frameworks 

• Borderline 
Performance 
Descriptors 

• Comparisons 
between narrative 
descriptions and 
NAEP items and 
BPDs 

Sunday Draft Report 

6. Produce a narrative report on the impact the 
research findings of this study on the NAEP 
framework and future item pool development. 
They will also be asked for their opinions and 
recommendations for future research that 
would provide further necessary information 
regarding how to better measure preparedness 
for college courses.  

• Comparisons • Preliminary 
Comparison Report 
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APPENDIX R 
Content Maps 
	  

APPENDIX R1. PRECALCULUS/CALCULUS CONTENT MAP 

Precalculus/Calculus	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

	  Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

1	   Number	  properties	  and	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1	   Number	  sense	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1.d	  
Represent,	  interpret,	  or	  compare	  expressions	  for	  
real	  numbers,	  including	  expressions	  using	  
exponents	  and	  logarithms.	  

1,	  6	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

1.1.f	   Represent	  or	  interpret	  expressions	  involving	  very	  
large	  or	  very	  small	  numbers	  in	  scientific	  notation.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.1.g	   Represent,	  interpret,	  or	  compare	  expressions	  or	  
problem	  situations	  involving	  absolute	  values.	   0	   37%	   63%	   0%	  

1.1.i	   Order	  or	  compare	  real	  numbers,	  including	  very	  
large	  and	  very	  small	  real	  numbers.	   4	   21%	   79%	   0%	  

1.2	   Estimation	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.2.b	  

Identify	  situations	  where	  estimation	  is	  
appropriate,	  determine	  the	  needed	  degree	  of	  
accuracy,	  and	  analyze*	  the	  effect	  of	  the	  estimation	  
method	  on	  the	  accuracy	  of	  results.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.2.c	   Verify	  solutions	  or	  determine	  the	  reasonableness	  
of	  results	  in	  a	  variety	  of	  situations.	   0	   79%	   21%	   0%	  

1.2.d	   Estimate	  square	  or	  cube	  roots	  of	  numbers	  less	  
than	  1,000	  between	  two	  whole	  numbers.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.3	   Number	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.3.a	   Find	  integral	  or	  simple	  fractional	  powers	  of	  real	  
numbers.	   0	   0%	   95%	   5%	  

1.3.b	   Perform	  arithmetic	  operations	  with	  real	  numbers,	  
including	  common	  irrational	  numbers.	   2	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

1.3.c	   Perform	  arithmetic	  operations	  with	  expressions	  
involving	  absolute	  value.	   0	   32%	   63%	   5%	  

1.3.d	  

Describe	  the	  effect	  of	  multiplying	  and	  dividing	  by	  
numbers	  including	  the	  effect	  of	  multiplying	  or	  
dividing	  a	  real	  number	  by:	  Zero,	  or	  A	  number	  less	  
than	  zero,	  or	  A	  number	  between	  zero	  and	  one,	  or	  
One,	  or	  A	  number	  greater	  than	  one.	  

0	   74%	   26%	   0%	  

1.3.f	   Solve	  application	  problems	  involving	  numbers,	  
including	  rational	  and	  common	  irrationals.	   3	   5%	   89%	   5%	  

1.4	   Ratios	  and	  proportional	  reasoning	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.4.c	   Use	  proportions	  to	  solve	  problems	  (including	  
rates	  of	  change).	   0	   68%	   26%	   5%	  

1.4.d	   Solve	  multistep	  problems	  involving	  percentages,	  
including	  compound	  percentages.	   0	   74%	   26%	   0%	  

1.5	   Properties	  of	  number	  and	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.5.c	   Solve	  problems	  using	  factors,	  multiples,	  or	  prime	  
factorization.	   1	   11%	   89%	   0%	  
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Precalculus/Calculus	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

	  Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

1.5.d	   Use	  divisibility	  or	  remainders	  in	  problem	  settings.	   0	   84%	   16%	   0%	  

1.5.e	   Apply	  basic	  properties	  of	  operations,	  including	  
conventions	  about	  the	  order	  of	  operations.	   0	   0%	   95%	   5%	  

1.5.f	  

Recognize	  properties	  of	  the	  number	  system	  
(whole	  numbers,	  integers,	  rational	  numbers,	  real	  
numbers,	  and	  complex	  numbers)	  and	  how	  they	  
are	  related	  to	  each	  other,	  and	  identify	  examples	  of	  
each	  type	  of	  number.	  

7,	  1	   53%	   42%	   5%	  

1.6	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  using	  number	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.6.a	  
Give	  a	  mathematical	  argument	  to	  establish	  the	  
validity	  of	  a	  simple	  numerical	  property	  or	  
relationship.	  

0	   89%	   11%	   0%	  

1.6.b	   *	  Analyze	  or	  interpret	  a	  proof	  by	  mathematical	  
induction	  of	  a	  simple	  numerical	  relationship.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2	   Measurement	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1	   Measuring	  physical	  attributes	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1.b	   Determine	  the	  effect	  of	  proportions	  and	  scaling	  
on	  length,	  area,	  and	  volume.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.c	   Estimate	  or	  compare	  perimeters	  or	  areas	  of	  two-‐
dimensional	  geometric	  figures.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.d	  
Solve	  problems	  of	  angle	  measure,	  including	  those	  
involving	  triangles	  or	  other	  polygons	  or	  parallel	  
lines	  cut	  by	  a	  transversal.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

2.1.f	  
Solve	  problems	  involving	  perimeter	  or	  area	  of	  
plane	  figures	  such	  as	  polygons,	  circles,	  or	  
composite	  figures.	  

0	   68%	   32%	   0%	  

2.1.h	  
Solve	  problems	  by	  determining,	  estimating,	  or	  
comparing	  volumes	  or	  surface	  areas	  of	  three-‐
dimensional	  figures.	  

0	   74%	   26%	   0%	  

2.1.i	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  rates	  such	  as	  speed,	  
density,	  population	  density,	  or	  flow	  rates.	   0	   79%	   21%	   0%	  

2.2	   Systems	  of	  measurement	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.2.a	  

Recognize	  that	  geometric	  measurements	  (length,	  
area,	  perimeter,	  and	  volume)	  depend	  on	  the	  
choice	  of	  a	  unit,	  and	  apply	  such	  units	  in	  
expressions,	  equations,	  and	  problem	  solutions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.b	  
Solve	  problems	  involving	  conversions	  within	  or	  
between	  measurement	  systems,	  given	  the	  
relationship	  between	  the	  units.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.d	  

Understand	  that	  numerical	  values	  associated	  with	  
measurements	  of	  physical	  quantities	  are	  
approximate,	  are	  subject	  to	  variation,	  and	  must	  be	  
assigned	  units	  of	  measurement.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.e	  

Determine	  appropriate	  accuracy	  of	  measurement	  
in	  problem	  situations	  (e.g.,	  the	  accuracy	  of	  
measurement	  of	  the	  dimensions	  to	  obtain	  a	  
specified	  accuracy	  of	  area)	  and	  find	  the	  measure	  
to	  that	  degree	  of	  accuracy.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.f	   Construct	  or	  solve	  problems	  involving	  scale	  
drawings.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3	   Measurement	  in	  triangles	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.3.a	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  indirect	  measurement.	   0	   84%	   11%	   5%	  
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Precalculus/Calculus	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

	  Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

2.3.b	  
Solve	  problems	  using	  the	  fact	  that	  trigonometric	  
ratios	  (sine,	  cosine,	  and	  tangent)	  stay	  constant	  in	  
similar	  triangles.	  

0	   74%	   16%	   11%	  

2.3.c	  
Use	  the	  definitions	  of	  sine,	  cosine,	  and	  tangent	  as	  
ratios	  of	  sides	  in	  a	  right	  triangle	  to	  solve	  problems	  
about	  length	  of	  sides	  and	  measure	  of	  angles.	  

0	   58%	   32%	   11%	  

2.3.d	  

Interpret	  and	  use	  the	  identity	  sin2	  q	  +	  cos2	  q	  =	  1	  
for	  angles	  q	  between	  0°	  and	  90°;	  recognize	  this	  
identity	  as	  a	  special	  representation	  of	  the	  
Pythagorean	  theorem.	  

0	   74%	   26%	   0%	  

2.3.e	  
*	  Determine	  the	  radian	  measure	  of	  an	  angle	  and	  
explain	  how	  radian	  measurement	  is	  related	  to	  a	  
circle	  of	  radius	  1.	  

1	   68%	   26%	   5%	  

2.3.f	   *	  Use	  trigonometric	  formulas	  such	  as	  addition	  and	  
double	  angle	  formulas.	   0	   63%	   37%	   0%	  

2.3.g	   *	  Use	  the	  law	  of	  cosines	  and	  the	  law	  of	  sines	  to	  
find	  unknown	  sides	  and	  angles	  of	  a	  triangle.	   0	   79%	   21%	   0%	  

3	   Geometry	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1	   Dimension	  and	  shape	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1.c	  
Give	  precise	  mathematical	  descriptions	  or	  
definitions	  of	  geometric	  shapes	  in	  the	  plane	  and	  
in	  three-‐dimensional	  space.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.1.d	  
Draw	  or	  sketch	  from	  a	  written	  description	  plane	  
figures	  and	  planar	  images	  of	  three-‐dimensional	  
figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.1.e	  
Use	  two-‐dimensional	  representations	  of	  three-‐
dimensional	  objects	  to	  visualize	  and	  solve	  
problems.	  

0	   84%	   16%	   0%	  

3.1.f	   Analyze	  properties	  of	  three-‐dimensional	  figures	  
including	  spheres	  and	  hemispheres.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2	   Transformation	  of	  shapes	  and	  preservation	  of	  
properties	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.2.a	  
Recognize	  or	  identify	  types	  of	  symmetries	  (e.g.,	  
point,	  line,	  rotational,	  self-‐congruence)	  of	  two-‐	  
and	  three-‐dimensional	  figures.	  

1	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

3.2.b	  

Give	  or	  recognize	  the	  precise	  mathematical	  
relationship	  (e.g.,	  congruence,	  similarity,	  
orientation)	  between	  a	  figure	  and	  its	  image	  under	  
a	  transformation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.c	  

Perform	  or	  describe	  the	  effect	  of	  a	  single	  
transformation	  on	  two-‐	  and	  three-‐dimensional	  
geometric	  shapes	  (reflections	  across	  lines	  of	  
symmetry,	  rotations,	  translations,	  and	  dilations).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.d	  

Identify	  transformations,	  combinations,	  or	  
subdivisions	  of	  shapes	  that	  preserve	  the	  area	  of	  
two-‐dimensional	  figures	  or	  the	  volume	  of	  three-‐
dimensional	  figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.e	  
Justify	  relationships	  of	  congruence	  and	  similarity	  
and	  apply	  these	  relationships	  using	  scaling	  and	  
proportional	  reasoning.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.g	   Perform	  or	  describe	  the	  effects	  of	  successive	  
transformations.	   0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

3.3	   Relationships	  between	  geometric	  figures	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.3.b	   Apply	  geometric	  properties	  and	  relationships	  to	  
solve	  problems	  in	  two	  and	  three	  dimensions.	   0	   89%	   11%	   0%	  
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3.3.c	  
Represent	  problem	  situations	  with	  geometric	  
models	  to	  solve	  mathematical	  or	  real-‐world	  
problems.	  

0	   79%	   21%	   0%	  

3.3.d	   Use	  the	  Pythagorean	  theorem	  to	  solve	  problems	  
in	  two-‐	  or	  three-‐dimensional	  situations.	   0	   74%	   26%	   0%	  

3.3.e	  

Recall	  and	  interpret	  definitions	  and	  basic	  
properties	  of	  congruent	  and	  similar	  triangles,	  
circles,	  quadrilaterals,	  polygons,	  parallel,	  
perpendicular	  and	  intersecting	  lines,	  and	  
associated	  angle	  relationships.	  

1	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

3.3.f	   Analyze	  properties	  or	  relationships	  of	  triangles,	  
quadrilaterals,	  and	  other	  polygonal	  plane	  figures.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3.g	  
Analyze	  properties	  and	  relationships	  of	  parallel,	  
perpendicular,	  or	  intersecting	  lines	  including	  the	  
angle	  relationships	  that	  arise	  in	  these	  cases.	  

1	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

3.3.h	  
Analyze	  properties	  of	  circles	  and	  the	  intersections	  
of	  lines	  and	  circles	  (inscribed	  angles,	  central	  
angles,	  tangents,	  secants,	  and	  chords).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4	   Position,	  direction,	  and	  coordinate	  geometry	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.4.a	  

Solve	  problems	  involving	  the	  coordinate	  plane	  
such	  as	  the	  distance	  between	  two	  points,	  the	  
midpoint	  of	  a	  segment,	  or	  slopes	  of	  perpendicular	  
or	  parallel	  lines.	  

0	   58%	   42%	   0%	  

3.4.b	  
Describe	  the	  intersections	  of	  lines	  in	  the	  plane	  
and	  in	  space,	  intersections	  of	  a	  line	  and	  a	  plane,	  or	  
of	  two	  planes	  in	  space.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.c	   Describe	  or	  identify	  conic	  sections	  and	  other	  
cross	  sections	  of	  solids.	   0	   79%	   21%	   0%	  

3.4.d	   Represent	  two-‐dimensional	  figures	  algebraically	  
using	  coordinates	  and/or	  equations.	   0	   79%	   21%	   0%	  

3.4.e	  
*	  Use	  vectors	  to	  represent	  velocity	  and	  direction;	  
multiply	  a	  vector	  by	  a	  scalar	  and	  add	  vectors	  both	  
algebraically	  and	  graphically.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.f	  
Find	  an	  equation	  of	  a	  circle	  given	  its	  center	  and	  
radius	  and,	  given	  an	  equation	  of	  a	  circle,	  find	  its	  
center	  and	  radius.	  

0	   79%	   21%	   0%	  

3.4.g	  

*	  Graph	  ellipses	  and	  hyperbolas	  whose	  axes	  are	  
parallel	  to	  the	  coordinate	  axes	  and	  demonstrate	  
understanding	  of	  the	  relationship	  between	  their	  
standard	  algebraic	  form	  and	  their	  graphical	  
characteristics.	  

1	   89%	   11%	   0%	  

3.4.h	   *	  Represent	  situations	  and	  solve	  problems	  
involving	  polar	  coordinates.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  in	  geometry	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.5.a	  
Make,	  test,	  and	  validate	  geometric	  conjectures	  
using	  a	  variety	  of	  methods	  including	  deductive	  
reasoning	  and	  counterexamples.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.b	  
Determine	  the	  role	  of	  hypotheses,	  logical	  
implications,	  and	  conclusion	  in	  proofs	  of	  
geometric	  theorems.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.c	   Analyze	  or	  explain	  a	  geometric	  argument	  by	  
contradiction.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.d	   Analyze	  or	  explain	  a	  geometric	  proof	  of	  the	  
Pythagorean	  theorem.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.e	   Prove	  basic	  theorems	  about	  congruent	  and	  
similar	  triangles	  and	  circles.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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4	   Data	  analysis,	  statistics,	  and	  probability	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.1	   Data	  representation	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.1.a	   Read	  or	  interpret	  graphical	  or	  tabular	  
representations	  of	  data.	   0	   42%	   58%	   0%	  

4.1.b	  
For	  a	  given	  set	  of	  data,	  complete	  a	  graph	  and	  
solve	  a	  problem	  using	  the	  data	  in	  the	  graph	  
(histograms,	  scatterplots,	  and	  line	  graphs).	  

3	   79%	   21%	   0%	  

4.1.c	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  univariate	  or	  bivariate	  
data.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.1.d	  
Given	  a	  graphical	  or	  tabular	  representation	  of	  a	  
set	  of	  data,	  determine	  whether	  information	  is	  
represented	  effectively	  and	  appropriately.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.1.e	   Compare	  and	  contrast	  different	  graphical	  
representations	  of	  univariate	  and	  bivariate	  data.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.1.f	   Organize	  and	  display	  data	  in	  a	  spreadsheet	  in	  
order	  to	  recognize	  patterns	  and	  solve	  problems.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2	   Characteristics	  of	  data	  sets	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.2.a	  

Calculate,	  interpret,	  or	  use	  summary	  statistics	  for	  
distributions	  of	  data	  including	  measures	  of	  typical	  
value	  (mean,	  median),	  position	  (quartiles,	  
percentiles),	  and	  spread	  (range,	  interquartile	  
range,	  variance,	  and	  standard	  deviation).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.b	  
Recognize	  how	  linear	  transformations	  of	  one-‐
variable	  data	  affect	  mean,	  median,	  mode,	  range,	  
interquartile	  range,	  and	  standard	  deviation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.c	  
Determine	  the	  effect	  of	  outliers	  on	  mean,	  median,	  
mode,	  range,	  interquartile	  range,	  or	  standard	  
deviation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.d	  

Compare	  data	  sets	  using	  summary	  statistics	  
(mean,	  median,	  mode,	  range,	  interquartile	  range,	  
or	  standard	  deviation)	  describing	  the	  same	  
characteristic	  for	  two	  different	  populations	  or	  
subsets	  of	  the	  same	  population.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.e	  

Approximate	  a	  trend	  line	  if	  a	  linear	  pattern	  is	  
apparent	  in	  a	  scatterplot	  or	  use	  a	  graphing	  
calculator	  to	  determine	  a	  least-‐squares	  regression	  
line	  and	  use	  the	  line	  or	  equation	  to	  make	  
predictions.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

4.2.f	  

Recognize	  that	  the	  correlation	  coefficient	  is	  a	  
number	  from	  -‐1	  to	  +1	  that	  measures	  the	  strength	  
of	  the	  linear	  relationship	  between	  two	  variables;	  
visually	  estimate	  the	  correlation	  coefficient	  (e.g.,	  
positive	  or	  negative,	  closer	  to	  0,	  .5,	  or	  1.0)	  of	  a	  
scatterplot.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.g	  
Know	  and	  interpret	  the	  key	  characteristics	  of	  a	  
normal	  distribution	  such	  as	  shape,	  center	  (mean),	  
and	  spread	  (standard	  deviation).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3	   Experiments	  and	  samples	   	  	   	  	   0%	   	  	  

4.3.a	  
Identify	  possible	  sources	  of	  bias	  in	  sample	  
surveys	  and	  describe	  how	  such	  bias	  can	  be	  
controlled	  and	  reduced.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.b	   Recognize	  and	  describe	  a	  method	  to	  select	  a	  
simple	  random	  sample.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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4.3.c	  

*	  Draw	  inferences	  from	  samples,	  such	  as	  
estimates	  of	  proportions	  in	  a	  population,	  
estimates	  of	  population	  means,	  or	  decisions	  about	  
differences	  in	  means	  for	  two	  "treatments."	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.d	   Identify	  or	  evaluate	  the	  characteristics	  of	  a	  good	  
survey	  or	  of	  a	  well-‐designed	  experiment.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.e	  
*	  Recognize	  the	  differences	  in	  design	  and	  in	  
conclusions	  between	  randomized	  experiments	  
and	  observational	  studies.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4	   Probability	   	  	   	  	   0%	   	  	  

4.4.a	   Recognize	  whether	  two	  events	  are	  independent	  
or	  dependent.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.b	  
Determine	  the	  theoretical	  probability	  of	  simple	  
and	  compound	  events	  in	  familiar	  or	  unfamiliar	  
contexts.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.c	  
Given	  the	  results	  of	  an	  experiment	  or	  simulation,	  
estimate	  the	  probability	  of	  simple	  or	  compound	  
events	  in	  familiar	  or	  unfamiliar	  contexts.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.d	   Use	  theoretical	  probability	  to	  evaluate	  or	  predict	  
experimental	  outcomes.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.e	  
Determine	  the	  number	  of	  ways	  an	  event	  can	  occur	  
using	  tree	  diagrams,	  formulas	  for	  combinations	  
and	  permutations,	  or	  other	  counting	  techniques.	  

0	   95%	   0%	   5%	  

4.4.h	   Determine	  the	  probability	  of	  independent	  and	  
dependent	  events.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.i	   Determine	  conditional	  probability	  using	  two-‐way	  
tables.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.j	   Interpret	  and	  apply	  probability	  concepts	  to	  
practical	  situations.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.k	   *Use	  the	  binomial	  theorem	  to	  solve	  problems.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  with	  data	   	  	   	  	   0%	   	  	  

4.5.a	  
Identify	  misleading	  uses	  of	  data	  in	  real-‐world	  
settings	  and	  critique	  different	  ways	  of	  presenting	  
and	  using	  information.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.b	  
Distinguish	  relevant	  from	  irrelevant	  information,	  
identify	  missing	  information,	  and	  either	  find	  what	  
is	  needed	  or	  make	  appropriate	  approximations.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.c	  
*Recognize,	  use,	  and	  distinguish	  between	  the	  
processes	  of	  mathematical	  (deterministic)	  and	  
statistical	  modeling.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.d	   Recognize	  when	  arguments	  based	  on	  data	  
confuse	  correlation	  with	  causation.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.e	   *	  Recognize	  and	  explain	  the	  potential	  errors	  
caused	  by	  extrapolating	  from	  data.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5	   Algebra	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.1	   Patterns,	  relations,	  and	  functions	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.1.a	  
Recognize,	  describe,	  or	  extend	  numerical	  
patterns,	  including	  arithmetic	  and	  geometric	  
progressions.	  

0	   84%	   16%	   0%	  

5.1.b	  
Express	  linear	  and	  exponential	  functions	  in	  
recursive	  and	  explicit	  form	  given	  a	  table,	  verbal	  
description,	  or	  some	  terms	  of	  a	  sequence.	  

2	   84%	   16%	   0%	  
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5.1.e	  

Identify	  or	  analyze	  distinguishing	  properties	  of	  
linear,	  quadratic,	  rational,	  exponential,	  or	  
*trigonometric	  functions	  from	  tables,	  graphs,	  or	  
equations.	  

0	   16%	   68%	   16%	  

5.1.g	   Determine	  whether	  a	  relation,	  given	  in	  verbal,	  
symbolic,	  tabular,	  or	  graphical	  form,	  is	  a	  function.	   0	   47%	   42%	   11%	  

5.1.h	  
Recognize	  and	  analyze	  the	  general	  forms	  of	  linear,	  
quadratic,	  rational,	  exponential,	  or	  *trigonometric	  
functions.	  

0	   37%	   53%	   11%	  

5.1.i	   Determine	  the	  domain	  and	  range	  of	  functions	  
given	  in	  various	  forms	  and	  contexts.	   2	   26%	   68%	   5%	  

5.1.j	  
*	  Given	  a	  function,	  determine	  its	  inverse	  if	  it	  exists	  
and	  explain	  the	  contextual	  meaning	  of	  the	  inverse	  
for	  a	  given	  situation.	  

2	   68%	   32%	   0%	  

5.2	   Algebraic	  representations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.2.a	  

Create	  and	  translate	  between	  different	  
representations	  of	  algebraic	  expressions,	  
equations,	  and	  inequalities	  (e.g.,	  linear,	  quadratic,	  
exponential,	  or	  *trigonometric)	  using	  symbols,	  
graphs,	  tables,	  diagrams,	  or	  written	  descriptions.	  

3	   11%	   89%	   0%	  

5.2.b	  

Analyze	  or	  interpret	  relationships	  expressed	  in	  
symbols,	  graphs,	  tables,	  diagrams	  (including	  Venn	  
diagrams),	  or	  written	  descriptions	  and	  evaluate	  
the	  relative	  advantages	  or	  disadvantages	  of	  
different	  representations	  to	  answer	  specific	  
questions.	  

3	   79%	   21%	   0%	  

5.2.d	  
Perform	  or	  interpret	  transformations	  on	  the	  
graphs	  of	  linear,	  quadratic,	  exponential,	  and	  
*trigonometric	  functions.	  

0	   63%	   37%	   0%	  

5.2.e	   Make	  inferences	  or	  predictions	  using	  an	  algebraic	  
model	  of	  a	  situation.	   0	   63%	   32%	   5%	  

5.2.f	  
Given	  a	  real-‐world	  situation,	  determine	  if	  a	  linear,	  
quadratic,	  rational,	  exponential,	  logarithmic,	  or	  
*trigonometric	  function	  fits	  the	  situation.	  

0	   79%	   21%	   0%	  

5.2.g	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  exponential	  growth	  and	  
decay.	   0	   74%	   26%	   0%	  

5.2.h	   *	  Analyze	  properties	  of	  exponential,	  logarithmic,	  
and	  rational	  functions.	   0	   79%	   21%	   0%	  

5.3	   Variables,	  expressions,	  and	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.3.b	   Write	  algebraic	  expressions,	  equations,	  or	  
inequalities	  to	  represent	  a	  situation.	   0	   32%	   68%	   0%	  

5.3.c	  
Perform	  basic	  operations,	  using	  appropriate	  tools,	  
on	  algebraic	  expressions	  including	  polynomial	  
and	  rational	  expressions.	  

2	   11%	   89%	   0%	  

5.3.d	  
Write	  equivalent	  forms	  of	  algebraic	  expressions,	  
equations,	  or	  inequalities	  to	  represent	  and	  
explain	  mathematical	  relationships.	  

3	   37%	   63%	   0%	  

5.3.e	   Evaluate	  algebraic	  expressions	  including	  
polynomials	  and	  rational	  expressions.	   0	   11%	   89%	   0%	  

5.3.f	  

Use	  function	  notation	  to	  evaluate	  a	  function	  at	  a	  
specified	  point	  in	  its	  domain	  and	  combine	  
functions	  by	  addition,	  subtraction,	  multiplication,	  
division,	  and	  composition.	  

1	   32%	   68%	   0%	  

5.3.g	   *	  Determine	  the	  sum	  of	  finite	  and	  infinite	  
arithmetic	  and	  geometric	  series.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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Precalculus/Calculus	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

	  Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

5.3.h	   Use	  basic	  properties	  of	  exponents	  and	  
*logarithms	  to	  solve	  problems.	   3	   53%	   42%	   5%	  

5.4	   Equations	  and	  inequalities	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.4.a	  
Solve	  linear,	  rational,	  or	  quadratic	  equations	  or	  
inequalities,	  including	  those	  involving	  absolute	  
value.	  

6	   11%	   89%	   0%	  

5.4.c	  

Analyze	  situations,	  develop	  mathematical	  models,	  
or	  solve	  problems	  using	  linear,	  quadratic,	  
exponential,	  or	  logarithmic	  equations	  or	  
inequalities	  symbolically	  or	  graphically.	  

0	   11%	   89%	   0%	  

5.4.d	  

Solve	  (symbolically	  or	  graphically)	  a	  system	  of	  
equations	  or	  inequalities	  and	  recognize	  the	  
relationship	  between	  the	  analytical	  solution	  and	  
graphical	  solution.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.4.e	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  special	  formulas	  such	  
as:	  A	  =	  P(I	  +	  r)t,	  A	  =	  Pert.	   0	   74%	   26%	   0%	  

5.4.f	   Solve	  an	  equation	  or	  formula	  involving	  several	  
variables	  for	  one	  variable	  in	  terms	  of	  the	  others.	   0	   74%	   26%	   0%	  

5.4.g	   Solve	  quadratic	  equations	  with	  complex	  roots.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.5	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  in	  algebra	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.5.a	   Use	  algebraic	  properties	  to	  develop	  a	  valid	  
mathematical	  argument.	   0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

5.5.b	  
Determine	  the	  role	  of	  hypotheses,	  logical	  
implications,	  and	  conclusions	  in	  algebraic	  
argument.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.5.c	   Explain	  the	  use	  of	  relational	  conjunctions	  (and,	  
or)	  in	  algebraic	  arguments.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

Due	  to	  rounding,	  some	  row	  percentages	  will	  not	  sum	  to	  100%	  	  
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College	  Algebra	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

	  Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

1	   Number	  properties	  and	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1	   Number	  sense	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1.d	  
Represent,	  interpret,	  or	  compare	  expressions	  for	  
real	  numbers,	  including	  expressions	  using	  
exponents	  and	  logarithms.	  

18	   10%	   90%	   0%	  

1.1.f	   Represent	  or	  interpret	  expressions	  involving	  very	  
large	  or	  very	  small	  numbers	  in	  scientific	  notation.	   0	   35%	   65%	   0%	  

1.1.g	   Represent,	  interpret,	  or	  compare	  expressions	  or	  
problem	  situations	  involving	  absolute	  values.	   0	   25%	   75%	   0%	  

1.1.i	   Order	  or	  compare	  real	  numbers,	  including	  very	  
large	  and	  very	  small	  real	  numbers.	   5	   0%	   95%	   5%	  

1.2	   Estimation	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.2.b	  

Identify	  situations	  where	  estimation	  is	  
appropriate,	  determine	  the	  needed	  degree	  of	  
accuracy,	  and	  analyze*	  the	  effect	  of	  the	  estimation	  
method	  on	  the	  accuracy	  of	  results.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.2.c	   Verify	  solutions	  or	  determine	  the	  reasonableness	  
of	  results	  in	  a	  variety	  of	  situations.	   0	   85%	   15%	   0%	  

1.2.d	   Estimate	  square	  or	  cube	  roots	  of	  numbers	  less	  
than	  1,000	  between	  two	  whole	  numbers.	   0	   95%	   0%	   5%	  

1.3	   Number	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.3.a	   Find	  integral	  or	  simple	  fractional	  powers	  of	  real	  
numbers.	   0	   10%	   90%	   0%	  

1.3.b	   Perform	  arithmetic	  operations	  with	  real	  numbers,	  
including	  common	  irrational	  numbers.	   4	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

1.3.c	   Perform	  arithmetic	  operations	  with	  expressions	  
involving	  absolute	  value.	   0	   25%	   75%	   0%	  

1.3.d	  

Describe	  the	  effect	  of	  multiplying	  and	  dividing	  by	  
numbers	  including	  the	  effect	  of	  multiplying	  or	  
dividing	  a	  real	  number	  by:	  Zero,	  or	  A	  number	  less	  
than	  zero,	  or	  A	  number	  between	  zero	  and	  one,	  or	  
One,	  or	  A	  number	  greater	  than	  one.	  

1	   63%	   37%	   0%	  

1.3.f	   Solve	  application	  problems	  involving	  numbers,	  
including	  rational	  and	  common	  irrationals.	   2	   10%	   85%	   5%	  

1.4	   Ratios	  and	  proportional	  reasoning	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.4.c	   Use	  proportions	  to	  solve	  problems	  (including	  
rates	  of	  change).	   1	   80%	   20%	   0%	  

1.4.d	   Solve	  multistep	  problems	  involving	  percentages,	  
including	  compound	  percentages.	   1	   75%	   25%	   0%	  

1.5	   Properties	  of	  number	  and	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.5.c	   Solve	  problems	  using	  factors,	  multiples,	  or	  prime	  
factorization.	   0	   10%	   85%	   5%	  

1.5.d	   Use	  divisibility	  or	  remainders	  in	  problem	  settings.	   1	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

1.5.e	   Apply	  basic	  properties	  of	  operations,	  including	  
conventions	  about	  the	  order	  of	  operations.	   0	   0%	   95%	   5%	  

1.5.f	  

Recognize	  properties	  of	  the	  number	  system	  
(whole	  numbers,	  integers,	  rational	  numbers,	  real	  
numbers,	  and	  complex	  numbers)	  and	  how	  they	  
are	  related	  to	  each	  other,	  and	  identify	  examples	  of	  
each	  type	  of	  number.	  

7,	  1	   45%	   50%	   5%	  
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College	  Algebra	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

	  Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

1.6	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  using	  number	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.6.a	  
Give	  a	  mathematical	  argument	  to	  establish	  the	  
validity	  of	  a	  simple	  numerical	  property	  or	  
relationship.	  

0	   90%	   0%	   10%	  

1.6.b	   *	  Analyze	  or	  interpret	  a	  proof	  by	  mathematical	  
induction	  of	  a	  simple	  numerical	  relationship.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2	   Measurement	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1	   Measuring	  physical	  attributes	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1.b	   Determine	  the	  effect	  of	  proportions	  and	  scaling	  
on	  length,	  area,	  and	  volume.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.c	   Estimate	  or	  compare	  perimeters	  or	  areas	  of	  two-‐
dimensional	  geometric	  figures.	   0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

2.1.d	  
Solve	  problems	  of	  angle	  measure,	  including	  those	  
involving	  triangles	  or	  other	  polygons	  or	  parallel	  
lines	  cut	  by	  a	  transversal.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.f	  
Solve	  problems	  involving	  perimeter	  or	  area	  of	  
plane	  figures	  such	  as	  polygons,	  circles,	  or	  
composite	  figures.	  

0	   60%	   35%	   5%	  

2.1.h	  
Solve	  problems	  by	  determining,	  estimating,	  or	  
comparing	  volumes	  or	  surface	  areas	  of	  three-‐
dimensional	  figures.	  

0	   75%	   25%	   0%	  

2.1.i	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  rates	  such	  as	  speed,	  
density,	  population	  density,	  or	  flow	  rates.	   0	   80%	   20%	   0%	  

2.2	   Systems	  of	  measurement	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.2.a	  

Recognize	  that	  geometric	  measurements	  (length,	  
area,	  perimeter,	  and	  volume)	  depend	  on	  the	  
choice	  of	  a	  unit,	  and	  apply	  such	  units	  in	  
expressions,	  equations,	  and	  problem	  solutions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.b	  
Solve	  problems	  involving	  conversions	  within	  or	  
between	  measurement	  systems,	  given	  the	  
relationship	  between	  the	  units.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.d	  

Understand	  that	  numerical	  values	  associated	  with	  
measurements	  of	  physical	  quantities	  are	  
approximate,	  are	  subject	  to	  variation,	  and	  must	  be	  
assigned	  units	  of	  measurement.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.e	  

Determine	  appropriate	  accuracy	  of	  measurement	  
in	  problem	  situations	  (e.g.,	  the	  accuracy	  of	  
measurement	  of	  the	  dimensions	  to	  obtain	  a	  
specified	  accuracy	  of	  area)	  and	  find	  the	  measure	  
to	  that	  degree	  of	  accuracy.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.f	   Construct	  or	  solve	  problems	  involving	  scale	  
drawings.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3	   Measurement	  in	  triangles	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.3.a	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  indirect	  measurement.	   0	   75%	   25%	   0%	  

2.3.b	  
Solve	  problems	  using	  the	  fact	  that	  trigonometric	  
ratios	  (sine,	  cosine,	  and	  tangent)	  stay	  constant	  in	  
similar	  triangles.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.c	  
Use	  the	  definitions	  of	  sine,	  cosine,	  and	  tangent	  as	  
ratios	  of	  sides	  in	  a	  right	  triangle	  to	  solve	  problems	  
about	  length	  of	  sides	  and	  measure	  of	  angles.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.d	  

Interpret	  and	  use	  the	  identity	  sin2	  q	  +	  cos2	  q	  =	  1	  
for	  angles	  q	  between	  0°	  and	  90°;	  recognize	  this	  
identity	  as	  a	  special	  representation	  of	  the	  
Pythagorean	  theorem.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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College	  Algebra	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

	  Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

2.3.e	  
*	  Determine	  the	  radian	  measure	  of	  an	  angle	  and	  
explain	  how	  radian	  measurement	  is	  related	  to	  a	  
circle	  of	  radius	  1.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.f	   *	  Use	  trigonometric	  formulas	  such	  as	  addition	  and	  
double	  angle	  formulas.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.g	   *	  Use	  the	  law	  of	  cosines	  and	  the	  law	  of	  sines	  to	  
find	  unknown	  sides	  and	  angles	  of	  a	  triangle.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3	   Geometry	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1	   Dimension	  and	  shape	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1.c	  
Give	  precise	  mathematical	  descriptions	  or	  
definitions	  of	  geometric	  shapes	  in	  the	  plane	  and	  
in	  three-‐dimensional	  space.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.1.d	  
Draw	  or	  sketch	  from	  a	  written	  description	  plane	  
figures	  and	  planar	  images	  of	  three-‐dimensional	  
figures.	  

0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

3.1.e	  
Use	  two-‐dimensional	  representations	  of	  three-‐
dimensional	  objects	  to	  visualize	  and	  solve	  
problems.	  

0	   80%	   20%	   0%	  

3.1.f	   Analyze	  properties	  of	  three-‐dimensional	  figures	  
including	  spheres	  and	  hemispheres.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2	   Transformation	  of	  shapes	  and	  preservation	  of	  
properties	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.2.a	  
Recognize	  or	  identify	  types	  of	  symmetries	  (e.g.,	  
point,	  line,	  rotational,	  self-‐congruence)	  of	  two-‐	  
and	  three-‐dimensional	  figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.b	  

Give	  or	  recognize	  the	  precise	  mathematical	  
relationship	  (e.g.,	  congruence,	  similarity,	  
orientation)	  between	  a	  figure	  and	  its	  image	  under	  
a	  transformation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.c	  

Perform	  or	  describe	  the	  effect	  of	  a	  single	  
transformation	  on	  two-‐	  and	  three-‐dimensional	  
geometric	  shapes	  (reflections	  across	  lines	  of	  
symmetry,	  rotations,	  translations,	  and	  dilations).	  

1	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

3.2.d	  

Identify	  transformations,	  combinations,	  or	  
subdivisions	  of	  shapes	  that	  preserve	  the	  area	  of	  
two-‐dimensional	  figures	  or	  the	  volume	  of	  three-‐
dimensional	  figures.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

3.2.e	  
Justify	  relationships	  of	  congruence	  and	  similarity	  
and	  apply	  these	  relationships	  using	  scaling	  and	  
proportional	  reasoning.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.g	   Perform	  or	  describe	  the	  effects	  of	  successive	  
transformations.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3	   Relationships	  between	  geometric	  figures	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.3.b	   Apply	  geometric	  properties	  and	  relationships	  to	  
solve	  problems	  in	  two	  and	  three	  dimensions.	   3	   80%	   20%	   0%	  

3.3.c	  
Represent	  problem	  situations	  with	  geometric	  
models	  to	  solve	  mathematical	  or	  real-‐world	  
problems.	  

0	   70%	   30%	   0%	  

3.3.d	   Use	  the	  Pythagorean	  theorem	  to	  solve	  problems	  
in	  two-‐	  or	  three-‐dimensional	  situations.	   1	   55%	   40%	   5%	  

3.3.e	  

Recall	  and	  interpret	  definitions	  and	  basic	  
properties	  of	  congruent	  and	  similar	  triangles,	  
circles,	  quadrilaterals,	  polygons,	  parallel,	  
perpendicular	  and	  intersecting	  lines,	  and	  
associated	  angle	  relationships.	  

1	   95%	   5%	   0%	  
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ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

	  Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

3.3.f	   Analyze	  properties	  or	  relationships	  of	  triangles,	  
quadrilaterals,	  and	  other	  polygonal	  plane	  figures.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3.g	  
Analyze	  properties	  and	  relationships	  of	  parallel,	  
perpendicular,	  or	  intersecting	  lines	  including	  the	  
angle	  relationships	  that	  arise	  in	  these	  cases.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3.h	  
Analyze	  properties	  of	  circles	  and	  the	  intersections	  
of	  lines	  and	  circles	  (inscribed	  angles,	  central	  
angles,	  tangents,	  secants,	  and	  chords).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4	   Position,	  direction,	  and	  coordinate	  geometry	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.4.a	  

Solve	  problems	  involving	  the	  coordinate	  plane	  
such	  as	  the	  distance	  between	  two	  points,	  the	  
midpoint	  of	  a	  segment,	  or	  slopes	  of	  perpendicular	  
or	  parallel	  lines.	  

0	   80%	   15%	   5%	  

3.4.b	  
Describe	  the	  intersections	  of	  lines	  in	  the	  plane	  
and	  in	  space,	  intersections	  of	  a	  line	  and	  a	  plane,	  or	  
of	  two	  planes	  in	  space.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

3.4.c	   Describe	  or	  identify	  conic	  sections	  and	  other	  
cross	  sections	  of	  solids.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.d	   Represent	  two-‐dimensional	  figures	  algebraically	  
using	  coordinates	  and/or	  equations.	   0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

3.4.e	  
*	  Use	  vectors	  to	  represent	  velocity	  and	  direction;	  
multiply	  a	  vector	  by	  a	  scalar	  and	  add	  vectors	  both	  
algebraically	  and	  graphically.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.f	  
Find	  an	  equation	  of	  a	  circle	  given	  its	  center	  and	  
radius	  and,	  given	  an	  equation	  of	  a	  circle,	  find	  its	  
center	  and	  radius.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

3.4.g	  

*	  Graph	  ellipses	  and	  hyperbolas	  whose	  axes	  are	  
parallel	  to	  the	  coordinate	  axes	  and	  demonstrate	  
understanding	  of	  the	  relationship	  between	  their	  
standard	  algebraic	  form	  and	  their	  graphical	  
characteristics.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.h	   *	  Represent	  situations	  and	  solve	  problems	  
involving	  polar	  coordinates.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  in	  geometry	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.5.a	  
Make,	  test,	  and	  validate	  geometric	  conjectures	  
using	  a	  variety	  of	  methods	  including	  deductive	  
reasoning	  and	  counterexamples.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.b	  
Determine	  the	  role	  of	  hypotheses,	  logical	  
implications,	  and	  conclusion	  in	  proofs	  of	  
geometric	  theorems.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.c	   Analyze	  or	  explain	  a	  geometric	  argument	  by	  
contradiction.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.d	   Analyze	  or	  explain	  a	  geometric	  proof	  of	  the	  
Pythagorean	  theorem.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.e	   Prove	  basic	  theorems	  about	  congruent	  and	  
similar	  triangles	  and	  circles.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4	   Data	  analysis,	  statistics,	  and	  probability	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.1	   Data	  representation	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.1.a	   Read	  or	  interpret	  graphical	  or	  tabular	  
representations	  of	  data.	   0	   65%	   35%	   0%	  

4.1.b	  
For	  a	  given	  set	  of	  data,	  complete	  a	  graph	  and	  solve	  
a	  problem	  using	  the	  data	  in	  the	  graph	  
(histograms,	  scatterplots,	  and	  line	  graphs).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.1.c	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  univariate	  or	  bivariate	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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data.	  

4.1.d	  
Given	  a	  graphical	  or	  tabular	  representation	  of	  a	  
set	  of	  data,	  determine	  whether	  information	  is	  
represented	  effectively	  and	  appropriately.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

4.1.e	   Compare	  and	  contrast	  different	  graphical	  
representations	  of	  univariate	  and	  bivariate	  data.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.1.f	   Organize	  and	  display	  data	  in	  a	  spreadsheet	  in	  
order	  to	  recognize	  patterns	  and	  solve	  problems.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2	   Characteristics	  of	  data	  sets	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.2.a	  

Calculate,	  interpret,	  or	  use	  summary	  statistics	  for	  
distributions	  of	  data	  including	  measures	  of	  typical	  
value	  (mean,	  median),	  position	  (quartiles,	  
percentiles),	  and	  spread	  (range,	  interquartile	  
range,	  variance,	  and	  standard	  deviation).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.b	  
Recognize	  how	  linear	  transformations	  of	  one-‐
variable	  data	  affect	  mean,	  median,	  mode,	  range,	  
interquartile	  range,	  and	  standard	  deviation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.c	  
Determine	  the	  effect	  of	  outliers	  on	  mean,	  median,	  
mode,	  range,	  interquartile	  range,	  or	  standard	  
deviation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.d	  

Compare	  data	  sets	  using	  summary	  statistics	  
(mean,	  median,	  mode,	  range,	  interquartile	  range,	  
or	  standard	  deviation)	  describing	  the	  same	  
characteristic	  for	  two	  different	  populations	  or	  
subsets	  of	  the	  same	  population.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.e	  

Approximate	  a	  trend	  line	  if	  a	  linear	  pattern	  is	  
apparent	  in	  a	  scatterplot	  or	  use	  a	  graphing	  
calculator	  to	  determine	  a	  least-‐squares	  regression	  
line	  and	  use	  the	  line	  or	  equation	  to	  make	  
predictions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.f	  

Recognize	  that	  the	  correlation	  coefficient	  is	  a	  
number	  from	  -‐1	  to	  +1	  that	  measures	  the	  strength	  
of	  the	  linear	  relationship	  between	  two	  variables;	  
visually	  estimate	  the	  correlation	  coefficient	  (e.g.,	  
positive	  or	  negative,	  closer	  to	  0,	  .5,	  or	  1.0)	  of	  a	  
scatterplot.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.g	  
Know	  and	  interpret	  the	  key	  characteristics	  of	  a	  
normal	  distribution	  such	  as	  shape,	  center	  (mean),	  
and	  spread	  (standard	  deviation).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3	   Experiments	  and	  samples	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.3.a	  
Identify	  possible	  sources	  of	  bias	  in	  sample	  
surveys	  and	  describe	  how	  such	  bias	  can	  be	  
controlled	  and	  reduced.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.b	   Recognize	  and	  describe	  a	  method	  to	  select	  a	  
simple	  random	  sample.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.c	  

*	  Draw	  inferences	  from	  samples,	  such	  as	  
estimates	  of	  proportions	  in	  a	  population,	  
estimates	  of	  population	  means,	  or	  decisions	  about	  
differences	  in	  means	  for	  two	  "treatments."	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.d	   Identify	  or	  evaluate	  the	  characteristics	  of	  a	  good	  
survey	  or	  of	  a	  well-‐designed	  experiment.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.e	  
*	  Recognize	  the	  differences	  in	  design	  and	  in	  
conclusions	  between	  randomized	  experiments	  
and	  observational	  studies.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4	   Probability	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
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4.4.a	   Recognize	  whether	  two	  events	  are	  independent	  
or	  dependent.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.b	  
Determine	  the	  theoretical	  probability	  of	  simple	  
and	  compound	  events	  in	  familiar	  or	  unfamiliar	  
contexts.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.c	  
Given	  the	  results	  of	  an	  experiment	  or	  simulation,	  
estimate	  the	  probability	  of	  simple	  or	  compound	  
events	  in	  familiar	  or	  unfamiliar	  contexts.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.d	   Use	  theoretical	  probability	  to	  evaluate	  or	  predict	  
experimental	  outcomes.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.e	  
Determine	  the	  number	  of	  ways	  an	  event	  can	  occur	  
using	  tree	  diagrams,	  formulas	  for	  combinations	  
and	  permutations,	  or	  other	  counting	  techniques.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.h	   Determine	  the	  probability	  of	  independent	  and	  
dependent	  events.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.i	   Determine	  conditional	  probability	  using	  two-‐way	  
tables.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.j	   Interpret	  and	  apply	  probability	  concepts	  to	  
practical	  situations.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.k	   *Use	  the	  binomial	  theorem	  to	  solve	  problems.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  with	  data	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.5.a	  
Identify	  misleading	  uses	  of	  data	  in	  real-‐world	  
settings	  and	  critique	  different	  ways	  of	  presenting	  
and	  using	  information.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.b	  
Distinguish	  relevant	  from	  irrelevant	  information,	  
identify	  missing	  information,	  and	  either	  find	  what	  
is	  needed	  or	  make	  appropriate	  approximations.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.c	  
*Recognize,	  use,	  and	  distinguish	  between	  the	  
processes	  of	  mathematical	  (deterministic)	  and	  
statistical	  modeling.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.d	   Recognize	  when	  arguments	  based	  on	  data	  confuse	  
correlation	  with	  causation.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.e	   *	  Recognize	  and	  explain	  the	  potential	  errors	  
caused	  by	  extrapolating	  from	  data.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5	   Algebra	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.1	   Patterns,	  relations,	  and	  functions	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.1.a	  
Recognize,	  describe,	  or	  extend	  numerical	  
patterns,	  including	  arithmetic	  and	  geometric	  
progressions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.1.b	  
Express	  linear	  and	  exponential	  functions	  in	  
recursive	  and	  explicit	  form	  given	  a	  table,	  verbal	  
description,	  or	  some	  terms	  of	  a	  sequence.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.1.e	  

Identify	  or	  analyze	  distinguishing	  properties	  of	  
linear,	  quadratic,	  rational,	  exponential,	  or	  
*trigonometric	  functions	  from	  tables,	  graphs,	  or	  
equations.	  

0	   70%	   30%	   0%	  

5.1.g	   Determine	  whether	  a	  relation,	  given	  in	  verbal,	  
symbolic,	  tabular,	  or	  graphical	  form,	  is	  a	  function.	   0	   80%	   20%	   0%	  

5.1.h	  
Recognize	  and	  analyze	  the	  general	  forms	  of	  linear,	  
quadratic,	  rational,	  exponential,	  or	  *trigonometric	  
functions.	  

0	   80%	   20%	   0%	  

5.1.i	   Determine	  the	  domain	  and	  range	  of	  functions	  
given	  in	  various	  forms	  and	  contexts.	   2	   70%	   30%	   0%	  
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5.1.j	  
*	  Given	  a	  function,	  determine	  its	  inverse	  if	  it	  exists	  
and	  explain	  the	  contextual	  meaning	  of	  the	  inverse	  
for	  a	  given	  situation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2	   Algebraic	  representations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.2.a	  

Create	  and	  translate	  between	  different	  
representations	  of	  algebraic	  expressions,	  
equations,	  and	  inequalities	  (e.g.,	  linear,	  quadratic,	  
exponential,	  or	  *trigonometric)	  using	  symbols,	  
graphs,	  tables,	  diagrams,	  or	  written	  descriptions.	  

5	   20%	   70%	   10%	  

5.2.b	  

Analyze	  or	  interpret	  relationships	  expressed	  in	  
symbols,	  graphs,	  tables,	  diagrams	  (including	  Venn	  
diagrams),	  or	  written	  descriptions	  and	  evaluate	  
the	  relative	  advantages	  or	  disadvantages	  of	  
different	  representations	  to	  answer	  specific	  
questions.	  

0	   95%	   0%	   5%	  

5.2.d	  
Perform	  or	  interpret	  transformations	  on	  the	  
graphs	  of	  linear,	  quadratic,	  exponential,	  and	  
*trigonometric	  functions.	  

1	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

5.2.e	   Make	  inferences	  or	  predictions	  using	  an	  algebraic	  
model	  of	  a	  situation.	   0	   75%	   25%	   0%	  

5.2.f	  
Given	  a	  real-‐world	  situation,	  determine	  if	  a	  linear,	  
quadratic,	  rational,	  exponential,	  logarithmic,	  or	  
*trigonometric	  function	  fits	  the	  situation.	  

0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

5.2.g	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  exponential	  growth	  and	  
decay.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2.h	   *	  Analyze	  properties	  of	  exponential,	  logarithmic,	  
and	  rational	  functions.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.3	   Variables,	  expressions,	  and	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.3.b	   Write	  algebraic	  expressions,	  equations,	  or	  
inequalities	  to	  represent	  a	  situation.	   0	   20%	   75%	   5%	  

5.3.c	  
Perform	  basic	  operations,	  using	  appropriate	  tools,	  
on	  algebraic	  expressions	  including	  polynomial	  
and	  rational	  expressions.	  

1	   10%	   90%	   0%	  

5.3.d	  
Write	  equivalent	  forms	  of	  algebraic	  expressions,	  
equations,	  or	  inequalities	  to	  represent	  and	  
explain	  mathematical	  relationships.	  

0	   60%	   30%	   10%	  

5.3.e	   Evaluate	  algebraic	  expressions	  including	  
polynomials	  and	  rational	  expressions.	   2	   10%	   90%	   0%	  

5.3.f	  

Use	  function	  notation	  to	  evaluate	  a	  function	  at	  a	  
specified	  point	  in	  its	  domain	  and	  combine	  
functions	  by	  addition,	  subtraction,	  multiplication,	  
division,	  and	  composition.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

5.3.g	   *	  Determine	  the	  sum	  of	  finite	  and	  infinite	  
arithmetic	  and	  geometric	  series.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.3.h	   Use	  basic	  properties	  of	  exponents	  and	  
*logarithms	  to	  solve	  problems.	   9	   25%	   70%	   5%	  

5.4	   Equations	  and	  inequalities	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.4.a	  
Solve	  linear,	  rational,	  or	  quadratic	  equations	  or	  
inequalities,	  including	  those	  involving	  absolute	  
value.	  

2	   25%	   75%	   0%	  

5.4.c	  

Analyze	  situations,	  develop	  mathematical	  models,	  
or	  solve	  problems	  using	  linear,	  quadratic,	  
exponential,	  or	  logarithmic	  equations	  or	  
inequalities	  symbolically	  or	  graphically.	  

0	   50%	   50%	   0%	  
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5.4.d	  

Solve	  (symbolically	  or	  graphically)	  a	  system	  of	  
equations	  or	  inequalities	  and	  recognize	  the	  
relationship	  between	  the	  analytical	  solution	  and	  
graphical	  solution.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.4.e	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  special	  formulas	  such	  
as:	  A	  =	  P(I	  +	  r)t,	  A	  =	  Pert.	   0	   85%	   10%	   5%	  

5.4.f	   Solve	  an	  equation	  or	  formula	  involving	  several	  
variables	  for	  one	  variable	  in	  terms	  of	  the	  others.	   0	   75%	   25%	   0%	  

5.4.g	   Solve	  quadratic	  equations	  with	  complex	  roots.	   0	   95%	   0%	   5%	  

5.5	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  in	  algebra	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.5.a	   Use	  algebraic	  properties	  to	  develop	  a	  valid	  
mathematical	  argument.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.5.b	  
Determine	  the	  role	  of	  hypotheses,	  logical	  
implications,	  and	  conclusions	  in	  algebraic	  
argument.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.5.c	   Explain	  the	  use	  of	  relational	  conjunctions	  (and,	  
or)	  in	  algebraic	  arguments.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

*	  Due	  to	  rounding,	  some	  row	  percentages	  will	  not	  sum	  to	  100%	  	  
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Finite	  Mathematics	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  
(#	  statements	  
excluded	  across	  

packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

1	   Number	  properties	  and	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1	   Number	  sense	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1.d	  
Represent,	  interpret,	  or	  compare	  expressions	  for	  
real	  numbers,	  including	  expressions	  using	  
exponents	  and	  logarithms.	  

11,	  18	   5%	   95%	   0%	  

1.1.f	  
Represent	  or	  interpret	  expressions	  involving	  
very	  large	  or	  very	  small	  numbers	  in	  scientific	  
notation.	  

0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

1.1.g	   Represent,	  interpret,	  or	  compare	  expressions	  or	  
problem	  situations	  involving	  absolute	  values.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.1.i	   Order	  or	  compare	  real	  numbers,	  including	  very	  
large	  and	  very	  small	  real	  numbers.	   6	   40%	   60%	   0%	  

1.2	   Estimation	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.2.b	  

Identify	  situations	  where	  estimation	  is	  
appropriate,	  determine	  the	  needed	  degree	  of	  
accuracy,	  and	  analyze*	  the	  effect	  of	  the	  
estimation	  method	  on	  the	  accuracy	  of	  results.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

1.2.c	  
Verify	  solutions	  or	  determine	  the	  
reasonableness	  of	  results	  in	  a	  variety	  of	  
situations.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

1.2.d	   Estimate	  square	  or	  cube	  roots	  of	  numbers	  less	  
than	  1,000	  between	  two	  whole	  numbers.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.3	   Number	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.3.a	   Find	  integral	  or	  simple	  fractional	  powers	  of	  real	  
numbers.	   0	   60%	   40%	   0%	  

1.3.b	   Perform	  arithmetic	  operations	  with	  real	  
numbers,	  including	  common	  irrational	  numbers.	   14	   0%	   90%	   10%	  

1.3.c	   Perform	  arithmetic	  operations	  with	  expressions	  
involving	  absolute	  value.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.3.d	  

Describe	  the	  effect	  of	  multiplying	  and	  dividing	  
by	  numbers	  including	  the	  effect	  of	  multiplying	  
or	  dividing	  a	  real	  number	  by:	  Zero,	  or	  A	  number	  
less	  than	  zero,	  or	  A	  number	  between	  zero	  and	  
one,	  or	  One,	  or	  A	  number	  greater	  than	  one.	  

0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

1.3.f	   Solve	  application	  problems	  involving	  numbers,	  
including	  rational	  and	  common	  irrationals.	   4	   55%	   40%	   5%	  

1.4	   Ratios	  and	  proportional	  reasoning	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.4.c	   Use	  proportions	  to	  solve	  problems	  (including	  
rates	  of	  change).	   1	   80%	   20%	   0%	  

1.4.d	   Solve	  multistep	  problems	  involving	  percentages,	  
including	  compound	  percentages.	   0	   85%	   15%	   0%	  

1.5	   Properties	  of	  number	  and	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.5.c	   Solve	  problems	  using	  factors,	  multiples,	  or	  
prime	  factorization.	   0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

1.5.d	   Use	  divisibility	  or	  remainders	  in	  problem	  
settings.	   0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

1.5.e	   Apply	  basic	  properties	  of	  operations,	  including	  
conventions	  about	  the	  order	  of	  operations.	   0	   10%	   85%	   5%	  

1.5.f	  

Recognize	  properties	  of	  the	  number	  system	  
(whole	  numbers,	  integers,	  rational	  numbers,	  
real	  numbers,	  and	  complex	  numbers)	  and	  how	  
they	  are	  related	  to	  each	  other,	  and	  identify	  

1,	  4	   80%	   20%	   0%	  
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Finite	  Mathematics	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  
(#	  statements	  
excluded	  across	  

packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

examples	  of	  each	  type	  of	  number.	  

1.6	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  using	  number	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.6.a	  
Give	  a	  mathematical	  argument	  to	  establish	  the	  
validity	  of	  a	  simple	  numerical	  property	  or	  
relationship.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.6.b	   *	  Analyze	  or	  interpret	  a	  proof	  by	  mathematical	  
induction	  of	  a	  simple	  numerical	  relationship.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2	   Measurement	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1	   Measuring	  physical	  attributes	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1.b	   Determine	  the	  effect	  of	  proportions	  and	  scaling	  
on	  length,	  area,	  and	  volume.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.c	   Estimate	  or	  compare	  perimeters	  or	  areas	  of	  two-‐
dimensional	  geometric	  figures.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.d	  
Solve	  problems	  of	  angle	  measure,	  including	  
those	  involving	  triangles	  or	  other	  polygons	  or	  
parallel	  lines	  cut	  by	  a	  transversal.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.f	  
Solve	  problems	  involving	  perimeter	  or	  area	  of	  
plane	  figures	  such	  as	  polygons,	  circles,	  or	  
composite	  figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.h	  
Solve	  problems	  by	  determining,	  estimating,	  or	  
comparing	  volumes	  or	  surface	  areas	  of	  three-‐
dimensional	  figures.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

2.1.i	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  rates	  such	  as	  speed,	  
density,	  population	  density,	  or	  flow	  rates.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2	   Systems	  of	  measurement	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.2.a	  

Recognize	  that	  geometric	  measurements	  
(length,	  area,	  perimeter,	  and	  volume)	  depend	  on	  
the	  choice	  of	  a	  unit,	  and	  apply	  such	  units	  in	  
expressions,	  equations,	  and	  problem	  solutions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.b	  
Solve	  problems	  involving	  conversions	  within	  or	  
between	  measurement	  systems,	  given	  the	  
relationship	  between	  the	  units.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

2.2.d	  

Understand	  that	  numerical	  values	  associated	  
with	  measurements	  of	  physical	  quantities	  are	  
approximate,	  are	  subject	  to	  variation,	  and	  must	  
be	  assigned	  units	  of	  measurement.	  

1	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

2.2.e	  

Determine	  appropriate	  accuracy	  of	  
measurement	  in	  problem	  situations	  (e.g.,	  the	  
accuracy	  of	  measurement	  of	  the	  dimensions	  to	  
obtain	  a	  specified	  accuracy	  of	  area)	  and	  find	  the	  
measure	  to	  that	  degree	  of	  accuracy.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.f	   Construct	  or	  solve	  problems	  involving	  scale	  
drawings.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3	   Measurement	  in	  triangles	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.3.a	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  indirect	  measurement.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.b	  
Solve	  problems	  using	  the	  fact	  that	  trigonometric	  
ratios	  (sine,	  cosine,	  and	  tangent)	  stay	  constant	  
in	  similar	  triangles.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.c	  

Use	  the	  definitions	  of	  sine,	  cosine,	  and	  tangent	  
as	  ratios	  of	  sides	  in	  a	  right	  triangle	  to	  solve	  
problems	  about	  length	  of	  sides	  and	  measure	  of	  
angles.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  
(#	  statements	  
excluded	  across	  

packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

2.3.d	  

Interpret	  and	  use	  the	  identity	  sin2	  q	  +	  cos2	  q	  =	  1	  
for	  angles	  q	  between	  0°	  and	  90°;	  recognize	  this	  
identity	  as	  a	  special	  representation	  of	  the	  
Pythagorean	  theorem.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.e	  
*	  Determine	  the	  radian	  measure	  of	  an	  angle	  and	  
explain	  how	  radian	  measurement	  is	  related	  to	  a	  
circle	  of	  radius	  1.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.f	   *	  Use	  trigonometric	  formulas	  such	  as	  addition	  
and	  double	  angle	  formulas.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.g	   *	  Use	  the	  law	  of	  cosines	  and	  the	  law	  of	  sines	  to	  
find	  unknown	  sides	  and	  angles	  of	  a	  triangle.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3	   Geometry	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1	   Dimension	  and	  shape	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1.c	  
Give	  precise	  mathematical	  descriptions	  or	  
definitions	  of	  geometric	  shapes	  in	  the	  plane	  and	  
in	  three-‐dimensional	  space.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.1.d	  
Draw	  or	  sketch	  from	  a	  written	  description	  plane	  
figures	  and	  planar	  images	  of	  three-‐dimensional	  
figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.1.e	  
Use	  two-‐dimensional	  representations	  of	  three-‐
dimensional	  objects	  to	  visualize	  and	  solve	  
problems.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.1.f	   Analyze	  properties	  of	  three-‐dimensional	  figures	  
including	  spheres	  and	  hemispheres.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2	   Transformation	  of	  shapes	  and	  preservation	  of	  
properties	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.2.a	  
Recognize	  or	  identify	  types	  of	  symmetries	  (e.g.,	  
point,	  line,	  rotational,	  self-‐congruence)	  of	  two-‐	  
and	  three-‐dimensional	  figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.b	  

Give	  or	  recognize	  the	  precise	  mathematical	  
relationship	  (e.g.,	  congruence,	  similarity,	  
orientation)	  between	  a	  figure	  and	  its	  image	  
under	  a	  transformation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.c	  

Perform	  or	  describe	  the	  effect	  of	  a	  single	  
transformation	  on	  two-‐	  and	  three-‐dimensional	  
geometric	  shapes	  (reflections	  across	  lines	  of	  
symmetry,	  rotations,	  translations,	  and	  dilations).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.d	  

Identify	  transformations,	  combinations,	  or	  
subdivisions	  of	  shapes	  that	  preserve	  the	  area	  of	  
two-‐dimensional	  figures	  or	  the	  volume	  of	  three-‐
dimensional	  figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.e	  
Justify	  relationships	  of	  congruence	  and	  
similarity	  and	  apply	  these	  relationships	  using	  
scaling	  and	  proportional	  reasoning.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.g	   Perform	  or	  describe	  the	  effects	  of	  successive	  
transformations.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3	   Relationships	  between	  geometric	  figures	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.3.b	   Apply	  geometric	  properties	  and	  relationships	  to	  
solve	  problems	  in	  two	  and	  three	  dimensions.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3.c	  
Represent	  problem	  situations	  with	  geometric	  
models	  to	  solve	  mathematical	  or	  real-‐world	  
problems.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

3.3.d	   Use	  the	  Pythagorean	  theorem	  to	  solve	  problems	  
in	  two-‐	  or	  three-‐dimensional	  situations.	   0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  
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ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  
(#	  statements	  
excluded	  across	  

packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

3.3.e	  

Recall	  and	  interpret	  definitions	  and	  basic	  
properties	  of	  congruent	  and	  similar	  triangles,	  
circles,	  quadrilaterals,	  polygons,	  parallel,	  
perpendicular	  and	  intersecting	  lines,	  and	  
associated	  angle	  relationships.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3.f	  
Analyze	  properties	  or	  relationships	  of	  triangles,	  
quadrilaterals,	  and	  other	  polygonal	  plane	  
figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3.g	  
Analyze	  properties	  and	  relationships	  of	  parallel,	  
perpendicular,	  or	  intersecting	  lines	  including	  
the	  angle	  relationships	  that	  arise	  in	  these	  cases.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

3.3.h	  

Analyze	  properties	  of	  circles	  and	  the	  
intersections	  of	  lines	  and	  circles	  (inscribed	  
angles,	  central	  angles,	  tangents,	  secants,	  and	  
chords).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4	   Position,	  direction,	  and	  coordinate	  geometry	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.4.a	  

Solve	  problems	  involving	  the	  coordinate	  plane	  
such	  as	  the	  distance	  between	  two	  points,	  the	  
midpoint	  of	  a	  segment,	  or	  slopes	  of	  
perpendicular	  or	  parallel	  lines.	  

0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

3.4.b	  
Describe	  the	  intersections	  of	  lines	  in	  the	  plane	  
and	  in	  space,	  intersections	  of	  a	  line	  and	  a	  plane,	  
or	  of	  two	  planes	  in	  space.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.c	   Describe	  or	  identify	  conic	  sections	  and	  other	  
cross	  sections	  of	  solids.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.d	   Represent	  two-‐dimensional	  figures	  algebraically	  
using	  coordinates	  and/or	  equations.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.e	  
*	  Use	  vectors	  to	  represent	  velocity	  and	  
direction;	  multiply	  a	  vector	  by	  a	  scalar	  and	  add	  
vectors	  both	  algebraically	  and	  graphically.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.f	  
Find	  an	  equation	  of	  a	  circle	  given	  its	  center	  and	  
radius	  and,	  given	  an	  equation	  of	  a	  circle,	  find	  its	  
center	  and	  radius.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

3.4.g	  

*	  Graph	  ellipses	  and	  hyperbolas	  whose	  axes	  are	  
parallel	  to	  the	  coordinate	  axes	  and	  demonstrate	  
understanding	  of	  the	  relationship	  between	  their	  
standard	  algebraic	  form	  and	  their	  graphical	  
characteristics.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.h	   *	  Represent	  situations	  and	  solve	  problems	  
involving	  polar	  coordinates.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  in	  geometry	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.5.a	  
Make,	  test,	  and	  validate	  geometric	  conjectures	  
using	  a	  variety	  of	  methods	  including	  deductive	  
reasoning	  and	  counterexamples.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.b	  
Determine	  the	  role	  of	  hypotheses,	  logical	  
implications,	  and	  conclusion	  in	  proofs	  of	  
geometric	  theorems.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.c	   Analyze	  or	  explain	  a	  geometric	  argument	  by	  
contradiction.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.d	   Analyze	  or	  explain	  a	  geometric	  proof	  of	  the	  
Pythagorean	  theorem.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.e	   Prove	  basic	  theorems	  about	  congruent	  and	  
similar	  triangles	  and	  circles.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4	   Data	  analysis,	  statistics,	  and	  probability	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.1	   Data	  representation	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
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ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  
(#	  statements	  
excluded	  across	  

packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings	  
/#packets)	  

Pre	  
((#Pre+#Pre-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#	  packets)	  

4.1.a	   Read	  or	  interpret	  graphical	  or	  tabular	  
representations	  of	  data.	   0	   45%	   55%	   0%	  

4.1.b	  
For	  a	  given	  set	  of	  data,	  complete	  a	  graph	  and	  
solve	  a	  problem	  using	  the	  data	  in	  the	  graph	  
(histograms,	  scatterplots,	  and	  line	  graphs).	  

0	   90%	   5%	   5%	  

4.1.c	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  univariate	  or	  bivariate	  
data.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.1.d	  
Given	  a	  graphical	  or	  tabular	  representation	  of	  a	  
set	  of	  data,	  determine	  whether	  information	  is	  
represented	  effectively	  and	  appropriately.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.1.e	   Compare	  and	  contrast	  different	  graphical	  
representations	  of	  univariate	  and	  bivariate	  data.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.1.f	   Organize	  and	  display	  data	  in	  a	  spreadsheet	  in	  
order	  to	  recognize	  patterns	  and	  solve	  problems.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2	   Characteristics	  of	  data	  sets	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.2.a	  

Calculate,	  interpret,	  or	  use	  summary	  statistics	  
for	  distributions	  of	  data	  including	  measures	  of	  
typical	  value	  (mean,	  median),	  position	  
(quartiles,	  percentiles),	  and	  spread	  (range,	  
interquartile	  range,	  variance,	  and	  standard	  
deviation).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.b	  
Recognize	  how	  linear	  transformations	  of	  one-‐
variable	  data	  affect	  mean,	  median,	  mode,	  range,	  
interquartile	  range,	  and	  standard	  deviation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.c	  
Determine	  the	  effect	  of	  outliers	  on	  mean,	  
median,	  mode,	  range,	  interquartile	  range,	  or	  
standard	  deviation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.d	  

Compare	  data	  sets	  using	  summary	  statistics	  
(mean,	  median,	  mode,	  range,	  interquartile	  
range,	  or	  standard	  deviation)	  describing	  the	  
same	  characteristic	  for	  two	  different	  
populations	  or	  subsets	  of	  the	  same	  population.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.e	  

Approximate	  a	  trend	  line	  if	  a	  linear	  pattern	  is	  
apparent	  in	  a	  scatterplot	  or	  use	  a	  graphing	  
calculator	  to	  determine	  a	  least-‐squares	  
regression	  line	  and	  use	  the	  line	  or	  equation	  to	  
make	  predictions.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

4.2.f	  

Recognize	  that	  the	  correlation	  coefficient	  is	  a	  
number	  from	  -‐1	  to	  +1	  that	  measures	  the	  
strength	  of	  the	  linear	  relationship	  between	  two	  
variables;	  visually	  estimate	  the	  correlation	  
coefficient	  (e.g.,	  positive	  or	  negative,	  closer	  to	  0,	  
.5,	  or	  1.0)	  of	  a	  scatterplot.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.g	  
Know	  and	  interpret	  the	  key	  characteristics	  of	  a	  
normal	  distribution	  such	  as	  shape,	  center	  
(mean),	  and	  spread	  (standard	  deviation).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3	   Experiments	  and	  samples	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.3.a	  
Identify	  possible	  sources	  of	  bias	  in	  sample	  
surveys	  and	  describe	  how	  such	  bias	  can	  be	  
controlled	  and	  reduced.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.b	   Recognize	  and	  describe	  a	  method	  to	  select	  a	  
simple	  random	  sample.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.c	  

*	  Draw	  inferences	  from	  samples,	  such	  as	  
estimates	  of	  proportions	  in	  a	  population,	  
estimates	  of	  population	  means,	  or	  decisions	  
about	  differences	  in	  means	  for	  two	  "treatments."	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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4.3.d	   Identify	  or	  evaluate	  the	  characteristics	  of	  a	  good	  
survey	  or	  of	  a	  well-‐designed	  experiment.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.e	  
*	  Recognize	  the	  differences	  in	  design	  and	  in	  
conclusions	  between	  randomized	  experiments	  
and	  observational	  studies.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4	   Probability	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.4.a	   Recognize	  whether	  two	  events	  are	  independent	  
or	  dependent.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.b	  
Determine	  the	  theoretical	  probability	  of	  simple	  
and	  compound	  events	  in	  familiar	  or	  unfamiliar	  
contexts.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.c	  
Given	  the	  results	  of	  an	  experiment	  or	  simulation,	  
estimate	  the	  probability	  of	  simple	  or	  compound	  
events	  in	  familiar	  or	  unfamiliar	  contexts.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.d	   Use	  theoretical	  probability	  to	  evaluate	  or	  predict	  
experimental	  outcomes.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.e	  

Determine	  the	  number	  of	  ways	  an	  event	  can	  
occur	  using	  tree	  diagrams,	  formulas	  for	  
combinations	  and	  permutations,	  or	  other	  
counting	  techniques.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.h	   Determine	  the	  probability	  of	  independent	  and	  
dependent	  events.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.i	   Determine	  conditional	  probability	  using	  two-‐
way	  tables.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.j	   Interpret	  and	  apply	  probability	  concepts	  to	  
practical	  situations.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.k	   *Use	  the	  binomial	  theorem	  to	  solve	  problems.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  with	  data	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.5.a	  
Identify	  misleading	  uses	  of	  data	  in	  real-‐world	  
settings	  and	  critique	  different	  ways	  of	  
presenting	  and	  using	  information.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.b	  

Distinguish	  relevant	  from	  irrelevant	  
information,	  identify	  missing	  information,	  and	  
either	  find	  what	  is	  needed	  or	  make	  appropriate	  
approximations.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.c	  
*Recognize,	  use,	  and	  distinguish	  between	  the	  
processes	  of	  mathematical	  (deterministic)	  and	  
statistical	  modeling.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.d	   Recognize	  when	  arguments	  based	  on	  data	  
confuse	  correlation	  with	  causation.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.e	   *	  Recognize	  and	  explain	  the	  potential	  errors	  
caused	  by	  extrapolating	  from	  data.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5	   Algebra	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.1	   Patterns,	  relations,	  and	  functions	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.1.a	  
Recognize,	  describe,	  or	  extend	  numerical	  
patterns,	  including	  arithmetic	  and	  geometric	  
progressions.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

5.1.b	  
Express	  linear	  and	  exponential	  functions	  in	  
recursive	  and	  explicit	  form	  given	  a	  table,	  verbal	  
description,	  or	  some	  terms	  of	  a	  sequence.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

5.1.e	  

Identify	  or	  analyze	  distinguishing	  properties	  of	  
linear,	  quadratic,	  rational,	  exponential,	  or	  
*trigonometric	  functions	  from	  tables,	  graphs,	  or	  
equations.	  

0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

5.1.g	   Determine	  whether	  a	  relation,	  given	  in	  verbal,	  
symbolic,	  tabular,	  or	  graphical	  form,	  is	  a	   0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  
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function.	  

5.1.h	  
Recognize	  and	  analyze	  the	  general	  forms	  of	  
linear,	  quadratic,	  rational,	  exponential,	  or	  
*trigonometric	  functions.	  

0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

5.1.i	   Determine	  the	  domain	  and	  range	  of	  functions	  
given	  in	  various	  forms	  and	  contexts.	   0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

5.1.j	  
*	  Given	  a	  function,	  determine	  its	  inverse	  if	  it	  
exists	  and	  explain	  the	  contextual	  meaning	  of	  the	  
inverse	  for	  a	  given	  situation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2	   Algebraic	  representations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.2.a	  

Create	  and	  translate	  between	  different	  
representations	  of	  algebraic	  expressions,	  
equations,	  and	  inequalities	  (e.g.,	  linear,	  
quadratic,	  exponential,	  or	  *trigonometric)	  using	  
symbols,	  graphs,	  tables,	  diagrams,	  or	  written	  
descriptions.	  

2	   80%	   20%	   0%	  

5.2.b	  

Analyze	  or	  interpret	  relationships	  expressed	  in	  
symbols,	  graphs,	  tables,	  diagrams	  (including	  
Venn	  diagrams),	  or	  written	  descriptions	  and	  
evaluate	  the	  relative	  advantages	  or	  
disadvantages	  of	  different	  representations	  to	  
answer	  specific	  questions.	  

2	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

5.2.d	  
Perform	  or	  interpret	  transformations	  on	  the	  
graphs	  of	  linear,	  quadratic,	  exponential,	  and	  
*trigonometric	  functions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2.e	   Make	  inferences	  or	  predictions	  using	  an	  
algebraic	  model	  of	  a	  situation.	   0	   80%	   20%	   0%	  

5.2.f	  

Given	  a	  real-‐world	  situation,	  determine	  if	  a	  
linear,	  quadratic,	  rational,	  exponential,	  
logarithmic,	  or	  *trigonometric	  function	  fits	  the	  
situation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2.g	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  exponential	  growth	  
and	  decay.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2.h	   *	  Analyze	  properties	  of	  exponential,	  logarithmic,	  
and	  rational	  functions.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.3	   Variables,	  expressions,	  and	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.3.b	   Write	  algebraic	  expressions,	  equations,	  or	  
inequalities	  to	  represent	  a	  situation.	   0	   60%	   40%	   0%	  

5.3.c	  
Perform	  basic	  operations,	  using	  appropriate	  
tools,	  on	  algebraic	  expressions	  including	  
polynomial	  and	  rational	  expressions.	  

2	   65%	   30%	   5%	  

5.3.d	  
Write	  equivalent	  forms	  of	  algebraic	  expressions,	  
equations,	  or	  inequalities	  to	  represent	  and	  
explain	  mathematical	  relationships.	  

0	   75%	   25%	   0%	  

5.3.e	   Evaluate	  algebraic	  expressions	  including	  
polynomials	  and	  rational	  expressions.	   2,	  3	   55%	   45%	   0%	  

5.3.f	  

Use	  function	  notation	  to	  evaluate	  a	  function	  at	  a	  
specified	  point	  in	  its	  domain	  and	  combine	  
functions	  by	  addition,	  subtraction,	  
multiplication,	  division,	  and	  composition.	  

2	   85%	   15%	   0%	  

5.3.g	   *	  Determine	  the	  sum	  of	  finite	  and	  infinite	  
arithmetic	  and	  geometric	  series.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.3.h	   Use	  basic	  properties	  of	  exponents	  and	  
*logarithms	  to	  solve	  problems.	   0	   95%	   0%	   5%	  

5.4	   Equations	  and	  inequalities	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
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5.4.a	  
Solve	  linear,	  rational,	  or	  quadratic	  equations	  or	  
inequalities,	  including	  those	  involving	  absolute	  
value.	  

5	   75%	   25%	   0%	  

5.4.c	  

Analyze	  situations,	  develop	  mathematical	  
models,	  or	  solve	  problems	  using	  linear,	  
quadratic,	  exponential,	  or	  logarithmic	  equations	  
or	  inequalities	  symbolically	  or	  graphically.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

5.4.d	  

Solve	  (symbolically	  or	  graphically)	  a	  system	  of	  
equations	  or	  inequalities	  and	  recognize	  the	  
relationship	  between	  the	  analytical	  solution	  and	  
graphical	  solution.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

5.4.e	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  special	  formulas	  such	  
as:	  A	  =	  P(I	  +	  r)t,	  A	  =	  Pert.	   0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

5.4.f	   Solve	  an	  equation	  or	  formula	  involving	  several	  
variables	  for	  one	  variable	  in	  terms	  of	  the	  others.	   0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

5.4.g	   Solve	  quadratic	  equations	  with	  complex	  roots.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.5	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  in	  algebra	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.5.a	   Use	  algebraic	  properties	  to	  develop	  a	  valid	  
mathematical	  argument.	   0	   90%	   5%	   5%	  

5.5.b	  
Determine	  the	  role	  of	  hypotheses,	  logical	  
implications,	  and	  conclusions	  in	  algebraic	  
argument.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.5.c	   Explain	  the	  use	  of	  relational	  conjunctions	  (and,	  
or)	  in	  algebraic	  arguments.	   0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

Due	  to	  rounding,	  some	  row	  percentages	  will	  not	  sum	  to	  100%	  	  
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ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings/	  
#packets)	  

App	  
((#App+#App-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/	  

#packets)	  

1	   Number	  properties	  and	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1	   Number	  sense	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1.d	  
Represent,	  interpret,	  or	  compare	  expressions	  for	  
real	  numbers,	  including	  expressions	  using	  
exponents	  and	  logarithms.	  

10,	  16	   5%	   85%	   10%	  

1.1.f	  
Represent	  or	  interpret	  expressions	  involving	  
very	  large	  or	  very	  small	  numbers	  in	  scientific	  
notation.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

1.1.g	   Represent,	  interpret,	  or	  compare	  expressions	  or	  
problem	  situations	  involving	  absolute	  values.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.1.i	   Order	  or	  compare	  real	  numbers,	  including	  very	  
large	  and	  very	  small	  real	  numbers.	   7	   40%	   60%	   0%	  

1.2	   Estimation	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.2.b	  

Identify	  situations	  where	  estimation	  is	  
appropriate,	  determine	  the	  needed	  degree	  of	  
accuracy,	  and	  analyze*	  the	  effect	  of	  the	  
estimation	  method	  on	  the	  accuracy	  of	  results.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.2.c	  
Verify	  solutions	  or	  determine	  the	  
reasonableness	  of	  results	  in	  a	  variety	  of	  
situations.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.2.d	   Estimate	  square	  or	  cube	  roots	  of	  numbers	  less	  
than	  1,000	  between	  two	  whole	  numbers.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.3	   Number	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.3.a	   Find	  integral	  or	  simple	  fractional	  powers	  of	  real	  
numbers.	   0	   75%	   25%	   0%	  

1.3.b	   Perform	  arithmetic	  operations	  with	  real	  
numbers,	  including	  common	  irrational	  numbers.	   12	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

1.3.c	   Perform	  arithmetic	  operations	  with	  expressions	  
involving	  absolute	  value.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.3.d	  

Describe	  the	  effect	  of	  multiplying	  and	  dividing	  
by	  numbers	  including	  the	  effect	  of	  multiplying	  or	  
dividing	  a	  real	  number	  by:	  Zero,	  or	  A	  number	  
less	  than	  zero,	  or	  A	  number	  between	  zero	  and	  
one,	  or	  One,	  or	  A	  number	  greater	  than	  one.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.3.f	   Solve	  application	  problems	  involving	  numbers,	  
including	  rational	  and	  common	  irrationals.	   1,	  6	   30%	   40%	   30%	  

1.4	   Ratios	  and	  proportional	  reasoning	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.4.c	   Use	  proportions	  to	  solve	  problems	  (including	  
rates	  of	  change).	   2	   45%	   30%	   25%	  

1.4.d	   Solve	  multistep	  problems	  involving	  percentages,	  
including	  compound	  percentages.	   0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

1.5	   Properties	  of	  number	  and	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.5.c	   Solve	  problems	  using	  factors,	  multiples,	  or	  prime	  
factorization.	   0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

1.5.d	   Use	  divisibility	  or	  remainders	  in	  problem	  
settings.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.5.e	   Apply	  basic	  properties	  of	  operations,	  including	  
conventions	  about	  the	  order	  of	  operations.	   0	   20%	   80%	   0%	  
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1.5.f	  

Recognize	  properties	  of	  the	  number	  system	  
(whole	  numbers,	  integers,	  rational	  numbers,	  real	  
numbers,	  and	  complex	  numbers)	  and	  how	  they	  
are	  related	  to	  each	  other,	  and	  identify	  examples	  
of	  each	  type	  of	  number.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.6	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  using	  number	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.6.a	  
Give	  a	  mathematical	  argument	  to	  establish	  the	  
validity	  of	  a	  simple	  numerical	  property	  or	  
relationship.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.6.b	   *	  Analyze	  or	  interpret	  a	  proof	  by	  mathematical	  
induction	  of	  a	  simple	  numerical	  relationship.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2	   Measurement	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1	   Measuring	  physical	  attributes	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1.b	   Determine	  the	  effect	  of	  proportions	  and	  scaling	  
on	  length,	  area,	  and	  volume.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.c	   Estimate	  or	  compare	  perimeters	  or	  areas	  of	  two-‐
dimensional	  geometric	  figures.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.d	  
Solve	  problems	  of	  angle	  measure,	  including	  
those	  involving	  triangles	  or	  other	  polygons	  or	  
parallel	  lines	  cut	  by	  a	  transversal.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.f	  
Solve	  problems	  involving	  perimeter	  or	  area	  of	  
plane	  figures	  such	  as	  polygons,	  circles,	  or	  
composite	  figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.h	  
Solve	  problems	  by	  determining,	  estimating,	  or	  
comparing	  volumes	  or	  surface	  areas	  of	  three-‐
dimensional	  figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.1.i	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  rates	  such	  as	  speed,	  
density,	  population	  density,	  or	  flow	  rates.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2	   Systems	  of	  measurement	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.2.a	  

Recognize	  that	  geometric	  measurements	  (length,	  
area,	  perimeter,	  and	  volume)	  depend	  on	  the	  
choice	  of	  a	  unit,	  and	  apply	  such	  units	  in	  
expressions,	  equations,	  and	  problem	  solutions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.b	  
Solve	  problems	  involving	  conversions	  within	  or	  
between	  measurement	  systems,	  given	  the	  
relationship	  between	  the	  units.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.d	  

Understand	  that	  numerical	  values	  associated	  
with	  measurements	  of	  physical	  quantities	  are	  
approximate,	  are	  subject	  to	  variation,	  and	  must	  
be	  assigned	  units	  of	  measurement.	  

0	   95%	   0%	   5%	  

2.2.e	  

Determine	  appropriate	  accuracy	  of	  
measurement	  in	  problem	  situations	  (e.g.,	  the	  
accuracy	  of	  measurement	  of	  the	  dimensions	  to	  
obtain	  a	  specified	  accuracy	  of	  area)	  and	  find	  the	  
measure	  to	  that	  degree	  of	  accuracy.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.f	   Construct	  or	  solve	  problems	  involving	  scale	  
drawings.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3	   Measurement	  in	  triangles	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.3.a	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  indirect	  measurement.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.b	  
Solve	  problems	  using	  the	  fact	  that	  trigonometric	  
ratios	  (sine,	  cosine,	  and	  tangent)	  stay	  constant	  in	  
similar	  triangles.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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2.3.c	  

Use	  the	  definitions	  of	  sine,	  cosine,	  and	  tangent	  as	  
ratios	  of	  sides	  in	  a	  right	  triangle	  to	  solve	  
problems	  about	  length	  of	  sides	  and	  measure	  of	  
angles.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.d	  

Interpret	  and	  use	  the	  identity	  sin2	  q	  +	  cos2	  q	  =	  1	  
for	  angles	  q	  between	  0°	  and	  90°;	  recognize	  this	  
identity	  as	  a	  special	  representation	  of	  the	  
Pythagorean	  theorem.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.e	  
*	  Determine	  the	  radian	  measure	  of	  an	  angle	  and	  
explain	  how	  radian	  measurement	  is	  related	  to	  a	  
circle	  of	  radius	  1.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.f	   *	  Use	  trigonometric	  formulas	  such	  as	  addition	  
and	  double	  angle	  formulas.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3.g	   *	  Use	  the	  law	  of	  cosines	  and	  the	  law	  of	  sines	  to	  
find	  unknown	  sides	  and	  angles	  of	  a	  triangle.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3	   Geometry	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1	   Dimension	  and	  shape	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1.c	  
Give	  precise	  mathematical	  descriptions	  or	  
definitions	  of	  geometric	  shapes	  in	  the	  plane	  and	  
in	  three-‐dimensional	  space.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.1.d	  
Draw	  or	  sketch	  from	  a	  written	  description	  plane	  
figures	  and	  planar	  images	  of	  three-‐dimensional	  
figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.1.e	  
Use	  two-‐dimensional	  representations	  of	  three-‐
dimensional	  objects	  to	  visualize	  and	  solve	  
problems.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.1.f	   Analyze	  properties	  of	  three-‐dimensional	  figures	  
including	  spheres	  and	  hemispheres.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2	   Transformation	  of	  shapes	  and	  preservation	  of	  
properties	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.2.a	  
Recognize	  or	  identify	  types	  of	  symmetries	  (e.g.,	  
point,	  line,	  rotational,	  self-‐congruence)	  of	  two-‐	  
and	  three-‐dimensional	  figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.b	  

Give	  or	  recognize	  the	  precise	  mathematical	  
relationship	  (e.g.,	  congruence,	  similarity,	  
orientation)	  between	  a	  figure	  and	  its	  image	  
under	  a	  transformation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.c	  

Perform	  or	  describe	  the	  effect	  of	  a	  single	  
transformation	  on	  two-‐	  and	  three-‐dimensional	  
geometric	  shapes	  (reflections	  across	  lines	  of	  
symmetry,	  rotations,	  translations,	  and	  dilations).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.d	  

Identify	  transformations,	  combinations,	  or	  
subdivisions	  of	  shapes	  that	  preserve	  the	  area	  of	  
two-‐dimensional	  figures	  or	  the	  volume	  of	  three-‐
dimensional	  figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.e	  
Justify	  relationships	  of	  congruence	  and	  similarity	  
and	  apply	  these	  relationships	  using	  scaling	  and	  
proportional	  reasoning.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.g	   Perform	  or	  describe	  the	  effects	  of	  successive	  
transformations.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3	   Relationships	  between	  geometric	  figures	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.3.b	   Apply	  geometric	  properties	  and	  relationships	  to	  
solve	  problems	  in	  two	  and	  three	  dimensions.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3.c	  
Represent	  problem	  situations	  with	  geometric	  
models	  to	  solve	  mathematical	  or	  real-‐world	  
problems.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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3.3.d	   Use	  the	  Pythagorean	  theorem	  to	  solve	  problems	  
in	  two-‐	  or	  three-‐dimensional	  situations.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3.e	  

Recall	  and	  interpret	  definitions	  and	  basic	  
properties	  of	  congruent	  and	  similar	  triangles,	  
circles,	  quadrilaterals,	  polygons,	  parallel,	  
perpendicular	  and	  intersecting	  lines,	  and	  
associated	  angle	  relationships.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3.f	  
Analyze	  properties	  or	  relationships	  of	  triangles,	  
quadrilaterals,	  and	  other	  polygonal	  plane	  
figures.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3.g	  
Analyze	  properties	  and	  relationships	  of	  parallel,	  
perpendicular,	  or	  intersecting	  lines	  including	  the	  
angle	  relationships	  that	  arise	  in	  these	  cases.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3.h	  

Analyze	  properties	  of	  circles	  and	  the	  
intersections	  of	  lines	  and	  circles	  (inscribed	  
angles,	  central	  angles,	  tangents,	  secants,	  and	  
chords).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4	   Position,	  direction,	  and	  coordinate	  geometry	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.4.a	  

Solve	  problems	  involving	  the	  coordinate	  plane	  
such	  as	  the	  distance	  between	  two	  points,	  the	  
midpoint	  of	  a	  segment,	  or	  slopes	  of	  
perpendicular	  or	  parallel	  lines.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.b	  
Describe	  the	  intersections	  of	  lines	  in	  the	  plane	  
and	  in	  space,	  intersections	  of	  a	  line	  and	  a	  plane,	  
or	  of	  two	  planes	  in	  space.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.c	   Describe	  or	  identify	  conic	  sections	  and	  other	  
cross	  sections	  of	  solids.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.d	   Represent	  two-‐dimensional	  figures	  algebraically	  
using	  coordinates	  and/or	  equations.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.e	  
*	  Use	  vectors	  to	  represent	  velocity	  and	  direction;	  
multiply	  a	  vector	  by	  a	  scalar	  and	  add	  vectors	  
both	  algebraically	  and	  graphically.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.f	  
Find	  an	  equation	  of	  a	  circle	  given	  its	  center	  and	  
radius	  and,	  given	  an	  equation	  of	  a	  circle,	  find	  its	  
center	  and	  radius.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.g	  

*	  Graph	  ellipses	  and	  hyperbolas	  whose	  axes	  are	  
parallel	  to	  the	  coordinate	  axes	  and	  demonstrate	  
understanding	  of	  the	  relationship	  between	  their	  
standard	  algebraic	  form	  and	  their	  graphical	  
characteristics.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.4.h	   *	  Represent	  situations	  and	  solve	  problems	  
involving	  polar	  coordinates.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  in	  geometry	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.5.a	  
Make,	  test,	  and	  validate	  geometric	  conjectures	  
using	  a	  variety	  of	  methods	  including	  deductive	  
reasoning	  and	  counterexamples.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.b	  
Determine	  the	  role	  of	  hypotheses,	  logical	  
implications,	  and	  conclusion	  in	  proofs	  of	  
geometric	  theorems.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.c	   Analyze	  or	  explain	  a	  geometric	  argument	  by	  
contradiction.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.d	   Analyze	  or	  explain	  a	  geometric	  proof	  of	  the	  
Pythagorean	  theorem.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.5.e	   Prove	  basic	  theorems	  about	  congruent	  and	  
similar	  triangles	  and	  circles.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4	   Data	  analysis,	  statistics,	  and	  probability	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
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4.1	   Data	  representation	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.1.a	   Read	  or	  interpret	  graphical	  or	  tabular	  
representations	  of	  data.	   0	   40%	   50%	   10%	  

4.1.b	  
For	  a	  given	  set	  of	  data,	  complete	  a	  graph	  and	  
solve	  a	  problem	  using	  the	  data	  in	  the	  graph	  
(histograms,	  scatterplots,	  and	  line	  graphs).	  

1	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

4.1.c	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  univariate	  or	  bivariate	  
data.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.1.d	  
Given	  a	  graphical	  or	  tabular	  representation	  of	  a	  
set	  of	  data,	  determine	  whether	  information	  is	  
represented	  effectively	  and	  appropriately.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.1.e	   Compare	  and	  contrast	  different	  graphical	  
representations	  of	  univariate	  and	  bivariate	  data.	   0	   95%	   0%	   5%	  

4.1.f	   Organize	  and	  display	  data	  in	  a	  spreadsheet	  in	  
order	  to	  recognize	  patterns	  and	  solve	  problems.	   0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

4.2	   Characteristics	  of	  data	  sets	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.2.a	  

Calculate,	  interpret,	  or	  use	  summary	  statistics	  
for	  distributions	  of	  data	  including	  measures	  of	  
typical	  value	  (mean,	  median),	  position	  (quartiles,	  
percentiles),	  and	  spread	  (range,	  interquartile	  
range,	  variance,	  and	  standard	  deviation).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.b	  
Recognize	  how	  linear	  transformations	  of	  one-‐
variable	  data	  affect	  mean,	  median,	  mode,	  range,	  
interquartile	  range,	  and	  standard	  deviation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.c	  
Determine	  the	  effect	  of	  outliers	  on	  mean,	  
median,	  mode,	  range,	  interquartile	  range,	  or	  
standard	  deviation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.d	  

Compare	  data	  sets	  using	  summary	  statistics	  
(mean,	  median,	  mode,	  range,	  interquartile	  range,	  
or	  standard	  deviation)	  describing	  the	  same	  
characteristic	  for	  two	  different	  populations	  or	  
subsets	  of	  the	  same	  population.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.e	  

Approximate	  a	  trend	  line	  if	  a	  linear	  pattern	  is	  
apparent	  in	  a	  scatterplot	  or	  use	  a	  graphing	  
calculator	  to	  determine	  a	  least-‐squares	  
regression	  line	  and	  use	  the	  line	  or	  equation	  to	  
make	  predictions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.f	  

Recognize	  that	  the	  correlation	  coefficient	  is	  a	  
number	  from	  -‐1	  to	  +1	  that	  measures	  the	  strength	  
of	  the	  linear	  relationship	  between	  two	  variables;	  
visually	  estimate	  the	  correlation	  coefficient	  (e.g.,	  
positive	  or	  negative,	  closer	  to	  0,	  .5,	  or	  1.0)	  of	  a	  
scatterplot.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.2.g	  
Know	  and	  interpret	  the	  key	  characteristics	  of	  a	  
normal	  distribution	  such	  as	  shape,	  center	  
(mean),	  and	  spread	  (standard	  deviation).	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3	   Experiments	  and	  samples	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.3.a	  
Identify	  possible	  sources	  of	  bias	  in	  sample	  
surveys	  and	  describe	  how	  such	  bias	  can	  be	  
controlled	  and	  reduced.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.b	   Recognize	  and	  describe	  a	  method	  to	  select	  a	  
simple	  random	  sample.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.c	  

*	  Draw	  inferences	  from	  samples,	  such	  as	  
estimates	  of	  proportions	  in	  a	  population,	  
estimates	  of	  population	  means,	  or	  decisions	  
about	  differences	  in	  means	  for	  two	  "treatments."	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings/	  
#packets)	  

App	  
((#App+#App-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/	  

#packets)	  

4.3.d	   Identify	  or	  evaluate	  the	  characteristics	  of	  a	  good	  
survey	  or	  of	  a	  well-‐designed	  experiment.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.3.e	  
*	  Recognize	  the	  differences	  in	  design	  and	  in	  
conclusions	  between	  randomized	  experiments	  
and	  observational	  studies.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4	   Probability	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.4.a	   Recognize	  whether	  two	  events	  are	  independent	  
or	  dependent.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.b	  
Determine	  the	  theoretical	  probability	  of	  simple	  
and	  compound	  events	  in	  familiar	  or	  unfamiliar	  
contexts.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.c	  
Given	  the	  results	  of	  an	  experiment	  or	  simulation,	  
estimate	  the	  probability	  of	  simple	  or	  compound	  
events	  in	  familiar	  or	  unfamiliar	  contexts.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.d	   Use	  theoretical	  probability	  to	  evaluate	  or	  predict	  
experimental	  outcomes.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.e	  

Determine	  the	  number	  of	  ways	  an	  event	  can	  
occur	  using	  tree	  diagrams,	  formulas	  for	  
combinations	  and	  permutations,	  or	  other	  
counting	  techniques.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.h	   Determine	  the	  probability	  of	  independent	  and	  
dependent	  events.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.i	   Determine	  conditional	  probability	  using	  two-‐
way	  tables.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.j	   Interpret	  and	  apply	  probability	  concepts	  to	  
practical	  situations.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.4.k	   *Use	  the	  binomial	  theorem	  to	  solve	  problems.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  with	  data	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

4.5.a	  
Identify	  misleading	  uses	  of	  data	  in	  real-‐world	  
settings	  and	  critique	  different	  ways	  of	  
presenting	  and	  using	  information.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.b	  

Distinguish	  relevant	  from	  irrelevant	  information,	  
identify	  missing	  information,	  and	  either	  find	  
what	  is	  needed	  or	  make	  appropriate	  
approximations.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.c	  
*Recognize,	  use,	  and	  distinguish	  between	  the	  
processes	  of	  mathematical	  (deterministic)	  and	  
statistical	  modeling.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.d	   Recognize	  when	  arguments	  based	  on	  data	  
confuse	  correlation	  with	  causation.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

4.5.e	   *	  Recognize	  and	  explain	  the	  potential	  errors	  
caused	  by	  extrapolating	  from	  data.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5	   Algebra	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.1	   Patterns,	  relations,	  and	  functions	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.1.a	  
Recognize,	  describe,	  or	  extend	  numerical	  
patterns,	  including	  arithmetic	  and	  geometric	  
progressions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.1.b	  
Express	  linear	  and	  exponential	  functions	  in	  
recursive	  and	  explicit	  form	  given	  a	  table,	  verbal	  
description,	  or	  some	  terms	  of	  a	  sequence.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.1.e	  

Identify	  or	  analyze	  distinguishing	  properties	  of	  
linear,	  quadratic,	  rational,	  exponential,	  or	  
*trigonometric	  functions	  from	  tables,	  graphs,	  or	  
equations.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings/	  
#packets)	  

App	  
((#App+#App-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/	  

#packets)	  

5.1.g	  
Determine	  whether	  a	  relation,	  given	  in	  verbal,	  
symbolic,	  tabular,	  or	  graphical	  form,	  is	  a	  
function.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.1.h	  
Recognize	  and	  analyze	  the	  general	  forms	  of	  
linear,	  quadratic,	  rational,	  exponential,	  or	  
*trigonometric	  functions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.1.i	   Determine	  the	  domain	  and	  range	  of	  functions	  
given	  in	  various	  forms	  and	  contexts.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.1.j	  
*	  Given	  a	  function,	  determine	  its	  inverse	  if	  it	  
exists	  and	  explain	  the	  contextual	  meaning	  of	  the	  
inverse	  for	  a	  given	  situation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2	   Algebraic	  representations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.2.a	  

Create	  and	  translate	  between	  different	  
representations	  of	  algebraic	  expressions,	  
equations,	  and	  inequalities	  (e.g.,	  linear,	  
quadratic,	  exponential,	  or	  *trigonometric)	  using	  
symbols,	  graphs,	  tables,	  diagrams,	  or	  written	  
descriptions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2.b	  

Analyze	  or	  interpret	  relationships	  expressed	  in	  
symbols,	  graphs,	  tables,	  diagrams	  (including	  
Venn	  diagrams),	  or	  written	  descriptions	  and	  
evaluate	  the	  relative	  advantages	  or	  
disadvantages	  of	  different	  representations	  to	  
answer	  specific	  questions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2.d	  
Perform	  or	  interpret	  transformations	  on	  the	  
graphs	  of	  linear,	  quadratic,	  exponential,	  and	  
*trigonometric	  functions.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2.e	   Make	  inferences	  or	  predictions	  using	  an	  
algebraic	  model	  of	  a	  situation.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2.f	  

Given	  a	  real-‐world	  situation,	  determine	  if	  a	  
linear,	  quadratic,	  rational,	  exponential,	  
logarithmic,	  or	  *trigonometric	  function	  fits	  the	  
situation.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2.g	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  exponential	  growth	  
and	  decay.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.2.h	   *	  Analyze	  properties	  of	  exponential,	  logarithmic,	  
and	  rational	  functions.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.3	   Variables,	  expressions,	  and	  operations	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.3.b	   Write	  algebraic	  expressions,	  equations,	  or	  
inequalities	  to	  represent	  a	  situation.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.3.c	  
Perform	  basic	  operations,	  using	  appropriate	  
tools,	  on	  algebraic	  expressions	  including	  
polynomial	  and	  rational	  expressions.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

5.3.d	  
Write	  equivalent	  forms	  of	  algebraic	  expressions,	  
equations,	  or	  inequalities	  to	  represent	  and	  
explain	  mathematical	  relationships.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.3.e	   Evaluate	  algebraic	  expressions	  including	  
polynomials	  and	  rational	  expressions.	   0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

5.3.f	  

Use	  function	  notation	  to	  evaluate	  a	  function	  at	  a	  
specified	  point	  in	  its	  domain	  and	  combine	  
functions	  by	  addition,	  subtraction,	  
multiplication,	  division,	  and	  composition.	  

1	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

5.3.g	   *	  Determine	  the	  sum	  of	  finite	  and	  infinite	  
arithmetic	  and	  geometric	  series.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.3.h	   Use	  basic	  properties	  of	  exponents	  and	  
*logarithms	  to	  solve	  problems.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings/	  
#packets)	  

App	  
((#App+#App-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/	  

#packets)	  

5.4	   Equations	  and	  inequalities	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.4.a	  
Solve	  linear,	  rational,	  or	  quadratic	  equations	  or	  
inequalities,	  including	  those	  involving	  absolute	  
value.	  

1	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

5.4.c	  

Analyze	  situations,	  develop	  mathematical	  
models,	  or	  solve	  problems	  using	  linear,	  
quadratic,	  exponential,	  or	  logarithmic	  equations	  
or	  inequalities	  symbolically	  or	  graphically.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.4.d	  

Solve	  (symbolically	  or	  graphically)	  a	  system	  of	  
equations	  or	  inequalities	  and	  recognize	  the	  
relationship	  between	  the	  analytical	  solution	  and	  
graphical	  solution.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.4.e	   Solve	  problems	  involving	  special	  formulas	  such	  
as:	  A	  =	  P(I	  +	  r)t,	  A	  =	  Pert.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.4.f	   Solve	  an	  equation	  or	  formula	  involving	  several	  
variables	  for	  one	  variable	  in	  terms	  of	  the	  others.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.4.g	   Solve	  quadratic	  equations	  with	  complex	  roots.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.5	   Mathematical	  reasoning	  in	  algebra	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

5.5.a	   Use	  algebraic	  properties	  to	  develop	  a	  valid	  
mathematical	  argument.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.5.b	  
Determine	  the	  role	  of	  hypotheses,	  logical	  
implications,	  and	  conclusions	  in	  algebraic	  
argument.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

5.5.c	   Explain	  the	  use	  of	  relational	  conjunctions	  (and,	  
or)	  in	  algebraic	  arguments.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

Due	  to	  rounding,	  some	  row	  percentages	  will	  not	  sum	  to	  100%	  	  
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APPENDIX R5. ENGLISH LITERATURE CONTENT MAP 

English	  Literature	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

	  Exclusions	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings/	  
#packets)	  

App	  
((#App+#App-I)	  
/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/	  

#packets)	  

1	  

Locate/Recall:	  Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  
information	  within	  and	  across	  texts,	  which	  may	  
involve	  making	  simple	  inferences	  as	  needed	  for	  
literal	  comprehension	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  information	  
and	  make	  simple	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
both	  literary	  and	  informational	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1.a	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  specific	  information	  such	  as	  
definitions,	  facts,	  and	  supporting	  details	  in	  text	  
or	  graphics.	  

9	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

1.2	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  information	  
and	  make	  simple	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
literary	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.2.a	   Locate	  or	  recall	  character	  traits.	   0	   10%	   85%	   5%	  
1.2.b	   Locate	  or	  recall	  sequence	  of	  events	  or	  actions.	   0	   10%	   90%	   0%	  
1.2.c	   Locate	  or	  recall	  setting.	   0	   10%	   85%	   5%	  
1.2.d	   Locate	  or	  recall	  figurative	  language.	   0	   20%	   80%	   0%	  

1.2.e	  

Locate	  or	  recall	  organizing	  structures	  of	  literary	  
texts,	  such	  as	  verse	  or	  stanza	  in	  poetry	  or	  
description,	  chronology,	  comparison,	  etc.	  in	  
literary	  non-‐fiction.	  

0	   20%	   80%	   0%	  

1.3	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  information	  
and	  make	  simple	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
informational	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.3.a	   Locate	  or	  recall	  the	  topic	  sentence	  or	  main	  idea.	   0	   45%	   55%	   0%	  
1.3.b	   Locate	  or	  recall	  the	  author's	  purpose.	   0	   65%	   35%	   0%	  
1.3.c	   Locate	  or	  recall	  causal	  relations.*	   0	   53%	   47%	   0%	  

1.3.d	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  organizing	  structures	  of	  texts,	  
such	  as	  comparison/contrast,	  problem/solution,	  
enumeration,	  etc.	  

0	   65%	   30%	   5%	  

2	  
Integrate/Interpret:	  Make	  complex	  inferences	  
within	  and	  across	  texts	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1	  
Make	  complex	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  both	  
literary	  and	  informational	  texts.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1.a	   Describe	  problem	  and	  solution,	  or	  cause	  and	  
effect.	   10	   15%	   85%	   0%	  

2.1.b	   Compare	  or	  connect	  ideas,	  perspectives,	  
problems,	  or	  situations.	   11	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

2.1.c	   Determine	  unstated	  assumptions	  in	  an	  
argument.	   6	   45%	   55%	   0%	  

2.1.d	  
Describe	  or	  analyze	  how	  an	  author	  uses	  literary	  
devices	  or	  text	  features	  to	  convey	  meaning.	   11	   5%	   80%	   15%	  

2.1.e	  
Describe	  or	  analyze	  how	  an	  author	  uses	  
organizing	  structures	  to	  convey	  meaning.	   9	   10%	   85%	   5%	  

2.1.f	   Describe	  or	  analyze	  author’s	  purpose.	   11	   5%	   90%	   5%	  

2.2	   Make	  complex	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  texts	  
literary	  texts	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.2.a	   Interpret	  mood,	  tone,	  or	  voice.	   0	   30%	   70%	   0%	  
2.2.b	   Integrate	  ideas	  to	  determine	  theme.	   0	   5%	   95%	   0%	  

2.2.c	   Interpret	  a	  character's	  conflicts,	  motivations,	  
and	  decisions.	   0	   30%	   55%	   15%	  

2.2.d	  
Examine	  relations	  between	  or	  among	  theme,	  
setting,	  plot,	  or	  characters.	   0	   25%	   65%	   10%	  

2.2.e	  
Explain	  how	  rhythm,	  rhyme,	  sound,	  or	  form	  in	  
poetry	  contribute	  to	  meaning.	   0	   40%	   55%	   5%	  

2.3	   Make	  complex	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
informational	  texts.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
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English	  Literature	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

	  Exclusions	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings/	  
#packets)	  

App	  
((#App+#App-I)	  
/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/	  

#packets)	  

2.3.a	   Summarize	  major	  ideas.	   0	   55%	   45%	   0%	  

2.3.b	   Draw	  conclusions	  and	  provide	  supporting	  
information.	   0	   60%	   35%	   5%	  

2.3.c	   Find	  evidence	  in	  support	  of	  an	  argument.	   0	   60%	   35%	   5%	  
2.3.d	   Distinguish	  facts	  from	  opinions.	   0	   85%	   15%	   0%	  

2.3.e	   Determine	  the	  importance	  of	  information	  within	  
and	  across	  texts.	   0	   60%	   35%	   5%	  

2.4	  
Apply	  understanding	  of	  vocabulary	  to	  
comprehension	  of	  both	  literary	  and	  
informational	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   0%	   	  	  

2.4.a	   Determine	  word	  meaning	  as	  used	  in	  context.	   5	   5%	   80%	   15%	  
3	   Critique/Evaluate:	  Consider	  text(s)	  critically	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1	  
Consider	  both	  literary	  and	  informational	  texts	  
critically.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1.a	   Judge	  the	  author's	  craft	  and	  technique.	   8	   30%	   65%	   5%	  

3.1.b	  
Analyze,	  critique,	  or	  evaluate	  the	  author's	  
perspective	  or	  point	  of	  view.	   7	   20%	   60%	   20%	  

3.1.c	   Take	  different	  perspectives	  in	  relation	  to	  a	  text.	   7	   20%	   75%	   5%	  
3.2	   Consider	  literary	  texts	  critically.	   	  	   	  	   0%	   	  	  

3.2.a	   Evaluate	  the	  role	  of	  literary	  devices	  in	  conveying	  
meaning.	   0	   30%	   65%	   5%	  

3.2.b	  
Determine	  the	  degree	  to	  which	  literary	  devices	  
enhance	  a	  literary	  work.	   0	   40%	   40%	   20%	  

3.2.c	   Evaluate	  a	  character's	  conflict,	  motivations,	  and	  
decisions.	   0	   40%	   50%	   10%	  

3.3	   Consider	  informational	  text	  critically.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.3.a	   Evaluate	  the	  way	  the	  author	  selects	  language	  to	  
influence	  readers.	   0	   75%	   15%	   10%	  

3.3.b	  
Evaluate	  the	  strength	  and	  quality	  of	  evidence	  
used	  by	  the	  author	  to	  support	  his	  or	  her	  position.	   0	   70%	   15%	   15%	  

3.3.c	  
Determine	  the	  quality	  of	  counterarguments	  
within	  and	  across	  texts.	   0	   80%	   20%	   0%	  

3.3.d	   Judge	  the	  coherence	  or	  logic	  of	  an	  argument.	   0	   75%	   20%	   5%	  
*One	  course	  is	  missing	  data	  for	  1.3.c	  (Eng_20_623).	  	  
Due	  to	  rounding,	  some	  row	  percentages	  will	  not	  sum	  to	  100%	  	  
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APPENDIX R6. PSYCHOLOGY CONTENT MAP 

Psychology	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings/	  
#packets)	  

App-I	  	  
(#App-I/	  
#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/	  #packets)	  

1	  

Locate/Recall:	  Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  
information	  within	  and	  across	  texts,	  which	  may	  
involve	  making	  simple	  inferences	  as	  needed	  for	  
literal	  comprehension.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  information	  and	  
make	  simple	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  both	  
literary	  and	  informational	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1.a	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  specific	  information	  such	  as	  
definitions,	  facts,	  and	  supporting	  details	  in	  text	  
or	  graphics.	  

19	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

1.2	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  information	  and	  
make	  simple	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
literary	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.2.a	   Locate	  or	  recall	  character	  traits.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.2.b	   Locate	  or	  recall	  sequence	  of	  events	  or	  actions.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.2.c	   Locate	  or	  recall	  setting.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.2.d	   Locate	  or	  recall	  figurative	  language.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.2.e	  

Locate	  or	  recall	  organizing	  structures	  of	  literary	  
texts,	  such	  as	  verse	  or	  stanza	  in	  poetry	  or	  
description,	  chronology,	  comparison,	  etc.	  in	  
literary	  non-‐fiction.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.3	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  information	  and	  
make	  simple	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
informational	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.3.a	   Locate	  or	  recall	  the	  topic	  sentence	  or	  main	  idea.	   0	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

1.3.b	   Locate	  or	  recall	  the	  author's	  purpose.	   0	   20%	   80%	   0%	  

1.3.c	   Locate	  or	  recall	  causal	  relations.	   0	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

1.3.d	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  organizing	  structures	  of	  texts,	  
such	  as	  comparison/contrast,	  problem/solution,	  
enumeration,	  etc.	  

0	   5%	   95%	   0%	  

2	   Integrate/Interpret:	  Make	  complex	  inferences	  
within	  and	  across	  texts	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1	   Make	  complex	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  both	  
literary	  and	  informational	  texts.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1.a	   Describe	  problem	  and	  solution,	  or	  cause	  and	  
effect.	   19	   0%	   95%	   5%	  

2.1.b	   Compare	  or	  connect	  ideas,	  perspectives,	  
problems,	  or	  situations.	   20	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

2.1.c	   Determine	  unstated	  assumptions	  in	  an	  
argument.	   13	   35%	   65%	   0%	  

2.1.d	   Describe	  or	  analyze	  how	  an	  author	  uses	  literary	  
devices	  or	  text	  features	  to	  convey	  meaning.	   14	   30%	   70%	   0%	  

2.1.e	   Describe	  or	  analyze	  how	  an	  author	  uses	  
organizing	  structures	  to	  convey	  meaning.	   8	   55%	   40%	   5%	  

2.1.f	   Describe	  or	  analyze	  author’s	  purpose.	   16	   20%	   80%	   0%	  

2.2	   Make	  complex	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  texts	  
literary	  texts	  	   	  	   	  	   0%	   	  	  

2.2.a	   Interpret	  mood,	  tone,	  or	  voice.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.b	   Integrate	  ideas	  to	  determine	  theme.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.c	   Interpret	  a	  character's	  conflicts,	  motivations,	  and	  
decisions.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.d	   Examine	  relations	  between	  or	  among	  theme,	  
setting,	  plot,	  or	  characters.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.e	   Explain	  how	  rhythm,	  rhyme,	  sound,	  or	  form	  in	  
poetry	  contribute	  to	  meaning.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3v	   Make	  complex	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	   	  	   	  	   0%	   	  	  
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Psychology	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  ratings/	  
#packets)	  

App-I	  	  
(#App-I/	  
#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/	  #packets)	  

informational	  texts.	  

2.3.a	   Summarize	  major	  ideas.	   0	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

2.3.b	   Draw	  conclusions	  and	  provide	  supporting	  
information.	   0	   5%	   95%	   0%	  

2.3.c	   Find	  evidence	  in	  support	  of	  an	  argument.*	   0	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

2.3.d	   Distinguish	  facts	  from	  opinions.	   0	   20%	   80%	   0%	  

2.3.e	   Determine	  the	  importance	  of	  information	  within	  
and	  across	  texts.	   0	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

2.4	  
Apply	  understanding	  of	  vocabulary	  to	  
comprehension	  of	  both	  literary	  and	  
informational	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.4.a	   Determine	  word	  meaning	  as	  used	  in	  context.	   17	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

3	   Critique/Evaluate:	  Consider	  text(s)	  critically	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1	   Consider	  both	  literary	  and	  informational	  texts	  
critically.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1.a	   Judge	  the	  author's	  craft	  and	  technique.	   3	   85%	   15%	   0%	  

3.1.b	   Analyze,	  critique,	  or	  evaluate	  the	  author's	  
perspective	  or	  point	  of	  view.	   12	   35%	   60%	   5%	  

3.1.c	   Take	  different	  perspectives	  in	  relation	  to	  a	  text.	   15	   20%	   80%	   0%	  

3.2	   Consider	  literary	  texts	  critically.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.2.a	   Evaluate	  the	  role	  of	  literary	  devices	  in	  conveying	  
meaning.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.b	   Determine	  the	  degree	  to	  which	  literary	  devices	  
enhance	  a	  literary	  work.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.c	   Evaluate	  a	  character's	  conflict,	  motivations,	  and	  
decisions.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3	   Consider	  informational	  text	  critically.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.3.a	   Evaluate	  the	  way	  the	  author	  selects	  language	  to	  
influence	  readers.	   0	   85%	   10%	   5%	  

3.3.b	   Evaluate	  the	  strength	  and	  quality	  of	  evidence	  
used	  by	  the	  author	  to	  support	  his	  or	  her	  position.	   0	   30%	   70%	   0%	  

3.3.c	   Determine	  the	  quality	  of	  counterarguments	  
within	  and	  across	  texts.	   0	   35%	   65%	   0%	  

3.3.d	   Judge	  the	  coherence	  or	  logic	  of	  an	  argument.	   0	   20%	   80%	   0%	  

*	  One	  course	  is	  missing	  data	  for	  2.3.c	  (Psy_20_1928).	  
Due	  to	  rounding,	  some	  row	  percentages	  will	  not	  sum	  to	  100%	  	  
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APPENDIX R7. U.S. GOVERNMENT CONTENT MAP 

U.S.	  Government	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  

ratings/#packets)	  

App	  
((#App+#App-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#packets)	  

1	  

Locate/Recall:	  Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  
information	  within	  and	  across	  texts,	  which	  may	  
involve	  making	  simple	  inferences	  as	  needed	  for	  
literal	  comprehension	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  information	  
and	  make	  simple	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
both	  literary	  and	  informational	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1.a	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  specific	  information	  such	  as	  
definitions,	  facts,	  and	  supporting	  details	  in	  text	  
or	  graphics.	  

18	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

1.2	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  information	  
and	  make	  simple	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
literary	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.2.a	   Locate	  or	  recall	  character	  traits.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.2.b	   Locate	  or	  recall	  sequence	  of	  events	  or	  actions.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.2.c	   Locate	  or	  recall	  setting.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
1.2.d	   Locate	  or	  recall	  figurative	  language.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.2.e	  

Locate	  or	  recall	  organizing	  structures	  of	  literary	  
texts,	  such	  as	  verse	  or	  stanza	  in	  poetry	  or	  
description,	  chronology,	  comparison,	  etc.	  in	  
literary	  non-‐fiction.	  

0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.3	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  information	  
and	  make	  simple	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
informational	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   0%	   	  	  

1.3.a	   Locate	  or	  recall	  the	  topic	  sentence	  or	  main	  idea.	   0	   5%	   95%	   0%	  

1.3.b	   Locate	  or	  recall	  the	  author's	  purpose.	   0	   15%	   85%	   0%	  
1.3.c	   Locate	  or	  recall	  causal	  relations.	   0	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

1.3.d	  
Locate	  or	  recall	  organizing	  structures	  of	  texts,	  
such	  as	  comparison/contrast,	  problem/solution,	  
enumeration,	  etc.	  

0	   10%	   85%	   5%	  

2	   Integrate/Interpret:	  Make	  complex	  inferences	  
within	  and	  across	  texts	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1	   Make	  complex	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
both	  literary	  and	  informational	  texts.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1.a	   Describe	  problem	  and	  solution,	  or	  cause	  and	  
effect.	   18	   0%	   95%	   5%	  

2.1.b	   Compare	  or	  connect	  ideas,	  perspectives,	  
problems,	  or	  situations.	   17	   0%	   95%	   5%	  

2.1.c	   Determine	  unstated	  assumptions	  in	  an	  
argument.	   14	   20%	   75%	   5%	  

2.1.d	   Describe	  or	  analyze	  how	  an	  author	  uses	  literary	  
devices	  or	  text	  features	  to	  convey	  meaning.	   10	   45%	   55%	   0%	  

2.1.e	   Describe	  or	  analyze	  how	  an	  author	  uses	  
organizing	  structures	  to	  convey	  meaning.	   9	   50%	   50%	   0%	  

2.1.f	   Describe	  or	  analyze	  author’s	  purpose.	   12	   30%	   65%	   5%	  

2.2	   Make	  complex	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
texts	  literary	  texts	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.2.a	   Interpret	  mood,	  tone,	  or	  voice.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  
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U.S.	  Government	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  

excluded	  across	  
packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  

ratings/#packets)	  

App	  
((#App+#App-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#packets)	  

2.2.b	   Integrate	  ideas	  to	  determine	  theme.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.c	   Interpret	  a	  character's	  conflicts,	  motivations,	  
and	  decisions.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.d	   Examine	  relations	  between	  or	  among	  theme,	  
setting,	  plot,	  or	  characters.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.2.e	   Explain	  how	  rhythm,	  rhyme,	  sound,	  or	  form	  in	  
poetry	  contribute	  to	  meaning.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3	   Make	  complex	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
informational	  texts.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.3.a	   Summarize	  major	  ideas.	   0	   5%	   90%	   5%	  

2.3.b	   Draw	  conclusions	  and	  provide	  supporting	  
information.	   0	   5%	   85%	   10%	  

2.3.c	   Find	  evidence	  in	  support	  of	  an	  argument.*	   0	   5%	   85%	   10%	  

2.3.d	   Distinguish	  facts	  from	  opinions.	   0	   10%	   85%	   5%	  

2.3.e	   Determine	  the	  importance	  of	  information	  within	  
and	  across	  texts.	   0	   0%	   95%	   5%	  

2.4	  
Apply	  understanding	  of	  vocabulary	  to	  
comprehension	  of	  both	  literary	  and	  
informational	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.4.a	   Determine	  word	  meaning	  as	  used	  in	  context.	   13	   0%	   75%	   25%	  

3	   Critique/Evaluate:	  Consider	  text(s)	  critically	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1	   Consider	  both	  literary	  and	  informational	  texts	  
critically.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1.a	   Judge	  the	  author's	  craft	  and	  technique.	   2	   85%	   15%	   0%	  

3.1.b	   Analyze,	  critique,	  or	  evaluate	  the	  author's	  
perspective	  or	  point	  of	  view.	   13	   20%	   75%	   5%	  

3.1.c	   Take	  different	  perspectives	  in	  relation	  to	  a	  text.	   16	   5%	   90%	   5%	  

3.2	   Consider	  literary	  texts	  critically.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.2.a	   Evaluate	  the	  role	  of	  literary	  devices	  in	  
conveying	  meaning.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.b	   Determine	  the	  degree	  to	  which	  literary	  devices	  
enhance	  a	  literary	  work.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.c	   Evaluate	  a	  character's	  conflict,	  motivations,	  and	  
decisions.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.3	   Consider	  informational	  text	  critically.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.3.a	   Evaluate	  the	  way	  the	  author	  selects	  language	  to	  
influence	  readers.	   0	   55%	   40%	   5%	  

3.3.b	  
Evaluate	  the	  strength	  and	  quality	  of	  evidence	  
used	  by	  the	  author	  to	  support	  his	  or	  her	  
position.	  

0	   20%	   75%	   5%	  

3.3.c	   Determine	  the	  quality	  of	  counterarguments	  
within	  and	  across	  texts.	   0	   10%	   85%	   5%	  

3.3.d	   Judge	  the	  coherence	  or	  logic	  of	  an	  argument.	   0	   10%	   85%	   5%	  

*	  Due	  to	  rounding,	  some	  percentages	  will	  not	  sum	  to	  100%	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
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APPENDIX R8. U.S. HISTORY CONTENT MAP 
U.S.	  History	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  
excluded	  across	  

packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  

ratings/#packets)	  

App	  
((#App+#App-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#packets)	  

1	  

Locate/Recall:	  Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  
information	  within	  and	  across	  texts,	  which	  may	  
involve	  making	  simple	  inferences	  as	  needed	  for	  
literal	  comprehension	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1	  

Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  information	  
and	  make	  simple	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
both	  literary	  and	  informational	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.1.a	  

Locate	  or	  recall	  specific	  information	  such	  as	  
definitions,	  facts,	  and	  supporting	  details	  in	  text	  
or	  graphics.	  

15	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

1.2	  

Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  information	  
and	  make	  simple	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
literary	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.2.a	   Locate	  or	  recall	  character	  traits.	   0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  
1.2.b	   Locate	  or	  recall	  sequence	  of	  events	  or	  actions.	   0	   85%	   15%	   0%	  
1.2.c	   Locate	  or	  recall	  setting.	   0	   85%	   15%	   0%	  
1.2.d	   Locate	  or	  recall	  figurative	  language.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

1.2.e	  

Locate	  or	  recall	  organizing	  structures	  of	  literary	  
texts,	  such	  as	  verse	  or	  stanza	  in	  poetry	  or	  
description,	  chronology,	  comparison,	  etc.	  in	  
literary	  non-‐fiction.	  

0	   95%	   5%	   0%	  

1.3	  

Locate	  or	  recall	  textually	  explicit	  information	  
and	  make	  simple	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
informational	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1.3.a	   Locate	  or	  recall	  the	  topic	  sentence	  or	  main	  idea.	   0	   0%	   100%	   0%	  
1.3.b	   Locate	  or	  recall	  the	  author's	  purpose.	   0	   25%	   75%	   0%	  
1.3.c	   Locate	  or	  recall	  causal	  relations.	   0	   5%	   95%	   0%	  

1.3.d	  

Locate	  or	  recall	  organizing	  structures	  of	  texts,	  
such	  as	  comparison/contrast,	  problem/solution,	  
enumeration,	  etc.	  

0	   5%	   95%	   0%	  

2	  
Integrate/Interpret:	  Make	  complex	  inferences	  
within	  and	  across	  texts	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1	  
Make	  complex	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  both	  
literary	  and	  informational	  texts.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.1.a	   Describe	  problem	  and	  solution,	  or	  cause	  and	  
effect.	   14	   10%	   90%	   0%	  

2.1.b	  
Compare	  or	  connect	  ideas,	  perspectives,	  
problems,	  or	  situations.	   15	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

2.1.c	   Determine	  unstated	  assumptions	  in	  an	  
argument.	   11	   20%	   80%	   0%	  

2.1.d	  
Describe	  or	  analyze	  how	  an	  author	  uses	  literary	  
devices	  or	  text	  features	  to	  convey	  meaning.	   7	   50%	   50%	   0%	  

2.1.e	  
Describe	  or	  analyze	  how	  an	  author	  uses	  
organizing	  structures	  to	  convey	  meaning.	   9	   40%	   60%	   0%	  

2.1.f	   Describe	  or	  analyze	  author’s	  purpose.	   11	   25%	   75%	   0%	  

2.2	  
Make	  complex	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  texts	  
literary	  texts	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.2.a	   Interpret	  mood,	  tone,	  or	  voice.	   1	   95%	   5%	   0%	  
2.2.b	   Integrate	  ideas	  to	  determine	  theme.	   0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

2.2.c	  
Interpret	  a	  character's	  conflicts,	  motivations,	  and	  
decisions.	   0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

2.2.d	  
Examine	  relations	  between	  or	  among	  theme,	  
setting,	  plot,	  or	  characters.	   0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  
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U.S.	  History	  

ID	   Objective	  Statement	  

Exclusions	  	  
(#	  statement	  
excluded	  across	  

packets)	  

NA	  
(#NA	  

ratings/#packets)	  

App	  
((#App+#App-
I)/#packets)	  

NC	  
(#NC/#packets)	  

2.2.e	  
Explain	  how	  rhythm,	  rhyme,	  sound,	  or	  form	  in	  
poetry	  contribute	  to	  meaning.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

2.3	  
Make	  complex	  inferences	  within	  and	  across	  
informational	  texts.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.3.a	   Summarize	  major	  ideas.	   0	   0%	   100%	   0%	  

2.3.b	  
Draw	  conclusions	  and	  provide	  supporting	  
information.	   0	   10%	   90%	   0%	  

2.3.c	   Find	  evidence	  in	  support	  of	  an	  argument.*	   0	   5%	   95%	   0%	  
2.3.d	   Distinguish	  facts	  from	  opinions.	   0	   10%	   90%	   0%	  

2.3.e	  
Determine	  the	  importance	  of	  information	  within	  
and	  across	  texts.	   0	   5%	   95%	   0%	  

2.4	  

Apply	  understanding	  of	  vocabulary	  to	  
comprehension	  of	  both	  literary	  and	  
informational	  texts.	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

2.4.a	   Determine	  word	  meaning	  as	  used	  in	  context.	   13	   0%	   95%	   5%	  
3	   Critique/Evaluate:	  Consider	  text(s)	  critically	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1	  
Consider	  both	  literary	  and	  informational	  texts	  
critically.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.1.a	   Judge	  the	  author's	  craft	  and	  technique.	   5	   65%	   35%	   0%	  

3.1.b	  
Analyze,	  critique,	  or	  evaluate	  the	  author's	  
perspective	  or	  point	  of	  view.	   11	   25%	   75%	   0%	  

3.1.c	   Take	  different	  perspectives	  in	  relation	  to	  a	  text.	   15	   10%	   90%	   0%	  
3.2	   Consider	  literary	  texts	  critically.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.2.a	  
Evaluate	  the	  role	  of	  literary	  devices	  in	  conveying	  
meaning.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.b	  
Determine	  the	  degree	  to	  which	  literary	  devices	  
enhance	  a	  literary	  work.	   0	   100%	   0%	   0%	  

3.2.c	  
Evaluate	  a	  character's	  conflict,	  motivations,	  and	  
decisions.	   0	   90%	   10%	   0%	  

3.3	   Consider	  informational	  text	  critically.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

3.3.a	  
Evaluate	  the	  way	  the	  author	  selects	  language	  to	  
influence	  readers.	   0	   75%	   25%	   0%	  

3.3.b	  
Evaluate	  the	  strength	  and	  quality	  of	  evidence	  
used	  by	  the	  author	  to	  support	  his	  or	  her	  position.	   0	   30%	   70%	   0%	  

3.3.c	  
Determine	  the	  quality	  of	  counterarguments	  
within	  and	  across	  texts.	   0	   20%	   80%	   0%	  

3.3.d	   Judge	  the	  coherence	  or	  logic	  of	  an	  argument.	   0	   25%	   75%	   0%	  
*	  Due	  to	  rounding,	  some	  percentages	  will	  not	  sum	  to	  100%	  
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APPENDIX S 
Process Evaluation Questionnaires 
	  

 
NAEP EXPERTS—ADVISORY PANEL PROCESS EVALUATION 
 

Question Response options 

I am confident I understood the role of the NAEP expert 
advisory panel. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

Time was used efficiently in the advisory panel meeting. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

The changes implemented to the content review training reflect 
the guidance provided by the NAEP expert advisory panel. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

Please provide any additional comments in the space below. (textbox) 
  

 
CONTENT REVIEWERS—HOLISTIC AND INDEPENDENT REVIEW TRAINING PROCESS EVALUATION 
 

Question Response Options 

The holistic review training webinar made the task clear to me. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Neutral 

4. Agree 

5. Strongly agree 

The holistic review training webinar was well organized. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Neutral 

4. Agree 

5. Strongly agree 

The independent review webinar training made the task clear to 
me. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Neutral 

4. Agree 

5. Strongly agree 
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Question Response Options 

The independent review training webinars were well organized. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Neutral 

4. Agree 

5. Strongly agree 

The independent review training clearly identified the goals for 
the NAEP objective coding procedure. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Neutral 

4. Agree 

5. Strongly agree 

The independent review training clearly identified the goals of 
the NAEP objective annotation procedure. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Neutral 

4. Agree 

5. Strongly agree 

The training materials were helpful. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Neutral 

4. Agree 

5. Strongly agree 

I am confident I understand my role. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Neutral 

4. Agree 

5. Strongly agree 

Time was used efficiently in the trainings. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Neutral 

4. Agree 

5. Strongly agree 

I felt comfortable participating in the training webinars. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Neutral 

4. Agree 

5. Strongly agree 

Overall, I feel well trained and prepared to complete the 
independent review. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Neutral 

4. Agree 

5. Strongly agree 

Please add your comments in the space below. (textbox) 
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CONTENT REVIEWERS—INDEPENDENT REVIEW PROCESS EVALUATION 
 

Question Response Options 

The training prepared me for independent review. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

During training and qualifying, I learned how to code the NAEP 
objectives as I progressed, so my later training and qualifying 
coding may not be consistent with my earlier coding. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

The training materials were helpful. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

The holistic review process helped me code my packets during 
independent review. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

Referring to the NAEP frameworks helped me code my packets 
during independent review. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

Referring to the decision rules helped me code my packets 
during independent review. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

I understood how to code the NAEP objectives in my course 
packets during independent review. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

Overall, I am satisfied with how I coded my packets during 
independent review. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

The amount of work required to complete independent review 
was about what I expected when I was recruited. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 
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Question Response Options 

I am satisfied with the support I received during the independent 
review. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

Please provide specific feedback on the decision rules, if any, in 
the space below. 

(textbox) 

Please add additional comments about independent review in the 
space below. 

(textbox) 

Overall, the independent review survey was easy to use. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

Overall, Basecamp was an effective communication tool for this 
project. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

I found the to-dos in Basecamp useful for keeping track of 
packets during independent review. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

I found it easy to access materials training materials, packets, and 
other files on Basecamp. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 
  

 
CONTENT REVIEWERS—GROUP REVIEW PROCESS EVALUATION 
 

Question Response Options 

The orientation and training prepared me for group review. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

My notes and annotations were useful during group review. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

During group review, my group had enough time to discuss all of 
our packets. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 
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Question Response Options 

Overall, I think my group’s discussions were open and honest. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

Overall, I believe that my opinions were considered and valued 
by my group. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

I feel this procedure was fair. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

My group followed the decision rules. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

I am confident in the outcomes of the group review process. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

Overall, I am satisfied with my group’s final coding on our 
packets. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

The meeting was well organized. 

1. Strongly disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. Agree 

4. Strongly agree 

Please add additional comments about group review in the space 
below. 

(textbox) 

  

 
NAEP EXPERTS—QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
• What does each of you see as the most important implication or application of the prerequisite KSAs and 

their corresponding point on the NAEP scale? What are your recommendations for next steps? 
• Based on the prerequisite KSAs, what can we suggest as priorities for NAEP? 
• Based on the prerequisite KSAs, what can we suggest as priorities for high schools? 
• JSS was done before the implementation of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS). Did the lack of 

the CCSS affect the development of the JSS BPD? 
• What guidance, qualifications, or context should be noted to help readers interpret the outcomes of this study? 
• What questions do you have that would inform future research efforts on the NAEP? 
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APPENDIX T 
Artifact Effectiveness by Course Type 
	  

MATHEMATICS COURSE PACKETS 
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COURSE PACKETS WITH SUBSTANTIAL READING DEMANDS 
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APPENDIX U 
Content Reviewer Characteristics by Subject Area and Content Review Group 
	  

 

Table U1. Content Reviewer Educational Background 

Content area N HSD or GED Bachelor’s Master’s Doctorate 

Mathematics overall 12     

 Mathematics Group 1 3 0 0 1 2 

 Mathematics Group 2 3 0 0 1 2 

 Mathematics Group 3 3 0 0 1 2 

 Mathematics Group 4 3 0 0 2 1 

Reading overall 12     

 Reading Group 1 3 0 0 2 1 

 Reading Group 2 3 0 0 1 2 

 Reading Group 3 3 0 0 1 2 

 Reading Group 4 3 0 0 1 2 
      

 

Table U2. Content Reviewer Primary or Most Recent Occupation 

Content area N 
Community 

college educator 
University  
educator 

Education  
consultant Other 

Mathematics overall 12     

 Mathematics Group 1 3 1 1 1 0 

 Mathematics Group 2 3 1 2 0 0 

 Mathematics Group 3 3 0 2 0 1 

 Mathematics Group 4 3 0 3 0 0 

Reading overall 12     

 Reading Group 1 3 1 2 0 0 

 Reading Group 2 3 0 3 0 0 

 Reading Group 3 3 0 2 1 0 

 Reading Group 4 3 0 3 0 0 
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Table U3. Content Reviewer Years of Experience in Education 

Content area N 1–5 years 6–10 years 11–15 years 16–20 years 21+ years 

Mathematics overall 12      

 Mathematics Group 1 3 0 1 1 0 1 

 Mathematics Group 2 3 1 0 0 0 2 

 Mathematics Group 3 3 0 0 0 1 2 

 Mathematics Group 4 3 0 0 1 1 1 

Reading overall 12      

 Reading Group 1 3 0 0 2 0 1 

 Reading Group 2 3 1 1 0 1 0 

 Reading Group 3 3 0 1 0 0 2 

 Reading Group 4 3 1 1 0 0 1 
       

 

Table U4. Content Reviewer Gender 

Content area N Male Female 

Mathematics Overall 12   

 Mathematics Group 1 3 2 1 

 Mathematics Group 2 3 2 1 

 Mathematics Group 3 3 3 0 

 Mathematics Group 4 3 1 2 

Reading Overall 12   

 Reading Group 1 3 0 3 

 Reading Group 2 3 3 0 

 Reading Group 3 3 1 2 

 Reading Group 4 3 1 2 
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Table U5. Content Reviewers of Hispanic Origin 

Content area N Yes No 

Mathematics overall 12   

 Mathematics Group 1 3 0 3 

 Mathematics Group 2 3 0 3 

 Mathematics Group 3 3 0 3 

 Mathematics Group 4 3 0 3 

Reading overall 12   

 Reading Group 1 3 0 3 

 Reading Group 2 3 0 3 

 Reading Group 3 3 0 3 

 Reading Group 4 3 0 3 
    

 

Table U6. Content Reviewer Race 

Content area N 
Asian/Pacific 

Islander 
Black/African 

American 
American 

Indian White 
I prefer not 
to answer 

Mathematics overall 12      

 Mathematics Group 1 3 0 0 0 3 0 

 Mathematics Group 2 3 0 0 0 3 0 

 Mathematics Group 3 3 0 0 0 3 0 

 Mathematics Group 4 3 0 0 0 2 1 

Reading overall 12      

 Reading Group 1 3 1 1 0 1 0 

 Reading Group 2 3 0 0 0 3 0 

 Reading Group 3 3 0 0 0 3 0 

 Reading Group 4 3 0 0 0 2 1 
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APPENDIX V 
Response Change Rationales by Reviewer 
 
	  

MATH GROUP REVIEW 

Group 1: Why did Member 1/2/3 change his/her mind? (n = 2,194) Total 

M1 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.87% 

M1 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 6.84% 

M1 New shared understanding of the objective 10.03% 

M1 Other 0.23% 

M1 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 4.60% 

M1 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 0.77% 

M1 Technical error with survey tool 0.18% 

M2 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.46% 

M2 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 3.65% 

M2 New shared understanding of the objective 10.53% 

M2 Other 0.27% 

M2 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 32.50% 

M2 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 0.64% 

M2 Technical error with survey tool 0.91% 

M3 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.91% 

M3 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 7.47% 

M3 New shared understanding of the objective 6.52% 

M3 Other 0.41% 

M3 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 10.80% 

M3 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 1.19% 

M3 Technical error with survey tool 0.23% 

Total 100.00% 
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Group 2: Why did Member 1/2/3 change his/her mind? (n = 2,194) Total 

M1 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.87% 

M1 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 6.84% 

M1 New shared understanding of the objective 10.03% 

M1 Other 0.23% 

M1 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 4.60% 

M1 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 0.77% 

M1 Technical error with survey tool 0.18% 

M2 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.46% 

M2 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 3.65% 

M2 New shared understanding of the objective 10.53% 

M2 Other 0.27% 

M2 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 32.50% 

M2 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 0.64% 

M2 Technical error with survey tool 0.91% 

M3 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.91% 

M3 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 7.47% 

M3 New shared understanding of the objective 6.52% 

M3 Other 0.41% 

M3 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 10.80% 

M3 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 1.19% 

M3 Technical error with survey tool 0.23% 

Total 100.00% 
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Group 3: Why did Member 1/2/3 change his/her mind? (n = 1,346) Total 

M1 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 2.15% 

M1 Changed understanding of terminology 0.15% 

M1 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 10.85% 

M1 New shared understanding of the objective 0.30% 

M1 Other 14.71% 

M1 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 3.05% 

M1 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 0.15% 

M1 Technical error with survey tool 1.49% 

M2 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 5.87% 

M2 Changed understanding of terminology 0.07% 

M2 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 11.29% 

M2 New shared understanding of the objective 0.45% 

M2 Other 12.48% 

M2 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 4.53% 

M2 Other group ember(s) made convincing argument 1.19% 

M2 Technical error with survey tool 1.19% 

M3 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 4.98% 

M3 Changed understanding of terminology 0.07% 

M3 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 7.50% 

M3 New shared understanding of the objective 0.30% 

M3 Other 10.40% 

M3 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 4.61% 

M3 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 1.34% 

M3 Technical error with survey tool 0.89% 

Total 100.00% 
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Group 4: Why did Member 1/2/3 change his/her mind? (n = 1,154) Total 

M1 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.09% 

M1 Changed understanding of terminology 0.52% 

M1 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 11.87% 

M1 New shared understanding of the objective 18.80% 

M1 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 0.26% 

M1 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 2.43% 

M1 Technical error with survey tool 0.35% 

M2 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 1.73% 

M2 Changed understanding of terminology 1.82% 

M2 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 8.58% 

M2 New shared understanding of the objective 7.54% 

M2 Other 7.89% 

M2 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 1.73% 

M2 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 4.59% 

M2 Technical error with survey tool 3.73% 

M3 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.17% 

M3 Changed understanding of terminology 0.43% 

M3 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 4.68% 

M3 New shared understanding of the objective 5.63% 

M3 Other 0.09% 

M3 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 7.71% 

M3 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 7.80% 

M3 Technical error with survey tool 1.56% 

Grand Total 100.00% 
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READING GROUP REVIEW  

Group 1: Why did Member 1/2/3 change his/her mind? (n = 1,932) Total 

M1 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 1.29% 

M1 Changed understanding of terminology 2.28% 

M1 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 5.90% 

M1 New shared understanding of the objective 8.70% 

M1 Other 6.37% 

M1 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 2.17% 

M1 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 0.10% 

M2 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.16% 

M2 Changed understanding of terminology 0.47% 

M2 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 5.64% 

M2 New shared understanding of the objective 20.96% 

M2 Other 5.59% 

M2 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 1.19% 

M2 Technical error with survey tool 0.31% 

M3 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 1.76% 

M3 Changed understanding of terminology 4.76% 

M3 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 9.99% 

M3 New shared understanding of the objective 3.99% 

M3 Other 13.72% 

M3 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 4.45% 

M3 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 0.05% 

M3 Technical error with survey tool 0.16% 

Total 100.00% 
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Group 2: Why did Member 1/2/3 change his/her mind? (n = 1,614) Total 

M1 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 1.43% 

M1 Changed understanding of terminology 0.99% 

M1 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 19.64% 

M1 Other 8.86% 

M1 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 3.53% 

M2 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.68% 

M2 Changed understanding of terminology 2.48% 

M2 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 25.59% 

M2 New shared understanding of the objective 0.06% 

M2 Other 12.45% 

M2 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 2.35% 

M3 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.37% 

M3 Changed understanding of terminology 1.05% 

M3 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 13.32% 

M3 Other 3.47% 

M3 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 3.72% 

Total 100.00% 
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Group 3: Why did Member 1/2/3 change his/her mind? (n = 1,023) Total 

M1 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 1.47% 

M1 Changed understanding of terminology 0.49% 

M1 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 10.56% 

M1 New shared understanding of the objective 6.06% 

M1 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 0.39% 

M1 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 1.56% 

M1 Technical error with survey tool 1.47% 

M2 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 1.47% 

M2 Changed understanding of terminology 4.50% 

M2 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 9.97% 

M2 New shared understanding of the objective 7.82% 

M2 Other 0.20% 

M2 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 0.39% 

M2 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 3.03% 

M2 Technical error with survey tool 10.85% 

M3 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.39% 

M3 Changed understanding of terminology 1.17% 

M3 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 20.82% 

M3 New shared understanding of the objective 14.08% 

M3 Other group member(s) disputed evidence 0.20% 

M3 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 2.64% 

M3 Technical error with survey tool 0.49% 

Total 100.00% 
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Group 4: Why did Member 1/2/3 change his/her mind? (n = 1,160) Total 

M1 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.17% 

M1 Changed understanding of terminology 5.00% 

M1 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 7.67% 

M1 New shared understanding of the objective 0.95% 

M1 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 5.00% 

M2 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.09% 

M2 Changed understanding of terminology 18.53% 

M2 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 7.24% 

M2 New shared understanding of the objective 1.21% 

M2 Other 0.09% 

M2 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 6.98% 

M2 Technical error with survey tool 0.09% 

M3 Changed understanding of application of decision rule 0.09% 

M3 Changed understanding of terminology 23.71% 

M3 Evidence not seen before or changed understanding of evidence 13.28% 

M3 New shared understanding of the objective 1.38% 

M3 Other 0.43% 

M3 Other group member(s) made convincing argument 7.93% 

M3 Technical error with survey tool 0.17% 

Total 100.00% 
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APPENDIX W 
Borderline Performance Descriptions (BPDs) for College Preparedness (v. 4.0)  
From the JSS Study  
 
	  

Mathematics Borderline Performance Description 
College Preparedness 

Operational Workshop 
(Version 4.0) 

 
In the area of number properties and operations, students who are minimally prepared for 
placement into entry-level, credit-bearing, post-secondary courses should be able to interpret and 
compare various representations of numbers.  They should understand and know how to perform 
operations with real numbers, understand and use properties of numbers and the number 
system—including basic properties of exponents and radicals—and apply that knowledge to 
solve problems.  They should also know how to use proportional reasoning to solve problems.  
These students should know how to estimate and identify situations where estimation is 
appropriate.  They should be able to verify solutions and determine the reasonableness of results 
in a variety of situations. 
 
In measurement and geometry, to demonstrate at least minimal preparedness, students should 
understand perimeter, area, volume, and measures of angles and be able to solve problems 
involving those concepts.  Additionally, they should be able to solve problems involving rates of 
change and units of measurement.  These students should understand properties of plane figures 
and know how to apply the Pythagorean Theorem.  They should also be able to solve problems 
involving the coordinate plane. 
 
In data analysis, statistics, and probability, to demonstrate at least minimal preparedness, 
students should know how to create and interpret graphs and tables from sets of data.  They 
should understand measures of center and spread of data as well as basic concepts of probability. 
 
In algebra, to demonstrate at least minimal preparedness, students should know how to solve 
problems involving numerical patterns.  They should know how to write algebraic expressions, 
equations, and inequalities to represent situations; manipulate expressions; and solve linear 
equations and inequalities.  Students who are minimally prepared should be able to evaluate 
algebraic expressions and functions.  They should be able to create, interpret, and translate 
between verbal, tabular, graphic, and symbolic representations of functions, equations, and 
inequalities.  Given an algebraic model of a situation, these students should know how to make 
inferences or predictions.  They should also be able to recognize general forms of functions and 
understand properties of functions. 
�
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Reading Borderline Performance Description 
College Preparedness 

Operational Workshop 
(Version 4.0) 

 
Students who are minimally prepared for placement into entry-level, credit-bearing, post-
secondary courses should be able to do the following, at a simple level, with the texts they 
encounter: 
 
They should be able to understand the role of context in the meaning of words.  
They should be able to locate relevant information in texts and explain why the information is 
included. They should be able to draw simple inferences from what they read and develop 
interpretations of a text by offering evidence to support their interpretations. They should be able 
to recognize and understand the organizational elements or patterns of a text. They should be 
able to identify the intended audience and purpose of the text. They should be able to identify, 
analyze, and evaluate the author’s argument and evidence. They should be able to identify and 
explain the author’s point or theme using the text as reference. They should be able to make 
connections among ideas within and across texts and draw conclusions based upon relevant 
evidence. They should understand figurative language within the text.  
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